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ABSTRACT

This project explicates the ways in which writers from different cultural groups

(Anglo American, American Indian, and Mexican American) used literature to defend the

land claims of increasingly marginalized peoples within the United States around the turn

of the twentieth century.  Each of the writers I discuss (María Amparo Ruiz de Burton,

Alexander Posey, Charles Lummis, and Helen Hunt Jackson) constructs and manipulates

racial hierarchies in order to assert the comparative virtues of the cultural group for

whom they advocate.  I explore each writer’s perceptions of proper land use and

legitimate land claims and how these perceptions are informed by disparate cultural

inheritances. By looking at authors from different backgrounds, writing from different

regions in the United States, I am able to establish the frequency with which racialist

assumptions guided popular opinion and U.S. law around the turn of the twentieth

century—specifically in regards to land claims.  I situate my reading of literary works

within the historical context that made competitions for land particularly fierce during

this period.
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INTRODUCTION

During the second half of the 1990s, residents of cities across the Southwestern

United States discussed plans for commemorating the Cuarto Centenario: the four

hundred year anniversary of the Spanish settlement of the region.  Debates over what

form a commemoration should take, or if there should be a commemoration at all,

revealed diverse, culturally specific views of Spanish colonization.  In Albuquerque, New

Mexico, plans to erect a bust of Spanish conquistador, Don Juan de Oñate—who, in

1598, led the first Spanish colonists into New Mexico and founded its first capital at

Santa Fe—were so controversial that the city was forced to take control of what

originally had been a plan organized by the Albuquerque Arts Board.  Eight years passed

before the debate was resolved and two separate memorials were erected.

Albuquerque’s newspapers, radio shows, and local news channels devoted

significant time and space to discussions of the Cuarto Centenario.  These discussions

revealed that Albuquerque’s major cultural groups (American Indians, Anglo Americans,

and Hispanos) continued to conceive of their own cultural identities and their roles in the

Southwest in relation to distinct—often oppositional—views of history, appropriate

lifestyles, and proper relationships with the natural world.  One artist from each of these

cultural groups was commissioned to create a commemorative memorial that would

represent the past and reflect the contemporary perspectives of Albuquerque’s residents.

In subsequent chapters I will use the term “Mexican American” to refer to people of

Mexican and Spanish descent in the United States in general.1  However, in reference to

this cultural group in Albuquerque, I will use the term “Hispano” because it is the term
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(in addition to “Hispanic”) that they generally favor.  This terminology is significant

because it indicates the way that members of this community define themselves in

relation to indigenous peoples—a matter I will discuss in more detail below.

Members of the New Mexican Hispanic Culture Preservation League were the

first to approach the Albuquerque Arts Board about a Cuarto Centenario memorial: a

bust of Oñate.  They saw the Cuarto Centenario as an opportunity to educate the public

about Spanish contributions to the region.  In addition, they aimed to cultivate pride in

the Hispano community about their Spanish heritage—a heritage many felt was falsely

denigrated in textbooks that perpetuated the Black Legend (the idea that Spanish

explorers were more ruthless and cruel than their English and French counterparts).  Yet,

by choosing Oñate as a focal point for Spanish pride, the organization invited a heated

controversy.  While many Albuquerque Hispanos view Oñate as the heroic founder of

their state who brought their ancestors to the region, others (Hispanos and non-Hispanos

alike) see him as a brutal conqueror who exploited and killed indigenous peoples.  Much

of the dispute regarding Oñate’s legacy centers on his response to Acoma Pueblo Indians’

resistance to Spanish colonization.

To demonstrate their refusal to submit to Spanish control of the region, Acoma

men killed thirteen Spanish soldiers, including Oñate’s nephew.  The Acoma Pueblo

people specifically resisted Spanish appropriation of tribal lands, imposition of

Catholicism, and the encomienda system.  This system required native people to supply

the Spanish with certain quantities of food and, when poor harvests made it impossible

for them to meet these demands, they were forced to perform menial tasks in Spanish
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households to pay off their alleged debt to the Spaniards.  In response to the murder of

Spanish soldiers by Acoma warriors, Oñate and his Spanish army killed at least 800

Acoma men and enslaved many women and children.2  They amputated half of one foot

from each male prisoner over twenty-five.  Some Albuquerque Hispanos argue that there

is no documentation to verify that such amputations ever occurred, while others contend

that this was a just response to the Spanish deaths suffered at Acoma hands.  The vast

majority of contemporary historians agree that Oñate did in fact carry out such brutal

forms of retribution—and on more than one occasion.  For example, Oñate and his

soldiers attacked a Tompiro pueblo for refusing to comply with demands for food and

clothing.3   By 1608, the Spanish crown had removed Oñate from his position as

Governor of New Mexico and tried him for abusing his power and mistreating Pueblo

Indians.  Although members of the League defended Oñate and believe he was worthy of

his own Cuarto Centenario memorial, a significant portion of Albuquerque’s Hispano

community argued that Oñate should not be the focal point of the memorial.  They

suggested that Oñate be just one figure among the other settlers who accompanied him.

This latter view ultimately triumphed.

Leaders of Albuquerque’s Hispano community maintained that focusing on

Oñate’s alleged brutality toward American Indians was an unjust distraction from the

many gifts he brought to the region, including livestock, wheat, and fruit trees.  Yet, from

the perspective of the city’s American Indian leaders—particularly Puebloan

peoples—such a memorial was deeply offensive.  In her October 20, 2005 newspaper

article, “Recasting New Mexico History,” reporter Katy June-Friesen summarizes the
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perspectives of Darva and Conroy Chino, members of the Acoma Pueblo tribe who

organized Circle of Voices, a culturally mixed group that opposed the Oñate memorial.

June-Friesen writes:

[Conroy] Chino says Acoma Pueblo was very upset.  It seemed like the

Oñate memorial project was an intentional effort to open old wounds.  The

governor of Acoma even contacted Mayor Chavez to express displeasure.

Chino says the Acoma people felt they’d moved beyond the tragedies of

colonization and achieved some level of racial peace.4

Whereas many members of Albuquerque’s Anglo American and Hispano communities

contended that the so-called discovery and settlement of the Americas by the Spanish was

something to celebrate, members of the Pueblo tribes did not agree that their ancestors

required outside influence from Europeans.  According to one Pueblo man, “they didn’t

need any person, or any people, or any culture to come and tell them who they were.”5

Rather than celebrate Oñate—or Spanish colonization or culture more

generally—by collaborating with the two other artists commissioned to create a

memorial, Nora Naranjo-Morse (Santa Clara Pueblo) chose to create her own exhibit

honoring the indigenous lifestyles and worldviews that the Spanish tried to destroy.

Albuquerque city officials now consider Naranjo-Morse’s exhibit a companion piece to

the collaborative sculpture created by Anglo American artist, Betty Sabo, and Hispano

artist, Reynaldo “Sonny” Rivera, La Jornada (which refers to the journey of Oñate and

his companions into New Mexico).  While these two sculptures certainly do represent

Albuquerque’s diverse cultures and the different perspectives of its citizens, there are no
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aesthetic or ideological links between them.  La Jornada is comprised of bronze statues

of Spanish settlers arriving in New Mexico, including Oñate, an indigenous guide from

Mexico, soldiers, and a priest.  On the other hand, Naranjo-Morse’s exhibit, entitled

Numbe Whageh, which in Tewa (a Puebloan language) means “the center place,” or “the

place of the earth,” is an earth sculpture comprised of plants native to the region that

spiral inward to a small reflecting pond at the center.  According to Naranjo-Morse, its

circular design is meant to symbolize the earth as womblike.  The pond represents the

place, according to Puebloan origin stories, where all living things emerged onto the

surface of the earth.

Naranjo-Morse created a video, also entitled Numbe Whageh, about Puebloan

views of the Cuarto Centenario and the memorial she created.  As the camera moves

over the exhibit, Pueblo men and women—including Naranjo-Morse—voice their

perspectives.  The contributors speak to the ideological significance of the exhibit and

how its showcases a distinctly Puebloan worldview.  According to one woman, “One of

the great big differences between the Western world and the Pueblo world is that the

focus is so people-oriented in the Western world […] it very seldom goes beyond to that

people- land-earth connection which the Pueblo is very good at bringing out.”  Another

contributor notes that Numbe Whageh is “not a monument to any one person, it’s a

monument to the culture as a whole.”  The exhibit contains no reference to the arrival of

the Spanish in New Mexico, but instead represents Puebloan worldviews that vastly

predate Spanish colonization.  Although Naranjo-Morse chose not take a position in the

debate about Oñate through a direct portrayal of him, in choosing to celebrate the Cuarto
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Centenario by honoring timeless Puebloan views, she arguably denies the significance of

Spanish colonization and the Spanish contributions that members of the New Mexican

Hispanic Culture Preservation League deemed worthy of celebration.

Debates throughout Albuquerque surrounding the Cuarto Centenario focused not

only on different views of history, but on different views held by Albuquerque’s Hispano

population regarding their cultural identities.  Many members of the New Mexican

Hispanic Culture Preservation League firmly describe themselves as Spanish Americans

and offer historical evidence to support their contention that they are not mestizos (of

Indian as well as Spanish ancestry).  According to ethnologist Sarah Horton,

In explaining a Spanish American rather than Hispanic or Chicano

identification, both Santillanes and Blea [league founder and member

respectively] turned to the past historical record to claim predominately

Spanish bloodlines.  They cited the historical circumstances surrounding

the Spanish colonists’ entrance into New Mexico—how many women

accompanied them, how many indios, and how many of the colonists were

born in Spain—as justification for New Mexico Hispanos having

predominately Spanish rather then mestizo bloodlines.  For example, in

explaining her use of the term Spanish American, Santillanes said, “Five

hundred people came from Mexico [in the first wave of colonists] and

one-half of them were born in Spain.  They say there were no women, but

if you look at the list, there were single women.”  The implication here is
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that the presence of Spanish women guaranteed the perpetuation of

Spanish bloodlines, and secured against rampant mestizaje. (53)

While members of the Chicano movement of the late 1960s and early 1970s

sought to reclaim and revalue their indigenous heritage, members of the League aimed to

reclaim and revalue their Spanish ancestry.  Critical to both groups’ efforts at cultural

reclamation was the terminology they used to describe themselves.  “Chicano” is a

dialectical variant of “Mexicano” and was initially used informally, and often in a

derogatory manner, to refer to Mexicans who had recently arrived in the United States.

Members of the Chicano movement reclaimed the term as a marker of ethnic pride and,

more specifically, as a marker of their indigenous ancestry.  On the other hand, the term

“Hispanic” or “Hispano” emphasizes Spanish ancestry as it refers to Spanish-speaking

peoples and Spanish culture in the Americas.  According to some critics, the term also

perpetuates the idea that people of Spanish and Mexican descent are the descendants of

Spanish immigrants, who came to the Americas freely, as opposed to indigenous peoples

who suffered the brutalities of colonization.  Members of the League chose to use the

term “Hispanic” in the title of their organization, which is the term (in addition to

“Hispano”) generally used in public forums in Albuquerque.  Nonetheless, as the above

quotation illustrates, key members of the League aim to emphasize their Spanish

identities even more explicitly by describing themselves as “Spanish Americans.”  By

educating the public about Spanish contributions to New Mexico, members of the League

devalue the United States’ subsequent colonization of the region.  They assert that the
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Spanish are responsible for settling New Mexico and supposedly civilizing its native

inhabitants.

Horton argues that “Spanish American identity was formed in response to the

passing of New Mexico to Anglo control; its intensification in recent circumstances may

be read as a response to an ever-progressing Hispanic dispossession” (59).  While New

Mexicans prepared for the Cuarto Centenario in the 1990s, the Anglo American

population exceeded the Hispano population for the first time in New Mexican history.6

By reminding Albuquerque residents of the periods of Spanish and Mexican rule—as

well as the cultural contributions of these two groups—members of the League (like the

Pueblo Indians) asserted that a rich and complete culture existed prior to the subsequent

appropriation of Southwest lands by a foreign culture whose members stifled the lifeways

of the peoples who already inhabited the region.

New Mexico’s American Indian and Hispano populations have developed

different means of resistance to Anglo American colonization and cultural hegemony.

Central to the tensions between these two cultural groups regarding their histories is the

land itself.  Whereas Numbe Whageh celebrates Puebloan views of a cooperative

relationship between humans and the natural world, La Jornada gives tribute to the

Spaniards who brought new ways of living on and cultivating the land.  Although both

groups resist Anglo American suppression of their respective cultures, their debates

centered on ways of viewing history prior to Anglo American colonization.  While

Numbe Whageh focuses on tribal belief systems that predate American Indians’ contacts

with Europeans of any nation, La Jornada celebrates the inauguration of the period in
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New Mexican history when Spaniards and their American-born descendants occupied

positions of power relative to the region’s American Indian inhabitants.

Conflicting views of history, colonization, and proper methods of land use among

Anglo Americans, American Indians, and Mexican Americans characterized their earliest

encounters.  Familiarity with the history of the relationships between these cultural

groups is critical to understanding the relationships between them today, particularly how

American Indians and Mexican Americans choose to assert their cultural identities and

histories as a means of resisting Anglo American cultural and economic dominance.  The

debates over the Cuarto Centanario encapsulate many of the same patterns of conflict

over history and cultural identity that emerged during the late nineteenth and early

twentieth centuries.  During this time, the United States was restructuring in the aftermath

of the 1848 Mexican American war which ended with the U.S. acquisition of nearly half

of Mexico’s territory and a larger body of former Mexican citizens living in the United

States.  In the following chapters, I will identify the presence of such patterns of conflict

between these cultural groups during this earlier period in literary works written from

different cultural perspectives.  I hope to contribute to contemporary understandings of

these historical relationships in order to allow readers to appreciate that the key features

that define these relationships today have a long, entrenched history.

In this study I will focus on the ways that María Amparo Ruiz de Burton (the first

Mexican American to write fiction in English), Alexander Posey (Creek writer and

journalist), and two Anglo American writers, Helen Hunt Jackson and Charles Lummis,

used literature as a political tool.  Through their writing they attempted to promote the
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cultural contributions and legal land claims of American Indians and/or Mexican

Americans who were increasingly marginalized by Anglo Americans who moved west to

claim lands acquired by the United States following the Mexican American war.  I will

argue that each of these writers responds to the racialist assumptions of their time by

constructing and manipulating racial hierarchies in order to favorably position the group

for whom they advocate.  By concentrating my study on the late nineteenth and early

twentieth centuries I am able to explore literary representations of the ways that these

different cultural groups asserted their cultural autonomy and their rights to their lands

shortly after the United States acquired nearly half of Mexico’s territory.  This acquisition

led to the sudden presence of thousands of Mexican Americans in the United States, as

well as a fierce competition between American Indians, Mexican Americans, and

American Indians over Western lands.

My literary analysis is anchored to critical pieces of legislation that formalized

disparities in the land rights of different cultural groups.  In addition to formalizing the

United States’ acquisition of nearly half of Mexico’s territory, the 1848 Treaty of

Guadalupe Hidalgo concluded the Mexican American war and guaranteed that the land

claims of Mexicans living in these newly ceded regions would be protected.

Nonetheless, with the passage of the Land Law of 1851, Mexican Americans were forced

to prove the legality of their land claims, and were usually unsuccessful.  The Homestead

Act of 1862 compounded Mexican Americans’ struggles to retain their lands, as it

encouraged Anglo American settlers to travel west and lay claim to so-called

“unappropriated public lands.”  However, most of these lands were already occupied by
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Mexican Americans and American Indians.  Finally, in 1887, the U.S. government passed

the Dawes Act, which required tribes to dismantle their tribal governments and break

their communally held lands into individually owned, 160 acre land allotments, thereby

dismantling a fundamental aspect of tribal social structures.  After allotments were made

to those who cooperated, the remaining land was deemed “surplus” and made available to

outside buyers.  By the time the Dawes Act was applied to California, where Jackson and

Ruiz de Burton set their novels (Ramona and The Squatter and the Don, respectively),

there was little land left for allotment that was suitable for cultivation.  The U.S. did not

acknowledge that California Indians had any legal claim to their lands, and consequently,

it was quickly overrun by settlers.  Without official status within the United States,

California Indians were denied the means to influence federal policy and the legal

recourse to fight the loss of their lands.

Through their writings, Ruiz de Burton, Posey, Jackson, and Lummis each

attempted to influence the political and social situations this legislation engendered.  In

the course of the following chapters, I evaluate how Ruiz de Burton and Posey represent

their own people and their people’s land claims in comparison to Lummis and Jackson’s

representations of Mexican American and American Indian peoples and land disputes.

By looking at authors from different backgrounds, writing from different regions in the

United States, I am able to explore the influence of racialist assumptions on popular

opinion and U.S. law around the turn of the twentieth century—specifically in regard to

land claims.
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In chapter one, I discuss how, in writing The Squatter and the Don (1885), María

Amparo Ruiz de Burton adapts the conventions of the sentimental novel to sway Anglo

American readers to sympathize with her people, the Californios (people of Spanish and

Mexican descent born in California).  She invites her readers to advocate politically for

Californios who were losing their lands as a result of the Land Law of 1851 and Anglo

American squatters.  In order to advance her claim that Californios belong to the elite,

ruling class, and rightfully manage their granted or inherited estates, Ruiz de Burton

depicts Californios as European aristocrats.  She thereby omits lower class, indigenous

Californios from her portrayal.  At the same time, she refers to her people as California

natives who best know how to use California land due to their long tenure there.

However, California’s first inhabitants, American Indians, figure into the text only as

menial laborers who are incapable of functioning at any other level in society and who

have no stake in the land disputes under way in California at this time.

Chapter two focuses on Creek writer and journalist Alexander Posey and his

comparisons between and within cultural groups living in Indian Territory (located in

modern day Oklahoma) during his lifetime. Between 1902 and 1908, Posey wrote the Fus

Fixico Letters, a series of fictionalized letters to the editors of newspapers throughout

Indian Territory.  Through the voice of his persona, Fus Fixco, Posey attempts to

persuade his American Indian readers to adapt to changes underway in Indian Territory

rather than holding fast to traditional social systems.   He encourages his readers to

appropriate aspects of Anglo American culture to ensure their own survival in the face of

Anglo American settlement and U.S. legislation (such as the Dawes Act) that undermined
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traditional American Indian systems of government and land management.  At the same

time, he criticizes Anglo American politicians who swindle American Indians out of their

lands, denies the land claims of Creek freedmen (former African American slaves who

belonged to Creeks), and challenges the civil rights of African Americans in general.

Among his own tribe, he makes distinctions between full-bloods, who maintain

traditional Creek social systems, and mixed-bloods, who favor acculturation to Anglo

American society.  Posey uses these cultural comparisons to assert the superior wisdom

of mixed-blood Creeks’ vision for the future and to argue that American Indians are the

only cultural group with just claims to lands in Indian Territory.

In chapter three I turn to Anglo American writers who attempted to speak for

American Indians and Mexican Americans.  Comparing Lummis’ travel narrative, A

Tramp Across the Continent (1892), and Jackson’s sentimental novel, Ramona (1884)

with Ruiz de Burton and Posey’s works allows me to establish the continuities and

disparities between popular depictions of American Indians and Mexican Americans and

the self-conceptions of members of these cultural groups.  I argue that in writing about

American Indians and Mexican Americans, Jackson and Lummis are as interested—if not

more so—in reforming Anglo American culture as they are promoting greater awareness

of and appreciation among their readers for these other cultural groups.  Both Jackson

and Lummis shared the antimodern sentiments that were common during the late

nineteenth and early twentieth centuries.  Many believed that life in overly crowded

eastern cities stifled the human spirit and humans’ natural physical vigor.  American

Indians and Mexican Americans were thought to live closer to the natural world than
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Anglo Americans, and Jackson and Lummis advance the idea that their readers can learn

to reconnect to the natural world by following the examples of members of these other

cultures.

My historically-based, cross-cultural approach to Ruiz de Burton, Posey, Jackson,

and Lummis’ writing led me to attend to aspects of their works that had yet to receive

sustained scholarly attention but that is crucial to a complete understanding of the

methods they use for intervening in the land struggles of their times.  While scholars

previously have noted Ruiz de Burton’s unfavorable portrayal of American Indians in

The Squatter and the Don, they have not discussed how such a portrayal advances Ruiz

de Burton’s arguments regarding Californios’ legal land claims.  By presenting American

Indians as natural inferiors, biologically designed for manual labor, she denies their right

to own and manage their own lands.  She therefore is able to portray Californios as the

only cultural group in California with both the knowledge of California land that comes

with generations of experiences living on and working it—knowledge Anglo Americans

lack—and the business savvy and initiative to manage it productively—which she

suggests that American Indians lack.

Alexander Posey’s outspoken commentary about American Indian land claims

around the turn of the twentieth century serves as an important supplement to Ruiz de

Burton and offers the opportunity to evaluate, for the first time, Jackson and Lummis’

portrayal of American Indians and their land claims in conjunction with the perspective

of an American Indian writing during the same period.  In addition, my study of Ruiz de

Burton and her statements about the legal struggles and social decline Californios faced
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and the vulnerability of Mexico to the United States’ sustained imperialists policies

following the Mexican American war led me to pay particular attention to the references

Posey makes to Mexico throughout the Fus Fixico Letters.  He refers to the plans of

conservative Creeks to emigrate to Mexico where they could ostensibly secure land and

be free to sustain traditional Creek social systems and methods of land use.  As I discuss

in chapter two, there are many reasons to question the possibility of Creeks actually

experiencing such freedoms in Mexico during this time.  More central to my discussion is

the function these references to Mexico have in shaping Posey’s political commentary.

He refers to emigration plans as a means of criticizing Creeks unwilling to adapt to the

changes underway in Indian Territory—Creeks who would prefer to leave the Creek

Nation entirely.  He also discusses emigration plans as a means of critiquing the U.S.

government policies that have had such catastrophic consequences for conservative Creek

that they are willing to consider such a drastic measure in the first place.  Posey’s

references to Mexico have only received mention by other scholars, not sustained

analysis.  As I illustrate in chapter two, although these references are brief, detailed

consideration of them is crucial to a fuller understanding of the political arguments Posey

constructs.

I do not merely compare Jackson and Lummis’ representations of Mexican

Americans and American Indians to Ruiz de Burton and Posey’s representations of their

respective cultural groups. I also consider how trends in popular Anglo American thought

influenced Jackson and Lummis’ portrayals of Mexican Americans and American

Indians.  I argue that they continue to exhibit racialist biases toward these groups
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informed by theories of biological determinism, which were in vogue around the turn of

the twentieth century.  Further, as I mention above, Jackson and Lummis’ interest in

reforming their own culture leads them to—often condescendingly—present American

Indians and Mexican Americans as living closer to nature and more simply than their

Anglo American counterparts.  Such portrayals arguably have dangerous consequences

given the prominent view among Anglo Americans that members of these groups were

incapable of participating in rigorous and competitive Anglo American social and

economic systems.

According to one of the contributors to Naranjo-Morse’s Numbe Whageh video,

“The controversy was a success.  It brought out what people were denying for

generations.  If people were ready to heal it [the historical/cultural conflict], it would

have been an ideal opportunity to do so.”  My hope is that the following chapters will

contribute to this necessary conversation by illuminating key aspects of the complex

history these three cultural groups share.  I bring literary works, written from different

cultural vantage points, and with different political aims, into a dialectical exchange with

one another.  In so doing, I hope to achieve—and impart—a multifaceted understanding

of the ways that members of these groups perceived and represented one another while

competing for contested lands in the American West.
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CHAPTER ONE: RACIAL HIERARCHIES AND COMPETING LAND CLAIMS IN
RUIZ DE BURTON’S THE SQUATTER AND THE DON

Introduction
María Amparo Ruiz de Burton (1835-1895) wrote her 1885 novel, The Squatter

and the Don, with the hope of painting a sympathetic portrait of the Californios (people

of Spanish and Mexican descent who were born in California) and detailing the

challenges they faced in the late nineteenth century.7  Following the Mexican American

war (1846-1848) and California’s subsequent incorporation into the United States, many

Californios lost their lands and quickly found themselves in financial trouble.  Despite

provisions included in the 1848 Treaty of Guadalupe Hidalgo—which ended the Mexican

American war—that guaranteed the land titles of Mexicans living in regions newly ceded

to the United States, state and federal officials quickly passed legislation that made it

difficult for Californios to hold on to their lands.  Although The Squatter and the Don’s

narrator frequently laments the fate of the Californios and believes that they are destined

to disappear, the narrator also appeals to a “white redeemer” to save the Californios.

Thus, through her novel, Ruiz de Burton communicates the urgency of the Californios’

situation and asks that the American people intercede on the Californios’ behalf.

In The Squatter and the Don, Ruiz de Burton constructs and manipulates racial

hierarchies involving Californios, American Indians, and Anglo Americans, always with

the aim of better positioning wealthy Californios to attain their political goals, the most

urgent of which was retaining their land.8  Her manipulation of this triangulated

relationship between these cultural groups reveals much about the political climate in

California during the second half of the nineteenth century.  Throughout The Squatter
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and the Don, the narrator and key characters make outspoken political statements.   These

statements often echo the political views Ruiz de Burton expresses in her

correspondence.9  Her characters critique specific lawmakers and businessmen as well as

legislation that had catastrophic consequences for Californios.  These targeted political

comments throw into sharp relief the novel’s silence about legislation with similar –

though oftentimes more damaging – consequences for California Indians, particularly

given Ruiz de Burton’s relegation of American Indians to the margins of her text.  While

other critics have discussed the function of race in the novel, they have not made Ruiz de

Burton’s near erasure of American Indians a central focus of their studies.10  Nor have

they explicated the ways in which her treatment of American Indians influences her

portrayal of the relationship between Anglo Americans and Californios.  It is only by

accounting for the absence and strategic appearance of American Indians in the novel that

one can fully appreciate the complexities of Ruiz de Burton’s manipulations of racial

hierarchies, as well as the ways in which she connects racial identity to rightful land

ownership.  However, in order to appreciate the significance of her near erasure of

American Indians and the skill with which she arranges and rearranges racial hierarchies,

it is first important to be familiar with the contexts in which Ruiz de Burton wrote and

her primary objectives in doing so.

In writing The Squatter and the Don, Ruiz de Burton serves as an intermediary

between Californio and Anglo American cultures.  She argues for the Californios’ rights

to their lands, not just on legal grounds, but on account of their virtue and gentility.  In so

doing, she suggests that they are naturally suited to being a part of the land-owning,
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ruling class, and the equals of those Anglo Americans who inhabit this same class

position.  In order to define the Californios according to standards that elite Anglo

Americans would appreciate (read Anglo Americans positioned to influence legislation

and public opinion), Ruiz de Burton omits Californios who do not correspond to this

ideal, namely, lower-class Californios of American Indian descent.  Like many of her

Anglo American counterparts in the late nineteenth century, Ruiz de Burton believed that

American Indians belonged at the bottom of the social structure.  As a result, in The

Squatter and the Don, she denies Californios’ indigenous ancestry and paints a falsely

homogenized portrait of the Californios as elite, white skinned Europeans.  By

manipulating racial hierarchies in this manner, she asserts that her people are equal—if

not superior—to Anglo Americans.   Consequently, she argues, the Californios rightfully

own and manage their lands and should continue to do so.

Ruiz de Burton’s Early Border Crossings and Cross-Cultural Negotiations

Ruiz de Burton’s training for mediating between Anglo Americans and people of

Mexican descent began at a young age.  Just a year into the Mexican American war, her

hometown of Loreto (in Baja California) was occupied by U.S. troops.  She was only

fifteen at the time but rapidly became acquainted with the conflicts between the two

nations with which she would eventually identify.  For a time it seemed that Baja

California would also become a part of the United States and many Loreto residents who

were dissatisfied with Mexican political leadership welcomed U.S. rule.  However, when

it was decided that Baja California would remain a part of Mexico, those Mexicans who
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had supported U.S. conquest were fearful of what would happen to them if they remained

in Mexico.  In response, the United States offered amnesty to these Mexican citizens,

about five hundred of whom moved to the San Francisco Bay area in the newly U.S.

controlled part of California.  Among these migrants were María Amparo Maytorena

Ruiz and her family.   While this move made her involvement with the United States

official, she had already developed a more personal attachment that gave her a lifetime of

experience in reconciling Mexican and American cultures.

The United States’ occupation of Loreto not only set the stage for Ruiz de

Burton’s U.S. citizenship, but for her marriage.  Among the U.S. troops who came to

Loreto was Captain Henry S. Burton, whom she married on July 9, 1849, when she was

seventeen.  In order to marry, the young couple contravened Mexican cultural norms and

legal codes current in California at the time.  After the U.S. invasion of California, it was

U.S. military policy to respect Mexican laws until new ones could be established,

including the Mexican law regarding marriage.  According to Rosaura Sánchez and

Beatrice Pita, who recovered Ruiz de Burton’s novels and correspondence for modern

readers, “[u]nder Mexican and Catholic laws, marriage was an official sacrament

officiated by a priest between two baptized Catholics, rather than a civil contract that

could be performed by a justice of the peace or a clergyman between two people of any

religion” (Conflicts, 10).

In direct violation of an agreement between Franciscan José Gonzáles Rubio,

vicar general of the Californias, and the military governor, Colonel Richard B. Mason, to

forbid mixed marriages until U.S. laws were instituted in California, Catholic María
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Amparo Maytorena Ruiz and Protestant Henry S. Burton were married by a Protestant

minister.  Californios— particularly members of the religious community— were

shocked by the marriage; nonetheless it marked a telling transition in California society.

When González Rubio requested a renewal of his agreement with Mason from the new

governor of California, General Bennett Riley, his request was denied.  Thus, through her

marriage, Ruiz de Burton took part in undermining the final vestiges of Mexican

authority in California following the war.

As a military captain, Henry Burton played an active role in suppressing

California Indians—an analogous gesture to his wife’s near erasure of California Indians

in The Squatter and the Don.  In 1856, Burton, then captain of San Diego’s military post,

set out for Temecula to suppress a rebellion being planned by the Cahuilla and Luiseño

Indians.11  These tribes organized to resist the taxation of American Indians, ineffective

Indian agents, and the theft of their lands by Anglo American squatters.  While this latter

grievance was shared by many Californios—which Ruiz de Burton dramatizes in her

novel—she chose not to unite the interests of her people with the American Indians who

suffered from the same injustice.  If Henry Burton’s military actions were supported by

his conscience, then he presumably did not deem the Indian rebellion to be justified.  One

can only wonder if he made any connection between the plight of the Cahuillas and

Luiseños and that of the Californios, each of whom suffered from Anglo American

usurpation of California lands.
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The Squatter and the Don: Responses and Critiques

Those who read The Squatter and the Don in the years immediately following its

1885 publication were unaware of its author’s identity.  Ruiz de Burton published her

novel under the pseudonym “C. Loyal” or Loyal Citizen.  Throughout her life she

identified herself as a Californio and used her literary voice to speak out on behalf of her

people.  Yet, in The Squatter and the Don, she makes a compelling argument to the larger

body of United States citizens.  She illustrates that the same legislation and political

corruption that has disenfranchised the Californios has had similar ill effects for the

majority of Anglo Americans.  In this manner, she demonstrates that her loyalties to her

people and to her adopted nation need not be mutually exclusive.  Her overt political

agenda and her explicit critiques of politicians and the U.S. legal system were not lost on

the novel’s early critics.  Although some disputed the accuracy of Ruiz de Burton’s

allegations and others felt it was too late to take action that would help the Californios,

early reviewers were careful to note that despite the novel’s heavy political content, it is

still a readable and enjoyable story.12  Thus, while a reviewer for Daily Alta noted that the

novel is “less a love story than an impassioned protest against adverse laws,” (qtd. in

Conflicts, 566) its thin romantic veneer clearly made the novel more palatable to Ruiz de

Burton’s contemporaries.

While late-nineteenth-century critics concerned themselves with the accuracy of

the novel’s claims and its relevance to the residents of California, modern scholars have

struggled to position Ruiz de Burton’s work within the larger Mexican American literary

tradition.  As the first book in a series of reprints published by Arte Público Press and the
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Recovering the U.S. Hispanic Literary Heritage Project, The Squatter in the Don

occupies a special place in the contemporary study of fiction written by Mexican

Americans.  In order to properly situate Ruiz de Burton within the Mexican American

literary tradition one must explicate her literary portrayal of race and land rights in late-

nineteenth-century California.  This requires a preliminary understanding of whom she

represents and, by extension, her relationship to other writers of Mexican descent and the

social concerns they advocate.  Sánchez and Pita argue that, at least in the sense of being

the first person of Mexican origin to write and publish fiction in English, she qualifies as

a forerunner of Chicano/a writers of the 1960s and 70s (551).  On the other hand, Jesse

Alemán notes that her ability to do so speaks to her privileged position among the

Californio elite, her background in reading genteel literature, and her connections to

powerful Anglo Americans (2).  Whereas Sánchez and Pita maintain that Ruiz de Burton

initiates a tradition of Mexican American/Chicano/a protest literature, Manuel M. Martín

Rodríguez contends that The Squatter and the Don, unlike later Chicano/a protest

literature, protests from an aristocratic, rather than a more generalized, Mexican

American viewpoint.   Rodríguez goes on to suggest that part of the problem with

recovery projects is the expectation held by scholars that a certain text will represent an

entire literary tradition— an expectation that generates a falsely homogenous portrait of a

cultural group.  He argues that while The Squatter and the Don offers a perspective on a

specific sector of the early Mexican American population, “it can hardly be described as

the direct origin of more recent contestatory discourses” (48).
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For the purposes of my discussion, the most important challenge to Ruiz de

Burton being categorized as “proto-Chicana” revolves around what Ruiz de Burton omits

or downplays in order to achieve the homogenous depiction of Californios that Rodríguez

describes.  Her portrayal of Californios as wealthy and European elides the indigenous

ancestry and working class position of many nineteenth-century Californios.  As the

Chicano movement was largely made up of working class Chicanos/as and was

predicated on reclaiming their indigenous ancestry, Ruiz de Burton is, at best, an uneasy

and partial precursor to the movement.  Members of the Chicano movement sought to

reclaim Aztlán, the mythic homeland of the Aztecs, thought by some to be located in the

Southwestern United States.  They sought to reclaim this land (some imaginatively, some

literally) on the basis of their indigenous ancestral claims.  Class, as well as cultural

identity, figured into the movement’s conception of legitimate land claims.  For example,

according to El Plan Espiritual de Aztlán (The Spiritual Plan of Aztlán), a founding

document of the Chicano movement, land belongs to those who work it.13  By contrast,

Ruiz de Burton advocates solely for the legal land claims of wealthy, landed Californios

of Spanish descent.  She simultaneously denies the claims of the indigenous peoples who

occupied California before a series of colonial occupations and who continued to be

displaced throughout her lifetime.

The Squatter and the Don: An Overview

Ruiz de Burton based her novel on the experiences of her most regular

correspondent, Mariano Vallejo (1807-1890).  Vallejo was a prominent Californio who
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served in the Spanish and Mexican militaries and led his people through the transitions

engendered by Mexican independence and the U.S. occupation and annexation of

California.  He was a member of the first California Senate under U.S. rule, as well as a

chronicler of California history.  However, in The Squatter and the Don, Ruiz de Burton

does not offer an account of Vallejo’s military, political, or historical work.  Instead she

focuses on the difficulties he faced in securing his land claims with the U.S. government

and, more specifically, on how the squatters who settled on his lands facilitated his

economic decline.  By telling a fictionalized version of this aspect of Vallejo’s life, she

aimed to document an injustice suffered by the larger Californio community.

In The Squatter and the Don, Ruiz de Burton relates the story of two families: the

Alamares and the Darrells.  She dramatizes their attempts to establish legal land claims in

San Diego County in the aftermath of the Mexican American war.  Don Mariano Alamar

(Vallejo’s fictional counterpart), a member of the Californio landed gentry, struggles to

prove the validity of his land claims to the U.S. government.  At the same time, William

Darrell, a New Englander who moved west in hopes of making a living for his family,

appropriates a portion of the Alamar ranch under the provisions of the 1862 Homestead

Act, which encouraged Americans to go west and claim unappropriated public lands.  As

long as Don Mariano’s land title remains in question, Anglo Americans are legally free to

take up residence on his land and claim it by making improvements to it—improvements

that increase the value of the land and, as a result, the taxes Don Mariano must pay.

While Don Mariano is clearly the victim in the novel, Darrell is not simply the

villain.  Rather, Darrell models the type of transformation Ruiz de Burton hopes to
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inspire in her Anglo American readers.  He ultimately accepts the validity of Don

Mariano’s land claims and renounces the practice, sanctioned by the U.S. government, of

taking up land before all disputes over its ownership have been settled.  He finally sets

aside his prejudice against Californios and recognizes the gentility of the Alamares, thus

clearing the way for his son, Clarence, to marry Don Mariano’s daughter, Mercedes.

Much of the novel centers on the growing romance between these young lovers and the

obstacles to their union.  These obstacles include the numerous misunderstandings that

arise between their families due to racial prejudice, disagreements over the legality of

Don Mariano’s claim to the Alamar ranch and, consequently, whether or not Darrell

usurped land that rightfully belongs to Don Mariano.

Ruiz de Burton’s Melding of Generic Traditions for Political Ends

The Squatter and the Don has been variously labeled as a historical romance, a

sentimental novel, and a political novel.  In fact, Ruiz de Burton draws from each of these

generic traditions to dramatize the travails of the Alamar family and establish their virtue

and thus their superiority over those with whom they compete for land and political

power.  She firmly anchors her characters in Californio history and politics, citing

specific legislation that disempowered Californios, and often referring to politicians by

name.  She engages both of these elements, political and historical, to highlight the

compromised position of late-nineteenth-century Californios and to draw firm lines

between victims (Californios) and opportunistic aggressors (most Anglo Americans).

From the outset, Ruiz de Burton alerts her readers to the factual basis of her fictional
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story by giving the novel the following subtitle: “A Novel Descriptive Of Contemporary

Occurrences In California.”

Ruiz de Burton employs sentimentality to operate on her readers’ sympathies.  By

drawing them into Clarence and Mercedes’ romance she induces her readers to feel

outraged by the things that threaten Clarence and Mercedes’ union, e.g., Anglo American

political corruption, squatters’ opportunism, and the Californios’ declining status.

Further, she argues for Californios’ equality with Anglo Americans by demonstrating, in

the tradition of the sentimental novel, the emotional vulnerability of each.  During the

nineteenth century it was popularly thought—and frequently advanced in literature—that

aristocratic, light-skinned people were more sensitive and susceptible to physical illness

than the more rugged, darker-skinned, lower classes.  According to this ideology, the

greater one’s physical frailty, the more civilized one was.   Ruiz de Burton appropriates

this ideology for her own ends.  By offering numerous examples of the Alamares’

delicacy, she asserts their natural place among the white elite.  For example, when

Clarence leaves the ranch, believing that the disrespect his father has shown toward the

Alamares has ruined his chances with Mercedes, Clarence, Mercedes, and Clarence’s

sister, Alice, each become ill.14  The emotional distress of each of these characters

immediately gives way to physical illness, illustrating both their sensitivity and the

natural affinities between the Darrells and the Alamares.
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Californios’ Legal Challenges Following the Mexican American War

While Ruiz de Burton uses the emotional fragility of the Darrells and the

Alamares as evidence of their equality, she is also careful to illustrate that the Alamares’

distress is a consequence of Anglo American opportunism and political corruption—a

consequence that could have been avoided had Anglo Americans behaved more

honorably.  Through her characters, she challenges the U.S. government’s failure to abide

by the 1848 Treaty of Guadalupe Hidalgo, specifically the articles that guaranteed the

rights and land claims of Mexicans in newly acquired regions of the United States.

According to article eight of the treaty,

Mexicans now established in territories previously belonging to Mexico, and

which remain for the future within the limits of the United States, as defined by

the present Treaty, shall be free to continue where they now reside, or to remove

at any time to the Mexican Republic, retaining the property which they now

possess in the said territories, or disposing thereof and removing the proceeds

wherever they please; without being subjected, on this account, to any

contribution, tax or charge whatever. […] In the said territories, property of every

kind, now belonging to Mexicans not established there, shall be inviolably

respected.  The present owners, the heirs of these, and all Mexicans who may

hereafter acquire said property by contract, shall enjoy with respect to it,

guaranties equally ample as if the same belonged to citizens of the United States.

(qtd. in Montes & Goldman, 253).
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The squatters who claim portions of Don Mariano’s estate violate article eight of the

Treaty of Guadalupe Hidalgo but do so in compliance with U.S. law.  After signing the

treaty, United States’ government officials passed a series of laws that made it

increasingly difficult for Mexicans, now living in the U.S., to retain their lands. The Land

Law of 1851, for example, stipulated that all Mexican land claims be reviewed and forced

Mexican landowners to prove the legality of their claims.  According to Chicano historian

Rodolfo Acuña,

The Land Act [otherwise known as the Land Law of 1851], by implication,

challenged the legality of Mexican land titles.  It told land-hungry Anglo-

Americans that there was a chance that Californios did not own the land.  The

squatters then treated the ranchos as public land on which they had a right to

homestead.  They knew that local authorities would not or could not do anything

about it.  They swarmed over the land, harassing and intimidating many

landowners. (Acuña, 115)

During the often lengthy and expensive legal process, Mexican lands were considered

part of the public domain and, as such, were open to Anglo American settlement under

the Homestead Act of 1862.

Ruiz de Burton also dramatizes the catastrophic effects of the No-Fence law,

passed by the California legislature in 1872, which placed the burden of building fences

on ranch owners, rather than squatters, to prevent the ranch owners’ cattle from eating or

damaging the squatters’ crops.  This law led many squatters, including those who laid

claim to Ruiz de Burton’s property, and a couple of those she features in The Squatter
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and the Don, to shoot the ranch owner’s cattle.  Therefore, not only was legislation

passed that led many Californios to lose their land, but their property was legally stolen

and slain – another violation of the Treaty of Guadalupe Hidalgo.  At the beginning of

The Squatter and the Don, Don Mariano suffers from the combined effects of each of

these laws.  Forced to pay higher taxes due to the squatters’ so-called improvements to

his land, fighting for his land title in court, and losing cattle daily to his squatters’ guns,

Don Mariano finds himself in a precarious situation.

Ruiz de Burton depicts the struggle for land and power between Californios and

Anglo American settlers in late-nineteenth-century California, all the while making

passing references to Indians laboring on the Alamar estate without any indication that

they have anything to gain or lose in the struggle.  The Homestead Act of 1862, for

example, led numerous Anglo Americans not only to claim lands belonging to upper-

class Mexican ranchers but also to claim territories belonging to American Indians.  Yet

in the world Ruiz de Burton constructs, Indians have no land claims.  When Don Mariano

laments that squatters chose his land when there is so much unoccupied public land

available, he denies the existence of the indigenous inhabitants of California from whom

land was taken by the peoples of Spain, Mexico, and the United States (143).

The California Indians

Once California became a part of the United States, the experiences of California

Indians were unlike those of any other American Indian tribe under U.S. rule.  California

Senator William Gwin succinctly summarized the exceptionality of the California
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Indians’ situation when, in an 1860 Congressional debate, he said, “They have no land”

(qtd. in Heizer, 46).  Following the Mexican American war, U.S. government officials

knew very little about the situation of the California Indians and, consequently, sent

repeated expeditions to survey their numbers and living conditions.  The United States

recognized that tribes in other states had claims to certain tracts of land and sought to

obtain tribal lands through treaty negotiations and monetary payments, combined with

military aggression.  However, the U.S. did not recognize the California Indians’ rights to

any of their lands.  The California Indians had already experienced Spanish and Mexican

occupation, and lost some of their lands in the process.  Yet, because Spanish and

Mexican settlements generally were confined to coastal California, California Indians

retained control of nearly all of the interior (eighty-percent of California) when the

United States took control of the state.  After the U.S. acquisition of California,

California Indians lost any legal claim to California land.

Because they lacked a land base, California Indians had no means of sustaining

themselves and, due to being repeatedly displaced by Anglo American settlers, they were

often reluctant to cultivate the new lands on which they located.  Their hunting grounds

had been destroyed and the rivers in which they previously hunted salmon were being

used by miners and were contaminated by the mining process.  Consequently, most

California Indians lived in a state of poverty and were often compelled to work as manual

laborers for Californio and Anglo American ranchers who frequently engaged in

fraudulent payment practices.  Without any official status within the United States,
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California Indians were denied the means of influencing federal policy or legal recourse

for fighting the loss of their lands.15

When the Spanish colonized California, they established twenty-one missions.

The goals of the friars who ran the missions were converting the Indians to Catholicism

and training them as agricultural laborers.  The hope of the Spanish government was that

after a period of about ten years, individual missions could be secularized.  In his history

of the California missions, James Sandos defines secularization as “the plan to turn

missions into parishes with secular clergy replacing the Franciscans, Indians

emancipated, and the lands turned into pueblos in which settlers could claim plots” (177).

However, secularization did not happen until 1834 when, following Mexican

independence from Spain, the Mexican Government passed the Secularization Act.

Rather than granting mission lands to the Indians who lived and worked in the missions,

the Mexican government gave most of the land to its Mexican citizens.  Because the so-

called Mission Indians had been trained in agricultural work, Mexican citizens viewed

them as a useful class of manual laborers.16  When California became a part of the United

States, Anglo Americans also recognized the value of this laboring class and sought to

keep the California Indians’ class position the same as it had been under Mexican rule.

In many ways, with her portrayal of California Indians, Ruiz de Burton follows the U.S.

government’s lead by ignoring their land claims and recognizing them only as manual

laborers.

While American Indians operate almost invisibly in the novel, their brief

appearances speak to the crucial nature of the work they do.  By portraying them as
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laborers but not as serious contenders for land or other legal rights, Ruiz de Burton

removes them from the political and legal struggles under way in California following the

Mexican American war.   She presents Californios and Anglo Americans as the only

viable contenders for land and political power, while carefully manipulating racial

hierarchies in order to position Californios as both more disadvantaged and more

deserving of California than Anglo Americans.17

Don Mariano: An Indigenous Entrepreneur

During his attempt to compromise with the squatters who have settled on his land

by offering to sell them land and cattle, Don Mariano carefully positions himself as both

an indigenous person and an entrepreneur.  In so doing he claims a position of authority

based on his knowledge of the land while simultaneously countering Anglo American

assumptions that Californios are shiftless and lazy by demonstrating the sort of initiative

much touted by Anglo Americans at the time.  According to Don Mariano,

[I]t is a mistake to try to make San Diego County a grain-producing

county.  It is not so and I feel certain it never will be, to any great extent.

This county is, and has been, and will always be, a good grazing county –

one of the very best counties for cattle-raising on this coast, and the very

best for fruit-raising on the face of the earth.  God intended it should be.

Why, then, not devote your time, your labor and your money to raising

vineyards, fruits and cattle, instead of trusting to the uncertain rains to give

you grain crops?  (45)
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If firsthand knowledge of the rainy seasons in San Diego and its successful money-

making endeavors were not enough, Don Mariano calls upon God for absolute

confirmation of his prediction.  Ultimately, for Don Mariano, the two go hand-in-hand;

only with many years of experience living and working the land can one know the use for

which it was designed.  When juxtaposed with Don Mariano, armed with knowledge and

authority, the squatters appear inept and unintelligent.  For months they have battled to

achieve a successful wheat harvest, stubbornly ignoring the region’s climate.  Their

bullheadedness not only suggests stupidity but also their newness to California, thus

alluding to the tenuous nature of their claims to the land—at least according to Don

Mariano and the novel’s narrator.

In his effort to compromise with the squatters, Don Mariano not only attempts to

save his land and remaining cattle, but to preserve the Californio social order.  According

to literary critic Vincent Pérez, when Don Mariano invites the squatters to purchase

portions of his land, he invites them to share in his traditional Californio lifestyle (39).

However, Pérez cautions, this is not because Don Mariano believes that they are worthy

of this life, but because he is desperate to salvage his land and maintain his class

position.18  Ruiz de Burton illustrates the squatters’ unworthiness of the Californio way of

life, in part, by emphasizing that the squatters take up land in Southern California for

financial gain, not in order to participate in Californio culture.

Don Mariano assesses the squatters’ motivation for settling on his land as follows:

“The reason why you have taken up land here is because you want homes.  You want to

make money.  Isn’t that the reason?  Money!  Money!!” (44).  They immediately validate
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his insight, amidst laughter, obviously proud of their motives.  Given popular U.S.

sentiment at the time, why would they be ashamed?  Key to the promise of the

Homestead Act and, by extension, Manifest Destiny, was the Jeffersonian ideal of the

yeoman farmer; that is, the promise that all Americans could claim a piece of land and

earn a living from it through their own hard work.19  The promise of a self-sustaining

lifestyle led many to abandon overly crowded cities permeated by poverty and

unemployment to set out for allegedly vacant lands.

By pitching an alternate model for making a living from California land– against

the backdrop of the squatters’ unsuccessful wheat harvest—Don Mariano demonstrates

that native knowledge is the basis for a successful business model.  In so doing, he refutes

a stereotype of Spanish Americans that Ruiz de Burton particularly disdained.  In her

article, “Bygone San Diego,” in which she eulogizes and praises the friars who

established the California missions— another of Ruiz de Burton’s valorizations of

Californio heritage that elides its impact on American Indians—she writes:20

No, the Americans of California give no thanks; no, not even a thought, to

the self-denying Spaniards who came here to show us that this magnificent

land, a fine harbor, and heavenly climate were here.  No, no thanks to the

Spanish people, but rather plenty of sneers and contempt because they are

not a money-making race, and stand or shrink irresolute and let the

Americans take the lead and make the money. (Conflicts, 580)

As is the case throughout Mariano’s proposal to the squatters, this passage addresses

money-making alongside of native identity.  Here Ruiz de Burton posits Spaniards as the
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discoverers of California, the ones who revealed its “heavenly” existence, again erasing

American Indians.  She invites her readers to remember California history, prior to U.S.

rule, but suggests that the state’s history began with its alleged discovery by Spanish

explorers and friars.  She does not acknowledge either the contributions of California’s

first inhabitants to California culture or the price that they paid for Spanish occupation of

the region.  However, Ruiz de Burton responds to the Anglo American view that

Spaniards are incapable of making money through a defense of a certain kind of

indigenous knowledge—only for her, such knowledge belongs to the Californios, not to

California Indians.  Through her depiction of Don Mariano, she argues that indigeneity

may be put to the service of achieving prosperity.  In this way, she suggests that

Californios are capable of competing in the United States and aiding its citizens in

engaging with unfamiliar climates more successfully.

By demonstrating the business acumen of Don Mariano – and thereby Californios

in general– Ruiz de Burton refutes another popular perception that many Anglo

Americans had of Californios: that their socioeconomic decline was an inevitable

consequence of contact with an allegedly superior culture.  Interestingly, this same

argument was applied to American Indians by Anglo Americans and Californios and has

since been termed the myth of the Vanishing Indian.  In his social history of the

Californios, Leonard Pitt writes, “The oldest and perhaps most highly respected Yankee

pioneer in the state, Alfred Robinson, in a late postscript to his now famous Life in

California [1891], described the downfall [of the Californios] as inevitable and

regrettable, but as altogether the product of the Californios’ passivity” (277).  Robinson’s
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view is precisely the sort which Ruiz de Burton attributes to “Americans” in “Bygone

San Diego,” and which she refutes through her characterization of Don Mariano.  It is

also important to note that Ruiz de Burton herself spent a large portion of her life, most

persistently from widowhood until death, fighting for her land claims and attempting to

make money through such entrepreneurial endeavors as mining and irrigation.  She was

often frustrated by the ways in which her position as a Californio and a woman, within

the United States, undermined her ability to succeed in these endeavors.  She repeatedly

called upon Mariano Vallejo and other influential men of her acquaintance to intervene

on her behalf.  Yet, as she dramatizes in The Squatter and the Don, despite being a

prominent Californio, Vallejo’s ability to persuade the U.S. government to secure

Californio lands was quite limited.   Nonetheless, Ruiz de Burton was resourceful in

capitalizing upon every advantage at her disposal, including those advantages afforded

her as the widow of an Anglo American U.S. military Captain.  For example, in order to

supplement her rapidly depleting finances, she appeared before the clerk of the Supreme

Court of the District of Columbia to request a widow’s pension.21   Further, by writing

The Squatter and the Don, Ruiz de Burton appropriated a medium (sentimental fiction

writing) newly available to nineteenth-century women in order to sway public opinion on

behalf of her people.  Thus, her life struggle, the content of her novel, and its authorship

work against such stereotypes of Californios’ passivity.22

Given Ruiz de Burton’s forays into business and her presentation of Don

Mariano’s entrepreneurial insight, it is curious that in “Bygone San Diego” she advances

the idea that Yankees are “the money making race” and that Californios “stand or shrink
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irresolute and let the Americans take the lead and make money.”  She wrote the article

for the San Diego Sun, with the primary interest of paying tribute to the mission founders.

She may hope to elicit sympathy for Californios from her Anglo American readers by

demonstrating how Californios have been poorly repaid for the work they did in settling

the region.  She suggests that in their haste to acquire wealth by capitalizing on

California’s good climate and business prospects, Anglo American have trampled over

the history of the Californios who made such opportunities possible.  The phrase “money-

making race” may also be telling, as it suggests that money-making is the primary

motivation of the Anglo American race.  As Ruiz de Burton argues in The Squatter and

the Don, squatters and legislators often prioritize wealth over human rights.   By contrast,

in his efforts to save his property, Don Mariano offers land and a new lifestyle to those

who have stolen his land and killed his cattle.  Thus, Ruiz de Burton makes her view of

morality in late-nineteenth-century California quite clear, with Californios firmly on

higher, though contested, ground.

Don Mariano’s proposal serves as an alternative to the Yankee business model

that Ruiz de Burton critiques throughout the novel.   Don Mariano operates as a foil to

corrupt Anglo American politicians and businessmen, such as Peter Roper (the squatters’

lawyer), who relentlessly schemes to find new lawsuits and ways of dispossessing Don

Mariano of his property.  When asked if he is the Don’s enemy, Roper replies, “‘I am

nobody’s enemy; but if I can make any money by kicking him out of his house, don’t you

suppose I’d do it?’” (279-280).  Ruiz de Burton’s juxtaposition of Roper and Don

Mariano works against a popular Anglo American stereotype of people of Mexican
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descent, i.e., that they have a more relaxed work ethic which some characterized as

laziness.  In an otherwise useful and oft quoted account of Californio history, Leonard

Pitt, writing in 1966, falls prey to advancing the very stereotypes of Californios which he

otherwise condemns.  He argues that Californios viewed pleasure as the end of work, thus

“the Anglo-Saxon’s preoccupation with labor, profit, and savings for the future always

remained something of a mystery to them” (13).

Ruiz de Burton refutes such unrealistic and condescending views of Californios

(namely, that they were mystified by the concept of planning for their futures) through

her depictions of Don Mariano’s numerous business ventures.  She positions Anglo

Americans like Peter Roper as the true obstacles to progress, thereby countering another

Anglo American stereotype of Californios.  Unethical Anglo American characters, like

Roper, stifle the development of the city of San Diego by capitalizing on a corrupt legal

system to impoverish Californios who would otherwise invest in the city.  In addition,

they uphold the railroad monopoly that blocks its competitors from building a railroad to

San Diego.23

Competing for Racial Dominance in Late-Nineteenth-Century California

Ruiz de Burton’s condemnation of various laws that disenfranchised Californios

of their land and property rings loudly throughout the novel.  This condemnation

contrasts sharply with her silence about the disenfranchisement of American Indians in

California and the role Californios, including Mariano Vallejo himself, played in their

disenfranchisement.  Whereas the financial and political power of Anglo Americans
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forced Californios to compromise with them and attempt to survive in a world newly

governed by Anglo American laws, Californios had long made their own fortunes at the

expense of California Indians.  As I noted above, with U.S. colonization of California, the

position of Indians remained basically the same, as had been the case in the transition

from Spanish to Mexican rule.  There are, however, certain key differences in Indian

rights under the three governments.  Under Mexicans laws and the Constitution of 1824,

Indians were citizens.  As Mexican citizens, the Treaty of Guadalupe Hidalgo should

have guaranteed them citizenship under U.S. law but did not.  Further, some Indians had

land rights that devolved from Spain to Mexico.  These land rights should have been

upheld under the Treaty of Guadalupe Hidalgo, but again, the U.S. did not honor this

aspect of the treaty in relation to Indians—or many Mexicans, for that matter.

Nonetheless, there were fundamental continuities in the Indian policies of the Spanish,

Mexican, and U.S. governments.  Each government required that Indians stay with their

employers unless given a written permit for travel, and each government operated on the

underlying premise that Indians were not slaves but would be punished for remaining

“idle” (Rawls, 85).

In large measure, the power Californios were able to maintain, upon newly

finding themselves in the United States, depended on their racial distinction from

American Indians and their shared “whiteness” with Anglo Americans.  The 1849

California Constitutional Convention distinguished between Californios and American

Indians on racial lines—a designation that would have profound political consequences

for each group.  Californios were officially deemed white, enabling them to become
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citizens of the United States if they chose (as stipulated by the Treaty of Guadalupe

Hidalgo).  At the same time, because they did not qualify as white, American Indians and

African Americans were excluded from citizenship.  While this official designation of

whiteness did not protect Californios from racial discrimination, it did entitle them to

certain legal rights as U.S. citizens, leaving California Indians in their previous positions

as laborers, dangerously bereft of the right to vote or testify in court.  This stipulation

aided Anglo American and Californio exploitation of Indian labor but also compromised

some Californios whose rights were revoked based on their alleged indigenous ancestry.

For example, some Californios were declared ineligible to vote based on allegations that

they were American Indians.24  Thus, Californios’ classification as white was not

absolute.

While the drafters of the California Constitution were careful to stipulate that

American Indians were not slaves, they also took pains to keep the Mexican system of

Indian peonage intact.  For all of their criticism of the Californios, many Anglo American

settlers quickly saw the advantages of the Californio socioeconomic system.  As I

mentioned previously, the Californio system provided Anglo Americans with an already

trained (first at the missions, then on the Californio ranches) laboring class.  In this

regard, Californios and Anglo Americans colluded in maintaining an already entrenched

aspect of Californio culture.  The Indenture Act of 1850 allowed for the involuntary

bonding of Indians to U.S. citizens for at least a decade with subsistence (minimal food,

clothing, and shelter) as the only compensation.  Mariano Vallejo himself was a subagent

for Indian affairs in Northern California and one of a three-member select committee that
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prepared the 1850 “Act for the Government and Protection of Indians.”25  According to

Rawls, this act “reminds us of the abiding strength of the image of the California Indians

as a useful class, as a resource that should be controlled and properly exploited” (87).  He

continues:

The various ways by which whites might obtain Indian laborers under the

law are reminiscent of the laws that had evolved during the centuries of

Hispanic rule in the New World.  Whatever the precise arrangement –

whether Indians were sold at the state’s public auctions to the highest

bidder, bailed out of jail by whites seeking their services, or held as

‘apprentices’ – the relationship established under the law was essentially

that of master and serf. […] [A] person wishing to obtain the services of a

group of Indians had simply to file his request with a government

authority, promise to treat them humanely, and a grant would be made. (88

The promise required of employers to treat their Indian employees humanely was

essentially an empty public gesture; this is not to say that all employers broke their

promise, but that many did and were not punished.  The act stipulated that anyone

desirous of employing Indian children had to appear in court with the children’s

consenting parents, but this provision was quickly set aside.  From 1860-1863, employers

were no longer required to appear with the parents but could simply claim that they had

obtained the parents’ permission.  Still, throughout this period and continuing past the

Emancipation Proclamation and the 13th Amendment, California Indians were kidnapped

and forced to work.26  In the 1830’s and 1840’s, the Vallejo family was notorious for
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raiding native villages and seizing laborers.27  Ruiz de Burton herself expressed interest

in having an American Indian child work for her and, according to Sánchez and Pita, had

no objection to Indian labor under California laws at the time (97).

American Indians and Competing Cultural Norms in The Squatter and the Don

It is perhaps because of Ruiz de Burton’s assumption that American Indians are

naturally designed for menial work that they are only briefly mentioned as laborers in The

Squatter and the Don and never portrayed as having an interest in competing California

land claims of the late nineteenth century.  José Aranda Jr. reads the novel as an elegy to

a passing social order, not just a protest against the dispossession of Californios of their

lands.  He claims that the Alamares perceive the new American social order as more

mechanized, ruthless, greedy, and (crucially to the Californios) less dependent on the

landed gentry than their own system.  Aranda writes of “the novel’s desire to return

California to a previous golden age of ranchos, fruit orchards, and vineyards, all of which

grew out of the repressive and coercive mission system that colonized native lands and

native people into feudal labor” (21).

When Mariano Alamar attempts to sell this new order to the squatters, he

exemplifies the dual purpose Aranda identifies; not only does the Don seek to keep his

land, but to maintain the Californio social order.  He invites the squatters to become

members of the landed gentry, like himself.  But only in response to a squatter’s query

does Mariano acknowledge who performs the most trying labor under this socioeconomic

system:
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“‘I don’t want any cattle.  I ain’t no ‘vaquero’ to go ‘busquering’ around

and lassooing cattle.  I’ll lasso myself; what do I know about whirling a

lariat?” said Matthews.

“Then, don’t take cattle.  You can raise fruit trees and vineyards,” said

Darrell.

      “Yes, and starve meantime,” Matthews replied.

“You will not have to be a vaquero.  I don’t go ‘busquering ‘ around

lassooing, unless I wish to do so,” said the Don.  “You can hire an Indian

boy to do that part.  They know how to handle la reata and echar el lazo

to perfection.  You will not starve, either, for if you wish, you can make

butter and cheese to help pay your expenses.”  (48)

Matthews, the most disagreeable and violent squatter, clearly associates cattle ownership

with a type of labor he is predisposed to find distasteful, despite his apparent ignorance of

what the work entails.  The italics placed on the words “vaquero,” “busquering,” and

“lassooning,” emphasize both their foreignness to him and his reluctance to associate

with this sort of activity.  By using the word “vaquero,” rather than the English,

“cowboy,” Matthews assigns this sort of work to the Spanish tradition.  He does not

acknowledge the many Anglo Americans who engaged in this occupation with the same

goal that inspires him: acquiring land and earning a living in the American West.

Don Mariano, however, does not fully claim the work that Matthews rejects as

part of the Spanish tradition—at least not as part of his station at the top of the Californio

social hierarchy.  He maintains a distance between himself and the activities Matthews
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disdains, but not between himself and the title, “vaquero,” from which he removes

Matthews’ emphasis.  Don Mariano makes clear that when he engages in these activities,

it is only out of choice and pleasure, not necessity.  For the bulk of the work, he has a

number of Indian employees and is quick to offer this alternative to the squatters.  By

making such quick and causal reference to Indian labor, Don Mariano suggests that

Indian employment is the obvious expedient and requires no further discussion.  He does

not hesitate to recommend Indian labor, nor does he betray any sign that it might raise

moral concerns.28  This sort of quick and discrete reference to Indian labor is

representative of all such references throughout the novel.

While Ruiz de Burton is quite explicit in her critique of Anglo Americans creating

what she calls “white slaves” out of the Californios, she has no such outrage over the

institution of slavery as a whole, be it formalized slavery of people of African descent in

the South or its more legally veiled form pertaining to Indians in California.  In fact, her

depiction of Indians working on the Alamar ranch suggests that they are ontologically ill

equipped for work that relies more on the intellect than on the body.  Their perfect

execution of manual labor around the ranch contrasts with their limited understanding, in

Ruiz de Burton’s conception, of more complex human interactions.  By juxtaposing their

physical adeptness and intellectual limitations, Ruiz de Burton reinforces what she sees

as their natural inclination and confinement to manual work.

Some of Don Mariano’s Indian workers arrive at a particularly climactic and

uncomfortable moment in the novel.  Before addressing the portrayal of Indians in this

scene, however, it is important to first appreciate its complexity.  William Darrell
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confronts Don Mariano after finding out that his son, Clarence, paid Don Mariano for the

land on which the Darrells reside.  Darrell accuses him of tricking Clarence into this

arrangement and even suggests that Don Mariano offered his own daughter as an

incentive to Clarence.  Feeling enraged and emasculated by what he perceives as Don

Mariano’s sly attempt to win Clarence’s loyalties, Darrell attempts to strike Don Mariano

with a heavy leather whip, generally used on cattle.  A number of the tensions that

permeate the novel come to a head here: William Darrell’s vacillation between honoring

the law, should it favor Don Mariano, and his promise to stand by his fellow squatters;

Darrell’s shame upon realizing that his own family opposes squatting and therefore looks

down upon him and some of his decisions; and the aggressive feelings of the squatters

towards Don Mariano, whom they feel unjustly stands in the way of their own livelihood

and the progress of the United States.29  All of this leads Darrell to approach Don

Mariano as he would one of his unruly cows.  Indeed, at one point he claims that he

simply cannot abide an “inferior race” being favored in a land dispute over him (197),

thus predicating the justice of the legal ruling on race rather than on proof of valid

ownership.

The way in which the scene plays out undermines Darrell’s assumptions, namely,

that due to his racial superiority, his right to be on the land is more valid than Don

Mariano’s.  Darrell, red-faced with anger, humiliation, and exertion, sets off to confront

Don Mariano in great haste, driving his horse mercilessly.  By contrast, Don Mariano and

his sons stride along leisurely on their horses, overseeing the business of the ranch and

preparing to go home.  Their conversation is abruptly interrupted by Darrell’s arrival and
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his crass accusations.  Whereas Darrell insults Don Mariano’s daughter, Mercedes, Don

Mariano protects Clarence by refusing to reveal the particulars of their business

relationship.  Don Mariano’s sons valiantly put themselves in the path of Darrell’s whip,

offering themselves up for their father in accordance with patriarchal tradition.  Ruiz de

Burton writes:

This act of devotion was scarcely necessary, for as Darrell lifted his whip,

and before it fell down, Don Mariano touched his horse with one spur

only, giving a quick touch to the reins to one side.  The horse jumped

aside, sat on his haunches for an instant, half-crouching, half-rearing, and

in a second he was up again.  Don Mariano smiled at Darrell’s clumsy

horsemanship, conscious of being able to ride him down and all around

him before the belligerent squatter could tell what was happening.  Still

smiling, the Don rode slowly away. (228)

Don Mariano’s ability to communicate with his horse through subtle gestures and

thereby sidestep Darrell’s whip, all without allowing the smile on his face to falter, speak

to his refined nature, his experience as a rancher, and his skill at living a distinctly

Californian lifestyle.  Darrell, on the other hand, evinces the crude manners of a

belligerent squatter through his aggressive behavior and clumsy horsemanship.  By

juxtaposing these two men, Ruiz de Burton makes it quite obvious which of the two is

most entitled to living on a ranch in Southern California.

In further deference to his father, Gabriel prevents Darrell from pursuing Don

Mariano by lassoing him.  This moment completes the reversal of Darrell’s assumptions.
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While his effort to treat Don Mariano like one of his cattle is blocked by a combination of

Don Mariano’s skilled horsemanship and his sons’ loyalty to him, Darrell is the one who

is immobilized by a rope, like an animal.  And clearly, based on his behavior, he is the

one whose behavior most merits this sort of treatment, given that his lack of self-control

and his excessive passion in the absence of reason threaten the injury of a manifestly

superior man.  When Darrell’s horse moves in pursuit of one of its kindred, Gabriel

(wishing not to injure Darrell) is forced to follow along behind Darrell in such a way as

to prevent pulling him off of his horse.

At this precarious moment, two Indian vaqueros arrive, seeking to obtain orders

from their employers:

[S]eeing the race going on, they thought they could join in, too.  So,

putting spurs to their horses, they began to run and shout in high glee.

Noticing that the patron, Don Gabriel, held a reata in his hands, the lazo

end of which was attached to Darrell, they thought that for sport Don

Gabriel had thrown the lazo on the old squatter.  Having come to this

conclusion, they began to shout and hurrah with renewed vigor. (229)

By assuming that another person might be treated like an animal for sport, the vaqueros

position themselves closer to Darrell than to the Alamares.  The former felt justified in

venting his anger by subjecting another man to his whip, all without first obtaining full

information about the events that so upset him in the first place; the latter only resort to

treating a man in this manner out of loyalty to their father.  Like Darrell, the Indians do

not first inquire as to the nature of the scene they behold but immediately take it as an
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occasion for a free display of emotion – though theirs take the form of fun and sport,

rather than revenge.  Further, Ruiz de Burton suggests that the Indians always engage in

this sort of unrestrained behavior to some degree.  While the passage quoted above

contains the first mention of Indians in the scene, Ruiz de Burton writes that “they began

to shout and hurrah with renewed vigor,” (my emphasis) indicating that they were already

shouting and hurrahing prior to this new provocation.

The narrator furthers the idea that the Indian vaqueros are incapable of properly

reading a situation through the following characterization of the Indians’ response to the

reprimand Don Mariano’s son, Victoriano, gives them:

“Que es eso?  A que vienen acá  Quien los convida?  Cállense la

boca, no sean malcreados, Vallense! [What’s this?  What are you doing

here?  Who invited you?  Shut up, don’t be bad-mannered, get out of

here!]” said Victoriano, turning to them in great indignation.

This rebuke and imperative order silenced them immediately, and

not understanding why these gentlemen were having all that fun, and did

not laugh, nor wished any one else to laugh, quietly turned and went

home. (230, Acker’s translation)

Victoriano makes no effort to enlighten the Indians about the scene before them and

clearly views their arrival at a moment such as this as impudent, not to mention their

responses.  The fact that they come to inquire about their next assignment does not

mitigate their transgression, nor, in light of this fact, does the novel’s outspoken narrator

suggest that Victoriano treats them harshly.  Rather, their behavior illustrates their
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inability to be anything other than subordinate employees of a more refined and

perceptive people, such as the Alamares.  They come to obtain orders and, when they

encounter an unexpected scene, are unable to assess it accurately for themselves.  They

must be ordered away by Victoriano to prevent an awkward moment from becoming

much worse.  Even after Victoriano’s reprimand, the Indians fail to realize that the

situation is serious.  To the contrary, they maintain that the Alamares and Darrell are

having fun but simply do not wish to laugh, nor allow for anyone else to do so either.

The racial hierarchy Ruiz de Burton constructs here is illustrated, in part, through

the Alamares’ manners when engaging Darrell and the contrast between their courtesy

toward Darrell and their callous treatment of their Indian employees.  While Gabriel’s

roping of Darrell is certainly impolite and arguably aggressive, he does so to protect his

father.  He thus acts on a more immediate social obligation, namely, that of a son to his

father.  Despite Darrell’s abusive treatment of their father and sister, Gabriel and

Victoriano treat him with respect.  They follow carefully behind Darrell in order to keep

him steady on his horse and take pains to loosen the noose without hurting him.  When

Victoriano and Darrell’s son, Everett, cannot contain their laughter at Darrell’s ridiculous

position, Gabriel reprimands Victoriano.  He says, “‘For shame, Victoriano, to be so

discourteous,’ said Gabriel, reprovingly – his handsome features perfectly serious” (231).

Aside from Victoriano’s brief indiscretion, the brothers treat Darrell with deference and

delicacy.  By contrast, Gabriel’s reprimand of the Indians is harsh and condescending.

The narrator’s explication of the Indians’ response to the situation suggests an

irreconcilable cultural divide, with American Indians on one side and Californios and
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Anglo Americans, more or less, on the other.  Whereas Darrell and the Alamares share an

emotional and upsetting encounter—although they are admittedly on opposing sides of

the dispute—the Indians are entirely excluded from participating due to their inability to

accurately interpret what they see and Gabriel’s refusal to explain.  When Gabriel asks,

“What are you doing here?  Who invited you?” he suggests that the Indians have

transgressed a line defined by culture and social status.  Lacking either, the Indians have

no place partaking (even through understanding) in the personal matters of their

superiors.

The Indians, by contrast, align themselves with the Alamares and take a

combative stance toward the squatters.   They assume that the Alamares have roped a

squatter for fun—an act that would place squatters on the lowest level of California’s

social hierarchy—and are eager to share in what they take to be a sport.  This assumption

suggests a shared contempt for squatters and anticipates a shared response.  Given the

fact that the intrusion of Anglo Americans on California soil led to the dispossession of

both American Indians and Californios, the Indians’ assumption is not without

justification.  Further, whereas Anglo Americans were newcomers to California in the

late nineteenth century, Californios and California Indians shared a much longer history.

If legitimate land claims in California were determined by length of residency, Anglo

Americans would certainly have the weakest case.

Nonetheless, the Alamares generally reject aligning themselves with American

Indians and insist that Indians belong on the lowest level of the social hierarchy.   The

Alamares are forced into dealing with Anglo Americans, as Anglo Americans have the
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political power and capital to dispossess the Californios of the lands, culture, social

standing, and lifestyle.  Because Anglo Americans are at an advantage, it is arguably in

the interest of the Alamares, and Californios in general, to try to deal with them

respectfully.30 Interestingly, when Don Mariano presents Indians in a more favorable

light, he does so in order to offset the corruption and lack of humanity that attends Anglo

American political and economic power.  Such an occasion comes when Don Mariano

and two of his friends visit Governor Stanford of California.  Leland Stanford, whom

Ruiz de Burton knew personally, represents the sort of corruption in the U.S. government

that she critiques throughout the novel.  As the governor of California (1860-1863) and

the president of the Central Pacific Railroad, his partiality and influence in making

decisions about allowing other railroad companies into California is clear.

The men journey to San Francisco to meet with Stanford in hopes of saving the

Texas Pacific railroad.  All three men had invested heavily in San Diego, believing that it

would soon be the western terminus of the railroad.31  However, government agents on

various levels colluded with Southern Pacific railroad officials—backed by the Central

Pacific—to stifle this plan, thereby securing the Southern Pacific’s monopoly over

railroad lines.  Governor Stanford was one such government agent, one whom Don

Mariano and his friends hoped to persuade to act differently.  For Don Mariano, losing

the railroad means his ultimate financial ruin.  He explains the compromised state of his

ranch after Stanford suggests that it will surely secure his livelihood, despite the loss of

the railroad:
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“The squatters at my rancho shot and killed my cattle, so that I was

obliged to send off those that I had left, and in doing this a snow-storm

overtook us, and nearly all my animals perished then.  The Indians will

finish those which survived the snow.”

“Those Indians are great thieves, I suppose?” [Stanford asks.]

“Yes, sir; but not so bad to me as the squatters.  The Indians kill

my cattle to eat them, whereas the squatters did so to ruin me.” (309)

The governor does not respond to Don Mariano’s discussion of the squatters but

eagerly commiserates about the Indians, widely assumed in California at this time to be

thieves, and often falsely tried for theft as a punishment for other transgressions, such as

leaving the limits of the town in which they were employed without a pass.32  Don

Mariano validates Stanford’s assumption but quickly distinguishes the Indians from the

squatters by presenting the Indians’ motives for killing his cattle as more morally

justified than those of the squatters.  In so doing, he implies that he and the Indians find

themselves in the same position; that is, both are trying to survive.  On the other hand, the

squatters kill out of spite and to secure their own livelihood at the expense of others.

The moment in which Don Mariano suggests this measured alignment with

American Indians is also telling.  He does so in the office of a corrupt politician who

seeks his own fortune at the expense of an entire city.  Stanford represents the sort of

Yankee greed that Ruiz de Burton so often lamented and which leads to the ruination of

many of the novel’s key characters.  Therefore, Don Mariano’s suggestion of affinity

with Indians is a calculated political move meant to distance him from the corruption of
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the Anglo American political system and place him on the side of those who are

victimized by it and who struggle to simply survive.

Of course Don Mariano is not simply struggling to survive.  While the squatters

compromise him financially, his interest in having the Texas Pacific come to the city of

San Diego extends far beyond basic survival.  The railroad would have prevented his

sons from having to engage in manual labor and established his position as one of the

city’s chief owners.  However, Ruiz de Burton suggests that the loss of these privileges

are akin to death through Don Mariano’s emotional despair and death following his

unsuccessful meeting with Governor Stanford.

Whereas in his discussion with Stanford, Don Mariano suggests some shared

sense of victimhood with American Indians, Don Mariano also shares much of his

suffering with prominent Anglo American residents of San Diego.  The consequences of

the Southern Pacific’s triumph over the Texas Pacific affect Anglo Americans and

Californios alike, as both Don Mariano and his Anglo American friend, James Mechlin,

are financially and emotionally ruined by the loss.  Mechlin is the only Anglo American

resident on the Alamar ranch, aside from Clarence, who paid for his land.  Through Don

Mariano’s friendship with Mechlin and their shared business ventures, Ruiz de Burton

aligns Don Mariano with a certain type of enterprising Yankee.  Unlike Stanford who, in

Ruiz de Burton’s conception, supports the Southern Pacific’s hold on the railroad

industry without concern for those living in San Diego, Mechlin represents a Yankee with

a heart, a Yankee with whom Don Mariano can do business.
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Because of her privileging of the Spanish feudal system as the ideal method of

working California land and structuring the racial and social classes, Ruiz de Burton can

only ever partially align Californios with American Indians.  This system relies on

Indians working at the bottom level of the social hierarchy and runs fundamentally

counter to Anglo American views of land use and sociopolitical power.  As José Aranda

Jr. argues in his discussion of vigilantism in The Squatter and the Don, “It is the

displacement of the older economic order, not just the illegal dispossession of Californios

from their lands, which fuels the narrative of this novel” (22).   Because California

Indians inhabit the same socioeconomic position under the U.S. government as they did

under the Spanish and Mexican governments, they are not the primary—or even

secondary —targets of Ruiz de Burton’s novel.  The real threat to the Spanish order is

Anglo Americans—not just because they appropriated Californio lands, but because of

their challenge to the fundamental ideologies underlying the Spanish and Mexican

systems of government.

Part of the power of Manifest Destiny was its promise that every American could

have an equal share of land with a small farm on which to live and work.  Given the size

–and potential for expansion—of the United States, it seemed to many that there was

plenty of land for all to have their equal share.  Advocates of this vision of a country

populated by small, neatly separated farms, however, perceived wealthy Californios’

possession of large tracts of land to be unjust and wasteful.  This Anglo American

assessment was compounded by the equally popular view that Californios were lazy and

stood in the way of progress.  To have so much land in the hands of a very few, who
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allegedly lacked the desire to join in the course of human (read Anglo American)

progress, was thought by many Anglo Americans to be an outrage.  Don Mariano argues

that Anglo American settlers forsook available government lands with the specific

intention of breaking apart Californio estates and dismantling Spanish and Mexican

systems of land ownership.  He says, “No, they didn’t want Government land.  The

settlers want the lands of the lazy, the thriftless Spaniards.  Such good-for-nothing,

helpless wretches are not fit to own such lordly tracts of land” (143).33   Yet Don Mariano

goes on to point out that Anglo Americans do not object to large land holdings in general,

Hardly a dozen years had passed, when this same economical, far-seeing

Congress, which was so ready to snatch away from the Spanish people

their lands (which rightfully belonged to them) on the plea that such large

tracts of land ought not to belong to a few individuals, this same Congress,

mind you, goes to work and gives to railroad companies millions upon

millions of acres of land. (143)

Yet, instead of distinguishing between the United States’ rationale for large land grants

and the rationale of the Mexican and Spanish governments, Don Mariano notes their

similarities,

It is true that such gifts were for the purpose of aiding enterprises for the

good of the people.  Yes, but that was exactly the same motive which

guided the Spanish and the Mexican governments – to give large tracts of

land as an inducement to those citizens who would utilize the wilderness
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of the government domain – utilize it by starting ranchos which afterwards

would originate “pueblos” or villages, and so on. (144)

Don Mariano links all three governments in terms of their inclination to reward those

with entrepreneurial spirit.  He suggests that, counter to Anglo American assumptions,

the Spanish system does not stand in the way of progress but was structured in the

interest of it.  However, despite the similarities between their motives for establishing

large land grants, Don Mariano distinguishes the United States from the Spanish and

Mexican governments on account of the types of entrepreneurial endeavors the U.S.

government supports.  Having just noted that the U.S. provides large tracts of land for

railroad companies, Don Mariano goes on to characterize who was rewarded under the

Spanish and Mexican systems:

The fact that these land-owners who established large ranchos were very efficient

and faithful collaborators in the foundation of the missions, was also taken into

consideration by the Spanish Government or the viceroys of Mexico.  The land-

owners were useful in many ways, though to a limited extent they attracted

population by employing white labor.  They also employed Indians, who thus

began to be less wild.  Then in times of Indian outbreaks, the land-owners with

their servants would turn out as in feudal times in Europe, to assist the defense of

the missions and the sparsely settled country threatened by the savages. (144)

Don Mariano emphasizes the worthiness of the individuals who were rewarded by the

Spanish and Mexican governments and notes how the Spanish and Mexican land grant

systems enabled the settlement of the region and the control of “wild” Indians.  This
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picture contrasts sharply with the one Ruiz de Burton draws of the U.S. government’s

relationship to the Southern Pacific Railroad.  She primarily discusses the corporation in

impersonal terms; the only individuals she mentions who are associated with the railroad

are clearly corrupt and value money and power over human rights.  Whereas the Spanish

and Mexican systems ostensibly propelled the settlement of the region, the U.S.

government enables the gross hoarding of wealth by one railroad company at the expense

of, not just the Texas Pacific, but of the entire region of the country that would have

benefited from it.34  Don Mariano further establishes the merits of the Spanish and

Mexican systems by noting their European origins.  In this way, and in conjunction with

noting their use in controlling Indians, Don Mariano again argues for the Californios’

superiority on the basis of their ruling position over Indians and their elite European

ancestry.

The Vanishing Californios

For all of Mariano Alamar’s vacillation between distancing himself from and

selectively suggesting affinity with American Indians, the novel’s forecast of the future

for Californios echoes popular rhetoric (from first contact to the present) about the future

of American Indians.  Ruiz de Burton uses Don Mariano as a mouthpiece for expressing

her own view of the Californios’ fate.  Don Mariano resigns himself to the passing away

of Californios and Californio culture, using the same language that has often been used to

describe the Vanishing Indian.  In a conversation with Don Mariano, Clarence insists that

if the American people knew how unjustly Californios had been—and were continuing to
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be—treated, they would surely pressure the U.S. government to change its policies.  Don

Mariano says that he once agreed with Clarence, but this was before he became

disillusioned by American democracy.  No longer believing in “the power of the people”

to impact the government, Don Mariano sees no possibility of Californios retaining their

status and lifestyle.  He says:

I am afraid there is no help for us native Californios.  We must sadly fade

and pass away.  The weak and the helpless are always trampled in the

throng.  We must sink, go under, never to rise.  If the Americans had been

friendly to us, and helped us with good, protective laws, our fate would

have been different.  But to legislate us into poverty is to legislate us into

our graves.  Their very contact is deadly to us.   (145)

Don Mariano argues that one must have political clout to be favored or even

accounted for by the government.  Without such, Californios are merely obstacles to be

moved out of the way by land-hungry Anglo Americans and government supported

monopolies that require vast tracts of land for their enterprises.  Ruiz de Burton

dramatizes both of these scenarios in the novel and their combined effects on Californios

like the Alamares.  Don Mariano’s criticism of the U.S. government for failing to protect

Californios with legislation alludes not just to the laws that compromised Californios but

also to the U.S. government’s failure to uphold the 1848 Treaty of Guadalupe Hidalgo.

Early in the novel, Don Mariano argues that the powerlessness of Californios enabled the

U.S. government to disregard the promises it made to them in the Treaty of Guadalupe

Hidalgo.  Whereas Don Mariano’s wife, Doña Josefa, holds the Mexican government
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accountable for not doing more to protect those in the areas it ceded to the U.S., Don

Mariano places the blame for the Californios’ current state firmly on the U.S.

government.   He even blames the U.S. government for the squatters’ behavior; he

maintains that they would not act as they do were they not compelled by U.S. legislation

and the ideologies behind it.

Don Mariano and Doña Josefa’s opinions represent dominant threads of debate

among Californios in the late nineteenth century.  In his study of Californio history, Pitt

describes dramatic changes in the basis of land ownership in California by 1856.  He

writes:

Through armed struggle, legislation, litigation, financial manipulation, outright

purchase, and innumerable other tactics, Yankees had obtained a good deal of

interest in the land.  The transfer of property destroyed the irenic vision provided

by the Treaty of Guadalupe Hidalgo, which guaranteed the Californios the “free

enjoyment of their liberty and property” – an obligation that did not worry many

Yankees. (103)

At least according to Pitts’ account, Clarence’s view (that Americans would intervene

politically if they knew the Californios’ position) is more wishful than accurate.

Nonetheless, Pitt goes on to discuss Californios’ responses to the Treaty of Guadalupe

Hidalgo.  He notes that “many charged the Mexican government with having sold them

in 1848 as a ‘shepherd turns over his flock to a purchaser,’ and the gringo buyer having

led them to slaughter” (103).  This pastoral metaphor alludes to the Californios’

socioeconomic decline and assigns them to the station they associated with American
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Indians who, as noted above, were quite literally bought and sold by Californios and

Anglo Americans to perform manual labor and menial tasks.

Ruiz de Burton personally favored the position she expresses through Don

Mariano over competing arguments made by some Californios, which she represents

through Doña Josefa.   Ruiz de Burton discerned the selective nature of American ideals

and the failure of the U.S. government to extend these ideals to their most recent citizens:

the Californios.  Like Pitt, Ruiz de Burton challenged idealistic views of American

humanitarianism, such as those Clarence expresses.  She claimed that Americans broke

the pledges they made to the Californios in the Treaty of Guadalupe Hidalgo.  In a letter

written in 1859, twenty-six years prior to the publication of The Squatter and the Don,

Ruiz de Burton offers a clear and succinct account of her views of the U.S. government’s

breach of the Treaty of Guadalupe Hidalgo, the legislation that facilitated the

disenfranchisement of the Californios, and the American people who allowed the

Californios to be so mistreated.  She writes:

It cannot be denied that the californios have reason to complain.  The

Americans must feel it; their boasted liberty and equality of rights seems

to stop when it meets a Californian and witness, the Land Commission

[which subjected Californio land claims to review] – and we are a child’s

handful in their mighty grasp; they can crush us with impunity, they know

it and broke their faith so solemnly pledged at Guadalupe Hidalgo, broke

it by stooping to a miserable stratagem too.  How shameful this, in the

conquering, the prosperous, the mighty nation!  Better to crush us at once
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and not trick us out of our lands; to us it will be all the same in the end, die

and pass away; poor, despised and unnoticed! (157, letter to Platón

Vallejo, 23 April, 1859, emphasis in the original)

Ruiz de Burton insists that Americans have some awareness of the Californios’ situation,

at least on the level of “feeling it.”  Both the government and the American people, in her

estimation, act to crush the Californios.  She likens Californios to poorly treated children

in the hands of those more powerful, suggesting that Americans capitalize on their

advantage and, even worse, exploit those whom they have an obligation to help and

protect: “children.”  Without this special care—and without upholding of the Treaty of

Guadalupe Hidalgo—Ruiz de Burton concludes that the Californios are doomed to

extinction.  She uses the word “children” to refer to Californios as potential equals whose

promise is stifled by Anglo American aggression and unjust laws.  However, the

metaphor is a dangerous one, particularly given popular Anglo American stereotypes of

Californios at the time.  Likening Californios to children implies that they are at an earlier

evolutionary stage and invites a paternalistic attitude toward Californios by suggesting

that Anglo Americans must take care of them.

Don Mariano’s claim that contact with Anglo Americans is fatal to Californios

echoes popular views about the effects of American culture on American Indians.

According to James Rawls,

When Californians asked themselves why the Indians were “dissipating,”

“fading,” or “melting” away, they could suggest several reasons.  It was

commonly understood in California, as on other American frontiers, that
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contact between the two races often led to the ‘degradation’ of the Indians.

Rather than being elevated by exposure to white civilization, the Indians

adopted its vices and contracted its ills – alcoholism, venereal disease, and

other afflictions.”  (175)

While Ruiz de Burton, in her correspondence and through her depiction of Don Mariano,

echoes the rhetoric of the Vanishing Indian by describing the Californios as “fading

away,” she portrays Californios as morally repelled by Anglo American vices rather than

prone to adopting them.  Mariano Vallejo, on the other hand, expressed concern about the

influence of immoral Anglo Americans on Californios.35  As I have discussed throughout

this chapter, Ruiz de Burton includes many immoral Anglo American characters in The

Squatter and the Don and illustrates the ways in which their presence damages the

financial futures of the city of San Diego, the Californios, and virtuous Anglo Americans.

Nonetheless, in her portrayal of Anglo American vice, she stops short of allowing that

Anglo Americans have corrupted Californios.  Such an admission arguably would have

sullied her portrayal of the Californios as virtuous and gentile.  It is, in part, on the basis

of their impeccable moral character that Ruiz de Burton argues that the Californios

naturally belong to the elite, ruling class.  It seems that she wished to leave no doubt in

her readers’ minds about the character of her people and the positive impact they would

have on U.S. society, were they allowed their rightful place within it.  She does, however,

advance the view that American Indians were susceptible to Anglo American vices.  For

example, Gasbang, one of the more aggressive squatters on the Alamar ranch, gambles

with Indians and cheats them out of their money.  This pastime is included in a list of his
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immoral behaviors that distinguish him from the Alamares and more virtuous Anglo

Americans, like the Mechlins, and is seemingly meant to illustrate American Indians’

naiveté and susceptibility to such vices.

Ruiz de Burton’s portrait of the Vanishing Californio also departs from that of the

Vanishing Indian in terms of economic expectations.  That is to say, whereas many

Californios and Anglo Americans maintained that American Indians were naturally suited

to manual labor and belonged on the lowest tier of the socioeconomic hierarchy, Don

Mariano suggests that poverty and death are one and the same for Californios.  His

statement is validated by the impact of manual labor on his two sons.  When Victoriano

and Gabriel go to work in order to supplement the family income, they suffer dramatic

physical consequences almost immediately.  During a winter cattle drive, Victoriano’s

legs go numb and he suffers from bouts of lameness thereafter.  Gabriel, in turn, takes

work as a hod-carrier, which requires him to carry bricks up a ladder repeatedly.  During

his first day engaged in this work, he slips and falls to the ground and bricks fall on top of

him.  His injuries are nearly fatal.  However, by suggesting that Californios are physically

incapable of manual labor, Ruiz de Burton overlooks the class position of most

nineteenth-century Californios.  She ignores the many Californios already engaged in

manual labor prior to 1848 and the fact that most Californios had no land titles for which

to fight.  Ruiz de Burton’s failure to account for class distinctions among Californios

allows her, once again, to manipulate racial hierarchies to her own ends.  By presenting

the wealthy, landed Alamares as representatives of Californios generally, she distances

Californios from American Indians and aligns them with elite Anglo Americans.  She not
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only fails to account for poor and working-class Californios, but ignores the Californios

whose racial identity would complicate the neat hierarchy that she constructs, namely, the

mestizos (people of Spanish and Indian ancestry).

Given the novel’s focus on land claims, arguably its most telling perpetuation of

the Vanishing Californio takes the form of Clarence’s acquisition of land, money, and a

Californiana wife.  Clarence represents, on a local level, the “white redeemer” that the

narrator calls for at the end of the novel.  The narrator, in addition to many of the

characters in The Squatter and the Don, denounces the Congressmen, state legislators,

and American people who have acted to disenfranchise the Californios, as well as those

who have simply allowed it to happen by remaining silent.  By targeting each of these

levels of American society, Ruiz de Burton aims to recruit advocates for the Californios

who can collectively prevent the demise that she predicts for her people.  Through

Clarence, Ruiz de Burton models the type of benevolent Anglo American she aims to

target and cultivate.

Clarence: The White Redeemer

Clarence is the type of individual Ruiz de Burton calls for in her letter to Platón

Vallejo, quoted above.  Given the U.S. government’s abrogation of the Treaty of

Guadalupe Hidalgo and the treatment of Californios by Anglo Americans, she writes, “It

is then, by the exertion of individuals that this evil must be somewhat remedied or

neutralized and with this in mind, remember, my consejo [advice] when you grow up”

(Conflicts, 158).  As she writes this to a fellow Californio, specifically with the view
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toward inspiring his behavior as an adult, she arguably seeks to empower the next

generation of Californios to assert their rights under the Treaty of Guadalupe Hidalgo and

disprove her own prediction that the Californios will simply “fade away.”  However, in

her imaginative enactment of California’s future in The Squatter and the Don, Ruiz de

Burton suggests that without a “white redeemer,” Californios cannot save themselves.  It

is only because of Clarence’s intervention that the Alamares are essentially able to

maintain their class position.  As José F. Aranda Jr. writes:

The squatter precedes the don in the title of her novel precisely because

she believes that if squatters like William Darrell are educated to see the

truth behind the efforts of the Big Four [California monopolists], they will

more likely side with vigilante efforts to contest the corruption and

economic power of monopolies.  Ultimately Ruiz de Burton rests her fate

in the hands of individuals like the repentant William Darrell at the end of

the novel and, of course, the true son of California’s future, Clarence

Darrell. (25)

Aranda’s discussion of vigilantism in late-nineteenth-century California as a means of

disrupting the power of monopolies underscores a key issue at the heart of the

Californios’ vulnerability: their minority status.  Ruiz de Burton’s call for a “white

redeemer” is a practical response to the Californios’ weak political position—a

consequence of their comparatively low numbers.  Nonetheless, as Ruiz de Burton

illustrates in her novel, dependency on Anglo American intervention only produces a

partial or temporary redemption, at best.
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Clarence represents an emerging population of Anglo American men in the late

nineteenth century who married into Californio families and played the part of Californio

representatives in politics.  According to Leonard Pitt, “The Californios kept dropping

out [of politics] and being replaced by Yankees, who by 1849 were in the majority.  The

decrease in the number of “native sons” in government was partly offset, however, by the

increase in the number of gringo sons-in-law who entered the government each month”

(39).  Perhaps Pitt’s qualification that declining Californio political action was only

“partly offset” by their “gringo sons-in-law” indicates that this was not an even exchange.

In other words, the Californios could not maintain a significant amount of political

influence without representing themselves in local politics, nor could they necessarily

trust their Anglo American sons-in-law to fully or accurately represent the interests of

Californios.

Ruiz de Burton was acutely aware of the importance of Californios representing

themselves in politics.  In a letter to Mariano Vallejo, she implores him to become more

involved in San Diego politics.  She writes:

The way I see things, it is the sacred obligation of all the sons of the

country to have an interest that Romualdo achieve success.  Political

preferences should not be of importance.  The matter here is of a much

higher level; it touches upon Nationality and it is to sustain with all one’s

heart the poor race that spirals, weighed down by difficulties,

overwhelmed by disdain, affronts, and humiliations.  If the Californios had

been more unified and from the beginning had supported those
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countrymen best able to be representatives, the government would not

have boldly charged us with the weight of that odious legislation which is

leaving us day by day begging for bread.  Today the Californios, as they

are, do not have a voice against the government, and they suffer

everything silently, and why?  because of their idleness in not supporting

their own who are capable of representing them and defending our rights.

Now, before descending the final rung, it is essential to make the effort, If

not, there will be no other alternative but to kiss the ground. (qtd. in

Critical Perspectives, 251)

In this letter Ruiz de Burton echoes the same sentiments that she embeds in her novel,

that is, the sense that the Californios’ demise is imminent while making a last, desperate

plea on the Californios’ behalf.  She concludes that nationality is far more important than

political party affiliation and trusts that Californios will always be better representatives

of Californios than non-Californios, no matter their sympathies and political inclinations.

From the time that Anglo Americans began to settle in California, well before the

Mexican American war, they began to intermarry with Californios and adopt Californio

culture.  This practice of intermarriage increased after the United States’ annexation of

California, producing, as Pitt points out, a significant number of Anglo American

politicians who belonged to Californio families.  Yet, as Ruiz de Burton astutely notes,

this did not prevent the passage of the Land Law of 1851 or the No-Fence law, both of

which facilitated the socioeconomic decline of the Californios.
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Interestingly, while Ruiz de Burton produces a number of “gringo sons-in-law”

for Don Mariano and Doña Josefa, none of them are politicians.  While each of these

sons-in-law assist the Alamares in various ways, it was perhaps due to her own

contention that Californios must represent themselves in politics that Ruiz de Burton did

not allow for an Anglo American son-in-law who might represent the Alamares in San

Diego politics.  Don Mariano’s son-in-law, George Mechlin, does spend some time in

Washington D.C. attempting to expedite the process of confirming Don Mariano’s land

title.  Still, even with George’s intervention, there are numerous delays.  Despite the

dismissal of the appeal, Don Mariano continues to wait for the patent to his land, forcing

him to mortgage his land to pay his taxes, including those taxes that result from the

squatters’ improvements to the land.36  Ultimately it is on the state level that the

Alamares are most in need of political representation.  However, none of the novel’s

characters, Anglo American or Californio, possess the means or influence to convince

California judges to validate Don Mariano’s land title or to persuade Governor Stanford

to support a railroad to San Diego.  In fact, Clarence is absent when Don Mariano and his

friends make their plea to the governor, and when their failure leads to Don Mariano’s

death.

Although Clarence does not enter the political arena, he does supplant

Californios—specifically, the Alamares—in the world of business and land ownership.

Rodolfo Acuña argues that for many Californios, marrying a daughter to an Anglo

American was seen as a form of protection, as Anglo Americans exceeded Californios in

numbers, political power, and capital.  He writes, “To marry a gringo was to be accepted
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as white; to marry a gringo was to associate oneself with privilege” (117).  Throughout

the novel, Ruiz de Burton takes pains to note the white skin, blond hair, and other

European features of the Alamares.  Mercedes’ marriage to Clarence simply confirms her

position as a member of the white race as well as her sustained position among the white

elite.

Curiously, Ruiz de Burton frees Clarence and Mercedes from the obstacle that she

herself faced in marrying outside of her cultural group, namely, religion.   While in her

first novel, Who Would Have Thought It? (1872), she uses religious differences to signify

larger cultural and moral differences between Anglo Americans and people of Mexican

ancestry, religion plays a minor role in her second novel.  Rather than forcing Mercedes

and Clarence to overcome religious differences—a common obstacle confronted by

Anglo Americans and Mexican Americans couples at the time—Ruiz de Burton places

this barrier between Mr. William Darrell (a Protestant) and his future wife, Mary (a

Catholic).  Ultimately Mary’s priest negotiates the conditions of the couple’s marriage:

William must not to try to convert Mary and they are required to raise their children in

the Catholic tradition.  William agrees to these terms.  Consequently, while the Darrells

and Alamares are different in many ways, they share a common religion.

Eliminating the religious differences that often existed between Anglo Americans

and Californios allows Ruiz de Burton to present unjust land policies as the primary

obstacle to what would otherwise be a natural alliance between the best members of these

cultural groups.  Although religion scarcely appears in the novel, Ruiz de Burton deploys

it strategically.  Prior to Mr. Darrell’s repentance for his treatment of Don Mariano and
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while Clarence is still away, Ruiz de Burton illustrates the ways in which the two families

harmoniously unite.  Towards the end of the novel, the Darrells—with the notable

exception of Mr. Darrell—attend the Alamares’ Christmas celebration.  Ruiz de Burton is

careful to note the role that religion plays in the celebration.  She writes, “As all at the

company were Roman Catholics, all entered into the spirit of commemoration, and joined

with true feelings led by Mrs. Darrell and Alice” (323).  Their “true feelings” unite the

families on a level that transcends the political and cultural conflicts that have forestalled

a complete union between them.

At each turn in the novel, Clarence demonstrates that he is what the novel argues

is the right sort of Yankee.  Clarence consistently expresses opinions that are congruent

with those held by the Alamares and, like the Alamares, he denounces the U.S.

government and American citizens who have acted against the interests of the

Californios.  Clarence’s business dealings, his views of proper land use and land

ownership, and his relationships with the Alamares are among the factors that mark him

as a good Yankee.  Whereas Peter Roper and numerous squatters prey on innocent people

purely for the sake of financial gain, Clarence extends his wealth to the very people the

novel argues are most victimized by Yankee greed.  Clarence immediately offers to pay

Don Mariano for the land the Darrells occupy, thus distinguishing himself from the other

squatters and even his own father whose so-called “squatter sympathies” persist until just

before the novel’s end.  When Don Mariano’s finances are seriously compromised from

paying higher taxes on the land occupied by squatters and further eroded by the loss of
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cattle (due to the squatters shooting them), Clarence offers to purchase the remaining

cattle.

Later, when the Alamares have been reduced to manual labor and Don Mariano

has died of grief over the loss of the railroad, Clarence plays the role of “redeemer” most

dramatically at several turns.  First, he intervenes on the streets of San Francisco where

Gabriel lies wounded in a wagon and his wife, Lizzie Mechlin, desperately attends to him

on their way to the city hospital.  Lacking their former social status, Gabriel and Lizzie

have no power to get a procession of carriages to stop and allow them to pass.  Clarence

spots the pair and immediately seeks a private surgeon to attend to Gabriel in case there is

not one at the hospital.  At Clarence’s bidding, the doctor overtakes the wagon before

they arrive.  Once at the hospital, Gabriel is carried to the best room, with two adjoining

rooms, and given the best care.  Thus, with Clarence’s help, Gabriel and Lizzie are

restored to their former social standing, at least for the time being.

Perhaps most important to establishing Clarence as a good sort of Yankee are his

expressions of the appropriate degree of horror at the poor state into which Gabriel and

Lizzie had fallen.  He says, “The thing is to me so shockingly preposterous and so

heartrending that it does not seem possible.  And to think that if I had not gone away, I

might, yes, could, have prevented so much suffering!” (348).  The fact that he blames

himself for Gabriel and Lizzie’s situation suggests that he sees himself as responsible for

intervening on behalf of the Alamares and saving them from the economic hardships U.S.

policies created for Californios.  He now realizes that rather than fleeing the Alamar

ranch due to the shame he feels over his father’s attempt to strike Don Mariano, he
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should have stayed and used his growing wealth and influence with the squatters to

intercede on behalf of the Alamares.  Ruiz de Burton may hope that her Anglo American

readers will learn a similar lesson, that is, that they will attempt to right the wrongs

committed against Californios rather than feeling ashamed and helpless.

Clarence’s views of the law and patriotism place him firmly in the Alamares’

camp and establish his position on what the novel argues is the right side of political

disputes in late-nineteenth-century California.  In short, he agrees with Don Mariano on

both counts.  The Squatter and the Don features a number of extended discussions

between the two men that illustrate their congruity of thought.  These discussions have a

didactic air, with Don Mariano in the paternal position, disseminating knowledge, and

Clarence coming to a better understanding of what he instinctually recognizes as right.  In

effect, Don Mariano initiates Clarence into the Spanish feudal order; and Clarence, unlike

the squatters, is worthy of such an invitation.   Don Mariano illuminates for Clarence the

comparative shortcomings of the American system.  Don Mariano’s defense of the

Spanish feudal order, discussed above, is one such instance.  In fact, it is Clarence’s

passionate disagreement with the very laws that oppress the Alamares that first ingratiates

him with Don Mariano.

When Clarence requests that Don Mariano sell the land the Darrell family

occupies, he also succeeds in selling himself to Don Mariano.  Clarence expresses his

shame as an American and, in his words, as a “civilized being” regarding such legislation

as the No-Fence law.  In aligning himself with Don Mariano, he explicitly distinguishes

himself from his own father, suggesting a transfer of familial identification.  Clarence, the
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“redeemer” and rising star in California’s emerging elite, adopts Californio values (as

represented by Don Mariano) and renounces squatting and other Anglo American

behaviors fostered by recent legislation.  He explains how his view of patriotism differs

from his father’s and, in so doing, suggests what distinguishes a good Yankee from a bad

one.  This distinction also underlies Clarence and his father’s fundamentally different

views of proper land use and ownership.  When Don Mariano asks if Mr. Darrell wishes

to pay for the land as well, Clarence responds as follows:

 “I do not know whether he would or not.  I fear he would not.  My father

is a blind worshipper of the Congress of these United States, and

consequently it is difficult to persuade him that our legislators might

possibly do wrong. […] But as my faith in our lawgivers is not so blind,

my belief is that Congress had no more right to pass any law which could

give an excuse to trespass upon your property, than to pass a law inviting

people to your table. […] My pride as an American is somewhat different

from that of my father.  He thinks it is a want of patriotism to criticize our

legislation.  Whereas, I think our theory of government is so lofty, so

grand and exalted, that we must watch jealously that Congress may not

misrepresent it; misrepresent the sentiments, the aspirations of the

American people, and thus make a caricature of our beautiful ideal.”  (58)

Through his dealings with Don Mariano, Clarence attempts to mitigate some

portion of the wrongs his people were committing against Californios.  He begs Don

Mariano for the opportunity to “help me to avoid this American shame” by purchasing
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his family’s portion of Don Mariano’s land (59).  He also succeeds in establishing the

roots of his brand of American patriotism, and, by extension, that of the good Yankees

who are ideologically positioned to recognize and attempt to rectify the wrongs done to

the Californios.  Whereas the squatters are spurred by a Jeffersonian American ideal in

their view of the superiority of small farms over large Spanish land grants, Clarence

recalls another Jeffersonian principle: the responsibility of the American people to hold

their government accountable for actions and legislation they believe to be unjust.37

Jefferson maintained that his vision of a nation of agrarian farmers governed by the

American people would hold for as long as there was available land.   Ruiz de Burton

dramatizes the limits of Jefferson’s vision by illustrating the corrosive influence of

competing land claims on the democratic process.

Don Mariano’s response—both spoken and unspoken—to Clarence’s

impassioned plea inaugurates Clarence’s adoption into the Alamar family and the

Californio lifestyle and worldview (at least as Ruiz de Burton represents it through the

Alamares).  “‘Very well,’ said Don Mariano, pleased with Clarence’s honest warmth, and

to hear him express opinions and sentiments so very similar to his own” (59).  Here

Clarence receives his first stamp of approval from the father figure with whom he now

most identifies.

While Clarence carries Californio ideology into the future, so to speak, and assists

the Alamares with their financial woes, the fact that the entire Alamar estate passes into

his hands and that future generations of Alamares will bear the Darrell name (through his

marriage to Mercedes), validates Don Mariano’s forecast of the Californios being
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doomed to extinction.  Clarence’s negotiation with Doña Josefa to buy her ranch suggests

that his role as “redeemer” in the novel is not an uncomplicated one.  She says to

Clarence,

“When Gabriel and Victoriano get well, talk to them about buying

the rancho, though I don’t think you ought to pay any such high price.

You are too generous to us.”

“Indeed, I am not.  Don’t forget I am a money-making Yankee.  I

think four — or even three — dollars per acre is a high price for land in

this country now, but I can wait years, and then I shall double the price

paid now.  So, you see, I am not a bit generous.  I am trying to make

money out of you.”

“Talk to the boys.  See what George and Gabriel say,” Doña Josefa

said, smiling sadly at Clarence’s wily argument and earnest manner. (360)

While many of Clarence’s actions illustrate his generosity, e.g., buying the Don’s cattle,

each of these actions are also tied to his larger business dealings and to his undeniable

upward mobility.  Although he sincerely cares for Mercedes and respects Don Mariano,

his generosity always advances his own economic success.  Perhaps more important than

his motives, however, is Clarence’s role in the novel’s economic movement which

confirms Don Mariano’s dim view of the Californios’ future.  Clarence is able to help the

Alamares to better withstand their socioeconomic decline; nonetheless, the Alamares

have lost their land and business prospects.  Further, he represents the rising Anglo

American wealthy class in California, propelled upward socially by much of the same
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legislation that precipitates the Alamares’ socioeconomic decline.  Although Don

Mariano good-naturedly says, “‘You see we are all Clarence’s vaqueros now,’” he

nonetheless notes his fall in social standing and Clarence’s replacement of him at the top

of the social hierarchy (227).

Ruiz de Burton’s portrait of Clarence as a “white redeemer” serves as another

example of her silence about practices that were detrimental to American Indians.

Clarence makes a portion of his growing wealth from a mine he purchases in Arizona.

Not only have mining companies infringed on reservation lands but have often succeeded

in obtaining portions of American Indians’ already reduced land holdings.  Further, while

Ruiz de Burton died prior to the uranium boom in the 1940s and the numerous ongoing

lawsuits concerning the health hazards faced by American Indians who work in or live

near the mines, in her own time the dangers of mining were well-known.  Many Indians

who worked for Anglo American and Californio ranchers under the coercive provisions

of the 1849 California Constitution were transferred to California gold mines.  Of course,

hazardous mining conditions did not just affect American Indians but many working-

class Anglo Americans, Californios, Asian Americans, and other peoples of Mexican

descent.  Nonetheless, Ruiz de Burton presents mining in a purely positive fashion.  She

writes of “those wonderfully rich mines, which had given so many millions to the world”

(170).38

Her endorsement of mining might seem odd given that the discovery of gold in

California in 1848 spurred a massive influx of Anglo Americans into California and

accelerated Anglo American settlement of the state.  However, she hoped to supplement
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her own depleted finances—a result of the expense of her ongoing legal battles to secure

her land claims—by attracting investment in her lands based on their mineral promise.  In

fact, she and her husband formed the Lower California Mining Company in 1865.  Given

her involvement in the mining industry, her hopes that it would support her own financial

survival, and her desire to attract investors, it is hardly surprising that she advertises

mining as a promising and profitable endeavor in her novel.  This is another instance, like

Don Mariano’s invitation to the squatters to share in his lifestyle supported by American

Indian manual labor, in which a Californio aligns herself with Anglo American interests,

at the expense of American Indians, in an effort to survive.

Despite Ruiz de Burton’s own hopes that her people would continue to be

politically active and that her business endeavors would pay off, The Squatter and the

Don ends with a grim forecast for Californios.  The Alamares’ socioeconomic fall and

their reliance on Clarence to keep them from poverty (read manual labor and being closed

out of high society) act as an endorsement of the Vanishing Californio image she projects

throughout the book.  In addition, a basic component of Californio ideology—which

Clarence embraces and advances—is arguably overturned.  Early in the novel, Clarence

demonstrates his respect for the Californio system of land management by supporting

Don Mariano’s suggestion that the squatters stop attempting to grow grain in an arid

climate.  Clarence says to the squatters, “‘Plant wheat, if you can do so without killing

cattle.  But do not destroy the larger industry with the smaller.  If, as the Don very

properly says, this is a grazing country, no legislation can change it.  So it would be wiser

to make laws to suit the county, and not expect that the county will change its character to
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suit absurd laws’” (51).  The “absurd” law Clarence refers to here is the No-Fence law.

While his denunciation of the law serves to assist Don Mariano in protecting his

remaining cattle, his view that legislation must respect climate, and not vice versa, serves

as an endorsement of the Californios’ indigenous knowledge.  He validates Don

Mariano’s position as a California native by taking his word that San Diego is a cattle-

raising county, and he curtails the spread of the Jeffersonian yeoman ideal by suggesting

that not all regions, despite being conquered by the U.S., are amenable to agrarianism.

The debate between Don Mariano and the squatters about the proper way to use the land

reflects debates that were emerging at the time about the settlement of the Western

United States.  Ruiz de Burton likely capitalizes on this national discussion in order to

reinforce her claims regarding the wisdom of Californios’ methods of land management.

During the late nineteenth century, Americans were discovering the limits of the

Jeffersonian ideal as they attempted to settle in the arid and semi-arid regions of the

United States.  This same limitation impeded the efforts of federal Indian agents who

sought to locate California Indians on lands that Indian tribes could cultivate and support

themselves by.  Geologist John Wesley Powell was just one American who attempted to

warn the federal government and the general public about the West’s limited resources.

Commissioned by Congress to conduct geological and irrigation surveys of the Western

U.S., Powell published his Report On The Lands Of The Arid Region Of The United

States in 1878, just seven years prior to Ruiz de Burton’s publication of The Squatter and

the Don.  Powell hoped to reform the ways in which the West was being settled by

changing water laws.  He believed that settlement had already reached as far west as it
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could without grave risk to the settlers and the land.  According to Powell, even with the

most economical use of water, only twenty-percent of the West could ever be cultivated.

Ruiz de Burton, in turn, is strategic in her discussion of California’s water supply

in The Squatter and the Don.  She references the aridity of San Diego County in order to

better argue for the Californios’ land claims and to position Clarence as a good Yankee.

By having Don Mariano assert that there is plenty of unoccupied land available in

California, Ruiz de Burton is able to paint an over-simplified portrait of Anglo Americans

who prey on Californios’ lands out of spite and presumed racial superiority.  However,

while she denies that there is a scarcity of land in California, she does not deny that the

state’s limited water supply must have an impact on the ways in which people can make

their living from the land.  As I discuss above, Don Mariano’s suggestion that the

squatters raise cattle and fruit illustrates his knowledge of the land and its capabilities.  At

the same time, Ruiz de Burton contrasts his knowledge with the squatters’ bull-headed

adherence to the Jeffersonian ideal of the yeoman farmer—an ideal that was not tenable

in California.  Clarence is one of the few Anglo American residents on the Alamar estate

who recognizes the logic of Don Mariano’s suggestion and who understands that

different types of climates require different methods of working the land.

However, the Alamar ranch’s future yields undermines Clarence’s endorsement of

Don Mariano’s indigenous knowledge of the land.  Ruiz de Burton presents an image of

the ranch full of the “whir of threshing machines” and “wagons loaded with baled hay”

(275).  This scene of prosperity operates as a reprieve from the challenges the Alamares

face as it occurs after the validation of Don Mariano’s land title and before the loss of the
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railroad that leads to Don Mariano and Mr. Mechlin’s deaths.  Given that this scene

validates the squatters’ contention that they can grow wheat in an arid climate, it may be

more foreboding than happy.  It foretells the future of the Alamar ranch, and California in

general, as a region overwhelmingly occupied by Anglo Americans and a land worked

according to Anglo American expectations.  In light of Don Mariano’s repeated warnings

against attempting an agricultural lifestyle in an arid region, the scene may also

foreshadow California’s future water shortages.

The Fate of the Californios

While Don Mariano’s financial crisis precipitates his physical demise, Ruiz de

Burton’s final legal battle over her lands was not resolved in her favor until 47 years after

her death.  Mariano Vallejo, unlike Mariano Alamar, lived through many years of poverty

and died nearly penniless.  At the time of his death in 1890, at the age of eighty-two,

Vallejo had lost his entire estate, with the exception of a 200-acre ranch.  Nonetheless,

each of these figures died in times of financial hardship, without much hope that they—or

the Californios as a whole—would ever reclaim their former social standing.   Ruiz de

Burton and Don Mariano Vallejo—like his fictional counterpart, Don Mariano Alamar—

feared that their people would disappear and be forgotten.  In many ways, The Squatter

and the Don serves as an elegy for the Californios with its narration of the Vanishing

Californio culminating in Clarence’s acquisition of their legacy and his rising to the top

of the new (Anglo American) California elite.  However, eulogizing the Californios did

not end with Ruiz de Burton’s generation of Californios, but was taken up by Anglo
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Americans at the time of the Californios’ socioeconomic decline and continues to the

present day.  So-called “Spanish California” became a cult of sorts, manifesting itself in

efforts to restore the Spanish missions and celebrations of Spanish agriculture, food, and

fiestas.39  According to anthropologist Renato Rosaldo, this sort of mourning for a culture

one has helped to destroy—what he terms “imperialist nostalgia”—is a common aspect of

colonization.

Charles Lummis, who will be discussed in more detail in chapter three, was just

one Anglo American who became enamored of Spanish American culture.  He founded

organizations to preserve historic buildings, including the missions, and initiated fiestas

in celebration of Spanish heritage—an idea that quickly caught on and was imitated

throughout the Southwestern United States.  According to Pitt,

So popular was this cult by 1890 that one could scarcely recall how

recently the Spanish Americans had been in disfavor, or that the real, live

ones still were.  For only after they had reduced the real-life Spanish-

speaking to the status of a foreign minority did the Yankees feel any deep

compassion toward Spanish-American culture. (290)

Anglo Americans have mourned the alleged disappearance of Spanish American,

as well as American Indian, cultures by paying homage to quaint, marketable aspects of

these cultures while overlooking the living inheritors of these cultural traditions.  In

chapter three, in addition to discussing the nature of Charles Lummis’ evaluations of

Mexican Americans and members of different American Indian tribes, I will argue that

Helen Hunt Jackson’s ability to find an audience for her plea on behalf of American
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Indians had a great deal to do with the fact that American Indians were significantly

reduced in number by this time.  Perhaps more importantly, they had been almost

eliminated from the Eastern United States, where most of her humanitarian sympathizers

resided.  Jackson’s Ramona gave rise to a similar phenomenon as Lummis’ fiestas.   Her

novel inspired an annual Ramona Pageant that continues to be held annually in Hemet,

California.  The Pageant features a theatrical production of the novel that serves as an

elegiac tribute to Spanish and American Indian cultures and their alleged demise at the

hands of immoral Anglo Americans.  Like Lummis’ fiestas, the Ramona Pageant fosters

a nostalgic cultural celebration of colonial California and projects compassion for these

cultural groups into a distant, mythic past, utterly distinct from living American Indians

and Mexican Americans.

However, before discussing Lummis and Jackson’s interventions on behalf of

American Indians and Mexican Americans, it is important to be familiar with the nature

of American Indian land claims in the nineteenth century and how American Indians

were representing themselves and their people in their efforts to retain their lands and, by

extension, their tribal autonomy.  Alexander Posey, a Creek writer whom I will discuss in

chapter two, offers a glimpse into debates in Indian Territory and, more specifically, the

Creek Nation during the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries.  Through his

explication of the Creeks’ debates over allotting their lands, U.S. citizenship, statehood,

and, ultimately, the best method for the Creeks’ survival as a cultural group, Posey

illuminates that which Ruiz de Burton conceals and Lummis and Jackson claim to

support: American Indian land claims.
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While Posey’s work may be read as a means of filling the silence left by Ruiz de

Burton (and others) on American Indian affairs, he does not provide his readers with a

unified voice representative of all Creeks, much less all American Indians.  The dialogic

format of the Fus Fixico letters allows Posey to recreate the intricacies of the Creeks’

debates about legislation, lifestyle, and land ownership.  Ruiz de Burton overlooks

segments of the Californio population in order to present a relatively unified portrait of

their plight and political views.  By contrast, Posey uses divergent Creek voices to

demonstrate the complexity of arriving at a single solution for the Creeks’ problems due

to differences between individual Creeks and the difficulty of foreseeing which U.S.

policies will actually work in their favor once instituted.   Yet a fundamental similarity

between Ruiz de Burton and Posey is that each uses writing to critique U.S. policies, give

voice to their peoples’ struggles under U.S. rule, and present the virtues of

alternative—that is, non-Anglo American—systems of land management.
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CHAPTER TWO: CULTURAL SURVIVAL, TRIBAL SOVEREIGNTY, AND A NEW
ERA OF INDIAN POLICY IN ALEXANDER POSEY’S FUS FIXICO LETTERS

Introduction

Shortly after Ruiz de Burton’s death in 1895, Alexander Posey (1873-1908)

emerged as a dominant figure in Creek debates over a variety of changes that were

sweeping Indian Territory (located in modern day Oklahoma) around the turn of the

twentieth century.  Although Posey developed his rhetorical skills and his talent for

adopting personae during his years at Bacone Indian University, it was not until he began

publishing his Fus Fixico letters in 1902 that he fully developed his unique literary style.

With the letters, he succeeded in finding a medium for reporting on and shaping Creek

politics.  Posey published in a variety of newspapers in Indian Territory, but most

frequently in the two that he edited at different times during his life: the Eufaula Indian

Journal (1902-1903, April-May 1908) and the Muscogee Evening Times (1903-1904).

The letters were frequently picked up by publications outside of Indian Territory,

particularly as Anglo American readers became aware of what was something of an

anomaly at the time: an American Indian journalist publishing his own outspoken and

humorous commentary on Indian affairs.  Anglo American readers were especially

interested in Posey’s discussions of the impact of federal policies on American Indians

living in Indian Territory.

In epistolary installments, each of which he titled “Fus Fixico’s Letter,” Posey

adopted the voice of a progressive full-blood Creek, Fus Fixico (literally “Heartless Bird”

in English), a fictitious newspaper correspondent who records the conversations of a
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group of his conservative Creek friends.  At this time, broadly speaking, progressive

Creeks favored acculturation to Anglo American systems of government and lifestyle,

whereas conservatives favored the continuance of more traditional Creek social, political,

and spiritual systems.  These political factions were also characterized by racial

distinctions, as full-blood Creeks were most often conservative whereas Creeks of mixed

ancestry, like Posey, were most often progressive.   Nonetheless, as Posey’s letters

illustrate, the divisions between these groups were by no means absolute.  Regardless of

their political leanings, all Creeks struggled to determine the best means for tribal

survival in the face of Anglo American encroachments on their land and the United States

government’s undermining of the Creek Nation’s sovereignty.

During Posey’s lifetime, the Creeks faced a series of challenges to their traditional

lifestyle, systems of government, methods of land management, and their right to retain

all of their lands in Indian Territory.   These challenges included individual allotment of

their communally held lands, dissolution of their tribal government, and incorporation

into the newly formed state of Oklahoma.  Through his writing, Posey argues for his

people’s rights to their lands and advances what he sees as the best means for the Creeks

to survive as a distinct people within the United States.  The style and content of Posey’s

writing reflect the heterogeneity of the Creek Nation around the turn of the twentieth

century.  While Posey uses the terms “progressive” and “conservative” or “full-blood” to

characterize Creek political factions, his portrayal of the struggles of a group of full-

blood, conservative Creeks to come to terms with the changes they face, and their debates

about how best to do so, reflect a more nuanced understanding of the inner workings of
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this Creek subgroup.  Moreover, these characters do not blindly subscribe to conservative

positions but critically assess the changes they witness in their daily lives.  Through the

dialogical format of the letters, Posey effectively showcases debates representative of

those that went on in the Creek Nation during his lifetime.

Posey further illustrates the permeability of political factions within the Creek

Nation by selecting a progressive full-blood for his persona.  With his creation of Fus

Fixico, Posey suggests that blood quantum is not an absolute determinant of political

affiliation.  Yet, despite this concession, in his efforts to shape Creek politics and help his

people retain their lands, Posey relies heavily on race-based political distinctions. He

frequently distinguishes between conservative, full-blood Creeks and progressive, mixed-

blood Creeks like himself.  As Posey scholar Daniel Littlefield notes, while such

racialized political distinctions may upset modern sensibilities, they were common in

Indian Territory during Posey’s lifetime.

Like Ruiz de Burton, Posey manipulates racial hierarchies in his efforts to argue

for his people’s land claims.  He compares the major cultural groups living in Indian

Territory at the time—American Indians, Anglo Americans, and African Americans—in

order to illustrate the relative virtues of the American Indians he believed were most

entitled to the land.  Ruiz de Burton presents a homogenized portrait of her people in

order to assert their gentility and rightful place in the Anglo American elite.  By contrast,

Posey distinguishes between Creeks as a means of advancing his vision of the type of

Creek he believed was best equipped to retain and manage Creek lands in a manner that

would enable the Creek Nation to compete successfully in the larger U.S. economy.
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Although Posey has received relatively little scholarly attention, his voice is

crucial to gaining a fuller understanding of American Indians’ land claims in the late

nineteenth and early twentieth centuries, appreciating the complexity tribes confronted in

attempting to select the best course of action for retaining their lands, and realizing the

heterogeneity of native peoples (including both inter- and intra-tribal differences).

Thanks to the efforts of Carol Petty Hunter, Daniel Littlefield Jr., and Matthew Sivils,

Posey’s Fus Fixico letters and a number of his speeches and short stories are now widely

available.40  Although these publications have sparked renewed interest in Posey’s work,

his work has not yet been engaged in a culturally comparative analysis, nor have his

manipulations of racial hierarchies been examined.

Cultural and Historical Context of the Fus Fixico Letters: Creek Removal, the U.S. Civil
War, Allotment, and Statehood

In order fully to appreciate how Posey responded to the challenges faced by the

Creek Nation in the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries, it is important to be

familiar with aspects of Creek history that influenced the political climate in Indian

Territory during this time, the philosophies that propelled U.S. Indian policy at pivotal

junctures in Creek history, and the legislation engendered by these philosophies.  Creeks’

responses to the challenges they confronted during Posey’s lifetime were influenced

greatly by the upheavals they had recently undergone.  These upheavals were engendered

by the Creeks’ forced removal from their homeland (located in portions of present day

Georgia and Alabama) and their involvement in the U.S. Civil War.
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The 1830 Indian Removal Act marked a dramatic shift in the U.S. government’s

view of Indian tribes.41  By forcibly removing the eastern tribes, the U.S. government

contravened a basic principle that had shaped previous U.S.-Indian relations, i.e., that

Indian tribes were to be treated as internal, sovereign nations, and were to be negotiated

with as such.  When Andrew Jackson began his presidency in 1828, he charted a new

course for Indian policy in the United States.  He argued that the U.S. originally treated

Indian tribes as independent nations because the U.S. lacked the military power and

economic resources to do otherwise.  As the U.S. had become strong enough to deal

forcibly with native tribes, he contended that they should do so.  In his view, negotiating

treaties to secure Indian lands was an outdated strategy.

When the U.S. government suggested that the Creeks remove to Indian Territory,

some did so voluntarily.  A small group of progressive, more assimilated Creeks

welcomed removal, more as a means of escaping the governing force of the Creek

Council (the Creeks’ governing body) than evading white settlers.42  However, the

majority (including the Creek Council) adamantly defended their rights to their

homelands.  Nearly all of the Creeks finally were removed to Indian Territory as a result

of the Treaty of 1832 and later the Creek War of 1836 with white residents of Alabama.

Almost half of the tribe died during the removal process.43  The Creeks signed the Treaty

of 1832 due to pressure from the U.S. government, Anglo American settlement on their

lands, and coercive tactics used by Anglo American state and government officials to

force them to cede their lands.44  The Treaty of 1832 provided land allotments to those

who wished to remain in Alabama (the Creeks had already ceded most of their land in
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Georgia in the 1826 Treaty of Washington) and guaranteed them their new land in Indian

Territory “as long as the water runs” (Green, 171).  Nonetheless, those Creeks who

remained in Alabama quickly become aware of the U.S. government’s expectation that

they would immediately sell their allotments and remove with the rest of the tribe to

Indian Territory.  According to historian Michael Green, after allotment, “[s]peculators

had a field day.  Swindlers concocted fraudulent notes of indebtedness and won

judgments in the newly created county courts that stripped hundreds of Creeks of their

remaining possessions.  Others, tortured and terrorized, simply dropped everything and

fled” (183).  Violent conflicts between Creeks and Alabamans, dubbed the Creek War of

1836, led the U.S. government to forcibly remove nearly all of the remaining Creeks.

Their first experience with allotment influenced the Creeks’ reactions to pressure

from the U.S. government in the late nineteenth century to allot their lands in Indian

Territory.  Following the catastrophic losses the Creeks suffered, both in human life and

economic resources, during removal and the U.S. Civil War, the Creeks had managed to

reinstate many of their traditional methods of government, land management, and social

organization in Indian Territory.  Many Creeks became involved in the Civil War, with

progressive, more assimilated Creeks siding with the Confederacy, and more traditional

Creeks maintaining their allegiance to the Union.  Creeks who sided with the

Confederacy were punished by the U.S. government through further land cessions,

leaving the Creeks with just over half of their newly assigned lands in Indian Territory.45

Given the traditional Creek system of communal land holding, this punishment affected

the entire tribe.  So-called Loyal Creeks were promised compensation for the losses they
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suffered during the war, but it was slow to come.  The U.S. government’s breach of its

agreement with the Loyal-Creeks is just one such incident in the history of Creek-white

relations.  As historian Angie Debo argues, it is likely that had the U.S. government

honored its commitments to the Creeks (particularly their treaty obligation to protect

them from Anglo American hostilities and encroachments onto Creek lands), none of

them would have ever allied with the Confederacy (159).

After the Civil War, despite the losses suffered by the Creeks in land, life, and

economic stability, they rebounded as a nation.  They adopted a new constitution and set

of laws in 1867.  Even so, divisions within the Creek Nation, which had been exacerbated

by the Civil War, persisted.  In his biography of Posey, Littlefield writes:

The Creeks had emerged from the Civil War a deeply divided people, split over a

number of issues besides Union and Confederate loyalties: progressive and

conservative social views; division of tribal annuities and disbursement of tribal

funds; Loyal Creek claims against the United States at the close of the war;

encroachment of federal power in law enforcement; adoption of the freedmen,

former slaves of the Creeks; the coming of the railroads, which brought the

development of American-style frontier towns such as Wagoner, Muskogee, and

Eufala; and the resulting intrusion of whites and American blacks on Creek lands.

Lines of loyalty regarding these issues often shifted, making Creek politics

volatile, but there was always a core of conservative Creeks, with whom the

freedmen often allied themselves, who were generally disaffected from the

direction of Creek affairs. (29-30)
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It was into this contentious and turbulent political environment that Alexander Posey was

born.  While Littlefield identifies divisions within the Creek Nation as one of the

consequences of the Civil War, divisions within the Creek Nation did not begin with the

Civil War but were exacerbated by it.

Posey’s progressive views derive, at least in part, from the political faction into

which he was born.  He positioned himself on one side of a political divide that

originated in the Creek Nation long before his birth.  When the Creeks removed to Indian

Territory, they not only replicated their traditional social organization but also transported

their political divisions.  By Posey’s lifetime, the Creek Nation had developed a more

consolidated political system than ever before—a consolidation forced by threats from

Anglo American squatters and pressure from the U.S. government to cede their lands and

eventually to remove to Indian Territory.  Resisting these pressures led many Creeks to

conclude that they needed a more authoritative, centralized government, yet this

inclination ran counter to a traditional Creek distrust of centralized authority.  Prior to

this consolidation, the Creek Nation was a confederation of loosely organized,

independently governed towns that were divided into the Upper and Lower Towns.

Because the Lower Towns were closer to Anglo American settlements than the Upper

Towns, they entered more quickly into trade with these settlements and adopted more

aspects of Anglo American culture, e.g., Anglo American dress and the ownership of

African slaves.  Uneven levels of contact with Anglo Americans and varying degrees of

acculturation to white ways engendered social and political divisions within the Creek

Nation that persisted throughout Posey’s life.  However, as Green notes,
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This cultural bifurcation, following as it did the ancient Upper-Lower

Creek division, was also politically manageable.  Interests had changed

with the decades, but the need and the experience required to harmonize

differences remained.  The only cement necessary was a uniform

dedication to the land.  Each side could tolerate how differently the other

chose to use the land as long as they could agree that the land was the

patrimony of all. (72)

Posey’s dedication to the land is evident in his frequent references to the Creek landscape

in his writing and through his endeavors to determine the best means of keeping Creek

lands in Creek hands.  As a member of a Lower Town in Indian Territory, with some of

the most prominent progressive Creeks in his mother’s extended family, Posey inherited

a belief in cultural survival through adaptation and change.  Even before white contact,

the Creeks had a history of taking in members of other tribes and assimilating aspects of

these adopted tribal cultures.  Thus, Posey’s belief in the Creeks’ capacity to survive as a

people, while incorporating change, had a strong basis in Creek history and practice.

Posey’s progressive views derived not only from his mother’s extended family,

but also from his father, Hence Posey.  Hence was of predominantly Scots-Irish ancestry,

was adopted by a Creek family at a young age, and grew up in the Creek Nation.  He was

one of many progressive, Anglo American members of the Creek Nation who played a

role in steering political debates in Indian Territory.  He was deeply engaged in Creek

politics and often hosted political discussions to which young Alexander Posey listened.

Hence espoused a progressive vision for the Creeks future and hoped to benefit from the
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prosperity he believed would result from adopting Anglo American business models and

engaging in the larger U.S. economy.  While Hence was in many ways culturally Creek,

he believed that his children must be formally educated—according the Anglo American

model—in order to compete in the rapidly encroaching Anglo American world.   Even

before sending fourteen year old Posey to the Creek national boarding school in the

nearby town of Eufaula, Hence began training him to engage in Anglo American society

by forcing him to speak English at home.  It was this formal education, coupled with his

Creek upbringing, that prepared Posey for his future role as a mediator between

traditional Creeks and Anglo American peoples and ideologies.  Posey’s fluency in both

Creek and English, for example, proved critical to his ability to understand and

communicate the complexities of U.S. Indian policies to traditional Creeks who did not

speak English.  Unlike Anglo American politicians who pressured American Indians to

abandon their own cultural systems in favor of Anglo American models, Posey spoke to

his fellow Creeks as someone who understood and valued Creek culture.  He promoted

the appropriation of certain aspects of Anglo American culture as a means of ensuring the

Creeks’ economic survival and, by extension, their ability to continue as a separate and

distinct cultural group within the United States.  In this manner, he attempted to persuade

Creeks of various backgrounds and political ideologies to support a dramatic

transformation of their traditional system of land management.

Divisions within the Creek Nation played an important role in Creek views of

allotment.  In 1887, Senator Henry Dawes sponsored legislation designed to divide

communally held tribal lands into individually owned allotments.46  Of all of the
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legislation passed by the U.S. government regarding American Indians, the Dawes Act of

1887 proved to be one the most catastrophic.  The act undermined American Indian

systems of government and land management and succeeded in transferring roughly two-

thirds of remaining tribal lands to Anglo Americans.  Any land that was leftover after

tribal members received their allotments was considered surplus and was consequently

made available to white settlers and outside investors.  The Dawes Act was a result of the

efforts of several Indian reform groups that organized during the eighteen-eighties and a

Congress that had come to question the reservation system.  Many reformers and

members of Congress believed that reservations isolated American Indians from Anglo

American society and consequently mitigated their opportunities to adopt what many

Anglo Americans viewed as civilized ways.  Members of the Women’s National Indian

Association (predominantly upper-class Anglo American women from the Eastern U.S.),

for example, “hoped to achieve their goals through land allotment, an educational system

for all children, political and civil rights for the Indians, and the break-up of tribal

organizations, which members believed to be ‘the real citadel of savagery’” (Mathes, 6-

7).

Drafters of the Dawes Act aimed to assimilate American Indians into Anglo

American society, not just by transforming American Indian systems of land

management, but by bestowing U.S. citizenship upon allottees.  By attacking tribal

organizations on multiple levels, Indian reformers hoped to dismantle them entirely and

thereby ensure the complete assimilation of American Indians.  In “Defense of the Dawes
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Act,” a speech given before the Indian reformers gathered at Lake Mohonk in 1887,

Henry Dawes stated:

I feel that the Indian is to-day wrestling with his own fate.  That he will

pass away as an Indian, I don’t doubt, and that very rapidly.  It will be into

citizenship, and into a place among the citizens of this land, or it will be

into a vagabond and a tramp.  He is to disappear as an Indian of the past;

there is no longer any room for such an Indian in this country” (qtd. in

Prucha, Americanizing, 108).

Due to this view—that the only options available to American Indians were death or

assimilation—many Indian reformers maintained that their efforts to separate American

Indians from their traditional cultures were acts of humanitarian intervention.

Although the Dawes Act did not apply to the Five Civilized Tribes (Creek,

Cherokee, Choctaw, Chickasaw, and Seminole), members of the Dawes Commission

ultimately allowed them only a short reprieve.47  While other tribes suffered the erosion

of their tribal governments and the influx of white settlers who purchased their so-called

surplus land, the Five Civilized Tribes continued as independent nations.  Members of the

Creek Nation long refused to negotiate with the Dawes Commission.  Their resistance to

allotment led the Dawes Commission to obtain a court order in 1898 to force the Creeks

to formulate a tribal roll of all of its citizens, the first step toward individual land

ownership and the end of such traditional methods of land management as communal

farms.   Shortly thereafter, Congress passed the 1898 Curtis Act, which forced allotment

upon the Five Civilized Tribes, initiated the dissolution of their tribal governments, and
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extended federal jurisdiction over all tribal members.   The passage of the Curtis Act,

combined with increased encroachments by white settlers and freed slaves onto their

lands, led most Creeks to conclude that they had no choice but to negotiate with the

Dawes Commission and concede to allotment.  According to Creek writer and theorist,

Craig Womack,

After the Dawes workers began enrolling people [for allotments], “an intertribal

council of the Five Civilized Tribes again petitioned Congress to allow them to

remain on their lands” ([O’Brien] 129).  Congress ignored the will of the tribes,

the treaty of 1832, and their legal right to exist as a nation on their land, and

passed the Curtis Act, an illegal piece of legislation that forced tribes to accept

allotment. (Red on Red, 37)

Throughout his discussion of Creek history, Womack emphasizes that there were

always Creeks actively resisting the U.S. government’s efforts to undermine their land

base, culture, and sovereignty.  He writes, “Creek history is a history of resistance, and

Creeks fought vigorously against these efforts of legislative genocide” (36).  After their

failed efforts to resist allotment, the Five Civilized Tribes quickly banded together to

challenge the U.S. government’s plans to include Indian Territory and Oklahoma

Territory in a single state.  During the Sequoyah Convention of 1904, delegates from the

Five Civilized Tribes drafted a constitution and proposed that Indian Territory be entered

into the United States as a separate state, which Posey suggested be named “Sequoyah.”

However, Congress ignored their request for a separate Indian state due to pressure from
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railroad companies who wanted right-of-way through Indian Territory and from white

squatters residing in Indian Territory.

By outlining the history of Creek resistance to U.S. Indian policies, Womack

counteracts Anglo American histories that inaccurately tend to paint American Indians as

helpless victims of Anglo American aggression.  However, to fully appreciate the

complexity of the political climate that Posey navigates in the Fus Fixico letters and in

his own life, one must understand the ways in which divisions within the Creek Nation

shaped the Creeks’ responses to U.S. Indian policy in the late nineteenth and early

twentieth centuries.  For example, progressive Creeks, like Posey, saw allotment as a

means of securing their land claims in the face of increasing encroachments by Anglo

American and African American settlers.  Progressive Creeks also believed that allotment

would provide an individualized source of revenue that would allow them to compete

more successfully in the mainstream American economy.  Posey maintained that

allotment was a means of establishing the Indian commonwealth that he envisioned, and

the only alternative to what he termed “immanent peril.”  On the other hand, conservative

Creeks defended communal systems of land ownership, a central factor in the

socioeconomic organization of most tribes.  Yet these divisions were not absolute.  Public

opinion among Creeks was also influenced by the consequences, not just the alleged

goals, of U.S. legislation.  Many progressive Creeks, including Posey, supported

allotment based on the premise that all Creek lands would be allotted to Creeks.

However, this was far from the historical outcome.  According to the American Civil

Liberties Union Handbook on Indian and Tribal Rights, “Of the 140 million acres of land
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which tribes collectively owned in 1887, only 50 million acres remained in 1934 when

the allotment system was abolished” (5).  Alexander Posey was just one of many

American Indians who believed that allotment would secure his people’s future and who

later recognized allotment as one more opportunity for Anglo Americans to secure Indian

land by resorting to graft, coercion, and manipulation of the legal process.

Posey’s Use of Language as a Political Tool

In the Fus Fixico letters, Posey confronts the major challenges faced by the Creek

Nation during his lifetime.   He frequently notes the activities of the Snakes, a group of

conservative Creeks who insisted that the Treaty of 1832 was still valid, established their

own government, and in January 1901 passed legislation to punish Creeks who accepted

allotments or rented land to non-Creeks.48  According to Womack, until the early 1930s,

the Snakes continued to meet and send delegations to Washington D.C. to argue for

federal recognition of their tribal government (37).  By including the Snakes’ activities in

the letters, Posey documents and testifies to the active resistance of members of the Creek

Nation throughout this transitional period, while simultaneously arguing in favor of the

changes that the Snakes fought against.  Because the letters were published individually

in Indian Territory newspapers between 1902 and 1908, they capture various stages in the

Creeks’ experiences with allotment, statehood, and acculturation/resistance to Anglo

American society.  Not only do they capture the changing political climate in the Creek

Nation over time, but also the range of opinions held by members of the same Creek

political faction.   The Fus Fixico letters are regarded by contemporary Posey scholars as
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his greatest literary accomplishment.  However, the letters have their origins in Posey’s

literary experimentation as a young man and the interest he took at an early age in using

his growing ability to craft language to direct the course of the Creeks’ future.

At a young age Posey used his rhetorical skills to espouse his progressive views

of the Creeks’ future possibilities.  Posey gave speeches at commencement ceremonies

during his years at Bacone Indian University (1892-1893), and during his time writing for

the Bacone University Press he developed his first personae.  Under the name of

Chinnubbie Harjo, Posey reported on Bacone campus news to the Indian Journal.  Thus,

his propensity for reporting on local news with a humorous flair exhibited itself at the

beginning of his literary career.   In his speeches at Bacone he countered Anglo American

views of American Indians as savages who were ill-equipped to compete in Anglo

American society.49  He believed that his people could adapt Anglo American institutions

to their own ends and achieve an Indian commonwealth within the United States.  In

“The Indian: What of Him?” (1892), Posey argues that American Indians have not had

comparable opportunities to whites to join in what he calls “human progression.”  He is

careful to note the role Anglo Americans have played in thwarting American Indian

progress.  He states:

In spite of broken treaties, obstacles, removals, privations and fatiguing marches

to unknown wilds, tribes have become nations.  Within the bounds of Indian

Territory they have founded governments, courts of justice, schools and

seminaries, asylums and prisons, with such facilities as belong to a prosperous

people, whose motto is to give justice and receive justice in return.  Could such
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opportunities have been given the Indians two hundred years ago, what might

have been the consequence? (Chinnubbie, 83)

In the course of arguing for his progressive vision of American Indians’ future within

the United States, Posey wrests responsibility away from Anglo Americans for the

progress American Indians have already made.  Far from being the civilizing force

many Anglo Americans imagined themselves to be, they had acted

repeatedly—according to Posey—to prevent American Indians from advancing and

prospering.  He seems to overlook the fact that the American Indians had their own

religious practices as well as social systems that addressed education, government,

the settlement of disputes, and methods of punishment.  Nonetheless, he presents their

acquisition of such institutions as American Indian accomplishments made in spite of

the interference and repeated cruelty of Anglo Americans.  In his view, American

Indians might take their inspiration from Anglo American models, but they have

certainly done so without Anglo American assistance.  Posey defines these

institutions as those that befit a prosperous people who give and receive justice.  As

this characterization follows a list of injustices perpetuated by Anglo Americans

against American Indians, Posey makes it quite clear that these institutions are more

befitting of American Indians than Anglo Americans.  He appropriates a key tenet

from the United States’ pledge of allegiance: the idea of “justice for all.”  When

evaluated on this principle, Posey suggests that Anglo Americans lag behind

American Indians on the path toward civilization.
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In “Room at the Top” (1894) Posey presents his vision for an Indian

commonwealth within the United States.  He illustrates how it is possible for one to

progress while retaining one’s cultural identity.  Throughout the speech he discusses

those whom he deems the “great men” of history, such as Socrates and Abraham

Lincoln.  He argues:

We need such men in these five nations.  If the Hebrews became a mighty nation

in Egypt, there is no reason why the Indians of this territory cannot become a

great nation in America.  It is not impossible, and the truth demands persevering,

top-destined, upright men, with minds as broad as the sky above them, who can

by dint of reason and justice thwart even the measures of the United States, and

make the existence of an Indian Commonwealth known to the world.

(Chinnubbie, 91)

Clearly, Posey’s vision of progress does not prescribe that American Indians simply

accept the position in society that Anglo Americans have carved out for them.

Progress is not being handed to them by the United States; American Indians must

fight against the United States to secure their rightful position within the country.

Posey refutes racial barriers as determinants of who can and cannot rise to what Posey

sees as “the top.”  By referencing the Hebrews, Posey makes the case that other

minority groups have achieved success as distinct cultural groups within oppressive

nations and, by extension, so too can American Indians.

Contrary to allegations leveled against Posey of being an assimilationist

(which I will discuss in more detail below), the passage quoted above offers a strong
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refutation to such an overly simplistic claim.  Although he wants to adopt certain

aspects of American culture, he does not wish to simply blend into it.  He speaks of

American Indians forming a “great nation” within America, thereby suggesting that

the Five Civilized Tribes will remain distinct governing bodies while participating in

the affairs of the larger nation, the United States.  Posey’s support for an Indian

commonwealth most clearly manifested itself in his adult life through his efforts to

establish a separate Indian state.  His dedication to seeing the Creeks participate in the

United States as an equal but culturally distinct body is illustrated by his contention

that the proposed Indian state should have an Indian name.  The Moon bill,

introduced in Congress in the winter of 1901-2, stipulated that Indian Territory be

organized as the Territory of Jefferson.50  Posey argued that this name was not

distinctive enough and that the territory—and the proposed Indian state—be given an

Indian name, such as Sequoyah.

The political vision that Posey developed as a student at Bacone drove him to take

an active role in Creek politics after leaving the university.  He went on to serve in the

House of Warriors (the lower house of the Creek National Council) as a representative of

his tribal town of Tuskegee in 1895, at the age of 22.51  After his time in the House of

Warriors expired, he was selected to be the superintendent of multiple schools within the

Creek Nation.52  During his work as superintendent he continued to write, and thereafter

edited two territorial newspapers, the Indian Journal and the Muskogee Times.

Posey’s political speeches and his service to the Creek Nation led many to believe

that he would pursue a career as a politician.  However, his own preference was to be a
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commentator on, rather than a participant in, local politics.  By adopting personae,

including Chinnubbie from his days at Bacone, and later Fus Fixico, Posey further

displaced himself from the center of political action and acted as a distant, though

certainly interested, observer.  When the Creeks conceded to negotiations with the Dawes

Commission, Posey was compelled to resume an active role in government.  From March

1904 through February 1907, Posey served as a fieldworker for the Dawes Commission.53

He spent most of his time as a fieldworker tracking down Creeks and persuading them to

sign the tribal roll so that they could qualify for an allotment.  As I noted above, Posey’s

bilingualism, his familiarity with Creek traditions, and his growing understanding of

Anglo American government and culture aided him in his efforts to persuade members of

the Creek Nation to accept allotment.  Although he put his writing on hold during this

period, his experiences as a fieldworker proved to have a profound impact on his later

literary work.  Throughout his fieldwork for the Dawes Commission he came into close

contact with the most conservative Creeks (who generally lived in remote parts of the

Creek Nation).  According to Littlefield, it was during this time that he came to

appreciate their positions more fully.  He found that their political views were not based

on superstition or a blind allegiance to the past, but on savvy, legalistic arguments.  His

newfound respect and sympathy for conservative Creeks added a new element to his

depiction of them.54
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 Competing Land Claims and Racial Hierarchies in the Fus Fixico Letters

Through the Fus Fixico letters, Posey records the Creeks’ negotiations with the

United States as they fight to maintain their land base and tribal sovereignty.  At the same

time, he attempts to sway the course of these negotiations through the voices of his

characters.  This is arguably an ironic strategy given the differences between his political

views and theirs, yet it is a strategy that illustrates the permeability of political factions in

a volatile and uncertain time.  The Fus Fixico letters reflect changes in Posey’s views as

he gained more experience with politicians (Creek and Anglo American), saw the impact

of U.S. legislation on the Creek Nation, and developed a better understanding of the

perspectives of conservative Creeks.  Posey manipulates racial and ideological

distinctions among Creeks as well as between Creeks, Anglo Americans, and African

Americans.  While he universally condemns African Americans within and outside of the

Creek Nation, his presentation of Anglo Americans is far more complex.   He critiques

the tactics of certain white politicians, particularly their fraudulent dealings in Indian

land, but encourages his fellow Creeks to appropriate aspects of Anglo American culture

and government for their own ends. The distinctions Posey makes between and within

groups, coupled with his own changing opinions about politics and the best method for

Creek survival, result in complex, shifting depictions of race relations in Indian Territory.

Posey’s Literary Influences

When Posey became editor of the Indian Journal in 1902, he resolved that he

would not force his opinions on his readers.  He believed that his readers had their own
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views and that it would be of little value to simply add his views to theirs.  Yet, by the

end of his first year as editor, Posey decided that he needed a vehicle for responding to

the momentous challenges facing the Creek Nation.  Given the strength of his convictions

about Creek politics and his determination that his people must find a way to hold on to

and profit from their land, Posey no doubt understood that, as the editor of a popular

newspaper in Indian Territory, he was in a powerful position to guide his readers and

attempt to shape their opinions.

Although the Fus Fixico letters served an editorial function and appeared in

various newspapers, they are not simply journalistic pieces but stylized literary

productions.  With the Fus Fixico letters, Posey deliberately eschewed straightforward

editorial writing and used his experience with various literary forms and styles to appeal

to his readers.  As Womack notes, with his choice of dialect, Posey “provides a language

that is immediately familiar to Creek ears; one that resonates with the sights and sounds

of Creek country” (“Nature Journals,” 50).  Adopting the voice of a Creek full-blood

allows Posey to present himself to his readers as a familiar friend offering opinions on the

challenges they face.

Posey was an avid reader of dialect writing and used dialect to develop the

culturally and regionally specific qualities of his characters.   Dialect writing became

popular in Indian Territory—and in the United States as a whole— before the Civil War

and remained so throughout Posey’s lifetime.  At Bacone Indian University, Posey had

access to numerous periodicals that he read regularly.  These periodicals featured

humorous pieces written in Irish, Scandinavian, German, African American, and rural
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white dialects.55  Posey experimented with multiple dialects, including African American

and rural white, before writing in American Indian dialect in 1902.  When his friend,

George Riley Hall, expressed a distaste for dialect writing, Posey attempted to illustrate

the ways in which dialect can enhance a work by translating one of Robert Burns’ Scots-

English dialect poems into proper English.  Posey claimed that, with this effort, he had

effectively ruined Burns’ poem.  Littlefield uses this anecdote to illustrate Posey’s

understanding of the relationship between form and meaning in dialect literature.56

Posey’s appropriation of this genre for his own political ends suggests that he also

understood that he could appeal to a wider audience by packaging his opinions in a

popular literary form.

Dialect writing was not the only literary skill that Posey derived from his wide

range of reading material.  He read the work of numerous humorists, including

Shakespeare, Cervantes, and Irving (who was one of his particular favorites).  Like these

writers, Posey couched serious political commentary in a humorous guise.

While the literature Posey read—originating within and well outside of Indian

Territory—was certainly a strong influence on his Fus Fixico letters, arguably the

strongest and most discernable influences were oral and more immediate.  Throughout

his childhood Posey listened to the traditional Creek stories that his mother, Nancy, a

full-blood Creek, frequently told her children.  Through her storytelling, Nancy educated

Posey about traditional Creek culture and immersed him in Creek oral tradition.  Posey

clearly valued the stories as important components of Creek culture as he spent his later

years recording and writing his own versions of them.  His father, Hence, was also a
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storyteller.  He frequently told stories in African American dialect that influenced

Posey’s own African American dialect writing, which I will discuss in more detail below.

Both of his parents’ stories and ideologies shaped Posey’s writing as he attempted to

persuade his readers to embrace progressive views while simultaneously translating

Creek oral tradition into written form, thereby preserving a fundamental aspect of Creek

culture.

Craig Womack outlines the many similarities between the Fus Fixico letters and

the Creek oral tradition.  These similarities include the use of understatement as a comic

device, punning, a story’s denouement centering on a pun, references to races in which

the underdog wins, and frequent mentions of features of the local landscape.  Posey

appropriates common themes found in Creek stories and adapts them to respond to

contemporary challenges Creeks faced.  For example, according to Womack, the image

of bones picked clean is common in Creek stories and surfaces multiple time in the Fus

Fixico letters, such as when Posey refers to American Indians being stripped of all they

own in the process of statehood and when the characters discuss politicians fighting over

the last bone.57

In addition to drawing from the Creek oral tradition in his writing, Womack

suggests that Posey himself takes on features of a popular Creek character: rabbit, the

trickster.  Trickster characters are often the underdogs who rely on their wits and use

disguises in order to defeat opponents who are more powerful than themselves.  They

also test the limits of the community by engaging in behavior that is not socially

sanctioned.  Tricksters challenge social norms when they get away with their
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transgressive behavior and reinforce social norms when they get into trouble.58

According to Womack, Posey dons a trickster disguise by writing in the voice of a full-

blood who has difficulty speaking English but nonetheless offers incisive commentary on

politics in Indian Territory.  Womack writes, “Another level of the joke is that because

Posey was actually editor of the Eufaula Indian Journal […] Posey was actually writing

to himself while disguising his letters under the name Fus Fixico” (Red on Red, 151).

Posey masques his political critiques in elaborate puns that readers outside of Indian

Territory were unlikely to fully understand.  References to Creek stories are just one

means by which Posey communicates most explicitly to his Creek audience while

disguising his full meaning to outsiders.  Womack views Posey’s subversive use of

Creek-English dialect as a trickster disguise that “provides Posey with the means to

engage in guerrilla warfare, camouflage, and sneak attacks, the battle strategies of

disadvantaged opponents facing more powerful adversaries; that is, the Creek Nation

against the U.S. government”  (152).

By drawing on conventions from the Creek oral tradition, Posey develops a

format that would be familiar and accessible to his readers in Indian Territory.  Womack

argues that Posey’s Creek-English dialect “deprioritizes outsider discussion about Creeks

in favour of dialogue within the community toward the end of an evolving Creek

intellectual and cultural and political life” (“Journals,” 51).  As such, Posey’s work offers

an important supplement to many far more canonical works written by non-Indians about

Indians, such as Jackson’s Ramona, which I will discuss in chapter three.
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Traditionally, the Creeks used stories to establish and reinforce social norms and

define themselves as a people.  By incorporating new experiences into the stories they

were able to sustain their cultural identity while undergoing the adaptation and change

that is necessary for a living culture to survive.  Posey continues this tradition by adapting

the oral tradition to written form and using it as a vehicle to sway political debates and

aid his people in withstanding the challenges they faced around the turn of the twentieth

century.

The Fus Fixico Letters: Expressions of Creek Culture and Resistance

Posey wrote a total of seventy-three Fus Fixico letters, published between 1902

and 1908, written in Creek-English dialect.  While the Fus Fixico letters are the first

major body of literary humor written by an American Indian, they were preceded by a

tradition of American Indian dialect humor.59  In his biography of Posey, Daniel

Littlefield Jr. notes, “As a poet, prose writer, journalist, and humorist, Alex left a corpus

greater in variety than that of any Indian writer and greater than most in volume” (Letters,

259).  Fus Fixico reports on his views and those of his conservative, full-blood Creek

friends (Choela, Hotgun, Tookpafka Micco, Wolf Warrior, and Kono Harjo) on local

matters including the weather, daily happenings, and politics.  The local quality of the

letters is enhanced by the characters who inhabit them.   Littlefield writes:

Though Fus Fixico was only a figment of his creator’s imagination, Posey

gave him historical substance by promoting his letters.  “Fus Fixico, our

fullblood literary genius,” he wrote one week, “is at his best in this issue.
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  A week later he wrote: “Fus Fixico raps Chief McCurtain over the

knuckles this week.  Read his letter.”  And another time he reported that

Fus Fixico had been in town that week to appear before the grand jury.

Thus Posey created a believable character who represented a type of

person that readers might have occasionally encountered (32).

While, with Fus Fixico, Posey invents a full-blood character whom his readers

could recognize as someone they might see around the Creek Nation, Posey did not base

all of his characters on imagination alone.  Choela, Hotgun, and Tookpafka Micco were

all members of the Creek Nation whom Posey fictionalized in the letters.  Choela was a

member of the House of Kings, the upper chamber of the Creek National Council, as well

as a medicine man.  Hotgun was also a medicine man who was arrested, as Posey reports

in the letters, for his participation in Snake activities.  Littlefield writes, “Also known as

Mitcka Hiya, Hotgun was a leader of the Snakes and served as their chief in 1906” (34).

Tookpafka Micco was also based on a real person, though less is known about him.  “The

micco was the town leader.  Tookpafka Micco was described in 1905 as a prominent

citizen and a member of the Creek national Council who had been noted in the Fus Fixico

letters” (Littlefield, 34).  The last two characters, Wolf Warrior and Kono Harjo, do not

seem to be based on historical figures.  Littlefield describes their position in the letters:

Though Wolf Warrior and Kono Harjo rarely engage in dialogue, they fill out the

scene.  They are quiet full-bloods who listen but say little, and their cabins at

times provide the settings for the dialogues between Hotgun and Tookpafka

Micco.  Though not based on historical figures like their compatriots, they
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represent a type of individual commonly encountered in the remoter parts of the

Creek Nation. (35)

Wolf Warrior and Kono Harjo’s participation in the conversations recorded in the letters

is primarily non-verbal.  They spit in the ashes of the fire and indicate their degree of

interest in and response to what is being said through their facial expressions and body

language.  As Womack notes, they dramatize a listening audience, which he sees as a

manifestation of Posey’s borderland position between orality and literacy.60  In addition

to presenting Wolf Warrior and Kono Harjo as members of a listening audience, Posey

always gives one character a central speaking position, thus replicating the role of

storyteller.  In his discussion of the evolution of Posey’s Fus Fixico persona, Littlefield

writes, “Posey experimented with the letters by taking the emphasis from Fus Fixico and

placing it first on Choela and then Hotgun and reducing Fus Fixico primarily to the status

of conservative Creek reporter” (“Evolution,” 140).  By minimizing Fus Fixico’s

commentary about the conversations and events that he records, Posey privileges the oral

exchange of ideas, a format that allows him to better showcase different perspectives and

the process of digesting and responding to political challenges to the Creeks’ cultural

survival.  The dialogical format of the Fus Fixico letters and Posey’s replication of a

listening audience and a storyteller are additional examples of Posey’s translation of the

oral tradition into written form.

The mundane aspects of the letters, e.g., commentary on the weather, the

landscape, and what the characters eat, reflect Posey’s contention that the doings of a

local farmer are more relevant to people in Indian Territory than international and distant
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domestic affairs.61  Further, Fus Fixico’s regular commentary on the weather and his

references to specific features of the Creek landscape are indicative of Posey’s

awareness—an awareness that underlies his political views—of the importance of the

land to the Creeks’ cultural identity and their long-term survival.  The political content of

the letters reflects the growing difficulties faced by the Creek Nation during Posey’s

lifetime in maintaining their traditional systems of land management and government.

As the U.S. government passed legislation with dramatic consequences for the Creek

Nation, U.S. domestic affairs and those of the Creek Nation became increasingly

intertwined.  Fus Fixico and his friends comment not only on this legislation and its

impact, but also on the Anglo American politicians who flock to Indian Territory to

oversee and capitalize on its application.

Posey’s Transforming Indian: A Formula for Creek Survival

Posey’s work for the Dawes Commission and his later dealings in real estate,

more specifically, in the sale of Indian allotments, have led some to label him an

assimilationist and a betrayer of his people.  These accusations began during his lifetime

and persist today.  Chitto Harjo, the leader of the Snakes, accused Posey of lying to him

in his mother’s language in order to persuade him to cooperate with the Dawes

Commission.  Womack notes that some contemporary Creeks echo these sentiments.62

As Littlefield argues, because Posey died shortly after he began working in real estate, it

is impossible to fully or accurately evaluate his intentions.  Consequently, assessing

Posey’s political views and his hopes for his people can be assessed most accurately on
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the basis of his literary output and his service to the Creek Nation.  When viewed in the

context of Creek history, it becomes clear that simply labeling Posey as an assimilationist

precludes a more nuanced and accurate understanding of Posey’s political views.  As I

noted above, his belief that American Indians could appropriate aspects of Anglo

American culture to facilitate their own survival as a people, all the while remaining

American Indians, is a distinctly Creek point of view.  Throughout the letters, he

advances the possibilities for what I will refer to as the Transforming Indian, rather than

the Vanishing Indian.  Posey himself never uses the phrase, Transforming Indian, but I

will illustrate that his vision for the Creeks’ ability to survive the changes they faced

around the turn of the twentieth century depends on his belief that, as a whole, the Creeks

are amenable to adaptation and change.

 As Womack suggests, “Posey’s supposed endorsement of progress may have

been a simple recognition that Native people could and would move into the future, that

is, a rejection of the vanishing notion.” (Red on Red, 143).  Posey’s contention that his

people can survive and even prosper from the changes they faced certainly runs counters

to the myth of the Vanishing Indian, which posits that Indians are incapable of change

and will inevitably die off in the face of an allegedly superior culture.

By illustrating how a group of conservative full-bloods come to embrace (or at

least accept) allotment and aspects of Anglo American culture, Posey argues that even

those he terms “real Indians” (a good example of how he in some ways subscribed to the

idea of a pure form of Indianness that was passing away) are capable of surviving into the

new social order if they are willing to embrace it.  Throughout the Fus Fixico letters,
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Posey illustrates the ability of Indians to transform themselves.  For example, Letter No.

57 (August 27, 1905, Muskogee Daily Phoenix) begins:

“Well, so,” Hotgun he say, “the Injin has spoken.  Long time ago he give a war

whoop and go on the warpath; this time he call a convention and go on record.

Instead a making medicine he make history; instead a chasing the pioneers with a

tomahawk, he preside in convention and use the tomahawk for gavel to call the

pioneers to order; and instead a swearing vengeance against the pale face, he get

up and make a big talk on how to make a state.  The Injin is civilized and aint

extinct no more than a rabbit.  He’s just beginning to feel his breakfast food”

(Letters, 217)

One interpretation of this passage would be that Hotgun simply replaces aspects of Creek

culture with their Anglo American counterparts.  However, a closer reading allows for a

more nuanced understanding of Posey’s vision of the Transforming Indian.  He firmly

opposes the annihilation of Creek culture but affirms its capacity to change while

remaining Creek.  By drawing correspondences between traditional Creek activities and

those the Creeks now engage in to protect their tribal autonomy and ensure their survival,

Hotgun actually defines the newer counterparts as Indian rather than Anglo American in

origin.  Hotgun’s claim that the “Injin is civilized and no more extinct than a rabbit”

opposes both the Vanishing Indian myth and the related Anglo American assumption that

American Indians were a savage race incapable of change.  This reference to rabbit may

be an allusion to the Creek trickster figure who frequently disguises himself in order to

survive difficult situations.  Posey may compare American Indians to rabbit in order to
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reinforce Hotgun’s view of the ability of American Indians to transform themselves.  By

illustrating how a tomahawk can be used in a new context, Hotgun suggests that

American Indian cultures naturally lend themselves to necessary transformations.

Contrary to the Anglo American contention that civilization was a gift given by Anglo

Americans to savage Indians, Hotgun depicts American Indians leading the pioneers into

this new social order, rather than the other way around.  Littlefield interprets the final line

of this passage to mean that the Indian is just getting started, which suggests that Creeks

will continue to adapt and change as they always have, rather than simply substituting

Anglo American culture for their own.

In the letters and his other writing, Posey mocks the nostalgia many Anglo

Americans in the late nineteenth century felt for traditional aspects of American Indian

cultures.  Renato Rosaldo refers to this phenomenon as “imperialist nostalgia,” which he

defines as the longing felt by members of imperial cultures for the elements of an

indigenous culture that they, as members of the imperial culture, helped to destroy.63

Anglo American nostalgia for what they perceived as lost aspects of American Indian

cultures led them to conclude that American Indians had simply vanished; many Anglo

Americans could not recognize American Indians operating in new environments in

different attire.  In a 1902 article published in the Indian Journal, Posey asserts the

ongoing presence of American Indians in new guises while simultaneously illustrating

the negative consequences of their adaptability.  Littlefield frames Posey’s editorial as

follows:
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To the ethnologist who claimed that the Indian had become extinct, [Posey]

replied, “We fear the ethnologist has been going about looking for wigwams,

arrowheads, and the like and not coming across many such relics, has concluded

that the Indian is fast going the way of the dodo.”  There would be no “blanket”

Indian in sixty years, [Posey] predicted, but there would be plenty of them

“wearing overalls and loving firewater.” 64

Posey plays on the idea that Indians will disappear by suggesting that a certain type of

Indian will cease to exist: the traditional, so-called blanket Indian that had become a

staple of Anglo American authored books and films of the Western genre.  Yet he turns

Anglo American assimilationist ideologies on their head by claiming this outdated and

stereotypical image of American Indians and proposing that American Indians may

exchange their blankets for aspects of Anglo American culture that are less than

desirable, such as firewater (alcohol).  While Posey generally endorsed the idea of

progress and envisioned a future in which the Creek Nation would participate in the

mainstream American economy, he also understood that all aspects of Anglo American

culture were not worthy of emulation and had already proved damaging to American

Indian communities.

During Posey’s day, ethnologists generally operated on the assumption that

American Indians were vanishing and, therefore, their cultures had to be recorded before

it was too late.  Posey asserts that because ethnologists relegated Indians to the past, they

could not recognize Indians operating in the present.  Further, this ethnographic tendency

ensured the truth of the myth of the Vanishing Indian by applying a cultural standard to
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American Indians that ethnologists did not apply to Western cultures, that is, a definition

of culture that is fixed and does not allow a people to change and maintain their cultural

base.  Womack argues that the contention that Indian cultures cannot change without

becoming “tainted” is the basis of allegations that Posey was an assimilationist, or not a

“real” Creek (Red on Red, 141). He writes, “If Posey wasn’t Creek, who was? […] There

is no evidence that Posey was conflicted about his identity.  He wrote as a Creek man

living in Creek territory about issues affecting the Creek Nation” (138).  Like Posey,

Womack offsets static views of native culture with a living version of Creek identity that

allows for continual change.

Posey’s view of the Transforming Indian has its basis in Creek history and

culture, yet it does not entirely do away with the myth of the Vanishing Indian.  As I

noted above, his inclination to label more traditional, conservative Creeks as “real

Indians,” in contrast with himself, suggests that he subscribed, at least to a degree, to the

purity versus taintedness framework that Womack critiques.  In his defense of Posey’s

progressive views, Littlefield cautions his readers against thinking that Posey advanced

the idea that Indians were vanishing.  What Littlefield overlooks in his defense, however,

are the ways in which the distinctions Posey makes between Creeks led him to assign

very different fates to different types of Creeks.  That is to say, his view of the

Transforming Indian did not include all Creeks and assigned those who did not transform

in the manner he advised to the fate of the Vanishing Indian.  While he believed that

Creeks could survive the changes they faced in Indian Territory, if they embraced the new
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social order, he maintained that those who would not adapt faced, what he termed,

“immanent peril.”

When Posey first heard of the Snakes’ plans to emigrate to Mexico, where they

could supposedly maintain their systems of government and culture, he scoffed at the

idea.  He believed that by clinging to what he viewed as “old ways” they simply resisted

the inevitable.  Nonetheless, when their resistance to allotment and new systems of

government led to many of them being left landless or consigned to allotments far from

their homes, Posey argued that the best solution was for them to go to Mexico: arguably a

perpetuation of the U.S. policy of Indian removal.

Mexico: A Safety Valve for Full-blood, Conservative Creeks?

Posey argued that those he designated as the “more intelligent” conservative

Creeks favored removal to Mexico where they could obtain land grants (Littlefield,

Posey, 241).  Believing conservative Creeks to be impediments to progress, he felt that

the best policy was removal, a belief that echoes the fundamental principle behind the

U.S. government’s policy of removing eastern Indian tribes to the Western United States.

U.S. government officials maintained that because Indians could not possibly participate

in Anglo American culture, they would be impediments to Anglo American progress.

According to this view, removing American Indians would free them to continue their

lifestyles undisturbed while making room for the inevitable advance of the United States.

Yet, as the Fus Fixico letters illustrate, removal only provided the Creeks with a brief

period of freedom from U.S. interference with their social systems, including Creek
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methods of government and land management.  In light of this history, one might wonder

why Posey did not also question if and for how long conservative Creeks would actually

be free to live undisturbed in Mexico.

Posey’s brief references to the possibility of conservative Creeks removing to

Mexico serve two functions: he speaks of an alternate location where conservative Creeks

can survive, but also references the plan in order to critique the political conditions in

Indian Territory that led to the consideration of such a drastic measure.  The idea that

Mexico offered a safety valve for American Indians displaced by the U.S. settlement

originated in the 1830s when the U.S. government initiated its removal policy.  Rather

than removing to Indian Territory, some Creeks and members of other Indian tribes chose

to relocate in Mexico.  According to Littlefield, “Mexico was considered a political

haven by many conservatives of the Creek and other Indian nations” (Letters, 57).   This

image of Mexico contrasts sharply with Ruiz de Burton’s portrayal of her homeland.  In

The Squatter and the Don, Mexico is a wounded nation rendered so weak by its struggle

with the U.S. that, at least according to some of the characters, Mexican officials were

unable or unwilling to secure better protections for Mexican citizens residing in the areas

of Mexico ceded to the U.S. with the Treaty of Guadalupe Hidalgo.  Throughout Ruiz de

Burton’s life, she worried, for good reason, that the U.S. would continue to invade

Mexico and appropriate Mexican lands.65  In light of the United States’ aggressive

colonialist policy toward Mexico during this period and Mexico’s vulnerability to attack,

it seems curious that it figures as a safe haven in The Fus Fixico letters.
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The experiences of indigenous people in Mexico during this time also raise

serious questions about the likelihood of Mexico being a place where conservative

Creeks would be able to live in a traditional manner without interference from their host

government.  When Porfirio Díaz (1830-1915) became Mexico’s president in 1876, he

initiated radical changes in Mexican politics, government, and business with catastrophic

consequences for Mexico’s poor—predominantly indigenous and mestizo—population.

During his presidency (1876-1880, 1884-1911), he consolidated the federal government’s

power and undermined the autonomy of local villages by appointing politicians to local

offices.   In his history of the Mexican Revolution (1910-1940), Michael J. Gonzales

describes village politics prior to Díaz’s regime.  He writes:

For most Mexicans, political life rarely went beyond the confines of their home

village.  Mexico had a long tradition of local political autonomy, in some areas

predating the Spanish conquest, that permitted villagers to control certain basic

judicial, administrative, and legislative aspects of their daily lives.  Villagers

prized this independence.  Selection of village leaders had democratic trappings,

although those selected invariably possessed greater wealth and status within the

community.  Effective local leadership helped villagers protect land and water

rights, contest questionable taxes, and generally survive the uncertainties of a

premodern agricultural economy. (13)

This network of semi-autonomous villages invites comparisons with the Creeks’

traditional sociopolitical system.  As I discuss above, prior to consolidating their

government in order to face the challenges engendered by Anglo American colonization,
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the Creek Nation was composed of a number of loosely affiliated towns.  Given the

ostensive similarities between traditional Mexican and Creek systems—both of which

predated European colonization—one can imagine how Mexico might seem like an

inviting place for conservative Creeks.  Creeks who emigrated to Mexico during the

Removal era, prior to Díaz’s presidency, may have taken advantage of the relative

autonomy of Mexican villages in order to maintain their traditional way of life.

However, it is highly unlikely that Creeks who emigrated during the allotment era would

have been able to establish an autonomous nation within Mexico.

During Díaz’s presidency, lower-class Mexicans not only lost their political

power, but much of their land base.  In his efforts to expand Mexico’s business sector,

attract foreign investors, and develop international trade networks, Díaz initiated a

massive consolidation of Mexican land.  Under Díaz’s supervision, public lands were

transferred to private owners—including U.S. corporations—and used for commercial

agriculture and railroad lines.  According to Gonzales, between 1878 and 1908, nearly 45

million hectacres of public land—previously available to peasants for grazing and

farming—became private property (29).  By eliminating much of Mexico’s public lands,

Díaz undermined provisions made by the Spanish Crown in the sixteenth century aimed

at protecting dwindling indigenous populations—which the Spanish relied on for manual

labor—by establishing autonomous Indian villages with communal property rights, local

governments, and the protection of church and state.  In addition to eroding the political

autonomy of Mexican Indians (and Mexican villagers in general), the loss of public land

posed a serious economic threat to Mexico’s lower classes.
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Increased agricultural production in Mexico created a demand for cheap labor,

generally performed by Indians and mestizos, and put many local farmers out of business.

The Mayans in the highlands of Chiapas were among those who consented to this low-

paying, arduous work out of sheer economic necessity.  While Díaz’s policies placed

many Mexican Indians in such dire financial need that they were willing to work for

agricultural corporations, many were forced to do so.  Díaz viewed agricultural work as a

means of stifling rebellions among Mexican Indians, such as the Yaquis.  Between 1907

and 1910, Díaz deported 16,000 Yaquis from Sonora (in northern Mexico) to the Yucatán

(in the South) to serve as forced laborers.  Most of these Yaqui workers died within a

year of their deployment due to grueling labor in Yucatán’s tropical climate.

Consequently, a number of Yaquis fled to the United States for refuge.

While it is beyond the scope of my discussion to offer a more detailed and

complete account of Porfirio Díaz’s Indian policies, it should be clear that Mexico was by

no means an idyllic refuge for indigenous people hoping to move beyond the reach of a

paternalistic government.  Nor was it a place where Indian lands were safe from co-

optation by government-sponsored corporations.  Conservative Creeks who considered

emigrating to Mexico did so with the hope of securing the land base necessary to

maintain their cultural, political, and economic sovereignty.  Yet these are precisely the

things that Indians in Mexico lacked at this time and which many of them joined

revolutionary movements that arose in Mexico between 1910 and 1940 in order to

reclaim.
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Throughout his life, Posey expressed sympathy with other colonized people

throughout the world, and recognized similarities between their position and that of the

Creeks.66  Yet his general awareness of the ongoing subjugation of indigenous people did

not cause him to question the likelihood of the Mexican government allowing Creeks to

operate as a sovereign nation within Mexico.   Nor did his knowledge of the international

scope of the United States’ imperial and colonial agendas lead Posey to doubt that Creeks

who emigrated to Mexico would actually be safe from U.S. aggression.  Given the fact

that Mexico ceded nearly half of its territory only fifty-four years before Posey wrote his

first Fus Fixico letter, it seems odd that he would accept that land hungry Anglo

Americans would respect the newly drawn U.S.-Mexico border.  Perhaps he operated on

the principle of proximity and assumed that the greater their distance from the U.S., the

greater the conservative Creeks’ chances were of preserving their traditional lifestyle.

Posey may have been unaware of the challenges Indians were facing on the other side of

the U.S.-Mexico border around the turn if the twentieth century.  If he had been, it is

unlikely that he would have considered emigration to Mexico wise plan for conservative

Creeks.

The possibility of emigration to Mexico was a popular topic in newspapers

throughout Indian Territory in the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries, as full-

blood members of each of the Five Civilized Tribes considered the idea.  In “Utopian

Dreams of the Cherokee Fullbloods: 1890-1934,” Littlefield outlines various plans for

emigration to Mexico that developed among members of the Five Civilized Tribes.

Although Littlefield focuses on the Cherokees in his article, he describes the debates that
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occurred about this topic in Indian Territory as a whole and discusses emigration plans

that included members of various tribes, including the Creeks.  While many full-bloods

viewed Mexico as a safe haven from U.S. interference, Littlefield suggests that this image

of Mexico was little more than a fantasy.  Given Díaz’s consolidation of government

power, it should come as no surprise that, at least in one instance, a Mexican federal

official disabused potential Indian emigrants of the idea that they would be able to carry

on their traditional governments free of federal interference.  In 1897, Mexican Minister

Don Matias Romero stated that, if American Indians emigrated, they would be subject to

the laws of the Mexican states in which they lived.67  Nonetheless, some American Indian

emigrants reported back to Indian Territory on the virtues of the land they had acquired in

Mexico and encouraged other Indians to join them.

Realizing the dream of traditional, autonomous Indian communities in Mexico

was not only impeded by the Mexican government, but by the financial limitations of

American Indians.  Due to restrictions on full-bloods’ allotments, which I will discuss in

more detail below, few of them could afford to move.  Further, many mixed-bloods

alleged that the emigration plan was actually a means of defrauding American Indians of

their land and money.  There was certainly plenty of room for land fraud—on the part of

Mexican officials as well as Anglo Americans and mixed-blood American Indians who

participating in recruiting efforts—in negotiating prices for Mexican lands and

determining the value of allotments that would be sold in order to fund the move to

Mexico.  While some land grants were obtained, because of failed negotiations with the

Mexican government and allotment restrictions, relatively few American Indians had the
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opportunity to even attempt to rebuild traditional Indian governments and communities in

Mexico.  Due to the lack of scholarship about the experiences of Creeks who moved to

Mexico—during removal or the allotment process—I can only suggest that Creek

emigrants likely met with a far different reality than they anticipated.68

Posey eventually came to see emigration to Mexico as a means of ridding Indian

Territory of what he termed “pull-backs,” i.e., those who would not or could not

participate in Creek life as it was transformed by allotment, the dissolution of their tribal

government, and statehood.  Yet, in the early letters his disregard for the plan as a serious

alternative comes through with comedic clarity and serves his larger interest in shaping

politics in the Creek Nation.  Posey’s early Fus Fixico letters focus on what he saw as

Chief Pleasant Porter’s inefficiency in issuing allotment deeds to members of the Creek

Nation.  During this period, Porter was working to rectify what he and other Creek

leaders perceived as flaws in their 1901 allotment agreement with the U.S.  In letter

number four (Indian Journal, December 12, 1902), Fus Fixico writes, “Well, so I guess

when I was go to the postoffice next time I get my deed for Christmas times.  Choela he

say he was druther had a ticket to Mexico instead of a deed, and Hotgun he says the same

thing too.  If Porter don’t hurry up maybe they go horse back or foot” (58).  Through his

fictional persona, Fus Fixico, Posey makes it clear that he does not see any legitimate

reason for Porter’s delaying of the allotment process.  According to Littlefield,

In May 1902, Posey accused them [Porter and other Creek leaders] of using the

proposed supplemental agreement as an excuse to delay issuing deeds until large

land companies could gain a hold in Creek lands.  Delay also worked against
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economic progress, which Posey had personally and editorially praised.  He had

written on May 16, “Delay of deeds means delay of progress.”  Even though a

supplemental agreement was reached in June and ratified by the Creeks in July,

no deeds had been issued by October, when Posey began the Fus Fixico letters.

Meanwhile, some Creeks had made agreements with land dealers who sought title

to Creek lands; others, like Fus Fixico, charged goods against the value of their

allotments.   (Letters, 51)

Posey’s support of allotment was based, in part, on his belief that it was the only way that

Creeks could secure their land claims.  Further, as Littlefield notes, delays in the

allotment process made many Creeks financially vulnerable.  By making agreements with

land dealers and obtaining goods against the value of their allotments, many Creeks sunk

into financial debt and were forced to sell their land in order to secure enough money for

their immediate needs.  Fus Fixico’s impatience to obtain his allotment, as well as his

concern about the impact of inefficiency in the allotment process on full-blood Creeks,

echo Posey’s own anxieties.

At this early stage in the letters, Posey invokes the idea of emigrating to Mexico

as a means of critiquing Chief Pleasant Porter’s slowing down of the allotment process

rather than as a serious possibility.  He suggests that if Porter does not hurry, Creeks may

have no choice but to abandon the Creek Nation entirely.  Thus, Porter’s inefficiency

threatens to bring about the very outcome that Posey and others sought to avoid through

allotment.  The fact that Hotgun and Choela are currently awaiting their deeds, despite

their threat of leaving for Mexico if the deeds do not arrive soon, suggests that they are
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still open to the possibility of remaining in the Creek Nation.  They represent Creeks

who, in Posey’s view, are resistant to allotment yet might come to accept and profit by it,

but only if the Creek tribal government facilitates the process.  The idea that Hotgun and

Choela might set out for Mexico on foot or horseback, during a time when travel by

carriage or train was common, alludes to the ways in which the Creeks were forced to

travel from their homelands in the Southeast to Indian Territory.  The idea that Creeks

might be forced to engage in another removal, as a consequence of Chief Porter’s

incompetence, is harsh criticism indeed.  Alternatively, the suggestion that Hotgun and

Choela might travel in this fashion may be meant to illustrate the poverty they have been

forced into while waiting for their allotment deeds.  Then again, they might choose to

walk or ride a horse in order to illustrate that they have reclaimed traditional methods of

travel and are no longer interested in Anglo American innovations.

In subsequent letters Posey continues to mention Mexico as a potential alternative

home for conservative Creeks, though some of his references begin to take on a more

serious tone.  In letter number five (Indian Journal, December 19, 1902), Posey invokes

Mexico in both a playful and a serious manner.  Fus Fixico quips that it has been raining

so much that he has been working on building an ark, like Noah.69  Only, unlike Noah,

Fus Fixico does not wish to ensure the survival of all life forms on earth by bringing

along a pair from each species.  Instead he plans to equip the ark with meat and sofky (a

traditional Creek staple food made of fermented corn).  Fus Fixico appropriates the ark

from the Judeo-Christian tradition to preserve aspects of Creek culture.  When Hotgun

makes suggestions about how to properly build the ark, Fus Fixico speculates that Hotgun
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hopes to use the ark to go to Mexico.  Posey’s irreverence for Christianity comes through

clearly in this scene, as well as his dismissal of Mexico as a realistic home for the Creeks.

Fus Fixico does not build an ark in response to a divine mandate, nor as a result of being

selected as the only virtuous person left on earth, as in the case of Noah.  Fus Fixico

extracts practical survival skills from a sacred story, thereby suggesting that there was

nothing exceptional or divine about Noah’s experience; the ark was simply a means of

surviving a life-threatening situation.  This is precisely what Posey attempts to discover

for his people: how they can best survive in a political climate that threatens their culture,

autonomy, and land base.  Like Fus Fixico, Posey is willing to transgress cultural

boundaries in order to piece together an effective survival strategy.

While Fus Fixico transforms the biblical account of Noah’s journey into a vehicle

for Creek cultural survival, the comedic manner in which he does so reveals his

skepticism about such forms of salvation.  He consigns both Noah’s story and, by

extension, Creek emigration to Mexico to the realm of fiction.  Fus Fixico’s suggestion

that Hotgun might be considering such an unlikely journey indicates that Hotgun is not

approaching his situation logically.  By juxtaposing Fus Fixico and Hotgun’s survival

strategies, Posey asserts that accepting a land allotment is the proper course of action,

albeit an exasperating one.  However, this letter does not assign emigration to Mexico

solely to the world of fantasy.  Fus Fixico alludes to the delegations that the Snakes

regularly supported sending to Mexico.70  He writes, “I read in Journal Charley Gibson

was go to Gulf a Mexico.  He say he was Snake Reporter and maybe so he call council

and tell Latah Micco and Chitto Harjo [Snake leaders] he was find lots good hunting
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ground cheap” (60).  Here Fus Fixico refers to Posey’s friend, Charles Gibson, and his

regular column, “Rifle Shots,” which he wrote for the Indian Journal.71  Not only does

Posey reference practical measures that were being taken to secure land in Mexico for

emigrating Creeks, but he also endorses the idea that they will be free to live there in a

traditional manner through his suggestion that they will find hunting grounds.72

However, Posey’s skepticism about the practicality of such a plan manifests itself in the

speculative language Fus Fixico employs when discussing Gibson’s trip.  He writes that

Gibson “says” or claims to have been a Snake Reporter and speculates, “maybe so,” that

he had reported his discoveries of available land to the Snake leaders.  Such language is

reflective of Posey’s opinion, at this point in his life, that emigration was a dubious plan

at best.

When Fus Fixico next mentions Mexico, in letter number twelve (Indian Journal,

March 6, 1903), he juxtaposes it with the increasingly volatile environment faced by the

Snakes remaining in the Creek Nation.  Fus Fixico writes:

Well, so Hotgun was glad his hair was getting long again like before the white

man was put him in jail for making too much medicine [performing ceremonies]

at Hickory Ground, while them Snake Injins was hold council and talk about what

good times they could had in Mexico, or, maybe so, South America.  Hotgun was

say they was shaved his head like it was some mule’s tail and shut him up with

bad men in the bull pen. (73)

The Snakes regularly gathered at Hickory Ground, a traditional meeting place in the

Creek Nation, to practice traditional ceremonies and conduct the business of the
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traditional tribal government they developed as an alternative to Chief Pleasant Porter’s

administration.  The fact that such activities lead to Hotgun’s arrest by “the white man”

(and, historically, the arrests of many Snakes) speaks to the erosion of the Creek Nation’s

sovereignty and the U.S. government’s abrogation of American Indians’ civil rights.  By

shaving Hotgun’s head, U.S. authorities attack a traditional aspect of Creek culture,

illustrating that Creek culture itself is under attack, not just Creek methods of government

and land management.

Fus Fixico contrasts Hotgun’s imprisonment in the Creek Nation with his

fantasies of freedom in Mexico and South America in order to advance the idea that there

is no longer a place in the Creek Nation for Creeks who are unwilling to adapt and

change in order to survive.  Hotgun illustrates his refusal to adapt to Anglo American

cultural norms by repeating the very offense that led to his imprisonment: growing his

hair long.  Thus, for a traditionalist like Hotgun, the options appear to be jail in the

United States or relocation to a nation south of the U.S.  However, by advocating

relocation for Creeks who allegedly refuse to make the changes necessary for survival,

Posey overlooks the extraordinary changes conservative Creeks were willing to undergo

in hopes of escaping U.S. interference.

Although Posey critiques the ways in which conservative Creeks are treated in an

increasingly Anglo-dominated political atmosphere, he accepts and perpetuates the idea

that all Creeks will not survive the transition from Creek tribal government and its system

of land management to allotment, statehood, and U.S. citizenship.  In letter twelve he

draws distinct lines between those who will survive and those who will not.  Following
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his discussion of Hotgun’s imprisonment and fantasies of emigration, Fus Fixico turns to

another type of Creek destined for elimination:

So Wacache was great prophet and he was told about big flood, like bible people

was had to ford in olden times.  Wacache he say his old swimming hole was hide

everything so you can’t see Bald Hill floating ‘round in it.  And so he was send

Hotgun word he was had to go to work and don’t quit till he was make a ark and

put all Snake Injins in it.  Wacache he say Dawes Commission was had to save

other Injins like me and Charley Gibson.  When Hotgun was got that word from

Wacache he give Choela order to make lots a boards to cover his ark with.  But

Choela was hardly know where to get board timber that was not filed on. (73)

In this passage Fus Fixico unites a number of the key threads that run throughout the

letters: ideological and temporal distinctions among Creeks and criticism of the allotment

process.  Posey does not blame conservative Creeks entirely for what he perceives as

their inability to survive the transitions underway in the Creek Nation around the turn of

the twentieth century.  As this passage makes clear, Posey also holds the Dawes

Commission, and its method of carrying out the allotment process, accountable for the

increasingly precarious position of conservative Creeks.  As Wacache argues, the Dawes

Commission favors progressive Creeks who are amenable to its policies.  He suggests

that allotment was never meant to preserve the Creeks’ land base, but rather to allocate

land to those who would use it in an Anglo American fashion.  Posey assigns Creeks like

Hotgun and Wacache to the Creeks’ past by, once again, linking them to an ancient

biblical story in which the earth was cleansed of nearly all life and a new era begun.
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Whereas Noah’s life was spared, it seems that conditions in the Creek Nation (both

political and meteorological) conspire to usher traditionalists out of the United States.

Only those who cooperate with allotment, such as Fus Fixico and Charley Gibson, have a

future in the U.S.  However, as I argue above, by including an ostensibly conservative

Creek, Fus Fixico, in the category of saved Creeks, Posey concedes that at least some

conservative Creeks are capable of change.  Thus, his racialized schema of survival is not

absolute.

The letters only include brief mentions of Mexico as a fantasy-like safety valve

for conservative Creeks who are unwilling to accept allotment and eventual statehood.

However, Posey was more explicit about emigration to Mexico in the editorials that he

published in the Indian Journal towards the end of his life.  Posey’s decision to change

his position on emigration may have derived from a number of sources.  As letter twelve

suggests, the consequences for conservative Creeks who resisted change became

increasingly dire under U.S. jurisdiction.  Hotgun is imprisoned for his activities at

Hickory Ground (participating in traditional ceremonies and attempting to sustain the

Creeks’ traditional form of government).  In addition, due to a combination of what

Posey sees as the inefficiency of Chief Porter in delivering allotment deeds and the

tendency of conservative full-bloods to purchase goods against the credit of their deeds,

conservative Creeks often found themselves landless and without money.

Like the Fus Fixico letters, the Indian Journal showcased debates among Creeks,

and other members of the Five Civilized Tribes, throughout the allotment and statehood

processes.  In his article, “Future of the ‘Snakes’” (April 24, 1908), Posey makes a strong
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case for the Snakes emigrating to Mexico based on the disparity between how full-bloods

and mixed-bloods have faired under allotment and his contention that the Snakes are

incapable of surviving in the newly formed state of Oklahoma.73  Posey wrote this article

just over a month before he drowned on May 27, 1908 at the age of thirty-five.  At this

late stage in his career, his disillusionment with the execution of the allotment process

and his increased regard for conservative Creeks are apparent.  In the interest of offering

a clear and complete account of the various factors that led Posey to endorse emigration

for the Snakes, I include the complete article here:

Future of the ‘Snakes’

   When the commission to the Five Civilized Tribes opened the Creek land office

at Muskogee in April 1899, there was a rush to file by those citizens of the nation

possessing the least Indian blood.  These people secured the cream of the Creek

Indian land.  Later the full-bloods began slowly to file upon their allotments, but

in almost every instance they could find nothing to file upon but second and third

grade land.  The best lands lying along the streams and adjacent to thriving towns

had all been taken up.  After it appeared that all who would file had done so, there

was a numerous remnant of the Creek tribe which had absolutely refused to

accept the situation and accept their part of the common domain in severalty.

They were arbitrarily filed by the Dawes commission upon lands in the Western

part of the nation, lying for the most part twenty-five to fifty miles from their

cabins and sofky patches.  These people have made homes principally along the

South and North Canadian river bottoms.  The lands on which they live have been
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allotted in many instances to others.  It is only a question of a very short time until

these people will be evicted from their homes and be compelled to make new ones

on their allotments to which they are strangers.  This will work great hardships

upon these people.  There are several hundred families of these Indians thus

situated and they are the real Indians which the United States Government has

made so much talk and bother about protecting.  These people are totally unfitted

to face the conditions that now surround them in Oklahoma.  Those of their

friends among the more intelligent and well informed Indians think that their

affairs should be taken in hand by a commission under the auspices of the United

States government, which commission could realize in Mexico a new and better

home for them in exchange for their allotments and share of the tribes funds of the

Creek nation.

Posey’s narration of the plight of the Snakes ultimately leads him to hold the U.S.

government accountable for the Snakes’ future.  He accuses the U.S. government of

hypocrisy in its “talk” about protecting what he calls “the real Indians”— talk that is not

supported by protective action.  He describes allotment as another form of removal.  This

description contrasts sharply with his early vision for allotment, i.e., a means of securing

Creek land claims.  Once again, American Indians are forced to abandon their homes for

inhospitable regions, far from their friends and families.  As was the case with removal,

American Indians are literally pushed off of their lands by people who profess to have

more valid land claims.  By drawing racial distinctions between those who end up with

the best and worst lands, Posey hints that those with the strongest land claims, the “real
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Indians,” are left with the worst land.  While Posey was one of the mixed-blood Creeks

who rushed to file for his allotment, he also spent years diligently tracking down full-

blood Creeks, trying to persuade them to sign the tribal roll—sometimes to the detriment

of his reputation among conservative Creeks, as mentioned above.  While “those with the

least Indian blood” may include Creeks of mixed Creek and European ancestry, like

himself, it is also likely that he refers to whites who managed to secure allotments

through intermarriage.  In any case, he argues that federal policy, ostensibly designed to

protect American Indians, favors those with the least amount of Indian blood.  However,

as Posey suggests, the reasons for this are not merely racial, but political.  Whereas the

mixed-bloods eagerly await allotment, many full-bloods, such as the Snakes, resist

individual allotments of commonly held lands.

By using race, rather than merely political views, to distinguish the Creeks who

profit from allotment from those who are impoverished by it, Posey employs the same

racialized rhetoric used by the U.S. government in formulating Indian policy and turns it

on its head.  For example, the amount of time American Indians had to wait before selling

their allotments, if they elected to do so, depended on their blood quantum.  In 1906

Congress passed the McCumber amendment “which restricted the sale of all lands

belonging to those enrolled as full-bloods for twenty-five years unless permission was

granted by the secretary of the interior” (Littlefield, Posey, 226-7).  Nonetheless, land

speculators were not deterred by the amendment.  They were confident that it would be

overturned and continued to lay claim to Indian land by leasing it and correctly assuming

that they could obtain titles once the restrictions were removed (227).  Based on “Future
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of the ‘Snakes,’” one might expect that Posey would support measures that put special

protections on lands belonging to full-bloods.  However, his view that full-bloods were

ill-equipped to survive in the new state of Oklahoma led him to conclude that restrictions

should be removed.  Full-bloods would then be free to sell their lands in order to fund

their removal to Mexico.  Posey also believed that the sale of Indian land was necessary

for developing a tax base for state and local governments.74  This view led him to engage

in the activity that has most stained his reputation: working for the International Land

Company, which speculated in the sale of Indian allotments.

While Posey is justifiably accused, due to his work in real estate, of facilitating

the sale of Indian lands to Anglo Americans and corporations, he remained committed to

ensuring the viability of the Creeks as a competitive entity within the United States.  His

contention that progress was inevitable led him to conclude that full-blood Creeks had no

place within the nation.  However, his view that progress was inevitable should not be

mistaken as a complete endorsement of Anglo American people, institutions, or policies,

none of which were spared from his criticism or mocking wit.

Anglo Americans in Indian Territory

 Anglo Americans generally figure into the letters as opportunists who disguise

themselves as friends of American Indians.75  As in “Future of the ‘Snakes,’” Posey

points out the hypocrisy of Anglo American politicians throughout the letters.  He

repeatedly depicts them visiting Indian Territory, ostensibly to gain firsthand knowledge

in order to decide upon future U.S. Indian policies, but refusing to take the time to get off
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the train and speak with the American Indians who live there.  Given the role that railroad

companies played in pressuring the U.S. government for greater access to Indian lands,

thereby facilitating removal and allotment, it hardly seems accidental that Posey

repeatedly depicts the railroad as a vehicle for Anglo American hypocrisy.  His satirical

portrayal of the impact of the railroad on Indian Territory, and the uses to which Anglo

Americans put it, complicates simple categorizations of Posey as a progressive Creek.

According to Littlefield, “The first major corporate incursion in the Indian Territory had

been the building of the railroads before [Posey’s] birth” (Posey, 183).  Littlefield goes

on to note that none of the tribes in Indian Territory demonstrated consistent, unified

resistance toward corporate intrusion and the subsequent decline in Indian sovereignty.

“Only the full-bloods […] whom Alex viewed as a stumbling block to progress, were

steadfast” (183).  Posey welcomed corporate investment in Indian Territory, which he

believed would facilitate the economic development of the region.  In addition, he

actively boosted Eufaula, one of the frontier towns that sprouted up along the railroad, in

its bid for county seat.  Nonetheless, as Womack notes, “in the Fus Fixico letters, the idea

of progress is parodied so frequently that getting a reading on Posey’s relationship to

assimilationist ideology is no simple matter” (Red on Red, 131).

The railroad operates as an ambivalent signifier in Posey’s writings, reflecting the

complexity of his views of progress.  While he supported outside investment in Indian

Territory (which he thought would help the Creeks compete in the U.S. economy), and

advocated allotment (which the railroad companies pushed for), he was also dissatisfied

with a number of the consequences of railroad companies’ interests in Indian Territory.
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According to historian Murray Wickett, in the 1870s and early 1880s, “Railroad

companies were […] staunch supporters of opening the Indian lands to white settlers.

They looked forward to seeing a land filled with small farmers who would need their

produce shipped on railway lines rather than a land inhabited by semi-nomadic Indians”

(46).  Creek land claims, which Posey aimed to protect, and the sovereignty of the Creek

Nation were directly threatened as a result of the railroad’s construction through Indian

Territory.  As Angie Debo argues in her Creek history with the inaccurate title, The Road

to Disappearance, the railroad brought an influx of white traders and settlers to Indian

Territory who threatened the Creek Nation’s economic stability and land base (198).

Further, the railroads played a strong role in defeating the Five Civilized Tribes’ efforts

for separate statehood, which Posey came to support once he recognized it as a viable

option.76

Only with this history in mind can one fully appreciate how Posey parodies U.S.

politicians through their use of the railroad in Indian Territory.  Anglo American

politicians promised forms of progress, such as the railroad, that would allegedly benefit

Indians but ultimately facilitated Anglo Americans’ acquisition of Indian land.  Letter

thirty-six (Muskogee Evening Times, December 1903, date uncertain) encapsulates

Posey’s fundamental critique of whites who claimed to be involved in Indian Territory.

 “Well, so,” Hotgun he say, “looks like it was a big fad in congress

to be a Injin philanthropist and do about in a private car and had a nigger

porter to pour out the snake pizen and tell what town the special train was

passed through without blowing the whistle.”
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   And Tookpafka Micco he say, “Well, so I was ‘fraid good

statesmanship was decline like Rome in olden times.”

   Then Wolf Warrior he put in, “Well, so I think it was take a smart

statesman to go through the Injin Territory and grasp the situation like it is

without getting off of the right-a-way.”  (Letters, 145)

Hotgun depicts politicians riding, in surreptitious comfort, through Indian Territory.  Far

from representing the residents of Indian Territory, U.S. politicians refuse to make any

contact with American Indians or even to signal, with the train whistle, their arrival in

Indian Territory.  In a rare moment of speech, Wolf Warrior parodies the idea of progress

by suggesting, in contrast with Tookpafka Micco’s reference to Roman statesmen, that

modern politicians are so smart that they can assess a situation without getting off the

train or speaking with anyone who lives in the area.

Posey’s encounters with politicians played an influential role in shaping his

political ideals, including his position on separate versus single statehood.  Posey

ultimately arrived at a view of separate statehood congruent with Hotgun’s.  In letter

fifty-seven (Muskogee Daily Phoenix, August 27, 1905) Hotgun says, “‘You could call

the movement for separate statehood bosh, or fiasco, or sentiment, and names like that if

you want to, but I was call it a declaration a independence that was had its foundation on

every hearthstone in Injin Territory’” (218).  Posey himself initially saw separate

statehood as not only sentimental, but as a strategy that would impede Indians’ ability to

participate fully in U.S. society by continuing to set themselves apart as a separate

class.77  While the exact reasons for Posey’s change of opinion on this issue are
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unknown, Littlefield speculates that it may have been caused by a combination of factors:

(1) seeing that white residents of Indian Territory, whose help Posey believed was critical

to the success of separate statehood, were invited to separate statehood convention

(Eufaula, May 20, 1903); (2) witnessing the momentum that the movement was gaining

and his dislike for being on the losing side of a debate; (3) his growing respect for Chief

Pleasant Porter’s leadership; and (4) Posey’s encounter with Secretary of the Interior,

Ethan Allan Hitchcock, whom Posey refers to as “It’s Cocked” in the letters.  Littlefield

summarizes Posey’s meeting with Hitchcock as follows:

In early May [1903], […] Hitchcock planned a trip to the Indian Territory.  Porter

asked G.W. Grayson and Alex to meet the secretary at Muskogee and ride with

him in his special railroad car to Okmulgee, where they accompanied him around

town and to a reception at the council house.  The ride to Okmulgee gave them an

opportunity to talk freely to the secretary, and they found him at least giving lip

service to concerns about questionable practices in the leasing of Indian

allotments and expressing some interest in protecting Indians’ rights.  He was for

rapid development of the Indian Territory, which in his view, as he had said a few

days earlier, depended on attracting a good class of farmers.  Hitchcock’s visit

was a turning point; Alex sharply curtailed his criticism of Porter. (Posey, 152-3)

As noted above, Posey was particularly critical of Chief Porter’s attempts to secure

additional protections for allottees, which slowed down the allotment process.  Posey’s

discussion with Hitchcock may have made him more aware of the importance of securing

Indians’ rights when negotiating with Anglo American federal officials.  Posey’s never
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realized dream of becoming a poet-farmer illustrates his support for the farming lifestyle.

Yet, while he maintained that at least the progressive Creeks were capable of adopting

Anglo American work models and competing as a viable political and cultural entity

within the U.S., Hitchcock tied the development of Indian Territory to the importation of

a farming class.

Posey’s disdain for Hitchcock surfaces multiple times in the letters.  For example,

in letter twenty (Indian Journal, May 8, 1903), he places Hitchcock in the class of

politicians charged with directing Indian policy while eschewing contact with Indian

peoples and overlooking conditions in Indian Territory.  Fus Fixico writes:

   Well, so I like to know what kind a man Secretary It’s Cocked is

anyhow.  Look like he didn’t had no safety notch and couldn’t stood

cocked.  He was change his mind every time before he get it made up for

good.  When he do anything he acts like he was sorry and take it back

after it’s too late in the day.  So he was had Tom Ryan change the message

he was sent to Tams Big Pie and say, “Well, so I don’t want no monkey

business when I get off the train in Muskogee.  I don’t want to hear no

brass band playing Dixie or big talk about statehood and things like that.

So you must stay in your office and work same as a beaver instead of

hanging up flags and running down to depot to see if it’s train time yet; so

when I come there sure enough the people won’t think Ringling Brothers

was in town to give a show.”
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   When I told Hotgun about it he say, ‘Well, so I don’t see how

Secretary It’s Cocked catch on to anything down here if he don’t get out

with the boys and had a good time and get acquainted.”  (93)

Posey dramatizes the ways in which Anglo American politicians, rather than American

Indians, impede progress in Indian Territory.  While the residents of Indian Territory

eagerly anticipate the arrival of It’s Cocked and prepare for a celebration, It’s Cocked

refuses to engage, in any meaningful way, with the place he is sent to assess and the

people on whose behalf he is to take political action.  As Hotgun argues, one cannot

become familiar with a people and place by gazing at them through a window.  He

contends that social interaction is a fundamental vehicle for coming to know and

understand Indian Territory.  In this manner he suggests that understanding American

Indian cultures is as important as understanding the political climate in Indian Territory;

one is not complete without the other.  However, it is not just celebration that It’s Cocked

avoids but political discussion.  According to Fus Fixico, It’s Cocked does not wish to

hear “about statehood and things like that.”

In letter twenty-one (Indian Journal, May 15, 1903), Posey fictionalizes his train

ride with Hitchcock.  He dramatizes the disparity between Hitchcock’s view of what

should happen in Indian Territory and the views of Indians themselves, as represented by

Hotgun and his friends.  It’s Cocked’s condescension toward the few Indians with whom

he agrees to meet quickly surfaces.  Fus Fixico reports:

Well, so when Chief Porter was introduce Yaha Tustanuggee [G. W. Grayson]

and Chinnubbie Harjo [Posey], Secretary It’s Cocked he say, “Well, so I was
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mighty glad to shake hands with you Injins.  So you must sit down just the same

like you was at home and don’t be ‘fraid of the conductor ‘cause you didn’t had

no ticket to Okmulgee.”  (95-6)

It’s Cocked immediately classifies Tustanuggee and Harjo as Indians, rather than

individuals with whom he has the opportunity to converse.  Further, he assumes—

despite the fact that the railroad had been running through Indian Territory since well

before Posey’s birth—that they will be bewildered and even scared by this technology

and the conductor’s authority.  By noting that they do not have tickets, It’s Cocked

asserts their dependence on him for their passage.  However, Tookpafka Micco goes on

to repudiate It’s Cocked’s mode of travel by saying that he would not know where to spit

his tobacco juice if he were in such a fancy car.  Tookpafka Micco’s preference for a

simple car undermines the authority It’s Cocked claims based on his access to a more

ostentatious mode of travel.

Hotgun and his friends proceed to critique how It’s Cocked’s perceptions of

Indian Territory are shaped by stereotypical expectations about Indian lifestyles and It’s

Cocked’s own opinion of how things should be rather than what Indians themselves want.

When It’s Cocked inquires about what he sees outside of the window, Tustanuggee

responds, “Well, so that’s a frame house with a side room to it.  The white man was built

it on the lease what he get from the Injin.  We got lots a them kind a house and that show

we was made big strides in progress” (96).  Tustanuggee refers to the flimsy shacks

lessees often built to fulfill their legal obligation to improve property leased for five years

or more.  At the end of the lease, any improvements became the property of the Indian
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landowner.  It’s Cocked is outraged by what he sees, believing that the structures do not

fulfill the lease contracts.

  Then the Big Man from Washington was put near bit his cigar in

two and say, “Well, so it’s only a shack.  I was druther had a dugout or

maybe so a wagon sheet to live in.  When I get back to Washington I was

made some strong rules and regulations against that kind of thing on

Indian land.”

  But Hotgun he say, “Maybe so Secretary It’s Cocked was out a

humor ‘cause he didn’t run onto some wigwams.”

   Tookpafka Micco he say he was thought all the time a box house

with a side room to it was more respectable and civilized than log huts

‘cause that’s the only kind a house white people was stuck on. (96)

It’s Cocked’s view that white lessees are not bringing a high enough standard of

civilization to Indian Territory is reflective of a widely held sentiment among U.S.

federal officials during this period.  According to Wickett, “The government felt that the

men attracted west to secure land through marriage served as poor ‘cultural ambassadors’

and argued that their influence had a retarding effect rather than a positive one on the

process of elevating the Indian population” (37).  The agent for the Sac and Fox tribe

went so far as to call these white settlers in Indian Territory “squaw men” (37), indicating

his disdain for white settlers who acculturated to Indian ways rather than inducing

Indians to embrace Anglo American cultural norms.  Perhaps by having Fus Fixico cast

Hitchcock’s speech in Creek-English dialect, Posey suggests that American Indian
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culture has a powerful, transformative effect, even on someone who avoids contact with

American Indians.  Posey counters Anglo American assimilationist ideologies by

illustrating that contact between cultural groups engenders a reciprocal exchange of ideas,

even in the context of uneven power relations.78  On the other hand, It’s Cocked’s speech

may appear in Creek-English dialect simply because it is recounted by Fus Fixico, who

speaks in this dialect.  Even so, Fus Fixico usurps the power that It’s Cocked claims by

translating his words and thereby re-presenting him from a Creek perspective.  By

claiming English as a vehicle for Creek culture and ideology, Posey rejects the view of

progress that It’s Cocked espouses: one in which the Creeks are led by an imported class

of settlers rather than leading themselves according to their own adaptations of Anglo

American culture.  Womack views Posey’s use of Creek-English dialect an anti-

assimilationist act “in the sense that it represents a refusal to become something

else—that is, proper English or English more accessible to white readers” (Red on Red,

135).

Despite Posey’s misgivings about full-bloods’ adherence to traditional ways, he

nonetheless validates their manner of speaking as a distinctly Creek form of

expression—one which he finds worthy of preserving through his own writing.  He and

Gibson took pride in the inimitable nature of Creek-English dialect and mocked the

unconvincing attempts of outsiders to reproduce it.   Posey published the following

critique in a local newspaper: “Those cigar store Indian dialect stories being published in

the Checotah papers and the Hoffman Herald Auxiliary will fool no one who has lived
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‘six months in the precinct.’  Like the wooden aborigine, they are the product of a white

man’s factory, and bear no resemblance to the real article” (qtd. in Red on Red, 145).

The Trappings of Civilization: Good For Nothing But Defrauding Indians

Despite his position as a progressive Creek, Posey viewed many of the trappings

of civilization as frivolous trifles that Anglo Americans used to defraud American Indians

of their money, rather than to assist them in competing in Anglo American society.

Given his hope that the Creeks would profit by adapting to Anglo American culture,

Posey was particularly outraged by the role Anglo Americans themselves played in

defrauding Indians.   Throughout the letters, Posey parodies Anglo American conceptions

of what it means to be civilized and the changes in Indian Territory engendered by that

conception.  By illustrating the uselessness of the Anglo American things that clutter

Indian Territory, Posey mocks the notion, inherent in the Dawes Act and espoused by

many Indian Reform groups, that Indians must become more materialistic in order to

successfully participate in Anglo American society.79

In letter forty-three (Muskogee Daily Phoenix, April 17, 1904), Posey situates the

impractical trappings of civilization that he observes around Indian Territory in a larger

history of Indian-white relations.  “‘Well, so,’” Hotgun he say, “‘the Injin sell land and

sell land, and the white man he give whiskey and give whiskey and put his arm around

the Injin’s neck and they was good friends like two Elks for a time’” (Letters, 165).

Hotgun references a practice that originated with first contact: Anglo Americans
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intoxicating American Indians to make them more amenable to signing treaties.  Hotgun

continues:

“Well, so like I start to say history was repeat itself.  The Injin he sell his land in

the old country (Alabama) and he sell his land in Injin Territory and was had a

good time out here like back in olden times.  But back in the old country he was

live different, ‘cause he was sit on a long chair like a fence rail – but he was not

mugwump.  Now the Injin was sit on a chair that was had fore legs and hind legs

too, like a oxen, and also a cusion [sic] soft like moss.  He was got civilized and

called the old chair a bench.  He wear a white shirt now and black clothes and

shoes that was look like a ripe musk melon.  Then he was buy bon bons for his

papoose and drop-stitch stockings for his squaw and part his name in the middle,

J. Little Bear.” (165)

Hotgun establishes a precedent for the land fraud occurring in his time by referring to the

ways in which the Creeks were forced to surrender their original homelands.

Nonetheless, he affirms the resilience of Creek culture by noting that the Creeks

rebounded from removal and “was had a good time” in the manner that they did before.

By prefacing his list of surface changes in Indian Territory with an affirmation of Creek

cultural survival and renewal, he mitigates the importance of these changes.  Juxtaposed

with the Creeks’ ability to maintain their culture following removal, it hardly seems

noteworthy that in one location Creeks sat on benches, whereas they now sit on chairs.

Hotgun mocks U.S. policies designed to assimilate American Indians into Anglo

American society by illustrating that these nominal changes do not change the Creeks’
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fundamental cultural identity.  The Creeks’ appearance now conforms with Anglo

American standards, but, according to Hotgun, the Creeks look ridiculous, like “ripe

musk melons.”  Yet, Hotgun points out that, as a result of Anglo American colonization,

the Creeks have not only lost their lands, but have spent a great deal of money in order to

obtain the appearance of being civilized.  Rather than enhancing their quality of life, as

many Anglo Americans promised, these nominal changes have only compromised them

financially.

Hotgun and Fus Fixico have different views of the significance of American

Indians being compelled to Anglicize their names.  According to Littlefield, “Indian

agency officials had been encouraged since 1890 to change Indians’ names, which were

‘incompatible’ with the Anglo-American naming system.  At the urging of Hamlin

Garland and others, Secretary Hitchcock issued a circular on December 1, 1902, calling

for giving each member of a family the same surname.  Under this regulation, efforts

were made to rename whole tribes” (Letters, 88-89, note 2).  In the example Hotgun

provides of a newly civilized name, J. Little Bear, simply “parting” the name does not

mask its original, Creek version.  However, in letter eighteen, Fus Fixico treats the issue

with far more gravity.  He critiques Anglo American motivations for instigating this

name changing policy and presents its consequences as being more serious than Hotgun

suggests.  He writes:

Well, so Big Man at Washington was made another rule like that one about

making the Injin cut his hair off short like a prize fighter or saloon keeper.80  Big

Man he was say this time the Injin was had to change his name just like if the
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marshal was had a writ for him.  So, if the Injin’s name be Wolf Warrior, he was

had to call himself John Smith, or maybe so Bill Jones, so nobody else could get

his mail out of the postoffice. Big Man say Injin name like Sitting Bull or

Tecumseh was too hard to remember and don’t sound civilized like General

Cussed Her or old Grand Pa Harry’s Son. (87)

From Fus Fixico’s perspective, changing Indian names has a more assimilative effect

than from Hotgun’s.  Fus Fixico illustrates the impact of the change by using a character

from the letters, Wolf Warrior, whom Posey has given a distinct Creek identity, and

stamping over that identity with a generic Anglo American name like Bill Jones.  Fus

Fixico mocks the notion that Anglo American names are more civilized in sound than

Creek names by offering Creek-English translations of George Armstrong Custer and

William Henry Harrison.  He reverses the linguistic violence committed against

American Indians by federal officials by manipulating language to rename and historicize

from a Creek perspective.  Once again, the letters illustrate that contact between groups

engenders a multi-directional flow of ideas and the subsequent transformation of each

group.

Fus Fixico belittles two men who, while well respected among most Anglo

Americans at the time, were regarded far differently by many American Indians and those

concerned with their well-being.  George Armstrong Custer (1839-1876) was a notorious

Indian fighter who became a legend following his defeat by Lakota, Cheyenne, and

Arapaho forces at the Battle of Little Bighorn in 1876.  By renaming him “General

Cussed Her,” Fus Fixico recasts Custer as an uncouth, foul-mouthed figure and
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challenges heroic portrayals of Custer perpetuated in Anglo American histories and

popular culture.  He rejects the Anglo American notion of streamlining family names

according to a common surname and particularizes Custer’s individual identity to suit his

distinctive characteristics.  Like Custer, Harrison first achieved fame through his feats as

an Indian fighter—prior to becoming the ninth president of the United States.  As an

Indian fighter, Harrison was most famous for defeating a pan-tribal confederation of

Indians led by Tecumseh (who was of Creek and Shawnee ancestry) and the Shawnee

Prophet at the 1811 Battle of Tippecanoe.  Among those who joined in Tecumseh’s

movement was a faction of traditional Creeks known as the Red Sticks.  The Red Sticks’

commitment to resisting further Anglo American acquisition of Indian land led them to

engage in the Creek War of 1836, which expedited removal.  Fus Fixico’s renaming of

President Harrison as “Grand Pa Harry’s Son” strips Harrison of his individual

accomplishments and distinctions— an analogous gesture to U.S. efforts to homogenize

American Indian family names—, thereby suggesting that such deeds deserve no

veneration.   By recasting the identities of these two notorious Indian fighters, Fus Fixico

undermines a tradition of glorifying the murder of American Indian peoples and

celebrating the erosion of their sovereignty.

In letter forty-three, Hotgun follows his description of the nominal changes in

Indian Territory that resulted from adapting to Anglo American culture with a more

serious portrayal of the consequences of these changes.  Hotgun says:

“Then the white man he tell the Injin, ‘Well so your wagon was out of date

and you better buy you a fine buggy; or maybe so, a fine surrey.’  The
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Injin he grunt and say, ‘Well, so let’s see um.’  Then the white man he say,

‘Well, so I sell it cheap like stealing it—sell it to Injun the fine buggy and

harness and all for hundred and fifty dollars.  That was cheap, ‘cause Injun

he was sell land and got it lots a money and was out of date riding on two

horse wagon.’  Then the Injin he look at fine buggy a long time and make

good judgment and by um.  His little pony mare team look mighty weak

and woolly and got colt, but they was pulled the fine buggy home all right.

Then when the Injin was got home he was put the fine buggy under a tree

to look at like fine painting.”  (165-166)

Hotgun again illustrates the ways in which American Indians lose their land in exchange

for the appearance of being civilized.  The Indian, according to Hotgun, buys a fine

looking buggy to exchange for his wagon, based on the white man’s determination that

the buggy is outdated.  Hotgun’s claim that the Indian has “good judgment” in making

this decision may be a sarcastic jab at American Indians who submit to Anglo American

standards of what is right and proper.  The unreliability of the Anglo American salesman

is clearly illustrated by his suggestion that American Indians made “lots a money” from

the sale of their lands.  Most tribes were never fully compensated for their lands.  In the

case of the Creeks, and the vast majority of native tribes, their lands were not sold but

were forcibly taken from them.  The payments Creeks received from the U.S. government

following removal by no means matched the value of their lost lands.  Therefore, given

the financial struggles many Creeks experienced, they certainly could not afford to
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purchase a vastly overpriced buggy from a dishonest salesman aiming to further exploit

American Indians.

Once again, Hotgun illustrates that, by subscribing to the logic of assimilation and

purchasing Anglo American goods, Creeks compromise themselves financially and

receive little in return.  By purchasing the buggy, the Indian takes on a more Anglo

American appearance and thus, according to the logic of assimilation, becomes more

civilized.  However, Hotgun immediately challenges the notion that the Indian’s

judgment is good (thus unveiling the white salesman’s lie), and by extension that

adopting the trappings of Anglo American culture is necessarily good (thereby countering

assimilationist ideologies), by discussing the purpose to which the new buggy is put.  It

turns out that the buggy’s only function in Indian Territory is to look nice, not to make

Indians’ lives easier or more efficient.

The Anglo American practice, current during Posey’s life, of enticing American

Indians to purchase goods against the value of their allotments or with the money gained

by the sale of their allotments, has a long history.  In the early eighteenth century, when

the Creeks still lived in their original homelands, the French, English, and Spanish each

tried to persuade the Creeks to ally with them through presents, commissions, and

flattery.81  This practice led to the establishment of trade routes around the Creek Nation

and growing Creek dependence on foreign-made items.  According to Green, “over a

period of time, as the luxuries they consumed became necessities, the Creeks lost much

of their independence” (23).  Ultimately the Creeks’ demand for foreign-made goods

provided Europeans with a powerful bargaining chip when negotiating with the Creeks
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for land and political power.  When the U.S. was established, government officials used

trade as a coercive tool in bargaining with Native tribes.  George Washington argued that

a federally owned and operated trading system, which sold quality goods for reasonable

prices, would lead tribes to ally with the U.S. rather than Spanish Florida or British

Canada.  Some promoted the use of trading factories as a civilizing force for American

Indians; they argued that by selling useful goods and refusing to sell alcohol, they could

facilitate Indian assimilation to white ways.  While these arguments may have been well-

intentioned, though misguided, a number of federal officials viewed the factory system as

a means of securing Indian land and coercing tribes to surrender political power.

According to Green,

President Thomas Jefferson used the factories to force land cessions from deeply

indebted headmen.  Calhoun [the Secretary of War], […] had more political

motives.  He planned to exploit the dependence on trade goods of eastern Native

people for national policy purposes.  Rather than allowing private traders to

influence Native decision making, he used his own subordinates to control the

policies and dictate the actions of Native nations by threatening to withhold trade

if they refused to do his bidding” (47).

Although Congress repealed the factory system in 1822, Anglo Americans’ use of

goods as a coercive tool in negotiating with American Indian tribes continued.  For

example, in the early nineteenth century, prior to removal, government agents devised

ways to defraud the Creeks of the annuity payments owed them in compensation for

lands they had ceded to the U.S.  By this time, the Creeks had largely abandoned
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commercial hunting—which had long been a key source of revenue—due to their

reduced land base and animal depopulation.  As a result, they had become dependent on

their annuity payments.  In one instance, Indian agent David Mitchell conspired with

Creek spokesman, William McIntosh, (who was later executed by the tribe for his

traitorous behavior) to open a store through which they were able to defraud the Creeks

of their money in multiple ways.  Firstly, the goods they sold were highly over-priced.

Secondly, McIntosh claimed that any outstanding debts accrued at the store constituted a

national debt that he deducted from the annuities.  Finally, instead of paying the Creeks

in money, Mitchell paid them in store goods (Green, 57).

 Posey’s critique of the useless goods that crowd Indian Territory and of the

Anglo Americans who peddle them implicitly extends to the entire history of Creek-white

relations.  Thus, Posey’s portrayal of Anglo Americans does not merely depend on

current affairs for its authority, but references a much larger history in both overt and

covert ways.  Throughout the letters Posey illustrates the ways in which the Creeks,

historically and during his lifetime, were vulnerable to Anglo American opportunism.

While he advocates Creeks appropriating Anglo American culture to their own ends, he

makes it quite clear that the Creeks should not trust Anglo Americans to act in the interest

of American Indians.  In letter sixty-seven (Muskogee Daily Phoenix, November 25,

1906), following the failed efforts of the Five Civilized Tribes to form their own separate

state, Hotgun and Tookpafka converse about the position of American Indians in what

was about to become the state of Oklahoma:
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   An’ Hotgun he go on an’ say, “Well, so statehood was a sad thing for the

Injin, but I didn’t had no tears to shed over lost tribal rule, like Crazy Snake; for

the new state politician was my Shepard an’ I got all I want.  He was tolled me off

to one side an’ had business with me for my local influence.  He was cultivated

my acquaintance for his party’s sake.  He was prepared the table before me in the

presence o’ the bartender an’ hol’ up two fingers an’ call for a couple o’ small

ones.  He was tell me, ‘Eat, drink an’ be game, for, maybe so, to-morrow I want

you to vote for me.’”

Then Tokpafka Micco he speak up ag’in.  He say: “Well, so long time ago

the white man was put his arm ‘roun the Injin’s neck an’ give whiskey an’

big treaty medals for his lan’.  But now it come to pass the white man was

had ever’thing the Injin’s got but his vote.  So he was tolled him back in

the alley […] an’ set em’ up to him an’ give him entertainment an’ try to

trade him out of it.  The pale face was too cunning an’ the red man was too

easy.  He was sell his birthright for a nip” (Letters, 251-252).

Initially Hotgun seems to separate himself from Crazy Snake by claiming that the loss of

the Creeks’ tribal government is not an occasion for mourning.  However, Hotgun

quickly goes on to list the reasons why he will not mourn, each of which are arguably

occasions for mourning as they demonstrate all that the Creeks have lost from their first

contacts with Anglo Americans to their transition to statehood.  He posits “the new state

politician” as the most recent incarnation of the promises made by Christians who sought

to convert the Creeks.   Here, and elsewhere in the letters, Posey reveals his religious
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skepticism and his resentment regarding the role Christianity has played in the history of

Creek-white relations.  He presents Christianity as simply another ruse used by Anglo

Americans to secure Indian land and destroy their political autonomy.  Posey plays on

Psalm 23:1, “The Lord is my shepherd, I shall not be in want.”  By linking the politician

to the Christian God, he suggests that the latter was only deployed for political ends and

that he (read: the politician or the Christian God) certainly left Indians in want.  Despite

his Christian upbringing, Posey was not a religious man.  His skepticism toward orthodox

religion manifested itself as early as his sophomore year at Bacone and continued

throughout his life.82  Thus, while he believed that certain aspects of Anglo American

culture were useful to the Creeks, Christianity was not one of them.

Whereas It’s Cocked is not interested in socializing with American Indians, the

“new state politician” appears to be far more willing to do so.  However, the politician’s

apparent friendliness is consistently undercut by his ulterior motive: securing American

Indians’ votes for his political party.  In order to achieve this end, he resorts to the age-

old tactic of intoxicating Indians.  Tookpafka Micco narrates the history of this practice,

beginning with the use of alcohol to facilitate treaty signing (and consequentially land

acquisition) and ending with Anglo Americans’ attempts to secure the only thing they

still want from Indians: their votes.  In this manner, Posey portrays the history of Creek-

white relations as one characterized by exploitation.  Far from attaining the Indian

commonwealth he envisioned for his people, in the state of Oklahoma the only political

power remaining to the Creeks are their votes.  It seems that the new politician is not
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content with allowing the Creeks even this small vehicle of political power but must

resort to trickery and fraud in order to secure it.

Some Anglo Americans Are Capable of Decency

While Posey frequently depicts the predatory attitude many Anglo Americans

displayed toward American Indians and Indian Territory, he does not universally

condemn all Anglo Americans.  He distinguishes those who seem to act out of genuine

concern for Native peoples from the rest.  Just as Posey modified his enthusiasm for what

he viewed as progress based on his disillusionment with Anglo American politics and

Anglo American politicians, he was also willing to amend his views of Anglo Americans

if given a reason to do so.  When Indian agent J. Blair Shoenfelt first appears in the

letters, he is given the name “J. Bear Sho’-am-fat,” which classes him with such

acquisitive politicians as Tams Big Pie (Tams Bixby, chairman of the Dawes

Commission) and Break in Rich (C. R. Breckenridge, member of the Dawes

Commission).  Posey’s initial dislike for Shoenfelt resulted in part from Shoenfelt’s

handling of the investigation into the Dawes Commission.  Due to widespread allegations

of fraud and graft in the allotment process, U.S. government officials finally agreed to

conduct an investigation.  Initially this investigation took place in Washington, in the

tradition of removed political action that Posey critiques throughout the letters, but was

later moved to Indian Territory (November, 1903).  Posey’s disillusionment with Anglo

American politics, at least as they affected American Indians, is exemplified by his

prediction that the investigation would be a “whitewash.”  As it was conducted behind
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closed doors, in Shoenfelt’s office, and was completed in less than a week, it seems that

Posey’s suspicions were well founded.  Again, the American Indian public was not

consulted in this process and, consequently, few had much hope that they would profit

from it.83  Once Posey was convinced that the investigation would not lead to redress for

American Indians, he dropped the subject from the letters.

Given his disdain for the way in which the investigation was conducted and for

the role that Shoenfelt played in it, it is noteworthy that Posey later renames Shoenfelt

favorably.  Shoenfelt was one of the few Anglo Americans involved with the Dawes

Commission who was never accused of any wrongdoing; indeed, there was never any

evidence against him.  In the years following the investigation of the Dawes Commission,

Shoenfelt played a key role in blocking the sale of Indian allotments for less than they

were worth.84  While Posey was generally critical of federal interference with allotment

sales, he came to see Shoenfelt as a defender of American Indian interests, as indicated

by the new name he gave Shoenfelt: J. Bear Showemthat.  Posey’s ability to amend his

previous condemnation of Shoenfelt reveals that his critiques of Anglo Americans were

not universal but motivated by his concern with the Creeks holding onto their land base

and political power.  Any Anglo American person, policy, or lifestyle choice that

facilitated this end was generally endorsed by Posey, while he condemned those that

impeded these goals.  Thus, his treatment of Anglo Americans is similar to his treatment

of American Indians.  Posey distinguishes between members of these two groups and

judges them according to their positions in Creek affairs and whether or not they favor

what he views as the best means for the Creeks to maintain viability within the United
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States.   In the case of African Americans and Creek freedmen, however, Posey was not

so discerning.

African Americans: Consigned to the Lowest Level of Posey’s Racial Hierarchy

Modern readers are likely to be shocked and disturbed by Posey’s consistent and

biting racism towards African Americans and Creek freedmen, between whom he fails to

make distinctions.  Despite the fact that people of African descent had long been a part of

Creek society, due to the Creeks’ adoption of the Anglo American slavery system, Posey

did not see them as having a legitimate claim to Creek land or the right to participate in

Creek politics.  While Posey’s racism is inexcusable, it is nonetheless important to

approach it with an understanding of the Creeks’ relationship to people of African

descent and the role they played in the Creek Nation during Posey’s lifetime.  Littlefield

explains that Posey was influenced by his father’s bigotry.  Hence, as I mentioned

previously, frequently told his stories in African American dialect.  Littlefield writes, “In

his dialect stories, Hence had painted the Creek freedmen […] as chicken and hog thieves

and had taken a patronizing stance toward them, finding humor in their ignorance and

simple ways” (Posey, 155).  Posey sustained this aspect of Hence’s storytelling in his

own dialect stories featuring freedmen.  For example, in “Mose and Richard” Posey

advances the notion that freedmen are unworthy of and unimproved by education.  Mose

and Richard are sent to school due to their father’s hope that an education will improve

their odds of being able to compete with American Indians and Anglo Americans.

However, the boys refuse to attend school and remain stubbornly ignorant.  When his
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father asks what he knows (note: not what he has learned), Mose replies, “Doan know

nut’n […] cep’ dat word c-l-i-“ (Chinnubbie, 66).  Mose begins to spell the one word that

he and his brother learned in order to deceive their father and prove that they had in fact

attended school.  However, Mose is cut short when his father hits him and says that books

are a waste on him.  His father stipulates that Mose return to plowing on Monday

morning.  Thus, the boys return to their former position as laborers and their father

endorses Posey’s view that they are not worthy of an education.

Posey employs the same logic about educating Creek freedmen as was often

applied to American Indians by anti-assimilationist Anglo Americans who felt that

Indians were savages who could not be civilized.  Further, he attacks one of the key

ambitions of freedmen following the Civil War (the outcome of which radically

transformed race relations in Indian Territory), i.e., capitalizing upon their newfound

access to tribal education.  The Five Civilized Tribes accepted the justice of Lincoln’s

Emancipation Proclamation and thus consented to giving freedmen citizenship, though

they varied in the degree to which they implemented the new treaties they signed with the

U.S. government in 1866.  The amount of intermarriage between African Americans and

American Indians in Indian Territory also varied between tribes.  Only among the Creeks

and Seminoles was intermarriage fairly commonplace, leading them to be regarded by

white settlers as the most primitive of the Five Civilized Tribes.  The Cherokees,

Choctaws, and Chickasaws had long discouraged intermarriage, in part, due to their fear

that intermarried African Americans would try to claim tribal citizenship as many

intermarried whites had.85  As Wickett points out, because land in Indian Territory was
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communally held, granting ex-slaves tribal citizenship gave them equal rights in the

ownership of tribal land (9).  In addition, as freedmen comprised a significant portion of

the population, citizenship gave them a great degree of power in shaping politics within

the Creek Nation and the rest of Indian Territory.  Not only did some Creeks, like Posey,

resent the freedmen for having such a powerful role in the Creek Nation, but they were

also leery of the influence of African Americans who, following emancipation, were

moving to Indian Territory.

After the Civil War, many African Americans viewed Indian Territory as a safe

haven from the racism they experienced in the rest of the United States.  This view led to

a sizeable African American emigration to Indian Territory.86  Given the fact that by the

1890s freedmen had more rights within Indian Territory, e.g., equal access to education

and equality in the judicial system, there was certainly reason to believe this to be true.

However, according to Wickett,

[T]he exodus of African Americans to the territories created a backlash

among white settlers and many mixed-blood Native Americans.  Fearful

of a massive influx of African Americans, they sought to enact laws which

would curtail the civil rights of blacks.  By doing so, they hoped to

discourage African American immigration. (13)

Thus, the Five Civilized Tribes sustained a long tradition of relating to African

Americans in the manner modeled to them by Anglo Americans.  This tradition began

with their adoption of slavery and continued with their efforts to stifle African

Americans’ newly attained political and economic opportunities.  Both Anglo Americans
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and American Indians adopted a new strain of racism toward African Americans as a

means of maintaining their own socioeconomic positions, as well as their political power.

   Posey’s racism toward African Americans, like that of many American Indians

and Anglo Americans, was intertwined with his vision for his people’s future and his

attempts to ensure that his people hold on to as much political and economic power as

possible so that they could compete as a viable cultural entity within the United States.  It

is therefore no surprise then that his most vitriolic racism emerged during the election for

the Creeks’ last principal chief before the dissolution of their tribal government under the

Curtis Act.  His attacks on Legus Perryman, a candidate with African and Creek ancestry,

reveal not only Posey’s racism, but also the ways in which he selectively deployed it to

best achieve his own political objectives.  Although Pleasant Porter, the candidate whom

Posey ultimately supported, also had African ancestry, Posey was conspicuously silent on

this account while he critiqued Perryman almost entirely along racial lines.  While Posey

certainly disliked Perryman for reasons that were not race related (e.g., his handling of

Creeks funds which led to his impeachment as chief in 1895), he used race as his key

rhetorical tool for denigrating Perryman in the Fus Fixico letters and in his editorials.

Conflating Perryman’s moral character with his race, Posey claimed that Perryman

“hasn’t changed a bit, he has the same kind of pigment under his skin that doesn’t

fade.”87

Posey was not alone in Indian Territory in using race as a central theme in his

political rhetoric, nor in his efforts to divide political factions along racial lines.  He

termed the Republicans a “black party,” due to Lincoln’s Emancipation Proclamation and
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the party’s overall platform regarding African Americans.  Nonetheless, the Democratic

party used similar rhetoric to court voters: both American Indian and Anglo American.

The disdain many American Indians felt toward African Americans and their fear of

African American political and social power were strong enough to induce them to vote

for the political party that instigated their removal from their homelands under Andrew

Jackson.  Many American Indians viewed their survival within the new state of

Oklahoma as contingent upon the suppression of African Americans.  D. C. McCurtain of

the Choctaw tribe, for example, saw the Republican party as “so closely connected with

the negro and so strongly committed to his interests.”  He therefore declared, “I am for

the Indian as against the negro, and am, therefore, not a Republican.”88  By pressuring

tribes to give citizenship to their freedmen after the Civil War, and consequently an equal

interest in tribal lands, McCurtain maintained that the U.S. government, under

Republican rule, asked more of Indians than it did of Anglo Americans in relation to their

former slaves.

Many American Indians attempted to maintain their political power as they

confronted the political upheavals transforming Indian Territory around the turn of the

twentieth century by allying with the Democrats.  They hoped that this alliance would

ensure the passage of legislation that would suppress African Americans, such as the Jim

Crow (segregation) laws.89  The Democratic party astutely manipulated racial groups and

racial hierarchies to channel the anxieties of American Indians and Anglo Americans as

they struggled to maintain their socioeconomic status following the overhaul—initiated

by the Emancipation Proclamation—of the racialized distribution of labor.  The success
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of this strategy may be measured in part by the impact it had on the Republicans.  A

faction of the Republican party, who called themselves the “lily-whites,” adopted a

position similar to that of the Democrats on the status of African Americans within the

U.S.  Like the Democrats, the lily-whites advocated segregation laws, opposed African

Americans holding political offices, and sought to deny African Americans the right to

vote.

Conclusion

Given this highly charged, highly racialized political atmosphere, one can

understand why Posey consistently invokes racial distinctions in his efforts to rally

support for his political views.  Whether he is arguing for the removal of full-bloods to

Mexico based on his forecast of their inevitable demise in Indian Territory, or rallying

support for Pleasant Porter based on his readers’ fear of the “negro domination” that

Legus Perryman would allegedly promote, Posey attempts to sway his readers by framing

his arguments according to the logic of race-based social, political, and ideological

distinctions.  He thereby employs a framework that his readers in Indian Territory would

both recognize and be compelled by.  According to Posey, only progressive, usually

mixed-blood Creeks have the political foresight and the adaptability to survive in Indian

Territory, and only they have a legitimate right to be there.  Posey concedes that

American Indians must accept the physical presence and political power of Anglo

Americans in Indian Territory—a conclusion that leads him to endorse certain

concessions to Anglo American forms of government and lifestyle.  At the same time, he
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is unwilling to contend with a competing cultural group that lacks the political power and

capital to ensure their future in the new state of Oklahoma, namely, African Americans.

Like Ruiz de Burton, Posey accepts aspects of the new social order that he believes he

cannot change (e.g., Anglo American dominance) and attempts to ensure his people’s

survival by countering the efforts of another disempowered group to attain political

power, economic survival, and a land base that propels each.

By including Posey in a multicultural, historically based literary study, I approach

and deploy Posey’s work in a way that he resisted throughout his life.  According to

Littlefield, “Editors and others in Indian Territory, Oklahoma Territory, Kansas,

Missouri, Iowa, Indiana, Tennessee, Massachusetts, New York, Hawaii, Canada, and

England sought copies of his newspaper, his autograph, his photograph, or his

biographical information” (Letters, 19).  Yet, despite such widespread interest in his life

and work, Posey insisted that the local quality of his writing would prevent readers

outside of Indian Territory from fully appreciating it.90

Although readers must approach the Fus Fixico letters with a basic understanding

of Creek culture, politics, and history in order to understand them, the relevance of the

letters extends far beyond the Creek Nation.  Fully appreciating the competition for land

between different cultural groups within the U.S. around the turn of the twentieth century

requires a detailed study of individual groups as well as a broader, comparative approach.

While the land claims of each group should be contextualized according to their local

cultural histories, they should also be addressed in conjunction with one another in order

to appreciate larger trends in land contests throughout the United States at the time.
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Further, reading across texts, written from different cultural perspectives, that

address similar concerns during the same historical period allows for insights into each

text that would not be possible otherwise.  For example, Posey’s depiction of Mexico as a

safety valve for traditional American Indians seems even more curious when considered

alongside Ruiz de Burton’s portrayal of Mexico as a wounded and vulnerable nation, as

well as her concern about ongoing U.S. imperialist designs on Mexico.  Without the

context of U.S.-Mexico relations and the experiences of people of Mexican descent

within the U.S. around the turn of the twentieth century in mind, it is easy to overlook the

full significance of Posey’s references to Mexico.  Indeed, prior to this discussion, Posey

scholars have only noted Posey’s mentions of Mexico without engaging in any sustained

analysis of their implications.

While numerous articles make comparisons between Ruiz de Burton’s The

Squatter and the Don and Helen Hunt Jackson’s Ramona, they tend to gloss over the role

of American Indians in the former, and fail to compare the latter’s arguments for

American Indian land claims with American Indian perspectives on these issues during

this period.  Inserting Posey into a discussion of these novels makes such omissions more

conspicuous and highlights the implications of the ways in which other cultures represent

and attempt to speak for American Indians.  Having gained a sense of the means by

which Posey and Ruiz de Burton attempt to represent their people in land contests

occurring in the U.S. around the turn of the twentieth century, we are now well positioned

to assess Helen Hunt Jackson’s and Charles Lummis’ efforts to speak for these

increasingly marginalized and disenfranchised cultural groups during this same period.
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CHAPTER THREE: SOCIAL PROTEST, ANTI-MODERNISM, AND CROSS-

CULTURAL RENEWAL IN HELEN HUNT JACKSON’S RAMONA AND CHARLES

LUMMIS’ A TRAMP ACROSS THE CONTINENT

Introduction

During the second half of the nineteenth century, increased access to relatively

affordable transportation (e.g., automobiles and railroads) enhanced middle- and upper-

class Anglo Americans’ interest in unfamiliar regions and cultures within the United

States.  Many affluent Easterners sought to escape crowded cities and the trappings of

modern life for the rejuvenation they felt they could experience in frontier towns and

through encounters with what they viewed as less civilized peoples.  This widespread

curiosity about rural life and unfamiliar cultures provided Helen Hunt Jackson (1830-

1885) and Charles Fletcher Lummis (1859-1928) with writing material, and garnered

them much popular appeal.  Much like the Anglo American public, Jackson and Lummis

were driven by their own distaste for many aspects of modern life and their interest in

alternative lifestyles to travel west and write about their experiences.  Their writings not

only capture their own travel experiences, but also serve as tour guides for readers eager

for new experiences—whether simply through the act of reading, or by traveling to the

places Lummis and Jackson describe.

This popular zeal for travel was informed and complicated by ongoing

oppositions between different cultural groups within the United States.  As a result of the

1848 Treaty of Guadalupe Hidalgo, which ended the Mexican American war (1846-

1848), nearly half of Mexico’s territory was incorporated into the U.S., along with the
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majority of its residents.  As Anglo Americans flooded to these newly acquired regions,

Mexican Americans struggled to retain their lands, as promised under the Treaty of

Guadalupe Hidalgo.  Land contests between these two groups bred fierce rivalries.  On

the other hand, many (including Jackson and Lummis) admired Spanish and Mexican

cultures. Travel westward acquainted Anglo Americans with the Western United States’

Spanish legacy, which could now be safely and nostalgically mourned as a quaint but

rapidly disappearing era of American history.  This mixture of curiosity and hostility also

shaped Anglo American views of American Indians.  While sympathy for American

Indians only emerged on a large scale after the vast majority of American Indians had

been removed from the Eastern United States, and following the end of the great Indian

wars, travel and travel narratives brought Eastern Anglo Americans into contact with

members of various native tribes, often triggering deeply ambivalent responses of both

sympathy and disdain.

During this period, many Anglo American Protestants were also unsettled by an

increase in immigrantion from Southern and Eastern Europe—an increase that began in

the 1880s.  Their anxieties about the subsequent changes to the cultural make-up of the

United States led to nativist movements aimed to preserve the Protestant Anglo Saxon

normative identity of the country.  Whereas Protestants and British descendants

comprised the majority of the population in 1820, by 1920 Roman Catholics were the

largest religious group in the U.S. and no single cultural group held majority status.91

According to historian Roger Daniels, “many Americans at the turn of the century felt

that their way of life was threatened by what they called the ‘immigrant invasion.’
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American Protestant leaders regarded Roman Catholic, Greek Orthodox, and Jewish

immigrants with alarm” (275).  Anxieties about the cultural composition of the country

influenced Anglo American perceptions of members of other cultural groups, including

American Indians and Mexican Americans.  Scientific trends during this period offered

one means of codifying a racial hierarchy that positioned Anglo American Protestants in

comfortable positions of ascendancy and ranked other races as lower species.  Drawing

on Linnaeus’ (1707-1778) system for organizing plant and animals according to type and

species, as well as Charles Darwin’s (1809-1882) theory of evolution, many scientists

during the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries posited different human species,

divided along racial lines.  They argued that each race’s characteristics, such as

intelligence, could be determined through a series of physical measurements, including

skull size and capacity, facial angle, height, and posture.  Theories of biological

determinism became popular not only within scientific circles, but were embraced by

much of the general public.  According to historian John Haller, popular science of the

late nineteenth century

provided a vocabulary and a set of concepts which rationalized and helped

to justify the value system upon which the idea of racial inferiority rested

in American thought. […] For many educated Americans who shunned the

stigma of racial prejudice, science became an instrument which ‘verified’

the presumptive inferiority of the Negro and rationalized the politics of

disenfranchisement and segregation into a social-scientific terminology

that satisfied the troubled conscience of the middle class. (x)
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Science excused social inequalities by naturalizing them, not just in regard to African

Americans, but all non-Anglo Saxon peoples.

Both Jackson and Lummis claim to rise above popular racial prejudices and seek

to inspire an appreciation for cultural diversity in their readers.  In addition, they attempt

to acquaint their readers with some of the injustices American Indians and Mexican

Americans suffer.  Yet, even as Jackson and Lummis attempt to paint favorable portraits

of Mexican Americans and American Indians, they continue to make distinctions among

American Indians and evaluate Mexican Americans according to the same logic

underlying popular racial hierarchies that positioned both groups decidedly below Anglo

Americans.  In addition, they frequently rely upon the language of biological determinism

in their descriptions of American Indians and Mexican Americans.  They do so as a

means of asserting the presumably natural virtues of these groups but at the same time

reinforce popular conceptions of a prescribed racial hierarchy.  Although Lummis and

Jackson depict racial hierarchies involving Anglo Americans, American Indians, and

Mexican Americans in several of their works, I will focus on how these hierarchies

function in their most influential works, A Tramp Across the Continent (1892) and

Ramona (1884), respectively.

Like Ruiz de Burton and Alexander Posey, Jackson and Lummis manipulate

racial hierarchies in order to present favorably the cultural groups for whom they

advocate.  However, whereas Ruiz de Burton and Alexander Posey write in what they

believe are the interests of their own people, Jackson and Lummis attempt to speak for

others.  Ultimately, a careful reading of Jackson and Lummis’ assessments of American
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Indians and Mexican Americans, and the U.S. laws that undermine these groups’ land

claims and systems of land management, reveals that Lummis and Jackson are not simply

interested in speaking for these groups, but also—perhaps primarily—they aim to

revitalize Anglo American culture by encouraging Anglo American readers to adopt

aspects of Mexican American and American Indian cultural practices.  They accordingly

evaluate American Indians and Mexican Americans on the basis of the degree to which

these peoples manifest qualities valued by Anglo Americans, including cleanliness,

farming, and settled (non-migratory) lifestyles.  While Lummis and Jackson see

American Indians and Mexican Americans as living closer to nature than Anglo

Americans in the overly civilized East, and therefore—in this regard—present these

groups as models for Anglo Americans, they are not willing to abandon their own

cultural norms entirely.

Whereas Ruiz de Burton and Posey invariably place their own peoples at the top

of the hierarchies they construct, Jackson’s and Lummis’ hierarchies are far more

variable.  Implicitly, Jackson and Lummis accept the governing position of Anglo

Americans, some degree of subordination for American Indians, and the presumed

inevitability of the decline of Mexican Americans’ social status and political power.  At

the same time, both of them view their writing as a means of social protest; that is, each

believes that through writing about these cultural groups and the challenges members of

these groups face, they can compel Anglo American readers to sympathize with these

groups.  While neither Jackson nor Lummis are reluctant to criticize Anglo American

modernization or the U.S. policies that ultimately eroded the land base of American
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Indians or Mexican Americans, their critiques are not simply aimed at social reform on

behalf of these other cultures, but also intended to persuade Anglo Americans of the need

for reforming Anglo American culture, for the benefit of Anglo Americans.  This complex

nexus of motives results in subtle, often shifting comparisons between Anglo Americans,

American Indians, and Mexican Americans that often undercut Lummis and Jackson’s

ostensible social goals.

Throughout this chapter, I will explore how both writers present cross-cultural

contact as a therapeutic experience for Anglo Americans, thereby offering new ways of

reading Ramona and A Tramp Across the Continent.  I will argue that Jackson and

Lummis’ focus on revitalizing Anglo American culture through cross-cultural contact

undercuts the effectiveness of their activism on behalf of American Indians and Mexican

Americans.  Both authors celebrate the opportunities for cross-cultural contact that Anglo

Americans have through traveling to and settling in the Southwest—a region acquired by

the U.S. through imperial aggression.  Although they object to the ways that Mexican

Americans and American Indians living in this region have been treated under U.S. rule,

they nonetheless advance a vision for cultural plurality that was only made possible by

multiple colonial endeavors: Spanish, Mexican, and U.S.  Ultimately, Jackson and

Lummis’ (implicit and explicit) endorsement of these colonial undertakings mitigates

their ability to depict American Indians and Mexican Americans as distinct peoples with

legitimate grounds for contesting U.S. policies.
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Helen Hunt Jackson’s Introduction to Indian Reform

Like many Anglo Americans living in the Eastern U.S. during the second half of

the nineteenth century, Helen Hunt Jackson was unaware of the challenges American

Indians faced during this period until Ponca Chief, Standing Bear, traveled east to raise

awareness about his people’s forced removal from their ancestral homeland in Dakota

Territory to Indian Territory (located in modern day Oklahoma).92  Jackson was so

moved by the Poncas’ plight that she immediately dedicated herself to Indian reform,

dramatically altered her views of social activism, and steered her literary career in an

entirely new direction.  She felt a kinship with American Indians based on their

forbearance in the face of suffering.  Although she did not maintain the Calvinist faith of

her upbringing, she retained a fierce belief in the Calvinist principle of facing life’s

challenges with bravery and fortitude.  She found refuge in this principle following the

loss of her two children to illness and the death of her first husband, Lieutenant Edward

Hunt of the U.S. Coast Survey Department, who died of asphyxiation when

experimenting with a weapon he had designed for firing torpedoes from a ship.  These

losses, coupled with the sense of homelessness she felt as a result the loss of her parents

to tuberculosis at a young age and her frequent travels in search of climates favorable to

her poor, consumptively inclined health, contributed to Jackson’s feelings of empathy

toward American Indians.93

Jackson had not felt compelled previously to get involved with social movements,

including women’s suffrage and abolitionism.  She was generally conservative in her

political views and, like her parents and her first husband, she was prejudiced toward
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members of other races and the lower classes.   Her second husband, banker William

Sharpless Jackson, encouraged her to appreciate ethnic and racial diversity.94  In addition,

her commitment to Indian rights and her travels throughout the Western United States

engendered greater tolerance.  Nonetheless, as I will discuss below, her racial and class

biases still surface in Ramona, the last novel she wrote before her death as a result of

cancer.  Before becoming involved with the Indian reform movement, she had maintained

that women’s sphere of influence was the home and that women had no place on the

public stage.95  As a writer, she previously had used genres that were conventionally

acceptable for women at the time: poetry, domestic essays, and domestic novels.  She

was considered by many to be the best American woman poet of the nineteenth century.96

As a writer of domestic essays, she offered advice on household chores and childrearing

to female readers in such publications as the Christian Union and the New York Evening

Post.

Whereas the first half of her literary career conformed to expected gender norms,

during the second half of her literary career, Jackson not only upset gendered generic

boundaries but asserted herself into politics and challenged the entire history of the

United States’ relationships with American Indian tribes.  Her first project as an Indian

reformer was A Century of Dishonor (1881), a history of the United States’ dealings with

the Delaware, Cheyenne, Nez Percé, Sioux, Winnebago, and Cherokee tribes over the

previous one hundred years.  She argued that the dire poverty many American Indians

experienced was a consequence of the United States’ failure to provide tribes with the

money, supplies, and agricultural training promised to them in numerous treaties.  While
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she critiqued U.S. land theft, she did not argue for a return of tribal lands, only that the

U.S. provide tribes with the support necessary to thrive on reservations, and that

reservation boundaries be secured.

Ultimately, Jackson was deeply disappointed with the public and political

responses (or lack thereof) to A Century of Dishonor.  Desperate to awaken the American

public to the challenges American Indians faced, she published the book at her own

expense and supplied every member of Congress with a copy.  In the year of its

publication, aside from the copies Jackson purchased herself, only 2,000 copies sold.  She

operated under the assumption that if Anglo Americans were made aware of these

challenges and the long history of unjust dealings between the United States government

and tribal nations that engendered these challenges, they would surely take action.97

What she quickly discovered was that the American public—and the U.S.

government—had little interest in reading a book about Indians, much less a historical

treatise designed to spark political action.  Prior to writing A Century of Dishonor,

Jackson had difficulty publishing essays that dealt explicitly with Indian affairs; for

example, the Atlantic, with whom she had published previously, refused to publish such

essays.98  Nonetheless, while Jackson was discouraged by the lack of impact her book

had on Anglo Americans, she did not despair of finding a way to channel her literary

talents toward political ends.
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Jackson’s Introduction to the California Indians

In A Century of Dishonor, Jackson does not discuss any of the California tribes

whose plight would be the subject of Ramona.  She only became acquainted with

California and the various cultural groups—American Indian and Californio (people of

Spanish and Mexican descent born in California)—living within its borders when she

accepted an offer to write a series of California travel essays for Century magazine.

Travel essays and local color fiction (which focused on distinctive regional

characteristics) were in vogue in the late nineteenth century, as they fed Anglo American

curiosity about unfamiliar aspects of the country.  Yet, critics differ over the ultimate

purposes local color writing served at this time.  According to Jackson biographer, Kate

Phillips, some critics contend that local color writers identified with the marginalized

peoples about whom they wrote and, in writing about these (typically rural) groups,

“offered a critique of patriarchal, white-supremacist industrial capitalism” (37).  Others

argue that “the genre served the interests not of the people it depicted but of its readers:

upper-class, urban members of the establishment who bought the high-culture journals

that published regionalism […] [These critics] argue that regionalism offered elite readers

strategies for coping with the rapid changes of postbellum America” by allowing readers

to reflect nostalgically on a more rural America (38).  Phillips argues that Jackson’s

writings served both purposes, as they include protests against what Phillips describes as

“the spread of civilization,” but also promoted readers’ interest in the very places Jackson

aimed to protect (38).  I would add that Jackson contributed to both purposes as a result

of her dual attempt, through writing, to engender Anglo American cultural revitalization
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and promote social activism on behalf of American Indians.  In any case, the regionalist

travel essay was considered an appropriate medium for female writers.  It also allowed

Jackson an opportunity to address some of the subject matter she took up in A Century of

Dishonor in a manner that her readers would find more interesting, and more suitable for

a female author.  Although, as I noted above, in order to ensure the publication of her

travel essays, she had to be careful not to be too explicit in her critique of Indian policy.

Jackson’s experiences in California, particularly with the poverty, landlessness,

and inhumane treatment of Indians (including murder, kidnapping, and forced labor)

strengthened her commitment to Indian reform and led her to request that the U.S.

government appoint her as a special agent to report on the California Indians’ situation.99

In “Report on the Condition and Needs of the Mission Indians of California, Made by

Special Agents Helen Jackson and Abbot Kinney to the Commissioner of Indian Affairs,”

July 13, 1883, Jackson and Abbot Kinney (a wealthy developer, translator, and social

reformer) detail the repeated removals faced by Indian tribes formerly affiliated with the

Spanish missions.  When the Spanish colonized present-day California, they set up

twenty-one missions on the southern coast.  Indians in these areas were (predominantly)

brought forcibly to the missions where they were trained in agricultural labor and the

practice of Catholicism.  Even after the Mexican government, following independence

from Spain in 1821, dismantled the mission system, Indians who formerly lived in or near

the missions continued to be associated with them—well into the period of U.S. rule in

California.  Under Mexican rule, mission lands that the Spanish crown promised to

Mission Indians were granted to Californios.  Under U.S. rule, California Indians did not
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fare any better, as they had no legal status within the United States, and the U.S. did not

recognize their land claims.  Many Indians in California occupied lands only verbally

guaranteed to them by the Spanish and Mexican governments.  Without any written claim

to land that the U.S. government would recognize, the tribes had no legal grounds for

challenging Anglo American settlers who claimed their land, crops, and homes.  At the

time of the report, California Indians lived on reservations (often located on land unsuited

to cultivation), unreserved government lands, and Mexican land grants.  According to the

1848 Treaty of Guadalupe-Hidalgo, these lands were to be secured to Indians in

perpetuity.  However, in 1851, the United States undermined the treaty by passing the

Land Law, under which the land claims of former Mexican citizens (Indian and Mexican)

were subjected to review by U.S. courts, frequently deemed invalid, and made available

for Anglo American settlement.  In addition, the population of California Indians

underwent a serious decline following U.S. occupation and subsequent control of the

state.  Between 1848, when the U.S. gained official control of the state with the signing

of the Treaty of Guadalupe-Hidalgo (which ended the Mexican American war and

resulted in the U.S. acquisition of nearly half of Mexico’s territory) and the late 1860s,

the Indian population in California declined by sixty-five percent due to disease and

Anglo American hostilities.  While some Anglo Americans viewed California Indians as

a useful class of laborers (due to their training at the missions), others saw them as

obstacles to Anglo American settlement and industry.  This later view became more

prominent during the California gold rush (1848-1864).  According to historian James

Rawls,
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During the gold rush, as hundreds of thousands of new immigrants flooded

into California, hostilities between whites and Indians rapidly accelerated.

White miners, ranchers, and farmers came to see the Indians as threats to

their prosperity and security.  The dominant image of the California Indian

came to be that of an obstacle blocking white progress.  The whites

believed that the Indians were indeed primitive and therefore that they

were all the more repulsive and expendable. (xiv)

The desire to remove California Indians led to rise of vigilante groups who killed Indians

indiscriminately and to popular support for confining Indians to reservations.  Yet, even

on reservations they were subject to being attacked by whites (Rawls, 164).  Many Anglo

Americans who maintained the view that California Indians were useful laborers

kidnapped Indians, charged them exorbitant rates for food and shelter, and forced them to

work in compensation for their debts.  The survival of California Indians was further

challenged by the contamination of their water supplies as a result of mining.

In response to these dire conditions, throughout their report, Jackson and Kinney

implore the government to set aside lands for California Indians and to offer the Indians

protection from violent, land-hungry whites.  The United States’ view of California

Indians’ land claims was strikingly different from the Indian policy that propelled U.S.

negotiations with tribes living elsewhere in the country.  While other tribes were poorly

repaid for lands they forcibly ceded to the U.S., and promised payments that were often

held in trust for them indefinitely, California tribes were never deemed deserving of any

compensation for their lands because the U.S. government did not recognize them as
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having any legal claim to them.  Because the U.S. acquired the land through a so-called

just war with Mexico, government officials generally maintained that the U.S. had

secured absolute ownership of it.

With her report and Ramona, Jackson attempted to initiate the overhaul of the

United States’ methods of dealing with the California Indians.  She no doubt acted out of

sincere concern for California Indians and genuine outrage over U.S. Indian policies.

Nonetheless, in her attempt to critique the U.S., she falsely represents earlier colonial

endeavors in California, namely those of the Spanish and Mexican missionaries, military,

and settler populations.  She attempts to highlight U.S. cruelty toward Indians by

juxtaposing U.S. policy and what she sees as the humane treatment Indians received

under Spanish and Mexican rule.  In addition, while she notes the land losses Californios

suffered as a result of the Land Law of 1851, she uses Californio culture as local color for

luring her readers into a story about American Indians and the injustices they suffer as a

result of U.S. policies and the aggression and greed of Anglo American settlers.

Ramona: An Overview

The novel’s narrator arguably stands in for Jackson herself, as s/he echoes views

that Jackson expressed in her travel essays and other writings.  The novel centers on

Ramona, a mestiza of Scottish and American Indian parentage, who grows up as the

adopted daughter of the Californiana Señora Moreno.  Jackson presents an idyllic image

of the Moreno ranch, running smoothly with the Señora and her son, Felipe, in control of

the ranch’s management, and lower class Californios and American Indians performing
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necessary manual tasks.  Even as Jackson idealizes the Californio social order, she

alludes to its demise.  Señor Moreno died in battle during the Mexican-American war.

Señora Moreno mourns the consequences of Mexico’s 1834 Secularization Act, under

which missions were turned into parish churches, Franciscan friars were replaced with

secular priests, and mission lands were sold.  Unlike the Franciscans, the secular priests

who replaced them were not affiliated with a religious order.100

With the advent of Anglo American rule, Señora Moreno suffered land loss and

witnessed the erosion of Catholicism in the region as a result of Protestant Anglo

Americans settling there.  When Ramona falls in love with Alessandro Assis, a sheep

shearer of the Luiseño Indian tribe who works on the Moreno estate, Señora Moreno

suffers another assault to her conception of propriety and proper social structures.

Despite Ramona’s Indian parentage, she was raised as an aristocratic Californiana and

should therefore, according to the Señora, honor this class position.  Instead, Ramona

leaves her aristocratic lifestyle and Californio culture behind in exchange for a life with

Alessandro, whose people had just been forced to leave their homelands.

Ramona and Alessandro move from place to place, living with different tribes,

and are repeatedly forced off their lands.  During their travels they befriend the Hyers, an

Anglo American family.  This friendship leads members of both families to overcome (at

least in part) their prejudice toward the other’s cultural group.  Just as Jackson hopes to

educate her readers, through their acquaintance with Ramona and Alessandro, the Hyers

learn about the injustices of U.S. Indian policies, which leads Aunt Ri Hyer to push for

reforms.  However, Aunt Ri is unsuccessful and the indifference of federal officials
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toward American Indians has tragic consequences.  Ramona and Alessandro’s daughter

dies because the Indian agency doctor refuses to travel the distance necessary to attend to

her.  Thereafter, Alessandro suffers from fits of madness.  Nonetheless, Ramona and

Alessandro try to recover from the loss of their first child and go on to have another

daughter.  However, their life together comes to a tragic end.  During one of Alessandro’s

fits of madness, he takes a white man’s horse.  In retaliation, the horse’s owner kills

Alessandro.  Ramona then falls ill and is rescued from the Indian village where she had

been convalescing by Felipe, who, after a brief return to the Moreno ranch, takes her and

her surviving daughter to live with him in Mexico.  The novel’s central American Indian

and Californio characters either die or leave the country, leaving only Anglo Americans

behind to make the country more accommodating to these cultural groups.

Jackson’s Use of Sentiment

Taking Harriet Beecher Stowe’s Uncle Tom’s Cabin as her inspiration, Jackson

decided to use the conventions of the sentimental novel to “sugar the pill” for her readers

(Phillips, 30).  In other words, she believed that the best way to get her message about

Indian policy across to a broad audience was to bury it in an engaging romance.  Yet, as

Jackson realized shortly before her death, she had done such a good job of engaging her

readers in Ramona’s romantic plot that many paid little attention to its political message.

Readers were distracted from Jackson’s message of Indian reform by the romance that

takes place between Ramona and Alessandro, as well as Jackson’s extended and

romanticized depictions of Californio culture.  Jackson spends twenty-three pages
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describing the Moreno ranch, Californio hospitality, and Anglo American threats (in the

form of U.S. legislation and Anglo American settlement on Californio lands) to this

beautiful and regrettably vanishing culture.  Only after luring readers into the novel with

this picturesque description of the Moreno ranch does Jackson introduce Ramona, the

first Indian character who appears in the novel, or allude to the plight of California

Indians.  In these early pages of the novel, Jackson’s only mentions (favorably) the

position Indians held within Californio society under Mexican rule.  She does not

acknowledge that Indians were forced to work and were paid poorly during the Mexican

period.  She positions Mexico, and previously Spain, as benevolent guardians of Indians

in need of civilization.  She later contrasts Spanish and Mexican treatment of Indians

with U.S. policies of Indian extermination and displacement.

Ramona follows the basic conventions of the sentimental novel, placing a couple

in love at the center of the narrative and positioning all that stands in the way of their

union as the evil that rivals the goodness and purity the young lovers represent.  Jackson

does, however, draw upon other literary traditions in her crafting of the novel for

particular ends.  As I mentioned above, travel writing and local color writing were very

popular during Jackson’s time and were genres with which Jackson had a great deal of

experience.  By incorporating these elements into her novel, she was able to expand its

popular appeal.  Yet conforming to the conventions of these genres limits the scope of

Jackson’s critique of Indian policy and prevents her from offering a clear message of

reform.  In “Helen Hunt Jackson’s Errant Local Color,” Bryan Wagner argues that, by

depoliticizing the missions, Jackson makes them a tourist attraction.  In addition, he
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maintains that through her picturesque portrayal of Indians working on the Moreno

estate, she casts Indians as complicit in their own commodification.  He writes, “Jackson

elides their viewpoint and turns them into just another scenic feature of the local

landscape” (9).  This type of depiction of a smoothly run Californio ranch, with Indians

working peacefully at the bottom of the social hierarchy, is reminiscent of Ruiz de

Burton’s portrayal of Indians in The Squatter and the Don (which I discuss in chapter

one).  Ruiz de Burton felt that Indians naturally belonged on the lowest level of the

socioeconomic hierarchy and omitted any discussion of Indians’ legal land claims in a

novel focused on land disputes in California following U.S. occupation and subsequent

rule.  Consequently, the fact that Helen Hunt Jackson, ostensibly writing in the interest of

landless Indians, mirrors Ruiz de Burton’s portrayal of Indians is indicative of the ways

that Jackson’s Indian reform message gets lost as a result of her reliance on popular

generic forms.

Jackson’s Selective Portrayal of California Indians

In the late nineteenth century, while benevolent interest in American Indians was

emerging among Anglo Americans, virulent racism against Indians persisted, especially

in the West where Anglo Americans lived in close proximity to them.  Many Anglo

Americans felt entitled to take Indians’ lands and possessions and viewed Indians as

obstacles in the way of progress who should be forcibly removed if necessary.  This latter

view gave rise to the extermination of California Indians.  California Indians were in a

unique situation among Indians, not only due to the U.S. government’s denial of the
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legality of their land claims, but also with respect to perceptions of their proper social

position.  California Indians were popularly thought to be the most savage of all Indians

and perceived as having darker skin than other Indians, inviting comparisons with

African Americans.  However, due to the mission system established by Spain, many

California Indians were trained in agriculture and were therefore seen as a useful class of

laborers—first by the Mexican government and Californio settlers, and later by Anglo

Americans.  There were thus two images of California Indians: the servile, civilized

Mission Indians who could contribute to mainstream American society through the

performance of menial labor, and the savage wanderers who tried to eke out a living on

the margins of society.  Many Anglo Americans believed that this latter group of Indians

were incapable of functioning within so-called civilized society.

In her attempts to persuade Anglo American readers to intervene on behalf of

California Indians, Jackson was careful to define her hero and heroine as the ideal type of

California Indian, in part by linking them to the missions.  She contrasts Ramona and

Alessandro with other, less virtuous Indians, and, in so doing, relies on a dichotomous

view of California Indians—and of American Indians more generally.  Beginning with

the earliest contacts between European explorers/settlers and American Indians, the

former defined the latter as falling into one of two categories: noble savage or hostile

savage.  Jackson justifies Ramona and Alessandro’s union for her readers—many of

whom would not have been prepared to accept miscegenation—not only by assuring

them of Alessandro and Ramona’s common heritage, but by making it clear that

Alessandro and Ramona are both exemplary among Indians.  Yet, as a member of a
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Californio family, Ramona is consistently presented as superior to Alessandro, whom the

narrator repeatedly deems uncivilized.  Due to his education, Alessandro is in turn

superior to his own people, the Luiseños, a tribe with homelands in northern San Diego

county, whose name derives from the mission with which they were associated: San Luis

Rey.  At the same time, the narrator marks Luiseños as superior (read: more industrious)

than other Indians.  This complex hierarchy is revealed in the following exchange

between Ramona and Alessandro regarding Temecula (the Luiseño’s village) and the

Luiseños’ poverty:

   “Were you ever in Temecula?” [Alessandro asked]

   “No,” said Ramona. “Is it a large town?”

   Alessandro sighed.  “Dear Señorita, it is not a town; it is only a little

village not more than twenty houses in all, and some of those built only of

tule.  There is a chapel, and a graveyard last year.  That my father said we

would do, before we built a fence around the village.”

   “How many people are there in the village?” asked Ramona.

   “Nearly two hundred, when they are all there; but many of them are

away most of the time.  They must go where they can get work; they are

hired by the farmers, or to do work on the great ditches, or to go as

shepherds; and some of them take their wives and children with them.  I

do not believe the Señorita has ever seen any very poor people.”

   “Oh, yes I have, Alessandro, at Santa Barbara.  There were many people

there, and the Sisters used to give them food every week.”
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   “Indians?” said Alessandro.

   Ramona colored.  “Yes,” she said, “some of them were, but not like your

men, Alessandro.  They were very different; miserable looking; they could

not read or write, and they seemed to have no ambition.”

   “That is the trouble,” said Alessandro,” with so many of them; it is with

my father’s people, too.  The say, ‘What is the use?’  My father gets in

despair with them, because they will not learn better.  He gives them a

great deal, but they do not seem to be any better off for it.  There is only

one other man in our village who can read and write, besides my father

and me, Señorita”  (121-22).

This discussion between Alessandro and Ramona exemplifies some of the complexities

of the racial hierarchies Jackson constructs throughout the novel.  Due to their

industriousness and willingness to uproot their families and leave their people in order to

take a variety of jobs, the Luiseños stand apart from other Indians who lack ambition and

take handouts from the nuns at the Santa Barbara mission.  The only thing the Luiseños

value more than making a living is their faith.  Their Catholic faith was instilled in them

through the mission system and, to their credit, sustained after its demise, as evidenced

by Chief Pablo’s decision to build a chapel before a fence for the village.  Yet, even

among this exemplary tribe, Chief Pablo and Alessandro stand apart as the only members

of the tribe, save one other, who know how to read and write.  Nonetheless, despite

Ramona’s effort to assure Alessandro that the poor, unambitious Indians she saw are

nothing like the Luiseños, Alessandro notes that this type of apathy is present among his
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people as well.  But rather than let this fault appear as a racial defect, Jackson is careful to

have Alessandro allude to the role of U.S. Indian policy in engendering apathy, with the

suggestion that under U.S. rule, Indians have no opportunity to use such skills.  This is

just one instance of many in the novel where Jackson intensifies her characters’ critiques

of U.S. Indian policies by juxtaposing these policies with those of Spain and Mexico.  In

so doing, Jackson again provides her readers with a dangerously distorted impression of

Spanish and Mexican Indian policies and glosses over the land loss and subjugation

California Indians experienced during these two earlier eras, which in turn made them

vulnerable to continued losses under U.S. rule.

Jackson also differentiates Alessandro and Ramona racially from popular images

of California Indians.  The novel’s narrator describes Ramona as having “just enough of

olive tint in her complexion to underlie and enrich her skin without making it swarthy”

(38).  Rather than simply describing Ramona’s Indian features as beautiful in order to

counter popular perceptions of California Indians as dirty, unattractive, and unkempt, the

narrator attributes Ramona’s beauty to her blending of Indian and Scottish features.

Jackson writes, “Her hair was like her Indian mother’s, heavy and black, but her eyes

were like her father’s, steel-blue.  Only those who came very near to Ramona knew,

however, that her eyes were blue, for the heavy black eyebrows and long black lashes so

shaded and shadowed them that they looked black as night” (38).  This physical

description of Ramona is emblematic of Jackson’s broader vision for racial harmony

within the United States.  Jackson elevates a woman of Indian ancestry to an aristocratic

position, extols her beauty, and evidences her refinement—all maneuvers designed to
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counter readers’ derogatory images of Indians.  At the same time, Jackson illustrates how

all three races that compete for land and social status in late-nineteenth-century California

can blend to make a superior whole.

While Jackson relies heavily throughout the novel on Ramona’s physical

appearance as a symbol of her internal virtues, she also challenges facile racialist

assumptions, as evidenced by the narrator’s discussion of Ramona’s eyes.  Ramona’s

eyes represent her European heritage but are disguised to most by her dark (Indian)

eyebrows and eyelashes.  Therefore, a quick glance at Ramona does not reveal her full

identity.  Jackson’s statement about the deception of appearances, on which racialist

assumptions rely, is compounded by the fact that most (including Ramona herself) take

Ramona to be a Californiana.  Ramona’s ability to “pass” as a Californiana speaks to the

role that nurture, not just heredity, plays in shaping one’s self-conception and social

identity.  In this manner, Jackson alludes to a central tenet in her vision of Indian reform:

providing Indians with the skills and tools necessary for them to survive within the

United States.  She counters popular ideologies of racial determinism by illustrating how

virtuous Indians could be if shaped by a benevolent government.

Jackson also blurs simple racial distinctions through her physical portrayal of

Alessandro.  As if in response to those who make firm distinctions between cultural

groups, through her development of Ramona’s character, Jackson notes that such

distinctions are more imagined than real.  After Ramona comes to care for Alessandro,

she begins to question the ways that she has distinguished him from herself and her

family (the Morenos).  She realizes that, having gotten to know him, she has stopped
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thinking of him as an Indian.  Even though his skin is no darker than Felipe’s, “so strong

was the race feeling, that never till that moment had she forgotten it” (75).  Through

Ramona, Jackson suggests that with a more personal acquaintance with American

Indians, her readers can also transcend the “race feeling” that causes them to classify

Indians as their inferiors.  In addition to being attractive and physically similar to

Californios, Alessandro’s manners, agricultural skills, and perhaps most importantly, his

musical talent, ingratiate him with Señora and Felipe Moreno.  When Felipe falls ill,

Alessandro soothes him by playing the violin.  Attending in this manner to Felipe allows

Alessandro to be in close proximity to the Morenos, which again distinguishes him from

his fellow Indians who sheer the sheep and sleep in and outside of the sheep shearing

shed.  This close acquaintance leads Felipe and the Señora, like Ramona, to regard

Alessandro highly and, in so doing, to cease thinking of him as an Indian.  While Jackson

understandably hopes to challenge the racial distinctions many of her readers so heavily

relied upon as markers of virtue or vice, this strategy comes with a dangerous

consequence.  Jackson goes so far in separating Alessandro and Ramona from other

Indians and detaching virtue from Indian identity that she risks undermining her espoused

method of Indian reform.  She ostensibly presents Alessandro as a model Indian in order

to exemplify what all Indians can become with the proper training.  Yet, by making him

so exceptional, she risks presenting him as an anomaly, rather than representative of

Indian people in general.

Jackson attributes much of Ramona and Alessandro’s exceptionality to the

tutelage they received under the Spanish and Mexican social systems, thereby critiquing
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the U.S. government for its Indian policies by contrasting these policies with the methods

other governments have used to benefit American Indians.  Ramona grows up as the

adopted daughter of wealthy Californiana Señora Moreno.  Although the Señora does not

love Ramona, and only takes her in as a favor to her dying sister, Ramona has access to

all of the privileges of an equal member of the Moreno family, including servants who

attend to her and a Californio education.  Alessandro, on the other hand, is distinguished

from the rest of his people due to his intelligence and refinement, which Jackson

attributes to his being the son of the Luiseño Chief, Pablo, and the training both father

and son had received at the San Luis Rey Mission.  Chief Pablo held a special position at

the mission as the leader of its choir.  Mission Indians who sang in the choir had special

status; they traveled outside of the mission to perform and thereby became fluent in

Spanish and familiar with California social norms.

At a time when there was extreme anti-Catholic sentiment in the United States,

Jackson took a risk in linking Ramona and Alessandro’s virtues to Catholicism.  Yet, as

literary critic Rosemary King argues, Jackson arguably believed that her audience would

be more inclined to accept an Indian hero and heroine who practiced Christianity, albeit

Catholicism, rather than native religions (13).  While Alessandro was raised at the

mission, Ramona was raised with a deep devotion to Catholicism.  A statue of the Virgin

Mary took the place of a mother in her life—a role that Señora Moreno refused to fill

emotionally, and one that Ramona’s Indian mother was denied.  Ramona’s Scottish father

chose to give Ramona to his former love interest Señora Ortegna, Señora Moreno’s sister,

rather than leaving her with her Indian mother with whom he had became involved after
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Señora Ortegna chose to marry another man.  When Señora Ortegna discovered she was

dying, she asked her sister, Señora Moreno, to care for Ramona.  Señora Moreno only

agreed to do so out of consideration for her sister.

Throughout the novel, Ramona is repeatedly compared to a saint.  Again, in

asserting the virtues of her heroine, Jackson presents Ramona as one who transcends her

Indian identity.  This transcendence is heightened by the fact that Ramona’s mother never

appears in the novel, remains nameless, and is never associated with any particular tribe.

Later in the novel, when Ramona lives among various California Indian tribes, she makes

no inquiries about her mother.  Jackson goes so far in spiritualizing Ramona that—in

addition to separating her from other Indians through her refinement and education—she

nearly separates her from the corporeal world altogether.  One evening, in the midst of

the couple’s journey away from the Moreno ranch, Alessandro reflects about Ramona as

he watches her sleep.  “As the fitful firelight played over her face, he thought he had

never seen it so beautiful.  Its expression of calm repose insensibly soothed and

strengthened him.  She looked like a saint, he thought; perhaps it was a saint of help and

guidance, the Virgin was sending her to him and his people” (205).  In the wake of losing

his homeland and beginning a new life with Ramona, Alessandro finds strength in the

idea of divine intervention, rather than tribal self-determination.  Although Jackson bases

her novel on the lived experiences of California Indians, she does not include any of the

numerous examples of tribal resistance.  The Luiseños, and other California Indians

among whom Alessandro and Ramona live, also view Ramona as a saint or missionary

sent to give them spiritual and practical guidance.  Again, Jackson undermines Indian
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cultural traditions by glossing over the native spiritual practices that predate their contact

with Europeans.

Despite Jackson’s attempts to blur racial lines, the romance between Ramona and

Alessandro is justified and propelled by a sort of biological determinism.  For example,

when the Señora grudgingly and disdainfully tells Ramona about her Indian parentage,

Ramona develops a better understanding of her attraction to Alessandro and has a clear

vision for her future:

Even Ramona herself would have found it hard to tell why she thus loved

Alessandro; how it began, or by what it grew.  It had not been a sudden

adoration, like his passion for her; it was, in the beginning, simply a

response; but now it was as strong a love as his,—as strong, and as

unchangeable.  The Señora’s harsh words had been like a forcing-house

air to it, and the sudden knowledge of the fact of her own Indian descent

seemed to her like a revelation, pointing out the path in which destiny

called her to walk.  She thrilled with pleasure at the thought of the joy with

which Alessandro would hear this,—the joy and the surprise.  She

imagined to herself, in hundreds of ways, the time, place, and phrase in

which she would tell him. […] [S]he would wait, and keep her secret until

she had reached Temecula, and they had begun their life there, and

Alessandro had been astonished to see how readily and kindly she took to

all the ways of the Indian village; and then, when he expressed some such
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emotion, she would quietly say, ‘But I too am an Indian, Alessandro!”

(162-3)

Although Ramona had already promised to be Alessandro’s wife, learning that she and

Alessandro are of the same racial group solidifies Ramona’s belief that their union is

destined.   Ramona describes her early feelings for Alessandro as tentative and

inexplicable, growing almost in spite of her into a “strong love.”  Only with the

revelation of her Indian ancestry does a “forcing-house” air infuse it, give it purpose and

meaning.  Further, for Ramona, her ancestry (apart from any first hand experience living

among native peoples or practice with native methods of food preparation, ceremonies,

etc.) ensures that she will immediately and instinctually take “to all of the ways of the

Indian village.”  Ramona does not make inquiries about the specific tribe she is related to

or account for tribal differences in her general assumption that her Indian ancestry will

ensure a race instinct.101  She simply accepts that her Indian ancestry allows her to feel at

home among any Indian tribe, as she does when she and Alessandro repeatedly relocate

after being forced from their lands by Anglo American settlers.

Jackson reinforces this notion of inborn Indianness by crafting a narrative that

conforms to Ramona’s assumptions.  From the moment Ramona leaves the Moreno

household for a life with Alessandro, armed with the resolve that the knowledge of her

Indian ancestry provides her, she appears to Alessandro as an ordinary Indian woman,

“toiling under a heavy load” (provisions for her journey), not as Señorita Ramona

Moreno (193).  Alessandro leave the Moreno ranch for San Pasquale pueblo, where

Luiseño refugees have fled after having their homes and lands appropriated by Anglo
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American settlers, to join members of related tribes.  During her first day there—and her

first time living among Indians—Ramona knows to show the proper deference to the

oldest member of the tribe—much to Alessandro’s amazement (245).

The Myth of the Ecological Indian

Helen Hunt Jackson is just one of many American writers—both Anglo American

and American Indian—who advance the idea that American Indians are natural

environmentalists.  In The Ecological Indian (1999), Shepard Krech III details the origins

and history of this image of American Indians.  According to Krech, the ecological Indian

is the primary form that the noble savage takes.  He writes,

The origins of nature-dwelling nobles are deep in the ancient world.

When Columbus speculated that he found the Islands of the Blessed and

their natural residents, his readers were not surprised.  They commonly

linked several mythical places originating in pagan or Christian

thought—notably the Islands of the Blessed, Arcadia, Elysium, the Earthly

Paradise, the Garden of Eden, and the Golden Age (collectively ideas of

earthly paradise, eternal spring, and innocent life removed in space or

time). […] The potency of this imagery as a source of ennobling sentiment

over two and one-half centuries simply cannot be overstated, as Europeans

drew liberally on it to represent the New World and its inhabitants, in the

context of a nostalgic longing for the past and a simpler life. (17)
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For many Europeans and Anglo Americans, the Indians represented humanity in its

unspoiled, original state.  While the term “ecological Indian” had not yet been codified in

the nineteenth century, during this period, many Anglo Americans nonetheless associated

American Indians with the natural world.  As I discussed previously, Jackson wrote

during a time when many affluent Eastern Anglo American were disgruntled with life in

large cities and sought revitalization through contact with other cultures.  For anti-

modernists, American Indians, figured as children of nature, represented all of the pre-

modern qualities they hoped to awaken in themselves.  However, as Krech illustrates,

ecological Indians are characterized as belonging to an idyllic past; they are not active

agents in the modern world.  Likewise, Jackson describes her Indian characters as

belonging to the natural world, in a separate realm from the daily affairs of members of

mainstream American society, and powerless to advocate for their own interests within

U.S. legal and political systems.

By portraying her Indian characters as children of nature, Jackson caters to her

readers’ desire to escape their modern ennui by recapturing a more organic connection to

nature.  Theories of social evolution, espoused by nineteenth-century sociologists and

anthropologists, posited that all people follow the same course from savagery to

civilization, thereby allowing American Indians to represent an earlier stage in the

development of the human race.102  By allowing Ramona—who benefits from her

aristocratic upbringing and exhibits the refinement of a modern, fully civilized

individual—to gain access to her Indian identity and, in so doing, relate to the natural

world comfortably and instinctually, Jackson reassures her Anglo American readers that
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they too can reclaim this missing aspect of their own identities.  Throughout their journey

to San Pasquale, Ramona’s emerging Indianness manifests itself through her affinity to

the natural world.  Jackson’s readers are able to journey with Ramona from civilization to

nature by moving into closer proximity to American Indians.103

The first home that Ramona and Alessandro share together marks a dramatic shift

for Ramona from her Californiana to her Indian identity.  They sleep in a densely wooded

canyon, with Ramona on a bed of twigs and thorns, and Alessandro on the ground.  Their

sleeping arrangement illustrates that Ramona, while claiming her Indian identity and

choosing a life as an Indian woman, has not yet fully adapted to an Indian lifestyle.  It

seems that, despite her Indian ancestry, Ramona’s Californio upbringing still guides some

of her behavior and assumptions.  Upon seeing that he has not made a bed for himself,

she asks Alessandro where he will sleep.  “Alessandro laughed.  ‘I need no bed.’ he said.

‘We think it is on our mother’s lap we lie, when we lie on the ground.  It is not hard,

Majella.  It is soft, and rests one better than beds’” (204).  Alessandro does not include

Ramona here in the “we” he refers to; while Ramona and Alessandro are both Indians,

she is still separated from Alessandro’s people based on the Californio lifestyle to which

she is accustomed.  Almost as if in response to the antimodern view that people are

softened by too much civilization, Ramona tells Alessandro that his preference for the

ground is “very strange.”  She says, “ It is not so soft, this bed of boughs, that one need

fear to be made tender by lying on it’” (205).  Yet, despite Ramona’s protests, earlier

events in the novel reinforce the popular notion that disconnection from nature makes

people less vital and often ill.  After Felipe becomes sick and shows little sign of
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improvement, Alessandro suggests that he be placed on a bed outdoors.  Based on the

wisdom of his people, not only does Alessandro bring Felipe closer to nature, but he

replaces Felipe’s soft mattress with a bed of stretched hide, thereby placing Felipe on a

harder surface, more like the ground than the overly soft bed to which he was

accustomed.   Felipe agrees that sleeping on a bed in the outdoors is far more healthful

and natural than a mattress indoors.  Thus, like Ramona, Felipe’s acquaintance with

Indian customs engenders a transformation in his relationship to the natural world.

Ramona’s new environment elicits her inborn regard for and connection to nature.

Jackson writes:

Before the end of their second day in the cañon, the place had become to

Ramona so like a friendly home, that she dreaded to leave its shelter.

Nothing is stronger proof of the original intent of Nature to do more for

man than civilization in its arrogance will long permit her to do, than the

quick and sure way in which she reclaims his affection, when by

weariness, idle chance, or disaster, he is returned, for an interval, to her

arms.  How soon he rejects the miserable subterfuges of what he had

called habits; sheds the still more miserable pretences of superiority,

makeshifts of adornment, and chains of custom! (208)

After only two days, Ramona has shed the “chains of custom” and reclaimed what

Jackson’s narrator deems an organic connection to the natural world.  While elsewhere

the narrator attributes Ramona’s comfort in nature to her Indian heritage, in this passage

s/he presents Ramona’s journey from civilization back to nature as a model for all who
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wish to abandon “miserable subterfuges” in favor of nature’s embrace.  Alessandro

figures as Ramona’s guide in this journey, having never been severed from nature

himself.  Jackson writes, “With the insight of a lover added to the instinct of the Indian,

Alessandro saw how, hour by hour, there grew in Ramona’s eyes the wonted looked of

one at home; how she watched the shadows, and knew what they meant” (208).  As an

Indian, Alessandro instinctually understands the significance of Ramona’s

transformation.  In turn, Ramona’s Indian identity exhibits itself through her ability to

interpret nature by reading the shadows.

Raised as a Californiana, according to theories of social evolution, Ramona had

belonged to a cultural group more civilized than American Indians, but more primitive

than Anglo Americans.  This view was also validated by the California Convention

of1849, which deemed Californios white, and therefore citizens, while excluding Indians

from citizenship and, by extension, legal rights, such as the right to testify in court.104

Being closer to nature than Anglo Americans, both by virtue of her Californio upbringing

and her Indian parentage, Ramona is able to shed the manacles of civilization quickly and

with ease.  Jackson characterizes Ramona and Alessandro as having inherent, inborn

race-related knowledge of the natural world and an instinctual attraction to it.  In this

manner Jackson again advances popular theories of biological determinism and reveals

her own belief in the distinct, biologically defined characteristics of different racial

groups.
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Overcoming Prejudice

Jackson offers her readers a number of characters who overcome their prejudice

against American Indians to varying degrees—a transformation she hopes her readers

will emulate.  The novel’s two major Californio characters, Señora Moreno and Felipe,

are unable to shed their racial prejudices entirely.  After coming to appreciate

Alessandro’s refinement, his skill as a sheepshearer, and, most importantly, his role in

restoring her beloved son to health, Señora Moreno intends to offer Alessandro a position

as overseer of the ranch—a position formerly held by a working-class Californio.  She

thereby upsets the traditional class and racial hierarchy of a Californio ranch by

considering placing an Indian in a position of authority.  At one point the Señora thinks,

“How the boy makes one forget he is an Indian!” (101).  Note that, even while she comes

to think well of him, she still subordinates him by referring to him as a boy, rather than as

a man.  Nonetheless, Jackson again promotes a policy of forgetfulness with respect to

racial identity in order to transcend rigid, race-based, social boundaries.  However, when

Señora Moreno learns that Alessandro might refuse the position, her condescension

toward Indians rapidly reasserts itself.  Felipe tries to explain the grounds upon which

Alessandro might refuse by comparing Alessandro’s view of work to a Californio’s, but

the Señora is unable to imagine an Indian approaching work in the same manner as a

Californio.  Felipe says,

“You can’t understand, because you’ve never been among them.  But they

are just as proud as we are.  Some of them, I mean; such men as Old

Pablo.  They shear sheep for money just as I sell wool for money.  There
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isn’t so much difference.  Alessandro’s men in the band obey him, and all

the men in the village obey Pablo, just as implicitly as my men here obey

me. […] You can’t understand it, mother, but it’s so.  I am not at all sure I

could offer Alessandro Assis money enough to tempt him to stay here as

my servant” (88).

Through Felipe, Jackson points to a common cause of misperceptions about Indians: lack

of firsthand experience.  Señora Moreno cannot understand why Alessandro would refuse

a position on her estate because she has never spent the time necessary among his people

to appreciate their social systems and values.  Felipe accepts a certain parallelism

between the hierarchical power structure of the ranch and that of the Luiseños, placing

Chief Pablo in the primary position and Alessandro as second in command.  With such a

position of prominence—not to mention familial and tribal obligations—one might

appreciate that he would not wish to trade it for a position as a worker on the ranch.  Still,

the Señora does not appreciate Felipe’s logic and cannot grasp that there can be any

similarities between Californio and American Indian social systems, or that working on a

Californio ranch would not trump even the highest of positions within an Indian tribe.  In

response to Felipe’s explanation,

The Señora’s nostrils dilated in scorn.  “No, I do not understand it,” she

said.  “Most certainly I do not understand it.  Of what is it that these noble

lords of villages are so proud?  their ancestors,—naked savages less than a

hundred years ago?  Naked savages they themselves too, today, if we had

not come here to teach and civilize them.  The race was never meant for
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anything but servants.  That was all the Fathers ever expected to make of

them,—good, faithful Catholics, and contented laborers in the fields.  Of

course there are always exceptional instances, and I think, myself,

Alessandro is one.  I don’t believe, however, he is so exceptional, but that

if you were to offer him, for instance, the same wages you pay Juan Can,

he would jump at the chance of staying on the place.” (88)

According to the Señora, no matter how exceptional Alessandro might be, he is still an

Indian and, as such, cannot escape his destined position within the Californio social order

as a servant.  She places his role as a worker over all other aspects of his identity.  She

cannot accept that he might have obligations to his people that would prevent him from

taking a permanent position on the Moreno ranch, nor can she credit the Luiseño social

hierarchy as valid or any way comparable to the Californio social system.  For the

Señora, the son of an Indian chief has no more social standing than any other Indian.

Interestingly, Jackson’s narrator also restricts the realm of possibilities for Indians,

frequently qualifying praise for exceptional Indians.  For example, when discussing Chief

Pablo’s efforts to prepare his people to compete within American society, the narrator

suggests “Pablo was, for one of his race, wise and farseeing” (my emphasis, 51-2).  By

identifying Pablo as exceptional, the narrator advances the idea that the majority of

American Indians do not possess such admirable qualities.

Although Felipe frequently attempts to reason with the Señora in order to help her

see Alessandro in a more equitable light, he is still unable entirely to shed his own

prejudice toward Alessandro.  After Ramona insists upon marrying Alessandro, despite
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the Señora’s disapproval, Felipe tries to persuade his mother to change her mind, permit

the marriage, and allow the newlyweds to continue living on the ranch.  However, the

Señora suspects that Felipe is not as tolerant as he presents himself as being.  She is thus

able to trick him into deciding that Ramona cannot be married to Alessandro and remain

on the ranch without disgracing the Moreno family.  Felipe appeals to his mother on a

number of grounds.  He argues that Ramona has done nothing wrong by falling in love

with Alessandro, and notes, “a great many men would not want to marry her, just because

she is half Indian” (143).  According to Felipe, Ramona’s Indian ancestry restricts her

marriage options and makes her love of Alessandro perfectly justified and socially

acceptable.  It is when he speaks of Ramona as an equal member of the Moreno family,

who behaves as a Californiana ought, that the Señora is able to snare him in his own

argument.  After Felipe claims that Ramona has conducted herself as he would have his

own sister behave, the Señora responds, “Would you be willing that your own sister

should marry Alessandro?” (144).   Although he is heartsick over Ramona’s banishment,

his sense of moral propriety (as well as his fear of contradicting his mother) forbids him

from taking further action on Ramona’s behalf.  Felipe cannot bring himself to say, or

believe, that were Ramona his sister by birth, and thus a biological Californiana, he

would approve of her marrying an Indian—even an Indian like Alessandro.

After leaving the Moreno ranch and defying the social norms that guided her as a

Californiana, Ramona lives among American Indians and illustrates the type of

transformation Jackson hopes to engender in her readers.  Despite Ramona’s love for

Alessandro, her Indian ancestry, and her apparently instinctual understanding and
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enactment of Indian customs, Ramona fears poverty and resists living in an Indian

village.  She pleads with Alessandro to make their permanent home in the canyon, but he

insists that they are too vulnerable there to being found by the Señora.  However, after a

short time she overcomes her bias and comes to see herself as an Indian woman who

belongs among other Indians.  Jackson writes, “She no longer had repugnance to the

thought of an Indian village; she already felt a sense of kinship and shelter with any

Indian people.  She had become, as Carmena [a Luiseño woman] had said, ‘one of them’”

(287).  Here, and throughout the text, Jackson advances a vision of pan-Indian identity.

Without any knowledge of her mother’s tribe, Ramona feels compelled by her Indian

blood to live as an Indian, understands Indian languages, and feels that she belongs with

“any Indian people.”

Because Ramona is led to her Indian life by her Indian blood and repeatedly relies

on her Indian ancestry to explain her affinity with Indian peoples and lifeways, she

cannot serve as an exact model for Jackson’s Anglo American readers in overcoming

prejudice toward American Indians.  While Anglo American readers might be compelled

by Ramona’s ability to shed the trappings of civilization and be reborn as a child of

nature, they would likely stop short of seeing themselves living among poor Indian tribes

repeatedly driven from their homes.  Given that Jackson’s primary goal in writing the

novel was to engender compassion toward Indians on the part of Anglo American

readers, with the hope that these readers would then take action on behalf of Indians, she

needed a more accessible model for her readers.
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The Birth of the Anglo American Indian Reformer

After a year and a half of living in the Indian village of San Pasquale, Alessandro

and Ramona are forced to find a new home.  Jackson illustrates Alessandro’s

industry—as well as that of the rest of the Indians at San Pasquale—with descriptions of

their vast and productive wheat fields, flocks of cattle, and well-built, tidy homes.  Yet,

despite their profitable use of the land and having a paper deed to the land (secured from

Pio Pico, the last governor of California under Mexican rule), the Indians at San Pasquale

are driven off by Anglo Americans who claim to own the land and everything on it.105

These Anglo Americans have U.S. law on their side, according to which San Pasquale is

classified as available land for settlers to claim under the 1862 Homestead Act.106  Yet,

when a U.S. official claims that a Mexican deed is invalid under U.S. law, he undermines

the 1848 Treaty of Guadalupe-Hidalgo, according to which the U.S. promised to honor

legal land claims established by the Mexican government.  Alessandro is only able to

gain some compensation for his property by having the foresight to negotiate with the

Anglo American who claims to own it.  Alessandro threatens to burn his nice house

down, as well as his wheat fields, leading the white man to pay Alessandro to prevent

him from destroying valuable assets the white man stands to obtain along with the land.

During Alessandro and Ramona’s journey from San Pasquale in search of a new home, in

Alessandro’s words, “where the white men come not”  (266), they encounter another

group of travelers: the Hyers (Aunt Ri, Jeff, and Jos), a poor Anglo American family

from Tennessee.
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A chance meeting between the Hyers and the Assises transforms both families,

each of whom has deeply held, derogatory views of the other’s cultural group.  Aunt Ri’s

views of Indians come primarily from newspapers and books that describe Anglo

Americans being massacred by Indians, as well as glimpses during her travels of

“vagabond bands” or families of Indians (286).  The Indians she sees from a distance fail

to make a favorable impression on her, presumably because they have no permanent

homes.  These brief glimpses of migratory, or perhaps homeless, Indians contrasts with

the tribes whom Jackson’s narrator describes in more detail.  The narrator attends more to

tribes with permanent homes who cultivate their lands, even after repeated

displacements—tribes that ultimately persuade Aunt Ri to shed her prejudices towards

Indians.  On the other hand, Ramona and Alessandro’s bias against Anglo Americans is

based on their firsthand experience with Anglo Americans who steal land and force

Indians to live in poverty, on society’s margins, thereby forcing many Indians to live in a

manner that Anglo Americans like Aunt Ri disdain.  Ramona not only feels the impact of

losing her home, but she remembers Felipe and the Señora discussing Californio lands

that were taken by Anglo Americans after the Mexican American war.  By demonstrating

how these two families come to question their racialist assumptions, Jackson advances

the view that firsthand contact between individuals allows for a type of racial

transcendence that cannot be achieved otherwise.  It is only because the Hyers travel

west, where they encounter Indians and peoples of Spanish and Mexican descent, that

they are able to overcome popular prejudices that they had accepted without question.  In
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addition, they come to distrust dominant narratives about the justice of the U.S.

government after meeting people who have suffered from U.S. authorized land theft.

Jackson appeals to Anglo American ideals of domesticity when illustrating the

Hyers’ overcoming of their racial prejudice.  During their travels, Ramona, Alessandro,

and their baby, are caught in a snowstorm and rescued by Jeff Hyer.  It is only after the

Assises take shelter with them that Jeff, and the rest of his family, sees them clearly.

Upon first seeing them, Jeff thinks, “Another o’these no-’count Mexicans, by thunder!”

(281).  He explains to his wife that he never would have taken them in if he had known

that they were Mexicans.  Through this cultural misdiagnosis, Jackson exemplifies how

inaccurate such quick, race-based judgments are and illustrates the permeability of racial

boundaries.  However, all considerations of racial categorization and prejudice are swept

away by maternal instinct.  When Aunt Ri takes Ramona’s baby from Jeff, who has

carried her in from the storm, the baby “recognized the motherly hand at its first touch,

and ceased crying” (282).  Aunt Ri is then struck by the baby’s and Ramona’s beauty.

Looking at Ramona, she thinks, “This ain’t no common Mexican, no how” (282).  Aunt

Ri regards Ramona, as a Mexican, in similar language as Señora Moreno does when

deeming Alessandro an exceptional Indian.  In both cases, any markers of virtue, skill, or

beauty distinguish the individual from his/her (presumably inferior) cultural group.

Perhaps because of the Assises’ refined qualities—which, throughout the book,

people perceive at a glance—the Hyers take them to be Mexicans, rather than Indians.

While they do not think well of either cultural group, the Hyers still subscribe to popular

views that Mexicans are more civilized than Indians.  When the Assises explain that they
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are Indians, Aunt Ri responds, “Lord save us, Jos!  Hev we reelly took in Injuns?  What

on airth— Well, well, she’s found uv her baby’s enny white woman!  I kin see thet; an’,

Injun or no Injun, they’ve got to stay now.  Yer couldn’t turn a dog out ‘n sech weather ‘s

this” (283).  Aunt Ri begins to warm to Ramona once she sees how affectionately

Ramona treats her baby, leading Aunt Ri to compare Ramona with white women.

At the time when Jackson was writing Ramona, maternal affection was one of the

most valued qualities in women among Anglo Americans.107  Jackson likely caters to her

(predominately female) readers by asserting maternal affection as a shared virtue between

Anglo American and American Indian women.  However, this gesture is quickly

undermined by Aunt Ri’s statement that she would not even turn a dog out in such bad

weather.  Given that many late-nineteenth-century white Californians had little or no

compunction about hunting down Indians and killing them, this veiled comparison is

hardly innocuous.  Early in the novel, Alessandro says that Anglo Americans, after

buying Mexican land, drive Indians away like dogs (66).  According to Phillips, “in 1851

genocide was an official government policy, with [California] Governor Peter Burnett

assuring the state legislature that a ‘war of extermination will continue to be waged

between the races until the Indian race becomes extinct’” (28).  During the 1880s, when

Jackson traveled throughout Southern California as a government agent, Anglo American

settlers were eager to lay claim to Indians lands.  Some resorted to killing Indians and

were not prosecuted.

Whereas Ruiz de Burton asserts Californios’ equality with Anglo Americans by

comparing them with the Anglo American elite and argues for their rightful position
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within the upper echelon of society, Jackson takes a quite different approach in

establishing common ground between whites and Indians.  By repeatedly telling her

readers (through the novel’s narrator and key characters) how exceptional both Ramona

and Alessandro are, Jackson exhaustively battles stereotypes of Indians as dirty, lazy, and

disorderly.  Yet, just as Señora Moreno and Felipe confine all Indians, even the best of

them, to the lowest tier of society, through her narrative Jackson never argues for Indian

equality.  She merely reminds readers of their basic humanity.  She does not position

them as equals to Anglo Americans with political power and social clout, but modestly

finds some common ground between the best Indians and poor, unrefined Anglo

Americans from Tennessee with thick Tennessee dialect accents.

Jackson creates Anglo American characters who fulfill her readers’ desire for

local color writing.  Not only do the Hyers speak in a nearly incomprehensible Tennessee

dialect, but they also engage in customs particular to their native region of the United

States.  For example, one of the many ways that Aunt Ri supplements her family’s

income is by making rugs out of scraps of rags.  Like many American Indians in the

novel, the Hyers rely on their ingenuity and willingness to attempt many types of work to

survive.  Jackson was perhaps conservative in her comparison between whites and

Indians, so as not to offend or alienate readers with firmly entrenched views of a

naturalized racial hierarchy.  Again, as when Aunt Ri is won over by Ramona’s

maternalism, it seems that Jackson simply wishes to assert the humanity of Indians, and,

by extension, their essential right to the means to subsist.      
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Like Ruiz de Burton, Jackson assumes (or perhaps hopes) that some of her readers

are unaware of the impact of U.S. legislation on the people on whose behalf she writes.

In chapter one, I discuss debates between characters in Ruiz de Burton’s The Squatter

and the Don, some of whom believe that Anglo Americans would intervene if they knew

the challenges Californios face, and others who maintain that Anglo American are only

interested in their own gain, regardless of what it costs others.  Jackson inserts both types

of Anglo Americans in her novel: those that steal Indian lands and possessions with utter

disregard for the impact of their actions on American Indians, and those, like the Hyers,

who believed their government to be just and fair to all peoples—an assumption

primarily based on ignorance about U.S. legislation that authorizes such land theft—until

they encounter people who suffer at the hands of Anglo Americans and U.S. policies.

Jackson also presents a third type of Anglo American: those who sympathize with

American Indians but feel helpless to assist them.  By inserting these different types of

Anglo Americans into their novels, Ruiz de Burton and Jackson are able to familiarize

Anglo American readers with U.S. sanctioned injustices toward marginalized peoples,

while preventing readers from becoming defensive based on their own feelings of guilt

and complicity.  Like Jackson, many Anglo Americans in the Eastern United States were

unaware of the challenges American Indians faced; with most American Indians removed

to the West, they were not a present reality for many in the East, but rather a part of U.S.

history.  Therefore, Jackson certainly had readers who were only just learning, through

her book and/or the efforts of Indian reform groups, about the contemporary challenges

American Indians faced as a result of U.S. legislation.
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In the novel, the Hyers stand in for such compassionate but previously ignorant

readers.  The Hyers allow readers to place themselves in the world of the novel as

reformers who hold the government accountable for its actions, rather than seeing

themselves as responsible for the dispossession of Indian peoples by virtue of being

Anglo Americans.  After Ramona tells the Hyers about the Indians at Temecula, and later

San Pasquale, being driven from their homes, Aunt Ri is in a state of disbelief.  Because

Aunt Ri’s dawning spirit of political activism is so central to Jackson’s mission of

engendering such activism in her readers, I include a significant portion of the exchange

between Ramona and Aunt Ri below.

   Aunt Ri was aghast; she found no words to express her indignation.

   “I don’t bleeve the Guvvermunt knows anything about it!” she said.

“Why, they take folks up, ‘n’ penetentiarize ‘em fur life, back ‘n

Tennessee, fur things thet ain’t so bad’s thet!  Somebody ought ter be sent

ter tell ‘em ‘t Washington what’s goin’ on hyar.”

   “I think it’s the people in Washington that have done it,” said Ramona

sadly.  “Is it not in Washington all the laws are made?”

   “I bleeve so!” said Jos.  “They make some, at any rate.  I donno’s they

make ‘em all.”

   “It is all done by the American law,” said Ramona, “all these things;

nobody can help himself; for if anybody goes against the law he has to be

killed or put in prison; that was what the sheriff told Alessandro, at
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Temecula.  He felt very sorry for the Temecula people, the sheriff did; but

he had to obey the law himself.  Alessandro says there isn’t any help.”

   Aunt Ri shook her head.  She was not convinced.  “I sh’ll make a

business o’ findin’ out abaout this thing yit,” she said.  “I think yer hain’t

got the rights on ‘t yit.  There’s cheatin’ somewhere!”

   “It’s all cheating!” said Ramona; “but there isn’t any help for it, Aunt Ri.

The Americans think it is no shame to cheat for money.”

   “I’m an Ummeriken!” cried Aunt Ri; “an’ Jeff Hyer, and Jos!  We’r

Ummerikens! ‘n’ we wouldn’t cheat nobody, not ef we knowed it, not out

er a doller.  We’re pore, an’ I allus expect to be, but we’re above cheatin’;

an’ I tell you, naow, the Ummeriken people don’t want any o’ this cheatin’

done, naow!  I’m going to aks Jeff haow’t is.  Why it’s a burnin’ shame to

any country!  So’t is!  I think something oughter be done about it!  I

wouldn’t mind goin’ myself, ef thar wan’t anybody else!”

   A seed had been sown in Aunt Ri’s mind which was not destined to die

for want of soil.  She was hot with shame and anger, and full of the

impulse to do something.”  (291-2)

Jackson provides her readers with a way to channel the shame and anger they

might feel after learning about U.S. legislation that has dispossessed American Indians.

Interestingly, just as Señora Moreno stops thinking of Alessandro as an Indian once she

sees his virtues, Ramona separates the Hyers, whom she sees are good, hard-working

people, from Anglo Americans who, as a group, feel no compunction about cheating and
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stealing to advance their own interests.  Yet Aunt Ri adamantly asserts her American

identity and, in so doing, undermines simple categorizations of whole groups of people.

As a poor woman who expects to be poor for the rest of her life, she certainly does not

benefit from the land theft authorized by Anglo American politicians and businessmen

(though the Hyers should presumably be entitled to 160 acres of land under the

Homestead Act).  Despite the hardships she faces as a result of her poverty, she expects

herself and her country to be honest.  Without any political power or social rank, Aunt Ri

is driven to investigate U.S. Indian policy, even if she must do so single-handedly.  By

presenting such an unlikely and seemingly disempowered woman as an agent for change,

Jackson suggests that an overhaul in U.S. Indian policy must originate with ordinary

people.  While most of the people Jackson inspired to get involved with Indian reform

were wealthy, they were also women who were newly finding ways of shaping national

affairs by getting involved with humanitarian efforts.

The results of Aunt Ri’s attempts at Indian reform confirm that, in writing

Ramona, Jackson was primarily interested in transforming readers’ hearts, rather than

offering them concrete strategies for reform.  Through Aunt Ri, Jackson powerfully

illustrates how fully one can shed racial prejudice, but is much less effective in providing

readers with a sense of how to intervene on behalf of American Indians.  Initially Aunt Ri

feels vindicated for believing in the honesty of the U.S. government when she learns that

an agent and doctor have been sent to the region to attend to the Indians there.  However,

she quickly learns that the agent spends most of his time organizing paperwork and that

the doctor is unwilling to do much to help his Indian patients.  When Ramona and
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Alessandro’s daughter becomes deathly ill and her condition worsens after being given

the medicine prescribed by the agency doctor, Alessandro asks the doctor to travel thirty-

miles to attend to her.  Jackson writes:

   To say that the Agency doctor was astonished at being requested to ride

thirty miles to prescribe for an ailing Indian baby, would be a mild

statement of the doctor’s emotion.  He could hardly keep from laughing,

when it was made clear to him that this was what the Indian father

expected.

   “Good Lord!” he said, turning to a crony who chanced to be lounging in

the office.  “Listen to that beggar, will you?  I wonder what he thinks the

Government pays me a year for doctoring Indians!”  (297)

Jackson provides a vivid image of governmental apathy and incompetence.  The

doctor finds it laughable that he should go out of his way to attend to an Indian baby and

is only willing to perform the duties he feels his salary justifies.  He does not see his

agency as an institution designed to assist Indians who have been impoverished and

marginalized by Anglo Americans, but as a welfare system that Indian “beggars” lean

upon.  His co-worker is referred to as a “crony,” which suggests, particularly in the

context of a government post, that the co-worker obtained his position through his

connections with the agent, not as a result of being well qualified for the job or dedicated

to its alleged function.  In addition, this crony lounges, listening indifferently to the

doctor’s refusal to attend to a dying Indian child.  If these agency employees refuse to act

when one of the people they have been hired to help is dying, and when the agency
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doctor provides medication that worsens the condition of his patient, how can the agency

be considered the arm of a compassionate and just government?

In addition to illustrating the incompetence of the Indian agency in attending to

the medical needs of Indians, Jackson offers a tragic example of the failings of the

judicial system in serving the needs of native peoples.  In both cases, government agents

fail to recognize American Indians as fully human and, consequently, tragic deaths ensue.

After the death of Ramona and Alessandro’s first child, Alessandro is increasingly prone

to fits of madness.  These fits worsen with each removal Alessandro and his family

experience due to white settlers claiming their lands.108  During one such fit, Alessandro

accidentally rides a horse home that was tied up next to his own horse.  The horse he

takes belongs to Jim Farrar, a temperamental white man.  When Alessandro arrives home,

Ramona immediately recognizes the gravity of Alessandro’s mistake.  In California

during this time, Indians were popularly known as horse-thieves, a stereotype that served

as a pretext for punishing Indians, even when they had done nothing wrong.  One of the

crimes for which Indians were punished was leaving the vicinity in which they were

employed without a passport from their employer.  According to Rawls, in 1847,

Lieutenant Henry W. Halleck, acting as California’s secretary of state,

announced that the governor had issued orders that all persons employing

Indians give them a certificate to that effect, ‘and any Indian found beyond

the limits of the town or rancho in which he may be employed, without

such certificate or pass, will be liable to arrest as a horse thief, and if, on

being brought before a civil magistrate, he fail to give a satisfactory
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account of himself, he will be subjected to trial and punishment.’  Indians

not employed who wished to visit settlements or towns were also required

to obtain a ‘passport’ from a government official (85).

Oftentimes, Indians charged with stealing a horse were jailed and then bailed out by

Anglo Americans who would force them to work to repay their debt.  Anglo American

employers frequently prolonged the period during which Indians had to work by leading

them to accrue greater debts through a combination of low pay and charging Indians for

food and shelter.109  Of course another common punishment Indians received for alleged

horse theft was death.  Well aware of these punishments, Ramona is frantic to return the

stolen horse.  However, Farrar arrives before she can take these actions.  Alessandro,

having come to his senses, moves toward Farrar with apologies, and attempts to explain

his error.  Yet his words have no impact on Farrar, who shoots Alessandro three times.

After the first shot causes Alessandro to fall to the ground, Farrar fires additional shots in

Alessandro’s forehead and cheek.

After reading nearly three hundred pages that contain descriptions of Alessandro’s

virtues and suffering, readers are likely to identify strongly with Alessandro.  They are

likely to be deeply invested in his relationship with Ramona, and in his survival in the

face of Anglo American encroachments.  Counting on these sentiments in her readers, in

constructing the scene of Alessandro’s death, Jackson completes her gradual undermining

of popular views of Anglo American superiority to American Indians.  Using the

conventions of the sentimental novel, Jackson prepares her readers for this moment, in

which they will presumably mourn for Alessandro and despise the crass white man who
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murders him without hesitation.  Farrar has no more compunction about shooting

Alessandro than he might about shooting an animal.  After killing Alessandro,

with a volley of oaths, each word of which seemed to Ramona’s reeling

senses to fill the air with a sound like thunder, he untied the black horse

from the post where Ramona had fastened him, and leaping into his saddle

again, galloped away, leading the horse.  As he rode away, he shook his

fist at Ramona, who was kneeling on the ground, striving to lift

Alessandro’s head, and to stanch the blood flowing from the ghastly

wounds.  “That’ll teach you damned Indians to leave off stealing our

horses!” he cried, and with another volley of terrible oaths was out of

sight. (316)

Jackson makes it clear that, for American Indians, brutal and unjust punishments come

swiftly and do not wait for explanations.  In fact, in the world Jackson creates—and in

California at the time—there is no correlation between crime and punishment; Indians are

presumed guilty.  Like everyone living in the area, Farrar knows that Alessandro is prone

to fits of madness.  He also knows that Alessandro is an honest, dedicated worker.  Yet

none of these considerations prevent Farrar from channeling his rage into a violent act for

which he knows he will be excused.  Jackson paints a vivid and heart-wrenching picture

of the inhumane treatment of Indians, both through Farrar’s merciless killing of

Alessandro, and through his treatment of Ramona after the fact.  He has no compassion

for a woman bent in grief over her husband’s body; he only views the situation as an

opportunity to remind Indians of their subordinate position within the United States.
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Jackson does not allow her readers, who mourn with Ramona, the satisfaction of

seeing justice served.  She forces them to experience the frustration and helplessness

many American Indians felt when they were wronged, with no legal recourse to seek

justice or compensation for their losses.  Deathly sick with grief, Ramona is unable to

appear in court, leaving no eyewitness to testify against Farrar.  Judge Wells, one of a

handful of white men in the novel who feels sorry for American Indians but helpless to

intervene on their behalf in the face of such an inequitable social and judicial system, is

conflicted about the court’s judgment of Farrar: innocent on the grounds of justifiable

homicide.  Judge Wells

comforted himself by thinking—what was no doubt true—that even if the

case had been brought to a jury trial, the result would have been the same;

for there would never have been found a San Diego County jury that

would convict a white man of murder for killing an Indian, if there were

no witnesses to the occurrence except the Indian’s wife.  But he derived

small comfort from this.  Alessandro’s face haunted him, and also the

memory of Ramona’s.”  (321)

Despite being a part of the judicial system, Wells feels helpless to change it.  He assuages

his feelings of guilt by telling himself that, regardless of any actions he might have taken,

Farrar would have been acquitted anyway.  Presumably, Judge Wells demonstrates a

response to social injustice opposite to the one Jackson hopes to inspire in their readers.

Yet, without offering her readers any example of effective intervention on behalf of
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Indians, Jackson runs the risk of allowing them to excuse themselves from taking actions

that, the novel seems to argue, would likely be futile.

Aunt Ri, the novel’s primary model of an Anglo American who overcomes

popular stereotypes she has internalized about American Indians, is likewise unsuccessful

in changing U.S. policy toward American Indians.  Despite her repeated entreaties to the

Indian agent on behalf of the Assises and the larger Indian community, no change ensues.

Aunt Ri is repeatedly disillusioned by her government—a government she previously

believed to be honest and just.  Ultimately, as I noted previously, she models the

transformation of the human heart but is not a successful agent for social justice.  Instead,

Aunt Ri tells anyone who will listen about her transformation, the virtues of American

Indians, and the greed of Anglo Americans.  She espouses an ideology of social

transformation through cross-cultural contact.  Late in the novel, Aunt Ri spends some

time with the Cahuilla Indians, who take Ramona in during her illness.  This experience

among the tribe rids Aunt Ri of her remaining prejudices.  When she first arrives, the

Cahuillas appear hostile, leading Aunt Ri to call them “low-down, no-‘count beggarly

trash” (339).  However, she quickly learns that they are simply upset about Alessandro’s

death and suspicious of newcomers, and is quick to espouse the virtues of the Cahuillas.

She says,

“I’ll never hear a word agin ‘em, never, ter my longest day […] The way

the pore things hed jest stripped theirselves, to git things fur Raamony,

beat all ever I see among white folks, ‘n’ I’ve ben raound more ‘n most.

‘N’ they wa’n’t lookin’ fur no pay, nuther; fur they didn’t know, till
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Feeleepy ‘n’ me cum, thet she hed any folks ennywhar, ‘n’ the’d ha’ taken

care on her till she died, jest the same.  The sick allers ez took care among

them, they sed, ‘s long uz enny on ‘em hez got a thing left.  Thet’s ther

way they air raised; I allow white folks might take a lesson on ‘em, in thet;

‘n’ in heaps uv other things tew.  Oh, I’m done talkin’ agin Injuns, naow,

don’t yeow furgit it!  But I know, fur all thet, ‘t won’t make any

difference; ‘pears like there cudn’t nobody b’leeve ennythin’ ‘n this world

‘thout seein’ ‘t theirselves.  I wuz thet way tew; I allow I hain’t got no call

ter talk; but I jest wish the hull world could see what I’ve seen!  Thet’s

all!”  (347-8)

The quality that Aunt Ri praises most in the Cahuilla Indians is their communal

lifestyle—the very quality that many nineteenth-century Indian reformers sought to

destroy, but that antimodernists saw as an antidote to the isolation and individualism of

the modern world.

Jackson did not live to see the passage of the 1887 Dawes Act, which forced

tribes to dissolve their governments and divide their communally held land into

individually owned allotments.  But throughout the nineteenth century, many government

officials and Indian reformers believed that Indian communalism prevented individual

Indians from assimilating into mainstream American society.  Phillips claims that

Jackson would not have supported the Dawes Act, and Jackson’s portrayal of Indian

communalism—which persuades Aunt Ri of Indians’ generosity—seems to corroborate
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Phillips’ claim.110  However, in the Jackson-Kinney report, Jackson and Kinney present

allotment as a long-term goal for American Indians.  They write:

The best way and time of allotting these Indians’ lands to them in

severalty must be left to the decision of the Government […] Some of

them are fit for it now, and earnestly desire it, but the majority are not

ready for it.  The communal system, on which those now living in villages

use their lands, satisfies them, and is apparently administered without

difficulty. (82-3)

While Jackson and Kinney acknowledge that communalism is an effective social system,

they also defer to the U.S. government to determine Indians’ readiness for allotment.

Jackson’s primary concern was securing lands for American Indians.  She certainly

would have been disheartened to see the consequences of allotment—as were many

reformers who originally supported the legislation.  After each American Indian received

his/her allotment, remaining lands were deemed excess and made available for public

sale.  This resulted in American Indians losing an additional two-thirds of their lands.  In

Ramona, while Jackson presents communalism as virtuous, she illustrates how vulnerable

California Indians were to losing their lands.  One of the ostensible goals of allotment

was to secure Indians’ land claims by turning Indians into private owners of individual

allotments.  Ultimately, as Jackson biographer Valerie Shearer argues, it is impossible to

know whether or not Jackson would have supported the Dawes Act, though she was a

supporter of Henry Dawes himself.  Ramona contains no explicit statement about

whether or not Indians should embrace private property, but clearly illustrates the
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extreme tragedies Indians suffer due to the vulnerability of their land claims, and the

difficulties individuals face who attempt to challenge federal Indian policies.

Not only are Aunt Ri’s attempts to intervene with the government on behalf of

Indians fruitless, but she acknowledges that her words have no power to sway others to

abandon their racial prejudices.  The only way of achieving this is through first hand

contact between cultural groups.  Aunt Ri’s statements above are the culmination of her

personal transformation.  As she serves as the Anglo American moral center of the novel,

it is interesting that Jackson would construct such a speech for her.  With her novel,

Jackson attempts precisely that which Aunt Ri dismisses: changing peoples hearts with

words.  She hoped that instilling empathy in her readers was a first step toward securing

the types of policy changes she advocated in A Century of Dishonor.

Ramona’s Vanishing Californios: Colorful Background

Californios and Californio culture serve as the novel’s frame.  Jackson lures her

readers into the novel with picturesque descriptions of the Moreno ranch and its efficient

and accepted racial hierarchy.  The novel’s narrator reminisces about the golden days on

the Moreno ranch, before Señor Moreno died in battle with the Americans, before much

of the Moreno estate was transferred to Anglo American hands, and when the Moreno’s

wealth allowed them to extend their hospitality freely.  Yet, even after the decline of the

Moreno’s wealth, their hospitality is still alive.  Jackson writes:

[I]t was like a little army even now, the Señora’s household; nobody ever

knew exactly how many women were in the kitchen, or how many men in
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the fields.  There were always women cousins, or brothers’ wives or

widows or daughters, who had come to stay, or men cousins, or sisters’

husbands or sons, who were stopping on their way up or down the valley.

When it came to the pay-roll, Señor Felipe knew to whom he paid wages;

but who were fed and lodged under his roof, that was quite another thing.

It could not enter into the head of a Mexican gentleman to make either

count or account of that.  It would be a disgraceful, niggardly thought. (7)

Throughout the novel, Californios are presented primarily as financially compromised by

Anglo Americans but nonetheless, wealthy, and as natural superiors to American Indians.

While Jackson notes that they have lost portions of their lands and briefly discusses the

U.S. legislation that led to this land loss, she does not suggest that political action be

taken on their behalf—though she does romanticize their former lifestyle, as illustrated in

the passage above.  Rather, her brief discussion of their losses under U.S. rule is easily

forgotten due to her repeated depictions of Californio wealth, particularly in contrast to

Indian poverty.

Californios did, as a whole, have more wealth and political power than Indians in

California following U.S. annexation and rule, a fact that might have lead Jackson to

assume that Indians were in more need of someone to speak out on their behalf.

However, as Ramona illustrates, Jackson seems to have accepted the disappearance of

Californio culture as regrettable but inevitable.  Jackson writes:

It was a picturesque life, with more of sentiment and gayety to it, more

also that was truly dramatic, more romance, than will ever be seen again
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on those sunny shores.  The aroma of it all lingers there still; industries

and inventions have not yet slain it; it will last out its century,—in fact, it

can never be quite lost, so long as there is left standing one such house as

the Señora Moreno’s. (12)

By associating Californio lifestyles with “sentiment,” “gayety,” and an “aroma” that will

ultimately be “slain” by industrialization, Jackson advances the idea (popular in the late

nineteenth century) that Californio lifestyles were lavish—and even indolent—and could

not possibly be sustained under U.S. rule.  This portrait of a romantic life passing away

contrasts sharply with Jackson’s far more disturbing and violent illustrations of the

impact of U.S. rule on American Indians.  Both groups have lost their lands, but

Californios appear to pass away peacefully and inevitably, whereas Indians are brutally

murdered and can presumably be saved through prompt social activism.

As I noted previously, in addition to using Californio culture to lure fans of local

color writing into reading the novel, Jackson incorporates discussions of Spanish and

Mexican forms of government in order to illuminate the injustices of the U.S.

government in comparison—specifically in regard to American Indians.  Under Spanish

and Mexican rule, according to the novel’s narrator, orderly social hierarchies were in

place, under which Indians were granted the gifts of civilization and religion, and were

properly cared for.  Jackson writes:

In the General’s [Señor Moreno] time, while the estate was at its best, and

hundreds of Indians living within its borders, there were many a Sunday

when the scene to be witnessed there was like the scenes at the
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Missions,—the chapel full of kneeling men and women; those who could

not find room inside kneeling on the garden walks outside; Father

Salvierderra, in gorgeous vestments, coming, at close of the services,

slowly down the aisle, the close-packed rows of worshippers parting to

right and left to let him through, all looking up eagerly for his blessing,

women giving him offerings of fruit or flowers, and holding up their

babies that he might lay his hands on their heads.  He was a Franciscan,

one of the few now left in the country; so revered and beloved by all who

had come under his influence, that they would wait long months without

the offices of the Church, rather than confess their sins or confide their

perplexities to any one else. (18)

The narrator goes on to discuss the “deep attachment” older Mexican families and

Indians felt toward the Franciscan order, leading to mutual resentment between

Californios and secular priests.  The Moreno estate, as illustrated in the above quotation,

is one of the last bastions of Californio culture within the United States, and continues to

enforce the social orders that were intact under Spanish and Mexican rule.  Señora

Moreno not only refuses to allow secular priests to say mass in her chapel, but she

continues to employ Indians on her estate.  She coordinates the periods during which

Indians work for her with the visits of the nearest remaining Franciscan priest, Fr.

Salvierderra.  In this manner, she continues the Franciscan traditions of ministering to

Indians, which originated with the mission era.  Presenting this image of devout Indians

who fill the Church and subordinate themselves to Fr. Salvierderra allows Jackson to
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offer an alternative model for Indian reform than that which had been carried out by the

United States government to catastrophic and horrific ends.  She advances the idea that

Spanish colonization was driven by a compassionate desire to teach American Indians

about Catholicism and was welcomed by American Indians, as opposed to the long U.S.

history, which she details in A Century of Dishonor, of appropriation of Indian lands and

leaving Indians without the means or land base to support themselves.

Of course, in order to accuse the United States of dismantling a fair and just

system of Indian policy, Jackson must gloss over the injustices suffered by Indians under

these earlier systems—both in Ramona and throughout her literary and political work.  In

presenting Californios as worthy and compassionate superiors to American Indians,

Jackson does not mention that the wealth many Spanish and Mexican settlers in

California amassed came at the expense of California Indians.  The novel’s narrator only

(neutrally) alludes to the fact that Señora Moreno’s family accrued wealth and social

status by securing high-level positions within Spanish colonies in California.  Her father

was the commandante of the Santa Barbara Presidio (military post) and her uncle the

Superior of the Santa Barbara mission (19).  Historically, both of these institutions

(presidios and missions) relied on Indian labor and were located on Indian land.

By portraying the novel’s central Californio family as elite, descendants of the

Spanish, Jackson appeals to the racialist assumptions of her time.  She invites her readers

to appreciate Californio culture by eliding a key segment of the Californio population:

mestizos, or Californios of Spanish and American Indian ancestry.  Following the

acquisition of California, racism toward Californios was rampant.  One of the few means
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Californios had of maintaining their social status was by claiming European ancestry.  As

I noted above, it was only through being categorized as white at the California

Convention of 1849 that Californios were deemed citizens and given the right to vote.  If

a Californio was exposed as having Indian ancestry, his/her rights as a citizen were

denied.  On several occasions voters in Los Angeles were accused of having American

Indian ancestry and, on this grounds, were denied the right to vote (Pitt, 132).  Even Juan

Can, the overseer of the Moreno ranch, distinguishes himself from the American Indians

who work there and takes offense at the suggestion that an Indian (Alessandro) could

replace him when he becomes to ill to maintain his position.  There are other servants in

the Moreno household—who would likely be mestizos—who are never culturally

identified.  Consequently, the dominant social structure of the Moreno household is left

strictly divided between Spanish descended Californios and American Indians.

At the same time, Jackson does trouble absolute distinctions between the different

cultural groups that comprised California prior to the United States’ acquisition of the

region.  Ramona, the character who invites the most sympathy due to the series of trials

she faces, and the most admiration due to her saint-like character, is an admixture of

European, American Indian, and Californio cultures.  Her physical features, which are so

widely admired, are a distinct blend of Scottish and American Indian features, e.g. her

blue eyes, her dark hair, and her olive complexion.  She operates just as easily as a

Californiana at the Moreno ranch as an American Indian in the various Indian villages

she inhabits.  In many ways, Ramona is a transracial character who illustrates that

different cultures can blend into a beautiful and harmonious whole.  Yet, Jackson hints at
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and critiques the racial biases that were prevalent in the late-nineteenth-century United

States by illustrating that there is nonetheless no safe space for even such an admirable

woman.  Señora Moreno’s dislike of Ramona is due in large part to her mixed blood

identity.  She says, “‘If the child were pure Indian, I would like it better […] I like not

these crosses.  It is the worst, and not the best of each, that remains’” (30).  As an

American Indian, Ramona is subjected to the same displacements faced by other

California Indians and, with her Scottish father long dead, she has no tangible connection

to Anglo American society or access to the legal recourse an Anglo American identity

might offer.

At the core of the Spanish system for governing Indians were the missions, which

Jackson upholds as an ideal system.  Even before U.S. rule, according to the novel,

Mexican rule was the first to degrade this system—though not nearly as much as the U.S.

did.  Shortly after Mexico gained independence from Spain, the missions began to be

secularized, an event that the Señora witnesses with grief and resignation (22).

Secularization was part of Mexico’s larger efforts to disassociate with Spain and the

sociopolitical systems Spaniards had installed in the so-called New World.  Critical to

this effort was minimizing the role of the Catholic Church in social and governmental

affairs.  The Catholic Church was the official church of Spain and—by

extension—Spanish territories in the Americas.  This status was accompanied by a great

deal of influence on the part of church leaders in governmental affairs—an influence of

which the new Mexican republic wished to be free.  Consequently, when Mexico gained

its independence from Spain in 1821, Mexican officials disestablished the Catholic
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Church as the country’s official church.  In addition, Mexican officials, like many

Spaniards before them, believed that the missions laid claim to too much land and Indian

labor, thereby becoming wealthy, while surrounding settlements faltered.

The Mexican government wrested control of California away from the

Franciscans by redistributing mission lands to Mexican citizens—thereby disregarding

the fact that mission lands were originally intended to be entailed upon baptized Indians

when the missionaization project was completed.  The Mexican government discontinued

its financial support of the Franciscans and replaced them with parish priests.  When the

U.S. annexed California, the dismantling of the missions and the Franciscan order that

began under Mexican rule was completed.111  For Jackson, the closure of the missions

inaugurated a shameful era in California’s Indian policy, during which Indian peoples

were robbed of their lands, forced to work, and murdered.  But again, she makes a false

distinction between the mission era and the subsequent Indian policies of the Mexican

and United States colonial governments.  As was the case under the rule of these later

governments, Indian lands were stolen and Indians were forced to work in order to

support the mission system.  In addition, while Indians were not routinely murdered at the

missions, they were subject to corporal punishment and died from disease.

Fr. Salvierderra, presented as a saint throughout the novel, represents the last

vestige of the mission system; his health declines in proportion to his hope for the

restoration of the missions.  Under Mexican rule, he believed that restoration was

possible; “he often had visions vouchsafed him of a new dispensation, in which the

Mission establishments should be reinstated in all their old splendor and prosperity, and
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their Indian converts again numbered by the tens of thousands” (35).  This is just one of

many places in the novel where, through her characters, Jackson valorizes the mission

system and, in so doing, chooses not to discuss how the missions became so

prosperous—by forced Indian labor—or by what means tens of thousands of Indians

came to live within a single mission.  In Jackson’s day, the Black Legend was prevalent,

according to which Spain was a far more brutal and coercive colonizer than its European

counterparts.  Consequently, her Anglo American Protestant readers may have read her

idyllic portrayals of mission life with some skepticism.  Throughout Ramona and many

of her other writings, Jackson attempts to reverse the Black Legend.  She asserts that,

compared to other European colonizers, the Spanish were merciful and compassionate.

Phillips argues that Jackson took pains to portray the Franciscans as benefactors of

California Indians for a number of reasons, including her belief that a so-called civilized

lifestyle was superior to Indians’ pre-contact lifestyles.  Phillips writes:

[Jackson] praised the Franciscans for having transformed the local Indian

“from the naked savage with his one stone tool, grinding acorn-meal in a

rock bowl, to the industrious tiller of soil, weaver of cloth, worker in

metals, and singer of hymns.” She was also impressed by the priority

Spain and its missionaries had given to spiritual matters, which seemed to

stand in marked contrast to what she saw as the insatiable financial greed

and personal selfishness exhibited by more recent American settlers. (245)

The qualities Jackson admires the mission system for cultivating in California Indians are

those she attributes to Alesssandro and other admirable Indians in the novel.  Therefore,
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rather than simply upholding Indian cultures as inherently virtuous and worthy of

imitation, Jackson primarily congratulates the Spanish for properly training Mission

Indians.  In addition to contrasting U.S. failures in its Indian policy with Spanish

successes, Jackson also contrasts American greed with Spanish spirituality.  This is one

area in which Jackson also praises Indians for a pre-contact tradition.  As I discuss above,

one of the qualities Aunt Ri praises Indians for is their communal lifestyle.  However, as

a whole, when Jackson’s characters extol the virtues of California Indians, they point to

their industriousness, religious devotion, and, in the case of Alessandro and Chief Pablo,

their musical abilities—all skills Jackson credits the Franciscans with instilling in them.

Phillips argues that Jackson’s primary reason for praising the Franciscans was her

contention that Americans treated Indians much worse than Franciscans ever did.

Jackson was so committed to countering the idea that Indians were forced to live and

work in the missions that she wrote an entire book, California and the Missions (1883),

extolling the mission system’s virtues.  In her scholarship about the missions, as in

Ramona, Jackson admits that punishments were administered, but she justifies them by

deeming them necessary for Indians’ training, or attributes cruelty at the missions to

people other than the Franciscan friars.112  For example, when Ramona wishes that the

missions could be restored, thereby providing work for all Indians, Alessandro disabuses

her of the notion, given her by the Señora, that “the Missions were like palaces, and that

there were thousands of Indians in every one of them; […] all working so happy and

peaceful” (229).  Alessandro explains that at other missions, not San Luis Rey, where he

lived, violent atrocities were committed against Indians.  Yet, rather than attributing any
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such injustice to the friars, he ascribes it to Indians placed in positions of power over

other Indians.  He gives the example of one such Indian who clipped off portions of

Indians’ ears for running away from the mission.

Through Alessandro, Jackson again allows that the Indian system of

communalism is virtuous.  Alessandro also suggests that Indians did not all come to the

missions freely.  He says, “‘The Indians did not all want to come to the Missions; some

of them preferred to stay in the woods, and live as they always had lived; and I think they

had a right to do that if they preferred, Majella.  It was stupid of them to stay and be like

beasts, and not know anything; but do you not think they had the right?’” (231).  Just

when it seems that Alessandro might argue for Indian sovereignty and the relative

equality of their own culture and lifestyle, he undercuts his critique of forced

missionization by describing Indians before contact as “beasts” without any knowledge.

Thus, through Alessandro, Jackson deflects criticism of the missions and upholds them as

exemplars of proper treatment of Indians.  She laments that the missions have been

allowed to crumble and fade into a past era.

When the U.S. took control of California, Fr. Salvierderra lost hope that the

missions would ever be restored.  Like Fr. Salvierderra, the narrator frequently looks

nostalgically back on the mission era as a romantic but lost time that will never return.

This position, in conjunction with Aunt Ri’s failures at reforming U.S. Indian policy,

leaves the novel’s Indian and Californio characters without a place within American

society.  Jackson suggests that Indians will vanish from the United States due to their

poverty, lack of a productive land base, and U.S. hostility toward them. Rather than
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providing her readers with a vision for securing Indians (and Californios) a sustainable

position in the United States, she suggests that the only way they will be able to live

peacefully is by fleeing the country.  Of course, only those with means and access can

achieve such a solution.

Once Ramona recovers from her illness, Felipe takes her and her surviving

daughter from the Cahuilla village to live on the Moreno estate.  Ramona is thereby

restored to the social position according to which she was raised, and the Cahuillas—and

presumably most other California Indians—are left to a “life worse than death.”  Jackson

writes:

It was a sad day in the village when Ramona and her friends departed.

Heartily as the kindly people rejoiced in her having found such a protector

for herself and her child [Alessandro and Ramona’s second child], and

deeply as they felt Felipe’s and Aunt Ri’s good-will and gratitude towards

them, they were yet conscious of a loss,—of a deep void.  The gulf

between them and the rest of the world seemed defined anew, their sense

of isolation deepened, their hopeless poverty emphasized.  Ramona, wife

of Alessandro, had been their sister,—one of them; as such, she would

have had share in all their life had to offer.  But its utmost was nothing,

was but hardship and deprivation; and she was being borne away from it,

like one rescued, not so much from death, as from a life worse than

death.”  (348)
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Ramona’s escape from a life among them makes Cahuillas’ sense of their own poverty

and isolation from mainstream society seem more apparent, and more hopeless.  Felipe,

who is often described handing out gold coins freely among California Indians, rescues

Ramona—not just from poverty, but, ultimately, from life in the United States.  Just as

Ramona came into her Indian identity, she as quickly leaves it behind.  According to the

Cahuillas and the logic of the novel, Ramona gains access to her Indianness through her

association with Alessandro; she is then restored to her Californio self by reuniting with

Felipe and returning to the Moreno ranch.  She and her daughter discard their Indian

name, Majella (which Alessandro gave to them), and (re)assume the name Ramona.  Out

of gratitude toward Felipe, who has always loved her, Ramona agrees to marry him.

However, this restoration of Californio identity and lifestyle is forestalled by U.S.

erosion of the Californio social order.  Not long after Felipe and Ramona return to the

ranch, Felipe considers moving to Mexico.  He chafes at American acquisitiveness, the

numbers of Anglo Americans flooding into California, and their reckless spending.

Jackson writes:

[Felipe] found himself more and more alone in the country.  Even the

Spanish tongue was less and less spoken.  He was beginning to yearn for

Mexico,—for Mexico, which he had never seen, yet yearned for like an

exile.  There he might yet live among men of his own race and degree, and

of congenial beliefs and occupations. (359)

By characterizing himself as an exile, Felipe abrogates his own claims to citizenship,

land, and belonging within the United States.  He assumes that he will feel at home in a
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country he has never been to, despite marked cultural differences between Californios

and Mexicans.  As a distant arm of Mexico’s empire, Californios developed a distinct

regional identity and often felt abandoned by their mother country, leading some to

welcome U.S. rule—at least initially.  By developing this line of reasoning for Felipe,

Jackson dangerously echoes popular views that Mexicans were foreigners living within

the United States who should return to their own country if they disliked life under U.S.

rule.  She also advances an alleged solution to feelings of alienation that many Mexican

Americans experienced which few Mexican Americans considered, much less chose.  In

his history of the Californios, Leonard Pitt notes that a small number of Californios

considered developing colonies in Mexico but that they “never seriously accepted exile as

a cure for their ills, but preferred, for better or worse, to stay at home” (213).

As Felipe considers how Ramona might respond to his desire to move to Mexico,

he also undermines her emotional and potential legal claim, as a Californiana and a

California Indian, to California land.  He asks himself, “Would she be willing to go?

Could it be that she felt a bond to this land in which she had known nothing but

suffering?” (213).  While he fears that she might feel connected to the land, Felipe seems

to assume that the amount of suffering she has endured should have severed that

connection.  Again, by suggestively abrogating her land claim, through Felipe, Jackson

introduces a dangerous line of reasoning into a book that allegedly seeks to bolster the

legal land claims of American Indians.  As it turns out, Felipe’s hopes are realized when

Ramona tells him that it is her “most beautiful dream” that her daughter be raised in

Mexico so that “she would spare her daughter the burden she had gladly, heroically borne
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herself, in the bond of race” (213).  Ramona assumes that, in Mexico, one’s social status

is not determined by racial identity.  Again, through one of her characters, Jackson paints

a woefully inaccurate portrait of Mexico in order to advance her depictions of U.S.

prejudice and injustice by comparison.  As I discuss in chapter two, there were deep

social divisions along race and class lines in Mexico during the rule of Porfirio Díaz

(1876-1880, 1884-1911).  Mexican Indians were frequently used as a source of forced

labor and their lands were co-opted by the government and outside corporate investors.

The assumption that little Ramona, the daughter of two Indians, will not be bound by race

has little grounding in the social realities in Mexico at this time.  Yet, by suggesting that a

return of sorts is possible for two characters who never lived in Mexico, Jackson arguably

reproduces the logic of nativism.  The years of Diaz’s rule coincide with massive

migrations of Eastern and Southern Europeans, as well as Irish Catholics to the U.S.  As I

noted above, this engendered deep-seated anxieties among Protestant Anglo Americans.

Proponents of the nativist movements that such anxieties gave rise to sought to retain the

United States identity as Protestant Anglo American.  By suggesting that residents of the

United States who do not fit this image of U.S. identity might be relocated to the place of

their presumed origins, Jackson advances the idea that such a reordering of America’s

cultural composition is possible.   In fact, she suggests that leaving the country is the best

option for those who are marginalized by the Anglo American elite.

What enables Felipe, Ramona, and her daughter to move to Mexico and transition

easily into Mexican society is their wealth—something the vast majority of Californios

and virtually all California Indians lacked at the time.  Felipe sells the Moreno estate for a
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large sum and his family’s association with members of the Mexican elite allows him

entrance into their society.  Ramona marries Felipe shortly after arriving in Mexico.

Jackson writes, “The beautiful Señora Moreno was the theme of the city; and Felipe’s

bosom thrilled with pride to see the gentle dignity of demeanor by which she was

distinguished in all assemblages” (362).  Again, Jackson’s narrator reminds readers of

Ramona’s exceptional beauty and demeanor; these qualities even distinguish her when

she is among the best of Mexican society.  With her marriage to Felipe and her move to

Mexico, Ramona presumably takes on a third and final identity as a Mexican—an

identity that allows her to live comfortably and within the social position that her virtues

merit.  Her Indian identity continues only faintly inside of her:

It was indeed a new world, a new life.  Ramona might well doubt her own

identity.  But undying memories stood like sentinels in her breast.  When

the notes of doves, calling each other, fell on her ear, her eyes sought the

sky, and she heard a voice saying, “Majella!”  This was the only secret her

loyal, loving heart had kept from Felipe. (362)

Despite leaving her Indian life behind, her memories remind her of her Indian identity,

particularly when her new circumstances call her entire identity into question.  Yet, the

memories she speaks of, and the Indian name she remembers Alessandro calling her, are

both part of the past.  After leaving the Cahuilla village, Ramona is frequently described

as being partially dead; the part of her that lived as an Indian exists only in memory,

leaving her to return to her Californiana self and “return” as an exile from the United
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States to Mexico.  Of course, such a return presupposes that Mexico is the proper home

for Californios—even for those like Felipe and Ramona who have never lived there.

The novel concludes by pointing out that out of all the children Felipe and

Ramona raised, including those they conceived together, the one that was most beloved

by both was Ramona, “daughter of Alessandro the Indian” (362).  Despite being crafted

to inspire a better future for American Indians, the novel allows little hope for such a

future, given that its central Indian characters, so frequently presented as virtuous and

therefore worthy of a secure land base and sustainable lifestyle within the United States,

are dead, have left the country, or are left to live lives worse than death.

Charles Lummis: The Transforming White Man

Jackson develops characters, such as Aunt Ri, who illustrate that mutual benefits

arise from cross-cultural contact.  For example, such contacts cause Aunt Ri to overcome

her prejudices toward American Indians and Mexican Americans.  By contrast, Charles

Lummis places himself at the center of his narratives and proudly proclaims himself one

of the few Anglo Americans to successfully overcome racial prejudice.  Like Jackson,

who, through Ramona, models the means by which one can reclaim a connection to the

natural world, Lummis also believes that Anglo Americans need to live closer to the earth

and that they can learn how to do so from the peoples of the American West, namely

American Indians and Mexican Americans.  While he routinely critiques modernization

for artificially separating people from the natural world, like Jackson, his writings spurred

interest in the remote regions to which he traveled, thereby engendering Anglo American
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settlement and industrialization of these regions.  In addition, his evaluations of American

Indians and Mexican Americans reveal that he is not entirely against modernization, or

what he terms “progress.”  For example, he congratulates Spain and Mexico for civilizing

the so-called savage peoples of America and praises Mexican president Porfirio Díaz for

his modernization of Mexico (e.g., Diaz’s development of a Mexican railroad system and

his invitation to foreign corporations to invest in Mexico).  While Lummis’ acquaintance

with Mexican Americans and American Indians causes him to let go of some of his

prejudices toward them, the grounds on which he praises them—and criticizes some

American Indians—reveals that he is deeply invested in Anglo American conceptions of

proper lifestyle and land use.  He believes that over-civilized Anglo Americans can and

should learn from these peoples, but also that these cultural groups benefit from their

contact with Anglo Americans.

After receiving an offer to edit the Los Angeles Times, Lummis gladly left the

East, and used the journey west as an opportunity to physically and spiritually regenerate

himself.  Having spent too much time “chasing the alphabet across the white page” (19)

as the editor of the Scioto Gazette (published in Chillicothe, Ohio), he decided to embark

on a great outdoor adventure by walking from his home in Chillicothe to Cincinnati

(where he spent some time and prepared for his journey) and then another 3,507 miles

from Cincinnati to Los Angeles.  He chose to walk, rather than ride a train, because he

believed the latter was invented to hurry people through life, rather than allowing them to

experience its pleasures.  He writes:
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I was after neither time nor money, but life—not life in the pathetic

meaning of the poor health-seeker, for I was perfectly well and a trained

athlete; but life in the truer, broader, sweeter sense, the exhilarant joy of

living outside the sorry fences of society, living with a perfect body and a

wakened mind, a life where brain and brawn and leg and lung all rejoice

and grow alert together.  I am an American and felt ashamed to know so

little of my own country as I did, and as most Americans do. (1-2)

This passage encapsulates Lummis’ antimodern sensibilities and his own conception of

himself as someone who is able to step outside of society and recapture a healthy

connection between mind and body.  In addition, throughout his life, he developed what

he termed a “See America First” campaign.  Like many Anglo Americans with the means

to do so, Lummis planned to take a tour of Europe after completing his degree at Harvard

University.  However, these plans were derailed by his marriage to his first wife,

Dorothea Rhodes, and his agreement to manage the Rhodes’ family farm.  Later in his

life, after he had become acquainted with America’s diverse landscapes, natural wonders,

and rich array of regional cultures, he questioned why it should be obligatory to travel

overseas when most Americans had not seen the vast majority of their own country.

Hence, he entreated Americans to “See America First.”

Throughout his journey from Cincinnati to Los Angeles, Lummis periodically

sent letters describing his adventures to the Chillicothe Leader (published in Chillicothe,

Ohio) and to the Los Angeles Times.  He later edited and compiled the latter set in his

book, A Tramp Across the Continent.113  He describes his book as “the diary of a man
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who got outside the fences of civilization and was glad of it.  It is the simple story of joy

on legs” (“Preface”).  While one of the book’s central themes is the revitalization that,

Lummis argues, a return to nature offers, the book is equally focused on encouraging

others to travel across the United States and encounter people of other cultures as an

antidote to prejudice.  Lummis presents himself as the model Anglo American in that he

is willing and able to make such a journey, reclaims his more natural self, and

accomplishes what he sees as the rare feat of overcoming racial prejudice.  Yet he does

not advocate a facile embrace of cultural diversity, but implicitly constructs hierarchies

both within and between cultural groups.  He thereby reveals that, no matter how much

he sees himself as shedding the prejudices he inherits, he nonetheless evaluates other

cultures on the basis of Anglo American cultural norms.  Like Jackson, he does not extol

the virtues of Mexican Americans and American Indians simply to help these cultural

groups; his reasons for doing so have an equal amount, if not more, to do with his desire

to reform Anglo American culture.

What Lummis fails to account for when proposing mutual betterment through

cross-cultural contact is how asymmetrical relations of power between cultural groups

engender unequal exchanges of ideas.  A Tramp Across the Continent is just one of many

texts, written by an Anglo American, that had enormous influence on popular ideas about

cultures and regions unfamiliar to most Anglo American readers.  Through his writing,

Lummis aims to spur interest in the American West, and presents himself as an expert on

the land and peoples who reside there, with the authority to categorize Western peoples

as civilized or savage, based on Anglo American cultural norms.  According to this
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standard, people of Spanish and Mexican descent generally meet with his approval,

whereas he classifies some American Indians as civilized and others as savage.

A Tramp Across the Continent: Reviews

While some doubted that Lummis actually walked all the way from Cincinnati to

Los Angeles, A Tramp Across the Continent generally met with favorable reviews.  Most

of these reviews reflected not only popular antimodern feelings, but also readers’ desires

to characterize adventure, physical prowess, and experiences on the frontier as distinctly

American phenomena.  For example, a writer for the Boston Transcript offered the

following review: “Told with remarkable vigor, freshness, and virility.  It is a story worth

telling.”114  Each of the adjectives used here echo the antimodern ideal of spiritual and

physical revitalization through contact with the natural world: “vigor,” “freshness,” and

“virility.”  Throughout the book, Lummis emphasizes the health benefits of breathing the

open air and sleeping outdoors and comments upon the vigor with which he proceeds on

his journey.  He also notes his distinctly masculine virility in withstanding such

challenges as facing a crazed dog and setting his own broken arm.  No matter the

physical challenge, Lummis triumphs and continues on his journey.

Another review validates the book’s antimodernism, and alludes to Lummis’

ability to bravely withstand adversity.  According to a writer for The Book Buyer,

Lummis is a “typical American, full of pluck, energy and resources, whose modest story

possesses all the fascination of romance.”115  The emphasis in this review is clearly on

Lummis himself, not on the story he tells.  The reviewer values Lummis’ “energy and
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resources” and, in this manner, marks Lummis as a “typical American.”  And, of course,

the narrative of a lone man journeying through the (relative) wilderness, while

encountering unfamiliar peoples, is certainly a typically American story that dates back to

those told by the first Europeans who explored the Americas.

A review from The New Mexican illustrates one of A Tramp Across the

Continent’s functions for people living in the Western United States.  Whereas the book

satisfied many Eastern Anglo Americans’ desire for adventures in the so-called

uncivilized world and their proclivity for local color, some Westerners (Anglo American,

American Indian, and Mexican American) appreciated the book for bridging boundaries

between East and West and speaking favorably (overall) of the West.  The reviewer for

The New Mexican writes:

   Lummis’ adventure led him to coin the phrase ‘See America First.’

   Here, of course, the most interesting section is his account of New

Mexico.  Entering the state from Antonito, Colo., he finally leaves via

Gallup, but how very much he recorded of our state before he tramped on

westward!

   Admittedly prejudiced when he walked over the state line, the prejudice

turned to one for us, one he never lost.  He learned to love New Mexico

and its people and never lost that love.

   […] A darned good book for your Southwestern library.116

This writer takes pride in the amount of space Lummis allots to New Mexico, and,

arguably, celebrates Lummis’ ability to overcome his prejudice and come to love New
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Mexico in hopes that readers will follow Lummis’ example.  Further, the idea of having a

“Southwestern library” was a concept that only emerged with the publication of Ramona

and was significantly bolstered by A Tramp Across the Continent, as well as Lummis’

subsequent works.  According to Lummis biographer, James W. Byrkit, before 1884, the

year of Ramona’s publication, most people thought of the Southwest as a physical and

cultural desert, “repulsive and dangerous and totally without attraction other than its

storied mineral wealth.  In one year’s time this negative image changed dramatically”

(xvii).  As I noted previously, the spread of the railroad made the region more accessible

to travelers and Ramona made the Southwest a popular tourist destination.  In addition,

Lummis arrived in Los Angeles in 1884 and immediately used the Los Angeles Times,

and later the monthly magazine, Land of Sunshine (subsequently renamed Out West,

which he edited from 1895-1909), as vehicles for promoting the region.

Lummis dedicated himself to extolling the virtues of Southern California and

promoting its development into a cultural center that could rival such East Coast centers

as Boston and New York.  Key to his efforts to promote the area as a cultural region was

his valorization of its Spanish history.  During his first year in Los Angeles, he planned a

Spanish heritage fiesta.  The fiesta was very popular and was imitated throughout

Southern California by real estate companies and the tourist industry.  Historian Leonard

Pitt writes, “The Southern Pacific Railroad purchased Sunset Magazine and devoted it to

local color, the more readily to lure Easterners to the Far West.  As a result, within two

decades after Ramona, materialism had routed the original aestheticism of the local-color

movement” (290).  Just as A Tramp Across the Continent promotes the settlement of the
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Southwest while simultaneously critiquing modernity, the rest of Lummis’ career was

marked by an ambivalent relationship to modernity.

A Tramp Across the Continent was Lummis’ first major publication.  As I noted

previously, it was the first of many books that Lummis authored which contributed to the

emergence of Southwestern literature and public awareness about Southwestern peoples

and landscapes.  While his books inspired numerous tourists and settlers to travel to the

West, his subject matter pertained to the peoples, cultures, and lifestyles that were

displaced by them.  Aside from the columns he regularly wrote for the Los Angeles

Times, The Land of Sunshine, and Out West, Lummis’ publications, in addition to A

Tramp Across the Continent, include: The Home of Ramona (1888), A New Mexico David

(1891), Some Strange Corners of Our Country: The Wonderland of the Southwest (1891)

which he later revised and republished as Mesa, Cañon and Pueblo (1925), The Spanish

Pioneers (1893), The Man Who Married the Moon: And Other Pueblo Indian Folk-

Stories (1894), The Gold Fish of Gran Chimu (1895), The Awakening of a Nation:

Mexico of To-day (1902), and General Crook and the Apache Wars (which Lummis’

daughter, Turbesé Lummis Fiske edited and published in 1966).

Lummis’ Acquaintance with and Ranking of American Indians

Thompson notes that Lummis’ preconceptions about American Indians were

understandably mixed due to the writers who shaped them.  Lummis read works by

novelist Mayne Reid, who depicted Indians as dangerous savages who were nonetheless

capable of being civilized, and anthropologist Frank Cushing, who viewed some Indians,
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like the Zunis, as what he termed  “romantic savages,” but others, like the Apaches, as

“warlike savages.”  Lummis was thus predisposed, both by his reading and the age-old

idea of the noble savage, to view some Indians favorably and others with great prejudice

and hostility.  He makes casual mentions of hostile savages, like the Utes, who scalp

Anglo miners and only pages later proclaims the Pueblo Indians to be simple and

peaceful people.  However, like Reid, Lummis broke with popular opinion by fervently

asserting Indians’ ability to become civilized.  At the time, most Anglo Americans

believed that Indians were destined for extinction—a belief that has been described as the

myth of the Vanishing Indian.

For Lummis, the primary factor that determined how he would classify a

particular Indian tribe was their lifestyle.  His emphasis on what types of houses Indians

live in and their use of their land recalls Alexander Posey’s critique of whites who

impose on native people their own ideas of how Indians should live, which I discuss in

chapter two.  Lummis is accordingly impressed immediately by the first Indians he

encounters: the Pueblo Indians at San Ildefonso.  He writes:

[T]hey were new to me in every detail, and it filled me with astonishment

to find Indians who dwelt in excellent houses, with comfortable furniture

and clean beds, and clothing and food; Indians who were as industrious as

any class in the country, and tilled pretty farms, and had churches of their

own building, and who learned none of these things from us, but were

living thus before our Saxon forefathers had found so much as the shore of

New England. (Tramp, 93-4)
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Lummis is shocked that Indians, apart from Anglo American influence, live in such a

clean, orderly, and settled fashion.  He not only values the quality of their houses and

overall cleanliness, but their agricultural lifestyle—something that Anglo Americans had

long sought to persuade American Indians to adopt.117

While Lummis disavows any Anglo American influence on their industriousness,

he does not credit the San Ildefonso Indians with originating their lifestyle.  Rather, this

is just one of many places throughout the book where he downplays Anglo American’s

cultural influence and instead upholds Spaniards as the civilizers of the Americas.  He

credits the Spanish with transforming the Pueblo Indians from warlike savages to

peaceful farmers.  Describing San Ildefonso, he writes:

The old church and its ruined convent—monuments to the zeal of the

heroic Spanish missionaries—doze at the western end of the square,

forgetful of the bloody scenes they have witnessed.  Here the first pioneers

of Christianity were poisoned by their savage flock; and here in the red

Pueblo Rebellion of 1680 three later priests were roasted in the burning

church.  But all that is past.  To-day the Indians are peaceful, well-to-do,

happy farmers, with broad fields of corn and wheat, watermelons, and

squashes reaching along the river, and little fruit orchards about their quiet

town; members of the church. (94)

Lummis seems to exonerate the Pueblo Indians for their rebellion against the Spanish by

separating this historical event from the contemporary realities of peaceful and

industrious Pueblo communities.  He makes no mention of the reasons that the
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historically peaceful Pueblo tribes organized their revolt in the first place, namely,

enduring eighty years of Spanish suppression of Puebloan religions and the repartimiento

system.  In accordance with the repartimiento system, the Pueblo Indians were forced to

provide the Spaniards with set amounts of food; when food was scarce, they were

required to perform menial tasks around Spanish households.118  Lummis

denies—through omission— that there was any just cause for the Pueblo Revolt.  He

narrates Pueblo history as a journey from savagery to civilization, all to the credit of

zealous and heroic Spanish missionaries.  He attributes traditional aspects of Pueblo

culture, such as farming, to Spanish influence and denigrates the Pueblo Indians’ attempts

to preserve their sovereignty by ousting Spanish missionaries who forced them to work

and convert to Christianity.  Lummis fails to acknowledge that the Pueblo Indians were

farmers long before the arrival of the Spaniards and constructed complex systems of

canals for irrigation.119  Rather than seeing the Pueblo Indians as members of as native

tribes that originated admirable lifestyles and cultures, Lummis presents them as an

example of Indians’ ability to be civilized by others—if the civilizing is done correctly.

Lummis’ positive description of the San Ildefonso community serves as an

endorsement of Spanish colonization and a repudiation of its Anglo counterpart.

According to Lummis,

We talk of the cruelty of the Spanish conquests; but they were far less

cruel than the Saxon ones.  The Spaniard never exterminated.  He

conquered the aborigine and then converted and educated him, and

preserved him—with a scholarship, humanity, and zeal of which, to our
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shame be it said, our own history does not furnish the hint of a parallel.

[…] If we ever reach as humane and honorable an Indian policy as Spain

has maintained firmly for three hundred and fifty years, it will be a most

creditable national achievement. (95)

Like Jackson, Lummis flatly denies Spanish cruelty to American Indians and, in denying

Spanish extermination of Indians, defies the historical record.  He does not explain how

Spaniards first “conquered” Indians without cruelty, but simply states this as a fact.

Lummis aims to counterbalance narratives of American history, popularly accepted

during his time, that presented Anglo Americans as heroic settlers of the so-called New

World and characterized the Spanish as vicious exterminators of native peoples.

Throughout his writings, Lummis, like Jackson, attempts to counter the Black

Legend.  First, in A Tramp Across the Continent, Lummis espouses the need for a new

and more complete history of the United States and the Americas.  He hopes to see a

history

which shall so far escape the ignorance of prejudice as to admit the fact

that the Anglo-Saxon played a very squeaky second fiddle in pioneering

the new World—in such a history there would be no more thrilling record

than that of the now unwritten heroism of the Catholic missionaries of the

Southwest. (96)

Lummis goes on to attribute misconceptions of American history, particularly false

demonization of the Spanish and undervaluation Spanish accomplishments, to popular

anti-Catholic bias.  Throughout his life, Lummis prided himself on his religious
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tolerance.  He noted that, despite his Methodist upbringing and his Puritan ancestry on

both sides of his family, he was still able to appreciate the richness of other religious

traditions.  The fact that he was not a practicing Methodist may have had something to do

with his ability to shed anti-Catholic sentiments held by many Protestant Anglo

Americans in the nineteenth and early twentieth centuries.

While anti-Catholic bias was prominent in the United States at the time, Lummis

does not seem to consider the consequences of the ways that he counters this bias and

asserts Spanish achievements.  Firstly, while his proposed history makes room for a

discussion of Spain’s role in settling the Americas, it does not make room for the

achievements of the native peoples who shaped the Americas for thousands of years

before Europeans claimed to have discovered the New World.  Given his regard for

Pueblo houses, one might think that he would begin his history of the Americas by

discussing Puebloan architecture, specifically their multi-storied rectangular dwellings

made of adobe and stone.  Ladders connect different levels of these dwellings with the

flat roof of one level serving as the floor and the front yard of another.  Secondly, by

glorifying Spanish missionaries, Lummis implicitly (and often explicitly) endorses

conversion, thereby undermining the validity of American Indian religions.  Therefore,

while Lummis is able to perceive many of the pervasive biases that divided people

throughout the U.S.—specifically along racial and religious lines—he is unable to

acknowledge his own Eurocentric worldview and recognize how it prevents him from

fully appreciating American Indian traditions, distinct from Euro-American influences.
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The Pueblo Indians generally meet with Lummis’ praise and approval, largely

because of what he perceives as Spanish influences on their lifestyle and

culture—particularly their agricultural lifestyle and their neat houses—which, as I

mentioned above, were Puebloan innovations that preceded Spanish colonization.  By

contrast, the Navajo fail to meet Lummis lifestyle standards.  He pejoratively

characterizes them as nomads and describes them as “among the most savage aborigines

of the West” (212).  Lummis writes:

Their reservation, lying part in northwestern New Mexico and part in

northeastern Arizona, is a huge wilderness without towns or houses, but

dotted here and there with their little corn-patches and rude, lone

hogans—temporary tent-shaped huts of logs and earth.  They are absolute

nomads, and never stay long in one hogan—and will never enter it again

when death has once been in it. (213)

With a decidedly Euroamerican eye, Lummis takes a surface look at the reservation and

determines that the Navajo are far inferior to what he refers to as their “Pueblo

neighbors.”  He does not recognize the Navajos’ “little corn patches” as farming (which

he otherwise admires).  He fails to mention that, before 1868, agriculture was a critical

part of Navajo subsistence.  It was only after the Long Walk of 1864, one of the most

tragic events in Navajo history, that the Navajo reduced their dependence on agriculture

and focused more on raising sheep and cattle.120  In order to force the Navajo to surrender

and remove from their homelands, Colonel Kit Carson ordered that their fields be

destroyed.  The Navajo were forced to walk to Ft. Sumner, based on accusations of
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warring with other tribes in the region, including the Pueblos.  At Ft. Sumner, the Navajo

suffered from dysentery as a result of the water there, starvation, illness due to being

unaccustomed to the rations they were given to eat, the spread of disease, and attacks

from surrounding tribes.  Interestingly, in light of Lummis’ comparative assessment of

Navajo and Pueblo housing, one of the government’s goals in holding Navajos at Ft.

Sumner was to “remold them into Pueblo dwellers.”121  When they were finally released

and allowed to return home (primarily due to growing criticism from the U.S. public and

military over the conditions there), the U.S. government provided them with sheep and

cattle for subsistence.

In sharp contrast to his estimation of the Pueblos’ houses, Lummis refers to

hogans as temporary and tent-like.  Hogans do not seem to qualify as legitimate dwelling

places to him, simply because they are not constantly inhabited and are not shaped like

traditional Euroamerican houses.  Lummis fails to recognize that the Navajo were no

longer a nomadic tribe.  While they did historically travel from region to region in search

of food, once they settled in their current homeland in the Southwest between 1450 and

1525 C.E., long after their Pueblo neighbors whose ancestors were in the Southwest as

early as 10,000 B.C.E., they developed a more stationary lifestyle.122  This shift in

lifestyle was engendered, in part, by the Navajos’ contacts with the Pueblo tribes.123  By

the time that Lummis encountered the Navajo, they built their hogans to serve as long-

term dwellings but continued to move seasonally to different regions within their

Southwest homeland, usually in the interest of sheepherding.  In addition, whereas he

refers to Puebloan customs as “quaint and often astonishing” (142), his reference to
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Navajo customs surrounding death is dismissive and condescending.  He does recognize

that the Navajo excel in two “semi-civilized” industries, but qualifies that one, horse-

breeding, is only possible because the Spanish introduced horses to the Americas and that

in the other, silver-smithing, the Pueblos are superior.  He writes, “the average of Pueblo

workmanship in silver is far above that of the Navajos” (217).  Elsewhere he

acknowledges the fine quality of Navajo blankets, but again attributes the origins of this

tradition to the Spanish, who brought sheep to the Americas, and to the Pueblo

communities, from whom he claims the Navajos learned to weave.  While the Navajo and

the Pueblo tribes do indeed have a history of sharing and adopting aspects of one

another’s traditions and lifestyles, as I mentioned above, Lummis suggests that the

exchange of ideas between them flows only in one direction: from the Pueblo Indians to

the Navajos (223).  Yet, as historian and teacher Lawrence Sundberg notes, members of

the Pueblo and Navajo tribes traded goods and eventually shared certain cultural

traditions.  For example, according to Sundberg, “The Navajos traded animal meat and

hides, stone axes, flint knives and arrowheads to the Pueblos for cotton cloth, corn, beans,

squash, and Pueblo pottery” (12).

Finally, Lummis denounces the Navajo for failing to cultivate familial affection.

He determines that Navajos are decidedly inferior to Anglo Americans (and other

Indians) according to the same criteria that Aunt Ri recognizes Ramona’s basic humanity.

Whereas Ramona’s maternal affections ingratiate Aunt Ri to her, Lummis is decidedly

taken aback by his encounter with a Navajo mother.  Seeing a Navajo girl whom he

describes as “clean, bright, and decidedly pretty” (221), he asks an older Navajo woman
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if the girl is her daughter and follows with the question, ‘What’ll you take for her?’”

(221).  This leads to some bargaining.  Lummis writes:

She did not come down in her price, but kept reiterating that the girl was

both buena [good] and bonita [pretty].  Such is maternal affection among

the Navajos—so different from our Christian mothers, who never think of

wealth, title, or position, but always of the moral virtues and intellectual

decorations of a prospective son-in-law!  This slave-market system is the

ordinary matrimonial etiquette among the barbarous Navajos.  Their

civilized neighbors, the Pueblos, would never think of such an atrocity.

(221-222)

Interestingly, the Pueblo Indians did indeed think of negotiating bride prices.  In fact, this

was one of the influences that the Pueblo tribes had on the Navajo.124  Prior to their

migration into the Southwest, the Navajo—and the other Athapaskan-speaking

tribes—were patrilocal.  Following marriage, the newlywed couple would live with the

husband’s family and the bride’s family was required to compensate the husband’s

family.  By the time of European contact, the Navajo had developed a matrilocal system,

modeled after that of the Pueblo tribes.  Both systems were part of a broader conception

of reciprocity between a husband and wife’s families.  According to anthropologist Kelli

Carmean, “These highly flexible kinship patterns reflect how a culture adapts to its

environment, its dominant subsistence system, and with surrounding cultures” (7).  These

kinship relationships were—and continue to be—a fundamental part of the Navajo’s

social structure.
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Nonetheless, for all of his disdain for the concept of a bride price, Lummis does

not accuse himself for initiating this bargaining over the Navajo girl, nor for his

assumption that a Navajo girl can be bought and sold like the Navajo blankets he

purchases.  Instead, he takes this incident as a representation of the entire tribe’s

deficiency of “maternal affections.”  Further, he draws a sharp distinction between

Navajos and Anglo Americans —specifically Christians—on this account.  He presents

an idyllic image of Christian mothers who judge their daughters’ suitors strictly on the

basis of intellectual and moral virtues, not wealth or social position.  From a modern

perspective, Lummis’ lack of objectivity in characterizing members of his own cultural

group undermines his credibility in assessing another cultural group.  However, his own

readers would have likely accepted this popular view of Christian virtues and how he

juxtaposes them with the alleged immorality of the “barbarous Navajos.”  Anglo

American readers would have encountered this type of comparison in many other books,

beginning with early contact narratives written by Europeans about their experiences with

the native inhabitants of the Americas.

Near the end of his journey, Lummis encounters members of the Mojave tribe,

whom he describes as “tall and lithe and matchless runners […] superb swimmers, full of

strange customs, but sadly degenerate in morals” (258).  Again he bases his negative

assessment of an American Indian group on their lifestyle, in this case, their “skimpy”

dress, such as breech-clouts (258).  Lummis does not recognize the Mojaves’ dress as an

appropriate adaptation to the regions in which they live, where temperatures are

frequently quite hot.  The Mojaves’ appearance, which he interprets as immoral,
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prejudices Lummis in his assessment of their customs, which is illustrated by his

evaluation of their singing.  He records his impressions of a Mojave funeral service,

including their “chanting a wild refrain” and their “savage song” (258).  By contrast,

when he discusses the singing at Laguna Pueblo, he acknowledges that his unfamiliarity

with Laguna singing mitigates his ability to fully appreciate it.  He writes, “The words

were not particularly thrilling, consisting chiefly, it seemed to my untutored ear, of ‘Ho!

o-o-o-h!  Ho!  Ho!  Ah!  Ho!’ but the chant was a genuine melody, though different in all

ways from any tune you will hear elsewhere” (163).  Lummis qualifies his assessment of

the words and goes on to acknowledge the melodious nature of the chant, even though it

differs in type from the melodies to which he is accustomed.  With non-Pueblo tribes, he

is far less generous.

It seems that if Lummis’ preliminary assessment of a tribe is negative, he has

difficulty acknowledging any of its achievements.  Overall, the tribe must project an

appearance of being what Lummis understands as civilized in order to be evaluated

favorably by him.  His disdain for the Mojaves may have something to do with the fact

that, as the only tribe with ancestral homelands in the border regions of Nevada,

Colorado, Arizona, and Calfornia, they were remote from Spain’s sphere of influence and

retained their independence throughout the Spanish colonial period.125  Consequently,

they do not exhibit the signs of Spanish influence that Lummis values among the Pueblo

Indians.  Nonetheless, the Mojaves have historically relied heavily on farming, and used

the bottomlands along the Colorado river for this purpose.
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Although Lummis exalts the Pueblos as exemplary Indians who benefited from

Spanish colonization, it is clear that he still ranks them as decidedly inferior to Anglo

Americans.  For example, his description of an Acoma Pueblo man reveals that Lummis

circumscribes the types of activities of which even the most civilized of Indians are

capable.  He writes:

I doubt if there was ever carved a manlier frame than Faustino’s; and

certain it is that there never was a face nearer the ideal Mars.  A grand,

massive head, outlined in strength rather than delicacy; great, rugged

features, yet superbly moulded withal—an eye like a lion’s, nose and

forehead full of character, and a jaw which was massive but not brutal,

calm but inexorable as fate.  I have never seen a finer face—for a man

whose trade is war, that is.  Of course, it would hardly fit a professor’s

shoulders.  But it will always stand out in my memory with but two or

three others—the most remarkable types I have encountered. (166)

This is just one place, among many, where Lummis elevates a non-Anglo American for

his manliness.  By emphasizing this quality in allegedly less civilized peoples, Lummis

again echoes popular antimodern sentiments, according to which an excess of civilization

physically weakens or feminizes Anglo American men.  Faustino, by contrast, has a

“massive head, outlined in strength rather than delicacy.”  With this description of

Faustino, Lummis invokes a fundamental antimodern binary (strength versus delicacy)

and positions Faustino in opposition to his overly civilized Anglo American counterparts.

In addition, despite his pretensions to overcoming racial prejudice, Lummis reveals his
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continued bias by characterizing Faustino as physiologically suited to war but not to

scholarship.  In so doing, he invokes the language of of craniometry, one of the branches

of popular late-nineteenth-century science that linked personal traits to physical

measurements.  Craniometrists linked intelligence to skull size.  Here Lummis reverses

the popular conception that the larger one’s brain size, the greater one’s intelligence, by

suggesting that such a large head is not suited to a professor’s shoulders.  Nonetheless, by

determining that Faustino is a natural warrior, based on his skull size, Lummis ascribes to

theories of biological determinism.126

Lummis ultimately classifies Faustino’s head as one of three remarkable heads he

has seen during a life of traveling.  This statement, given within the context of a travel

narrative and by a man who based his career on his experiences with regions and peoples

unfamiliar to most Anglo Americans, has an ethnographic feel.  In other words, Lummis

collects impressions of unusual physical features—presented as otherworldly through

comparisons to Mars—to offer his readers for their voyeuristic consumption.  Lummis

goes so far as to dismember Faustino by separating his head from his body, describing its

features, and imaging it as a poor attachment to a professor’s shoulders, thereby

committing a type of linguistic violence through imaginative vivisection.

Lummis the Ethnographer

In the late nineteenth century, the science of ethnography (the study and

comparison of cultural groups) was gaining popular legitimacy.  This development

coincided with widespread antimodern sentiments.  Traveling outside of modern,
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primarily Anglo-American cities to encounter members of other cultures was a way for

ethnographers and tourists alike to allegedly “touch an authentic past by touching a

contemporary Indian person” (Deloria, 106).  Lummis envisioned himself as one such

person.  He believed he could better engage in life in the modern world if he reawakened

his non-modern self by leaving the city, reconnecting with the natural world, and learning

from members of non-modern societies.  However, as historian Philip Deloria argues, the

field of ethnography was at a transitional point during the late nineteenth century, and

many of the debates underway in the field were also echoed in the public sphere.

Ethnographers were moving away from the method used by Lewis Henry Morgan (1818-

1881), i.e., approaching Indians as objects of investigation and attempting to record their

supposedly disappearing cultures before they were lost forever.  A new approach was

gaining popularity that allowed ethnographers to play the role of participant-observer and

learn about other cultures by living among them for sustained periods of time.  Scientists

previously viewed Frank Cushing, one of Lummis’ role models, with suspicion for

immersing himself so deeply in Zuni culture that he adapted their social customs and

manner of dress.  This change in methodology was accompanied by an ideological shift

from social Darwinism (according to which all cultures follow the same trajectory, with

whites in the lead and people of color trailing at various stages behind them) to cultural

relativism (which allowed distinct cultures, histories, and patterns of development for

different cultural groups).  However, even as cultural relativism gained currency, racialist

assumptions continued to guide interactions between many Anglo Americans and

members of other cultural groups.
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A Tramp Across the Continent reveals the influence that these various schools of

thought had on Lummis.  Although he prides himself on learning about other cultures

through first-hand contact and espouses a type of cultural relativism by suggesting that

different cultural groups in the U.S. will benefit mutually by learning from one another,

he also acts according to a more traditional ethnographic methodology.  While he values

his experiences among American Indians, he also approaches them as objects of study

and aims to extract aspects of their cultures and export them back to the so-called

civilized world.  He buys Navajo blankets and Acoma water jars to sell for profit later in

Los Angeles, thereby feeding the public desire to access a more authentic form of culture

through these cultural products.127  In addition, Lummis feels no qualms about digging in

the ruins of a native cliff-dwelling society.  After commenting on the quality of the cliff-

dwellings’ construction, and consequently determining that the cliff-dwellers were a

Puebloan group, Lummis begins digging.  He describes the cliff-dwellings as follows:

Many of them are still entire; and in them I dug, from under the dust of

centuries, dried and shrunken corn-cobs, bits of pottery, an ancient basket

of woven yucca fibre exactly such as is made to-day by the Pueblos of

remote, cliff-perched Moqui, and a few arrow-heads and other stone

implements.  There are many hundreds of these long-forgotten ruins in

that grim canon; and it well repays as long a visit as one can give it.

(Tramp, 240)

Lummis takes such a well-preserved site as an invitation for exploration and looting,

which is now illegal.  He does not question his right to do so, nor does he consider
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leaving the sight intact.  Further, he recommends to his readers that they too seek out

such ruins and collect all of the treasures they can find.

Among his many job titles, Lummis claimed archeologist and ethnographer.

After meeting archeologist Adolph Bandelier (1840-1914) in 1892, the two men went to

Peru to do archeological research.  Although Lummis’ time in Peru was brief and

frustrating (primarily because Bandelier entrusted him with few responsibilities) he

continued his efforts to write about other cultures and educate the American public.  He

also turned his home into a museum.  According to James Byrkit, “[h]ere he displayed his

collections of books and photographs, exotic souvenirs, and Indian artifacts, and held

discourses on Southwestern culture” (xlv).  He wrote ethnographic books, such as The

Man Who Married the Moon (1894), in which he records the stories and culture of the

Pueblo tribes.  In addition, Lummis “passionately wanted a museum in Los Angeles

dedicated to preserving the culture of the Southwest.  Largely as a result of his

persistence and planning, the Southwest Museum, located near his home in Highland

Park, Los Angeles, was opened to the public on August 1, 1914” (xlv).  Lummis was no

doubt a leading figure in the recording and dissemination of information about the

Southwest.  He attained this status through his personal experiences and publications,

despite his lack of formal training.  Yet, his desire to record and educate, mixed with his

genuine appreciation for other cultures and his desire to experience them first hand, lead

to an ambivalent treatment of other cultures in A Tramp Across the Continent and in his

other works.  He treats American Indians and Mexican Americans as both objects of

study and as living peoples with admirable cultural traditions and worldviews.
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Lummis’ Belief in the Transforming Indian

Although Lummis approaches Indians with an inquisitive/acquisitive eye, aims to

record their cultures for popular consumption, and accepts European colonization of the

Americas as a necessary good, he does not present American Indians as passive receptors

of American culture.  Like Alexander Posey, Lummis espouses a belief in what I term the

Transforming Indian.  In other words, he believes that American Indians are capable of

adaptation and change and can therefore selectively adopt aspects of Anglo American

culture for their own purposes.  As I mentioned previously, unlike most Anglo Americans

during his lifetime, Lummis believed that Indians could be trained to participate in and

contribute to the social, political, and economic life of the United States.  This belief led

him to endorse Spanish models of living among Indians, Indian education (though he did

not believe it should be forced or focused on stifling American Indian cultural norms),

and programs for providing Indians with agricultural training.  Lummis believed in

helping Indians to participate in mainstream U.S. society.  He maintained that American

Indians could productively retain many aspects of their own cultures, while adopting

aspects of Anglo American culture that (he believed) would aid them in surviving as a

distinct cultural entity within the United States.  He believed further that they could

maintain their tribal social systems while participating in the U.S. economy.

Lummis forged a middle ground in his view of Indian policy.  With his emphasis

on American Indian participation in American society, Lummis departed from

proponents of U.S. removal policies, which separated Indians from the rest of American

society by removing them from their homelands in the East and settling them on distant
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reservations in the West.  On the other hand, by insisting that American Indians should be

free to retain their distinct cultural practices and that Anglo Americans would benefit

from adopting some of these practices, Lummis countered U.S. policies of assimilation,

which essentially aimed to convert Indians into Anglo Americans.  However, during his

tramp, Lummis’ views of Indians and Indian policies were still developing.  Whereas

later in his life, at the request of the Pueblo council, he interceded on behalf of Indian

children forcibly being held at the Albuquerque Indian school, during his tramp, his

ethnographic interest in Indians overwhelmed his compassion for Indians being forcibly

educated, which I will discuss in more detail below.

Although Lummis supported Spanish, Mexican, and certain U. S. efforts to train

American Indians in European methods of agriculture and certain cultural norms, he also

appreciated American Indians’ innovations in the use of Anglo American goods for their

own purposes. For example, during his time at Isleta pueblo, he witnesses a Day of the

Dead celebration, during which the dead are said to return to the realm of the living and

are honored with enormous feasts and celebrations.  The tradition originated in pre-

Columbian Mesoamerica, has regional variants, and took on certain Christian features

following European colonization.  The Pueblo Indians adopted the tradition and

transformed it to conform with their own belief systems.  Lummis describes the Isleta

Pueblo Indians as “simple folk” for believing that they can feed the dead, but is at the

same time attentive to their ceremonies and lifestyle.  While recording the traditional

garments worn by the Pueblo Indians at the celebration, he also notes that one “young girl

had a turkey-red table-cloth for a head shawl, and another an American piano-cover of
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crimson with gold embroidery” (149).  He makes no comment about their (mis)use of

these items, but simply lists them alongside other, more expected, garments that the

Pueblo Indians wear.  Lummis also discusses Pueblo and Navajo uses of American

currency for ornamentation.  He admires the belts and jewelry they decorate with coins

(often flattened and imprinted with a design).  He makes no judgment about this use of

currency, nor does he suggest (like other Anglo American who observed this practice)

that the Navajo or Pueblo Indians flout American culture or illustrate their inability to

compete within mainstream, capitalist, American society.  Rather, he presents their

method as pragmatic when he notes that many Pueblo and Navajo silversmiths charge as

much for their labor as for the silver used in making their products.

Lummis’ Views of U.S. Indian Policies

The limitations of Lummis’ cultural relativism are also apparent in his views of

U.S. Indian policy.  Similar to Jackson, Lummis presents a downward trajectory for

Indians from the golden days of Spanish rule, to the U.S. annexation of Northern Mexico,

and the United States’ subsequent acquisition of half of Mexico’s territory with the

Treaty of Guadalupe-Hidalgo.  Lummis notes that the United States immediately

breached its promises to Indians living in regions of the United States that previously had

belonged to Mexico.  After offering a glowing report of the San Ildefonso community’s

orderly houses and farms, he goes on to accuse the U.S. of not treating the Pueblo Indians

properly.  He asserts that they are “citizens of the United States by the treaty of

Guadalupe Hidalgo—though that fact seems never to have penetrated the powers at
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Washington” (94-5).  In fact, American Indians were not granted citizenship until 1924.

Lummis follows this accusation against the United States (breaching its treaty obligation

to treat Indians as equal members of U.S. society) with one of his many discussions of the

virtues of Spanish Indian policies.  He concludes by suggesting the following reform for

U.S. Indian policy: “If we ever reach as humane and honorable an Indian policy as Spain

has maintained firmly for three hundred and fifty years, it will be a most creditable

national achievement” (95).  During the time Lummis was writing, Indian tribes were

considered domestic dependent nations, rather than independent nations, as had been the

case prior to the Indian Removal Act of 1834.  This act initiated the forced removal of

eastern tribes to the Western United States.  This change in status meant that the federal

government was free to pass statutes regarding Indian affairs; unlike treaties, statutes did

not require tribal consent.128

Lummis’ only other mentions of Indian policy in A Tramp Across the Continent

pertain to federal Indian schools—sites of what he terms an “interesting ethnographic

study” (103).  When he reaches Santa Fé he spends some time at one such school.  He

quickly acknowledges, but then brushes aside, objections to forced education and reveals

his ethnographic interests in studying the effects of assimilationist experiments on

American Indians.  He writes, “Whatever thoughtful people may think as to our

justification in forcibly taking these citizens of the United States (for all Pueblo Indians

are citizens) away from their homes to be given an alleged education, the processes are

instructive and full of interest” (103).  He seems to validate objections to forced Indian

education by ascribing them to “thoughtful people” and by undercutting the value of the
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education in these schools by referring to the “alleged education” the Pueblo children

receive.  He dismisses Puebloan methods of education out of hand, without describing

these methods or explaining what makes them ineffectual.  According to Paula Gunn

Allen, American Indians, including the Pueblo Indians, traditionally educated their

children by

sharing appropriate items from the oral tradition, and by helping and

encouraging children in tribally approved endeavors that are matched to

individual inclinations but that will provide useful skills, understandings,

and abilities for the good of the entire group.  The young person is trained

in a number of ways, formal and informal, and by a number of individuals

in the tribe.  Traditionally, female children (or female surrogates) are

trained by women, while man children (or male surrogates) are trained by

men in learning their ritual roles within their social system. (206)

Laguna Pueblo writer, Leslie Marmon Silko echoes this account in a description of her

own upbringing, in which she describes learning practical skills and sacred knowledge

through the stories her aunt and grandmother told her.129  Lummis, like many government

officials, focuses on English language iliteracy as the sole indication of the Pueblo

Indians’ need for a government sponsored education.

Regardless of any qualms he has about forced Indian education, Lummis

expresses a keen interest in the results of this “ethnographic study” by going on to

transcribe letters written by Pueblo students that demonstrate varying degrees of

proficiency in English language literacy.  Further, he gives the project of forced Indian
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education some credibility by denying Puebloan methods of education and denigrating

the innate intellect of Pueblo children: “You must remember that up to the time of going

to school these swart pupils have none of that help from heredity which is such an

advantage to our children—who are already half-educated before they begin to be

educated at all” (103-4).  Lummis again ranks American Indians below Anglo Americans

in terms of their intellectual abilities.  In addition, despite his desire to get to know people

of other cultures, by referring to “our children” he draws a sharp distinction between

himself (and his presumably Anglo American readers) and American Indians.

Through a combination of circumstances, Lummis found himself in a unique

position to influence Indian policy.  He used the newspapers he edited to comment upon

developments in Indian policy and how these developments influenced Southwestern

Indian tribes.  In addition, as one of Theodore Roosevelt’s friends from their days

together at Harvard University, Lummis had a direct line to the President and did not

hesitate to pressure Roosevelt to make the reforms he advised.  Roosevelt viewed

Lummis as an authority on Indians and therefore invited his guidance, as Roosevelt took

a significant interest in Indian affairs.  Roosevelt frequently glorified the alleged conquest

of the land that became the United States, which he believed was previously “the hunting

ground of squalid savages” that “had to be taken by the white race” (Thompson, 214-5).

Nonetheless, he was interested in native cultures, toured six Indian reservations in 1892,

and despised whites who gathered around reservations and attempted to prey on Indians.

Roosevelt viewed the reservation system as a transitional phase in Indian policy that

would conclude with the termination of treaties and the end of all government aid to
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tribes.  Consequently, Roosevelt appreciated Lummis’ approach to Indian policy,

particularly Lummis’ emphasis on helping Indians to be self-sustaining.

Shortly after taking office, Roosevelt invited Lummis to attend a series of

meetings with him and other policy makers in late 1901.130  Federal officials who dealt

with Indian affairs were less welcoming of Lummis’ ideas than Roosevelt and resented

Lummis’ influence on the President.  According to Mark Thompson, Lummis boasted

that his views of Indian policy were based on common sense.  Thompson writes:

The simple truth at the heart of his approach to Indian affairs was that

Native Americans should be able to decide for themselves what they

wanted to do with their lives—within the limits, to be sure, that had been

imposed on them by a continent rapidly filling up with white settlers.  To

adjust, American Indians would have to learn new skills in fields ranging

from farming and ranching to law and politics.  But there was no reason

why many aspects of their culture couldn’t survive.  Their way of life was

far from perfect, but Lummis recognized that contemporary white society

had its own serious shortcomings, so he was skeptical of most of the

proposals being batted around in the debate about how to improve the

Indian. (215-6)

While Lummis certainly respected Indian cultures more than most federal policy

makers—who, at the time, operated under the assumption that Indians would either

assimilate into mainstream American culture or die off—he was also prone to a

paternalistic approach to Indian affairs.
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In 1901, Lummis founded an Indian rights association based in Los Angeles,

called the Sequoya League.  He believed that, by referring to a traditional American

Indian leader, the groups’ name illustrated his fundamental conviction that Indians could

adapt to life within the United States while maintaining aspects of their traditional

lifestyles.   The group’s motto was: “To Make Better Indians By Treating Them Better.”

The organization did oppose certain paternalistic Indian policies, including forced

education, the mandate given to Indian agents to cut Indians’ hair, and restrictions on the

practice of native religions, all policies that the Bureau of Indian Affairs endorsed.131

Yet, when it came to protecting Indian land claims, Lummis was far less hands-off in his

approach.  His organization did succeed in securing money to buy land for Mission

Indians, but at least during one infamous incident, Lummis privileged his own estimation

of the best land to which to relocate a tribe over the wishes of the tribe he was assisting.

Lummis was appointed to head a commission for Indians located at Warner’s Ranch, in

California.  The land they were living on, which was part of their ancestral land base, had

been purchased by an Anglo American settler who threatened to kill them if they did not

move.  Lummis secured federal money to find new land for the Indians and invested a

great deal of time in finding a location suitable for agriculture.  He devised a point system

for evaluating sites.  Among such considerations as size, water supply, and safety from

white encroachment, “favored by Indians” was worth the least number of points: 5 out of

a total of 400 points.

Lummis undermined tribal autonomy by participating in the forced removal of the

Cupa Indians who lived at Warner’s Ranch.  When he heard that tribal members intended
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to resist relocation and insist on their right to retain their lands, Lummis feared that the

Indians would be killed and he therefore called on the U.S. government to send federal

troops to force the eviction of the Cupa Indians.  The Bureau of Indian Affairs refused

this assistance and deputy sheriffs oversaw the move instead.  Lummis’ role in their

removal caused the Cupa Indians to view him with hostility for generations.

I mention Lummis’ involvement with the Cupa Indians not as an absolute

condemnation of his efforts to intervene on behalf of Indians, but to illustrate that the

ambivalence that marks his representations of Indians in A Tramp Across the Continent

was also present in his later interventions in U.S. Indian policy.  Further, Lummis serves

as just one example of many Indian reformers active around the turn of the twentieth

century who challenged Indian policies that were based on the assumption that Indians

were degenerate and had no culture worth saving, but at the same time applied their own

cultural standards when selectively praising certain tribes and criticizing others.  Lummis,

like many Indian reformers of the period, made choices that affected Indian people rather

than giving this authority to the people themselves.  Lummis’ intervention on behalf of

the Cupa Indians illustrates that intervention itself, no matter how well intentioned, when

forced upon a resistant tribe, is a breach of that tribe’s autonomy.

Mexican Americans in A Tramp Across the Continent

Lummis’ treatment of Mexican Americans in A Tramp Across the Continent

differs markedly from his treatment of American Indians.  Whereas he makes distinctions

between Native tribes on the basis of their lifestyle and industries, he does not
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differentiate between Mexican Americans.  Once he overcomes his initial feelings of

racial bias, he is an unequivocal champion of Mexican Americans.  However, he does

reveal that, despite his praise (and even his periodic elevation of Mexican Americans

over Anglo Americans) he still positions them as inferior to Anglo Americans, though as

decidedly superior to American Indians.  He credits Mexicans for sustaining many of the

practices of the Spanish, specifically the Spanish civilizing mission for American Indians.

He credits Mexicans, as well as Spaniards, for settling the Southwest and transforming it

from savagery to civilization.  Lummis writes, “If it weren’t for the Mexicans half of the

southwest would be a wilderness today” (qtd. in American Character, 131).  Among the

Mexican Americans he meets along his tramp, he singles out those who played a role in

fighting Indians.  For example, he describes Amado Chaves, who became a lifelong

friend, as “the finest rifle shot and the greatest Indian fighter in the Southwest in his day”

(Tramp, 175).  Chaves is not the only Indian fighter who wins Lummis’ praise.

Throughout A Tramp Across the Continent, Lummis honors Anglo American Indian

fighters and, shortly after arriving in Los Angeles, requested to be sent on assignment to

cover the activities of a prominent Indian fighter whom Lummis greatly admired, General

George “Gray Fox” Crook.  Crook was most famous for his pursuit of Geronimo and

Geronimo’s band of Apaches.

Throughout his discussions of Mexican Americans, Lummis continues to echo his

contention that racial prejudice can only be overcome through first hand contact between

cultural groups.  He describes his first encounter with Mexican Americans as follows:
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[W]e stepped into a civilization that was then new to me—that of the

swarthy Mexicans and their quaint adobe houses, with regiments of

mongrel curs and flocks of silken-haired Angora goats.  I was very

suspicious of the people,—a foolishness which long subsequent dwelling

among them removed” (74).

Once more, in offering his readers his first impression of a cultural group, he singles out

the style of houses in which they live.  And again, a favorable impression of the houses

shortly yields to a favorable impression of the people.  Mexican houses and hospitality

are the pivotal factors that lead Lummis to shed his prejudice toward Mexican

Americans.  He writes, “With pleasant stops at here and there a hospitable Mexican

house—for I was losing my imbecile suspicions—we came at last to Española” (92).  As

Lummis travels farther west, he has increasing difficulty finding lodging with Anglo

Americans.  For the first half of his journey, he sought out former Chillicotheans who had

relocated in the West and who readily opened their doors to him.  As he continued his

journey, he stopped in increasingly rural regions where Anglo Americans began to look

on him with hostility and suspicion, perhaps in part because of his unconventional attire

and his general unkemptness that resulted from his many days of walking and frequently

sleeping outdoors.  The fact that Mexican Americans always open their houses to him

and provide him with good meals wins him over.  Speaking of one such Mexican

American couple, Lummis writes, “Their hospitality was not for sale—it was from the

heart, as with all of their kindly race” (202).  Lummis’ antimodern sensibilities surface in

his praise of Mexican Americans.  He suggests that, unlike more civilized people,
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Mexican Americans do not put on false pretences or act courteously in conformity to

social norms, but act out of a natural, inborn impulse of basic kindness toward other

people.

For Lummis, the Chavezes represent the best of Mexican hospitality and, more

broadly, an ideal of home and family.  Lummis was so taken by the Chavezes that he

emulated their lifestyle and traditions with his own family.  He privileges what he sees as

their simplicity over the artifices of civilization, as well as their preservation of the

hierarchical social system instilled in the Southwest by the Spanish.  Because his

description of the Chavez household illuminates the relationship between his

antimodernism, his admiration for Mexican culture, and his implicit belief in social

hierarchies, I include significant portions below:

The home-life of the lovable Mexican family with whom I spent those

stormy but happy four days interested me greatly.  The large, roomy,

comfortably appointed adobe house was as unlike a New England

homestead as possible in all but one thing—that it was home; and home

not only for its people, but for their guests. (182-3)

Lummis’ ethnographic gaze emerges in his appraisal of this Mexican American family;

the combination of unfamiliarity and attraction compel him to reside with the family

while methodically recording what he sees and experiences.  He thereby attempts to be

both observer/outsider and participant/insider.  Again, housing is central to his appraisal.

In this case, even though the adobe house is unlike the houses to which he is accustomed,

it provides him with a feeling of home, which he emphasizes with italics.  This idea of
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feeling at home carries him deeper into the Chavez family, whereas Navajo hogans,

which he deems tent-like and temporary, do not compel him to look at them more closely

or, more importantly, to spend a notable amount time among the Navajo people.  Lummis

continues his description of the Chavez home:

The beds, covered with priceless Navajo blankets, were scrupulously neat;

and so was everything else in the domestic economy.  The food, though

still new to me, was abundant and very good.  The usual bill of fare

included stews of mutton with rice, beef roasted in delicious cubes, beef

shredded and stewed with the quenchless but delightful chile, frijoles (the

brown beans of the Southwest) cooked as only a Mexican can cook them;

white and graham bread of home-made flour not robbed of its nutrition by

roller processes, and baked in little “shortened” cakes called galletitas;

wine, perfect coffee, and canned fruits.  All the baking was done in the big

adobe beehives of ovens in the courtyard; the other cooking upon the

kitchen stove.  A dozen ever-amiable servants kept all the affairs of the

extensive household in excellent shape.  The large scale housekeeping at

such a hacienda may be inferred from the one item of coffee, of which

2500 pounds was consumed there yearly. (183)

Lummis provides a rather detailed account of the Chavez’s domestic economy, including

the types of foods they eat and how they are prepared.  He emphasizes the abundance of

the food, its meticulous preparation, and the overall order that governs food

production—each of which conforms to his standards for a clean and productive
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household.  Not only does Lummis paint an attractive picture, but he also alludes to the

social hierarchy that underlies the Chavez’s domestic system.  The labor of American

Indians is present through the Navajo blankets (which were expensive trade items by this

time) that adorn the “scrupulously neat” beds.  Interestingly, the products of Navajo labor

are fit for decorating a Mexican American bed, but the houses of Navajos do not invite

curiosity or detailed description for Lummis, only disdain.  Ultimately “amiable servants”

are responsible for running the Chavez’s domestic economy.  Lummis does not specify

the cultural background of these servants; he only notes their presumed contentment with

serving the Chavezes.  Lummis thereby naturalizes the social hierarchy of the Chavez

household.  By featuring in his book a wealthy Mexican American family like the

Chavezes, who identify with their Spanish ancestry, Lummis—like Jackson—defers to

popular racial biases.  Yet, whereas Jackson presents Ramona as a transracial character

who partakes of multiple cultural traditions, Lummis himself becomes such a hybrid

figure within his own narrative.  However, as an Anglo American, Lummis is free to

profit from his knowledge of American Indians and Mexican Americans (both personally

and professionally) without suffering the land loss and cultural marginalization

experienced by members of these cultural groups.

Anglo Americans: East versus West

Although Lummis spends a far greater amount of time describing the cultural

groups that are unfamiliar to most of his Anglo American readers, and consequently the

most interesting to them, Anglo Americans remain the central reference point of
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Lummis’ narrative.  He clearly writes for Anglo Americans, as he frequently contrasts his

observations of other cultural groups with the expectations and practices familiar to the

“we” of the book.  In addition, as I have discussed previously, he repeatedly counters

Anglo American prejudices by noting the virtues of marginalized peoples.  By presenting

his capacity to overcome prejudice, he invites readers with a cultural background similar

to his own to follow his example.  In this manner, Lummis himself serves the same role

that Aunt Ri does in Ramona.

In addition to writing for an Anglo American audience, Lummis describes three

distinct types of Anglo Americans in his narrative: 1) Anglo Americans (particularly

Eastern) who reclaim their natural vigor through physical trials and come to benefit from

acquaintance with peoples with different cultural backgrounds from their own; (Lummis

presents himself as the exemplar and forerunner of this type); 2) Anglo Americans from

the East who travel west but are unable to dispose of their stereotypical notions of other

cultures, are therefore duped by members of these cultures, and who thus deny

themselves an authentic encounter with the West; and, 3) Anglo Americans living in the

West who model the rugged individualism that the West is alleged to engender.  With his

education, wit, physical prowess, and ability to befriend members of other cultural

groups, Lummis represents the best of both East and West.  He thereby illustrates the

type of productive hybridity that Anglo Americans can achieve by traveling and adopting

aspects of other regional and cultural lifestyles.

The Anglo Americans who receive the most praise from Lummis are those who

represent the traditional American pioneer, including miners who travel west in hopes of
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making a living, and who persevere in spite of incredible trials.  Lummis describes

miners as follows:

How heterogeneous that mass of humanity—akin only in the one

absorbing passion—battled with cold and hunger, with disease and death,

with beasts thirsty for gold—ah, that was our greatest, longest, strangest

tragedy.  It sends a thrill through one’s veins to meet in some lonely cabin

a gray-haired remnant of those old heroes whose superhuman valor and

vigor opened these western States and Territories to civilization; the men

whose persistent average of ill luck buried ten dollars in the ground for

every dollar’s worth of “dust” that was taken from it; yet paved the way to

the prosperity of solid business.  But to-day they are half forgotten. (54)

Lummis praises the very event that led to the dispossession of the lands of so many

Mexican Americans and American Indians.  The gold rush led numerous Anglo

American to flood the West and appropriate lands already occupied by Mexican

Americans and American Indians.  Digging for gold contaminated the water supplies that

many American Indians relied on for fishing, drinking, and the cultivation of vegetation.

Yet, in Lummis’ estimation, these miners are responsible for the “civilization” of the

American West.  Thus, despite his praise for the West’s original inhabitants, he

nonetheless approves of one of the most destructive events faced by members of these

cultural groups.  In this passage, Lummis does not concern himself with the

consequences mining had for other peoples, but only with the opening of the American
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West to Anglo Americans and the type of lifestyle Anglo Americans have since had in

the West.

By describing early miners as “superhuman” and detailing the challenges they

faced, Lummis implicitly critiques those who live in the overcivilized East, where they

presumably live and profit without undergoing any such personal sacrifices.  The image

Lummis offers of a gray-haired man living in an isolated cabin contrasts with the urban

environment to which most of his readers are accustomed.  Lummis presents this type of

rugged Anglo American as an endangered species.  He once again attempts to correct the

historical record.  Whereas in the case of the Spanish he attempts to make his readers

familiar with Spain’s heroic colonization of North America, here he presents another

forgotten figure pivotal to the settlement of the United States.  By describing the rugged

Westerner as a vanishing species, Lummis may hope to inspire feelings of nostalgia in his

readers.  In this manner he arguably encourages them to record the accomplishments and

characteristics of this type of Anglo American and to reclaim this type of vigorous

lifestyle before civilization stamps over it entirely.  He models both of these activities for

his readers in A Tramp Across the Continent.

Lummis further endorses the so-called conquest of the West and valorizes the

roles Anglo Americans played in this process by marking out Anglo American Indian

killers for his praise.  He lumps such men in the category of adventurous men who live

outside of the confines of civilization and profit by it.  Of one such man he writes:

He was by turns hunter, scout in the deadly Sioux wars of 1876, and

miner, and at last with his brother Carroll went to trapping beaver, otter,
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bear, etc., for pelt or bounty, in the fur season, mining in the summer.  He

had lived a good deal more in his thirty-five years than a hundred average

existers do in a lifetime, and was as modest about it all as though his most

startling adventures had been the common experience of mankind. (81-2)

Lummis lists this man’s hunting of Indians alongside his hunting of a variety of animals.

He makes no specific comment about this man’s role in the Sioux wars but simply

identifies this as one of the many adventures of this man’s enviable life—a life that has

been far more lived than most.  In a text that repeatedly implores readers to experience

the unfamiliar and live a more active life, such a mention, no matter how brief, is not

unproblematic.  It importantly illustrates the complexities of Lummis’ views of American

Indian peoples.  Now that they have arguably been subdued, they offer a form of cultural

revitalization for Anglo Americans and have lifestyles that should be protected.  Of

course, for Lummis and the majority of his fellow Indian reformers, American Indians’

lifestyles only can or should be protected to the degree that is possible in the context of

Anglo American colonization which, Lummis makes clear, is an important, heroic, and

necessary part of American history.

Not all Western Americans meet with Lummis’ praise, however.  In particular, he

strongly critiques and even confronts those who do not display the courtesy and

hospitality he so greatly appreciates among Mexican Americans.  In contrast to cowboys,

whose hospitality is “always genuine, though rough,” (156) he meets several Anglo

Americans in the West who do not display proper courtesy.132  In a number of cases he

contrasts the willingness of Mexican Americans to open their homes to him with the
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many Anglo Americans who refuse to do so.  It seems that these Westerners have not

benefited from living in proximity to Mexican Americans; they have not internalized this

most admirable of Mexican American qualities.  In another case, Lummis takes great

offense at an Anglo American who does not greet him properly.  He writes:

In this native land of courtesy I had learned that human decency of the

road which brightens travel in a Spanish country.  Whoso met me greeted

me politely and gave me good day; and now I did the same.  So when the

florid personage on a high horse came face to face with me I said:—

   “Good afternoon, sir.”

   He looked at me coldly, and made no sign.

   “Good afternoon, sir,” I repeated, with a sudden change of heart.  But he

only stared with more insolent disdain.

   He was within six feet.  I snapped the rifle forward from my shoulder

and looked him in the eye along the sights.  The hammer was up.

   “Perhaps you did not hear my remark, sir.  I said good afternoon to you.”

   This was said very quietly, but it had a remarkable effect.  The ruddy

purple cheeks paled suddenly, and the pudgy hands grasped spasmodically

at the saddle-horn, as if to keep from a fall.

   “Good afternoon, sir!  Good afternoon, sir!  A very fine afternoon, sir!  I

hope you are well, sir.  I beg pardon, beg pardon, sir” he stuttered, and

putting spurs to his horse was off like the wind, never once stopping to

look back. (139-40)
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Lummis manages to stage a type of frontier showdown with the intent of cultivating

proper “Spanish” courtesy—arguably another example of his personal illustration of the

productive hybridity of East and West.  Lummis again privileges Spanish colonization of

the Americas by ascribing Spanish ownership to a land long out of Spanish hands and

sparsely inhabited by people of purely Spanish descent.  In this manner he undercuts the

significance of the U.S. conquest of the West, which he elsewhere glorifies.  He not only

wishes to educate readers about Spanish contributions to the settlement of the Americas,

but also aims to inculcate Spanish virtues in all those who benefit from the Spanish

legacy of the Southwestern United States.

The final class of Anglo Americans whom Lummis critiques are naïve travelers.

While they follow his mandate to “See America First,” they fail to do so with the proper

frame of mind.  Rather than learning about the West and its residents through firsthand

experience, they carry their preconceived notions with them and allow these impressions

to override their experiences.  Lummis offers one such critique in the course of his

description of Tesúque Pueblo.  He writes:

   On their walls hang Springfield and Winchester rifles, double-barrelled

shotguns, and the like, cartridge belts and reloading tools; but they sell to

tourists any quantity of bows and arrows and raw-hide shields, and the

tourists carry off the relics as something really used by the “red” men!

They pay five or six prices for them too, for the Pueblos have not been

slow to learn from the Jews who trade with them.
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   I know not why it is; but people who had “good horse sense” back in

Boston, New York, or Cincinnati, seem when they get West to be

ambitious only to show how foolish they can be.

   Now when a Westerner sees anything novel and surprising, he takes it

all in without moving a muscle. […] He has learned the a, b, c, of the

savoir faire—when in a strange place, to keep his eyes and ears open, his

mouth shut.  Thereby, he always escapes making a spectacle of himself.  If

the Easterner in the West would follow this rule, he would be less “filled”

with ridiculous stories.  The people of the West are not particularly

looking for some one to impose upon and tell silly fables to; but they are

kind-hearted, and when they see that the tourist will be disappointed

unless he is “filled”—as is generally the case—they try to accommodate

him. (108)

Despite his claims to the contrary, here Lummis reveals that he is not free of prejudice.

When he notes that the Pueblo Indians have learned how to profit through false

advertising and overpricing from Jewish merchants, he advances the stereotype of the

avaricious Jew.  While he attempts to educate readers about other cultural groups in the

American West, including American Indians, Mexican Americans, and Anglo

Americans, he fails to provide any information about the circumstances that brought

many Jewish people to the West or the reasons they often became merchants or peddlers.

From the 1890s through the early 1920s, many Jews fled Eastern Europe in response to

violence and discrimination.  Many Anglo Americans responded to this wave of
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immigration, which included an unprecedented number of Eastern and Southern

Europeans more generally, by supporting legislation that would limit immigration to the

United States.  Jewish leaders within the U.S. resisted such legislation and sought ways

of keeping the doors open to Jewish immigrants.  According to Hasia Diner, “The goal of

the leaders, which they imposed on themselves at the same time that others imposed it on

them, became to faciliate the immigration without making the new Jews conspicuous in

their foreignness and poverty” (184).

Jewish leaders and members of the U.S. government determined that by sending

small numbers of Jews to different regions in the Western U.S., they could ensure the

assimilation of Jewish people.  This plan was formalized by Theodore Roosevelt with the

Galveston Plan of 1907, which made Galveston Texas, rather than just New York city, a

port of entry for Jewish immigrants.133  Far from the industrial centers of the United

States, one of the few ways Jewish immigrants had of making a living in the West was by

purchasing products and selling them for a profit.134  Lummis exonerates the Pueblo

Indians for inflating the prices of their goods by attributing the origins of this practice to

Jewish traders, and by suggesting that the Anglo American tourists who purchase these

goods are to blame for their own naïveté.

Whereas Lummis acknowledges the capacity of American Indians to adapt and

change, most Eastern tourists, he argues, are so driven to see their antiquated myths about

American Indians realized that they cannot recognize modern innovations in Indian

households.  They therefore fail to realize that the stereotypically Indian items they

purchase are no longer used by Indians and are prone to believing “ridiculous stories”
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because such stories conform to their preconceived ideas about American Indians.

Throughout his narrative, Lummis exhibits his powers of observation through his

meticulous descriptions of everything and everyone unfamiliar he encounters, and

through his capacity to dispense with preconceived notions (with the notable exception of

his treatment of Jews) that do not conform to his first-hand experiences.  In this manner,

he aligns himself with Westerners, as he describes them in the passage above.  He

distinguishes himself from tourists and presents himself as a perceptive traveler.  While

he also notes the “interesting trophies” he gathers during his journey, such as Indian

moccasins and jewelry, he links his acquisitions with his experiences among Indian

peoples and with detailed descriptions of their ceremonies and traditions.

Lummis endows Westerners with a type of frontier wisdom.  Like pioneers

hunting animals in the wilderness, Westerners take in information and are careful not to

make a sound that might reveal their presence or, in this case, their ignorance.  Lest his

Eastern readers resent Westerners (particularly Indians) for duping unwitting Eastern

tourists, Lummis stresses that they only tell “ridiculous stories” in order to satisfy

tourists’ desires, thereby making this type of trickery a form of hospitality.  Lummis may

also be poking fun at the popularity of folklore during this period by suggesting that its

connesouirs are so hungry for the culturally unfamiliar that they will believe anything.

Lummis was also interested in folklore, and made a career of publishing it.  Yet, unlike

the naïve tourists he describes, Lummis spent significant time among the Pueblo people,

learning about their stories and traditions, before publishing books about them.  Of

course, not all members of the Pueblo tribes were happy that Lummis had gained access
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to this information and made it public.  In fact, following the publication of The Man

Who Married the Moon in 1894, some of his Pueblo friends and informants were called

before the Pueblo council to defend themselves against allegations of breeching the

Pueblo tribes’ privacy.135

Lummis’ Adaptation of Mexican American and American Indian Lifestyles

Ultimately the greatest testament to Lummis’ role as a self-styled transforming

white man is his long-term adoption of aspects of Mexican American and American

Indian lifestyles and his lifelong attempts, primarily through writing, to educate Anglo

Americans about these cultural groups—albeit with his characteristic mix of praise and

condescension.  By the end of his tramp, Lummis adopts buckskin leggings that had been

made for an American Indian man (Thompson, 39), and in this manner outwardly marks

the types of lifestyle changes he would continue to make as a result of his association

with other cultural groups.  These associations facilitated his eventual fluency in Spanish,

which he used when writing in his journal, and Tiwa, a Puebloan language he learned

during the four years he later spent living among the Isleta Pueblo Indians while

recovering from temporary paralysis.136  During this time he was also inducted into the

Isleta Pueblo tribe.

While Lummis intervened in political crises faced by American Indians during his

lifetime, his interventions on behalf of peoples of Spanish descent were directed toward

the past.  He engaged in a form of salvage enthnology in recording the traditions and

songs of Pueblo peoples, as in his collection, The Man Who Married The Moon, but he
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also attempted to influence Indian policy to allow Indian peoples to maintain many of

these traditions that, he argued, generally continued to be useful.  In the case of peoples

of Spanish descent, however, his recordings of their past were not coupled with political

actions designed to sustain them as distinct cultural groups within the United States.  He

seemed to accept that they were assimilating into American society, and thereby

disappearing as a distinct cultural group, and focused his attention on writing what he

saw as corrective histories of Spain and Mexico, such as The Spanish Pioneers (1893)

and Awakening of a Nation (1902).137

Lummis’ other lifestyle changes include his adoption of a regular outfit that one

reporter described as “cut along the lines of those worn by the old Spanish dons” (qtd. in

Gordon, 127).  He also built a house, named El Alisal (“the place of the sycamores”),

now a state monument and home of the Southern California Historical Society) that he

envisioned as “the last ditch of the old California patriarchal days” (qtd. in Thompson,

274).  He believed himself to be the final vestige of Californio culture, not Californios

themselves.  According to Thompson, “As Lummis explained, by the start of the

twentieth century, all of the old Spanish families in California had been ‘gringoized.’

They didn’t bother to cook in the Spanish style any longer” (274).  The rich homelife

Lummis cultivated at El Alisal, full of informal parties, storytelling, and

games—traditions he admired in Mexican American and American Indian families—was

one of few constants he provided for his children.  While he married and divorced three

different women, and had a series of affairs, his children (Bertha, Dorothea Turbesé,

Amado, Quimu, and Jordan) had access to the Los Angeles intellectual elite who attended
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Lummis’ gatherings.  Of course, the expense of these events was one of the contributing

factors to the erosion of his marriage with his second wife, Eva Douglas, mother of all

but his first child, Bertha (Lummis’ child through a brief affair in 1880, prior to his first

marriage).  The amount of money Lummis spent entertaining seriously depleted the

family’s budget.  Eva was left to try to stretch the remaining money to cover their basic

necessities—an often impossible task.

Ironically, Lummis believed that a gringo influenced by Spanish culture was a

better preserver of Californio culture than a Californio who adopted aspects of Anglo

American culture.  Whereas Lummis praises American Indians’ innovations with Anglo

American goods and how they use them alongside more traditional materials, he views

Californios’ adaptations to Anglo American culture as indicators of the erosion of

Californio culture.  This distinction may have something to do with his admiration for

Californio culture and his belief that people of Spanish descent rightfully belonged to the

ruling elite during Spanish and Mexican rule of California.  By contrast, though Lummis

admires aspects of American Indian cultures, he maintains that American Indians needed

civilizing by European settlers (particularly the Spanish).  Perhaps it is because he

believes that Indians require the influence of more civilized peoples that he advocates

politically to secure them a place within American economic and social systems.  On the

other hand, Lummis might not advocate politically for the Californios because he does

not believe that they require any outside influence and should not be subject to U.S. rule.

He laments the dissolution of Californio culture and Californios’ social status that results
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from the U.S. acquisition of California and seems unable to envision a future for the

Californios as a distinct cultural entity within the United States.

Conclusion

Helen Hunt Jackson and Charles Lummis each played distinct roles in influencing

U.S. Indian policy.  Unfortunately, Jackson died before any of the changes she suggested

were implemented.  On January 12, 1891, six years after her death, the “Act for the Relief

of the Mission Indians in the State of California” (based on Jackson and Kinney’s report

of 1883) became law.  This act led to the establishment of reservations in

California—when possible, in locations where California Indians already lived.  During

the same year that this act was passed, Anglo American women living in California

began working among California Indians for the first time.  They served as teachers and

missionaries and worked to secure Californio Indians’ lands.  From 1886 until this time,

Anglo American women from the East, affiliated with the Women’s National Indian

Association, had been doing this work.  However, despite these efforts, California Indians

did not fare well through the next major stage in Indian policy, as inaugurated by the

1887 Dawes Act.

Because California Indians’ land claims had never been recognized by the U.S.

government, the state was nearly overrun with Anglo American settlers in 1887, leaving

little land for tribal allotments.  Only 2,058 allotments were made in the entire state, with

300 located in complete desert, and 600 in the rocky terrain of the Sierra Nevada

Mountains.  In 1906, Charles Kelsey, General Secretary of the Northern California
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Woman’s Indian Association, reported, as special agent to Congress, that over three

quarters of the California allotments were not fit for human habitation.138  Even the

allotments that were made were not secure from Anglo American encroachment.

According to Mathes, “the allottee in California had no protection.  Anyone could move

onto an Indian allotment.  In addition, Indian water rights had not been secured.

Numerous cases were reported to Kelsey in which white settlers merely diverted the

water from the Indian’s land” (155).

Unlike Jackson, Lummis did live to see changes underway in federal Indian

policy that he approved of, and which he helped to faciliate.  By the early 1930’s, the vast

majority of Indian reformers agreed that the Dawes Act had been a failure both in

securing American Indians’ lands and in facilitating the assimilation of American Indians

into mainstream American society.  They began to move away from efforts to assimilate

American Indians in favor of restoring American Indians’ tribal autonomy.  In the

1920’s, toward the end of his life, Lummis befriended a young advocate for the

preservation of American Indian cultures, John Collier.  Lummis introduced Collier to

important people in Indian affairs at the state and federal levels.  Through Lummis’

contacts in Los Angeles, Collier obtained his first full-time job as an Indian rights

advocate as field representative for the Indian Welfare Committee of the General

Federation of Women’s Clubs.139 In 1933, Franklin D. Roosevelt appointed Collier as

Commissioner of Indian Affairs.  Collier was instrumental in drafting the 1934 Indian

Reorganization Act (IRA), which aimed to “rehabilitate the Indian’s economic life and to
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give him a chance to develop the initiative destroyed by a century of oppression and

paternalism” (qtd. in Pevar, 6).

The IRA prohibited any further allotment of tribal lands to individual Indians and

authorized the Secretary of the Interior to add lands to existing reservations.  In addition,

the IRA encouraged tribes to reform their tribal governments (which were formally

dissolved by the Dawes Act) and draft their own constitutions.  Although Lummis died in

1928, and did not live to see the passage of the IRA, he was pleased with the general shift

in Indian policy— which Collier was instrumental in implementing—that was underway

at the end of his life.  Given Lummis’ support for the preservation American Indian

lifestyles, mixed with his paternalistic treatment of American Indians, it is difficult to

determine if he would have wholly supported the IRA itself.  Many American Indians

contend that the IRA perpetuated much of the paternalism it sought to undermine.  For

example, while tribes were not required to draft constitutions, if they

chose to do so, their constitutions had to conform to certain federally sanctioned

stipulations.  This requirement is indicative of the fact that, regardless of Collier’s efforts

to restore American Indians’ tribal autonomy, the U.S. government still did not recognize

American Indian tribes as sovereign nations.

Jackson and Lummis leave behind ambivalent anti-modern legacies.  Both writers

promoted the Southwest as an antidote to the overly civilized and industrialized Eastern

United States.  However, in writing about the Southwest, they encouraged Anglo

American tourists and settlers to come to the region, who ultimately modernized it.  After

Jackson’s death, Ramona spawned numerous tourist attractions.  Tourists gathered at
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locations promoted as being the real sites at which various scenes in the novel occurred,

and even visited an Indian woman named Ramona, on whom the novel was said by

promoters to have been based.  As I discuss above, Lummis consciously strove to

develop Los Angeles as a cultural center that could rival New York and Boston.

Nonetheless, by the end of his life, Lummis lamented the transformation that had taken

place in Los Angeles during his time there.  Many associated Lummis himself with an

earlier period in L.A. history.  Thompson writes,

[Lummis] was occasionally feted at dinners of civic groups such as the

Gamut Club, where he was always introduced as an old pioneer, a relic of

the rapidly receding past.  Los Angeles had changed dramatically, and

Lummis hadn’t.  A dusty frontier pueblo when he arrived, it was on its

way to becoming Tinseltown.  Lummis had begun to hate the burgeoning

city. (291)

Along with the Californios he so admired and emulated, Lummis ultimately represented a

prior age that continues to be celebrated in tributes to California’s so-called Spanish past.

While both writers were successful in inspiring Anglo American readers to travel

west and encounter unfamiliar cultures, this success came—to some degree—at the

expense of each of the causes for which they advocated.  The influx of tourists and

settlers that followed the publication of Ramona, and that was engendered by Lummis’

writings on the Southwest, disrupted the allegedly pre-modern lifestyles Jackson and

Lummis admired, facilitated the final displacement of Californios from positions of social

and political power within California, and encroached further on Indian lands.
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CONCLUSION

The railroad served as an ambivalent signifier for Maria Amparo Ruiz de Burton,

Alexander Posey, Helen Hunt Jackson, and Charles Lummis.  Their ambivalence toward

the railroad itself is indicative of the mixed feelings they had about so-called progress

more generally—which the railroad was popularly thought to represent during the late

nineteenth and early twentieth centuries.  As I discuss in chapter one, Ruiz de Burton

thought that had San Diego been made the western terminus of the Texas Pacific

Railroad, San Diego county’s Californio residents would have had the investment

opportunities they needed to compete within the United States’ economic and social

systems.  At the same time, the railroad industry was rife with the types of corruption she

believed permeated the U.S. government and Anglo American-run

corporations—corruption that, combined with Anglo American prejudices toward

Californios, made it nearly impossible for Californios to participate in business or

politics.  Ruiz de Burton illustrates the catastrophic effects such corruption had on

Californios by having her central Californio character, Don Mariano, die shortly after

receiving the news that the Southern Pacific Railroad monopoly—backed by the U.S.

government—effectively blocked the Texas Pacific Railroad owner’s plan to build a

railroad to San Diego.

Ruiz de Burton represents Californios’ lack of political power through Don

Mariano’s meeting with Leland Stanford, governor of California and president of the

Central Pacific Railroad, which was affiliated with the Southern Pacific Railroad.

Without any political influence of his own, Don Mariano appeals to Stanford in a final
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effort to save the Texas Pacific plan for San Diego.  Even after explaining that

Californios (as well as Anglo Americans) in San Diego county are depending on the plan

as an investment opportunity that will secure their financial futures, Stanford is unmoved.

Throughout the Squatter and the Don, the railroad represents both hope and

failure with respect to Californios’ financial futures.  Ruiz de Burton presents the railroad

as the potential source of Californios’ financial and social redemption. At the same time,

she omits any discussion of the fact that railroads made California easily accessible to

Anglo Americans and facilitated their settlement in California—and, by extension, their

appropriation of Californio lands.

Like Ruiz de Burton, Posey associated the railroad with both economic promise

for his people and Anglo American corruption.  He hoped that the railroad would be a

source of revenue for the Creek Nation, as railroad passengers stopped, invested, and

spent money in the towns that sprouted up along the railroad tracks in Indian Territory.

Yet, the railroad was also a major reason for the passage of the 1887 Dawes Act—and,

consequently, the Creeks’ subsequent loss of their lands—because right-of-way through

Indian Territory was deemed necessary for the construction of transcontinental railroads.

Given the role railroad monopolies and their political backers played in securing Indian

lands, it is likely no accident that Posey associates the railroad with the hypocrisy of

Anglo American politicians.  The railroad gave Anglo American politicians easy access

to Indian Territory and allowed them to quite literally make a show of getting to know the

region and the people living there.  Consequently, these politicians remained ignorant of
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the people and region that would be affected by the policies and legislation they drafted

and for which they voted.

For Jackson and Lummis, the railroad was a means of accessing the regions and

cultural groups they came to value, but was also responsible for transforming those

regions in ways that deeply troubled them.  Jackson frequently used the railroad to travel

from coast to coast, both in the interest of gathering material for her writing and in search

of climates favorable to her consumptive physical disposition.  At the same time, she

lamented that the railroad increased access to these regions and accelerated their

transformation from relative wilderness to industrialized cities.  She was also disturbed

by the fact that the railroad facilitated Anglo American appropriation of American Indian

and Mexican American lands.  She wrote, “The railroad was begun; the wilderness had

surrendered” (qtd. in Phillips, 176).  Lummis also descried these transformations but

relied on the railroad for travel.  Even during his tramp, he frequently followed railroad

tracks to guide him from East to West and ate at railroad section houses with railroad

employees.  During his travels he made a point of visiting Ohioans who had relocated in

the West near the railroad lines that had carried many of them to their new homes.

As Ruiz de Burton, Posey, Jackson, and Lummis each sought to determine the

best means of speaking out on behalf of their own people or on behalf of others, they

developed complex strategies for representing and responding to modernization.  Each of

these writers viewed modernization as the cause of many of the problems they sought to

rectify—specifically the displacement of American Indians and/or Mexican Americans

from their lands by Anglo American settlers.  At the same time, they hoped to modify
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U.S. political, social, and economic systems in a manner that would accommodate and

ensure that these groups could survive as economically stable, distinct cultural entities

within the U.S.  Ruiz de Burton initially believed that the railroad held such promise for

Californios, and Posey thought that land allotments would provide Creeks with the

individual sources of revenue they needed to participate in various business ventures.

In sharp contrast to Ruiz de Buton, Jackson and Lummis seemed to accept—albeit

with regret—that Anglo Americans were supplanting Mexican American in politics and

appropriating their lands.  By painting favorable portraits of Mexican Americans, Jackson

and Lummis aimed to engender greater appreciation among Anglo Americans toward

members of this cultural group.  However, both writers failed to rally for the political

reforms necessary to secure Mexican Americans’ lands—reforms for which Ruiz de

Burton fought.  Lummis and Jackson had a much different vision for American Indians.

They believed—or at least hoped—that if American Indians had secure titles to arable

lands, they could maintain many of their social systems and traditions while profitably

participating in American business and political sectors.  For example, Lummis thought

that migratory tribes should be trained in Anglo American methods of agriculture and

should inhabit a permanent residence year round.  Yet, he also thought American Indians

might sell their traditional crafts as a means of supporting themselves. Ultimately, as I

argue in chapter three, Jackson and Lummis subordinated their social and political

interventions on behalf of American Indians and Mexican Americans to their efforts at

reforming Anglo American culture.  They not only hoped to cultivate greater

humanitarianism among Anglo Americans toward American Indians and Mexican
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Americans, but also to encourage Anglo Americans to cultivate qualities they associated

with these other cultures—such as a closer connection to the natural world.

Each of the writers I discuss paints scathing portraits of Anglo American

politicians.  These writers critique the greed they believe accompanies most Anglo

American efforts to modernize, industrialize, and settle the American West.  The

penultimate chapter of Ruiz de Burton’s The Squatter and the Don concludes with Doña

Josefa looking out her bedroom window at a silver wedding celebration being given by

one of San Francisco’s nouveau riche.  The host is never named, but referred to as “the

millionaire” and thought by the Alamares to be “one of the railroad kings, who had killed

the Texas Pacific” (361).  Doña Josefa blatantly denounces the absolute value placed on

money in the Anglo American business world.  While watching the celebration from afar,

she says to herself,

“No doubt those people think they have a right to rejoice and feast with

the money extorted in crushing so many people—the killing of my darling

[Don Mariano Alamar].  Doubtless they say that they earned the money in

BUSINESS, and that allegation is all-sufficient; that one word justifies in

the pursuit of riches everything mean, dishonest, rapacious, unfair,

treacherous, unjust, and fraudulent.  After a man makes his money no one

cares how he made it, and so those people dance while I mourn for my

beloved.”  (364)

Earlier in the novel, Ruiz de Burton asserts Californios’ ability to participate in

the U.S. business sector through Don Mariano’s various entrepreneurial ideas, such as his
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railroad investments and his attempts to persuade the squatters to join with him in

developing a fruit growing industry.  The novel’s narrator asserts the Alamares’ rightful

position among the U.S. elite by noting such marks of their refinement as physical frailty,

a trait they share with the Anglo Americans who paid for their land on the Alamar estate.

By the end of the novel, as illustrated by the above quotation, Californios have not only

been entirely excluded from Anglo American-run business enterprises, but Doña Josefa

characterizes the business world as utterly corrupt and unworthy of honest men like her

husband.  Throughout her internal dialogue, Doña Josefa laments that while her family

has lost its land, money, and social status, opportunistic Anglo Americans, like the

millionaire, quickly become rich and rise to social prominence, regardless of their

backgrounds, manners, and social skills.  During a speech he gives at the party, the

millionaire raises eyebrows when he speaks of the poverty from which he came—a

subject that Doña Josefa and many of the partygoers believe should be left undiscussed.

Ruiz de Burton’s elitism comes through here, as well as her outrage over the demise of

the social hierarchies that were in place under Spanish and Mexican rule, according to

which one’s social status depended not only on money, but also on breeding.

By contrast, Posey’s primary measure for distinguishing between the various

Anglo Americans who travel to Indian Territory was their motivation for being there or,

in other words, whether or not they aimed to swindle American Indians out of land and

money.  Throughout the Fus Fixico letters, Posey’s characters remark on the Anglo

American salespeople who come to Indian Territory and attempt to sell worthless goods

to American Indians.  His characters also critique the graft that accompanied the
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allotment process, which facilitated the acquisition of Creek lands by non-Indians.  In

addition, the characters in the Fus Fixico letters comment on delays in the allotment

process.  These delays led many Creeks (particularly full-bloods) to purchase goods

against the value of their allotments.  As a result, they often were forced to sell their land

in order to pay for these goods.  Posey’s characters consistently note the hypocrisy of

Anglo Americans who claim to sell goods to American Indians and appropriate American

Indians’ lands in the name of progress or in order to assimilate American Indians into

mainstream American society.  Posey’s characters most frequently illustrate this

hypocrisy by commenting on disparities between the Christian ideals Anglo Americans

claim to uphold, and the greed that motivates their activities in Indian Territory.    In

letter sixty-eight, Tokpafka Micco refers to the Anglo deity as the Almighty Dollar (255).

In letter forty-four, Hotgun characterizes religion as a means of justifying immoral

behavior.  He says, “the white man graft hard all week and, maybe so, think a heap a

Jesus on Sunday” (167).

Lummis also joked about the centrality of money in Anglo American culture.  He

wrote, “The national capital—$” (qtd. in Gordon, 142).  On a more serious note, in A

Tramp Across the Continent, he repeatedly critiques monopolies and their detrimental

impact on individual entrepreneurs.  Lummis believed monopolies stifled the best of

Anglo American culture: the pioneering spirit of the frontier.  Throughout A Tramp

Across the Continent, he praises the Anglo American miners, Indian fighters, and settlers

who set out on their own, or in small groups, to make a living for themselves and their

families in the American West.  He credits these individuals with opening the West to the
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rest of Anglo American society, but critiques the large corporations and government

interests that followed them.

Lummis believed that it was in fact the Manifest Destiny of the United States to

reach California.  Yet, he also maintained that the land and people living in the regions

acquired by the United States with the conclusion of the Mexican American war (1846-

1848) should have been treated differently.  He argued that the 1848 Treaty of Guadalupe

should have been upheld, particularly with respect to protecting the land claims of

Mexican Americans and American Indians, and maintaining American Indians’ status as

citizens (which they acquired under Mexican rule).  Whereas Ruiz de Burton and Posey

fundamentally questioned the right of Anglo Americans to lay claim to Mexican

American and American Indian lands (respectively), and to undermine the social and

political systems already in place in these lands, Lummis took a far more

intricate—arguably contradictory—view of Anglo American settlement in the American

West.  According to Lummis biographer, Mark Thompson,

While conventional notions of manifest destiny held that the Anglo-Saxon

race was the rightful conqueror of the West, Lummis hoped that the

American West might achieve a different sort of conquest of the white

race.  Lummis admired the entrepreneurial spirit of his New England

forebears and believed Anglo-Saxons could teach other races something

about achievement.  But they were equally in need of a few lessons from

other cultures about enjoying life. (181)
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Thompson indicates that Lummis’ interests in other cultural groups were indeed at least

partially motivated by his desire to reform Anglo American culture.  The nature of the

reform Lummis envisioned perpetuates late-nineteenth- and early-twentieth-century

stereotypes of the cultural groups that resided in the West.  Mexican Americans in

particular were thought by many Anglo Americans to live a relaxed, carefree, even lazy

lifestyle.  Ruiz de Burton attempted to counter such stereotypes with respect to

Californios.  In The Squatter and the Don, she asserts the entrepreneurial vision of Don

Mariano and her other Californio characters and presents this vision as being stifled by

Anglo American greed, rather than Californio laziness.

Lummis’ view of Manifest Destiny, as characterized by Thompson, was arguably

more egalitarian than the more common view that Anglo Americans were entitled to

appropriate the West without regard for the peoples already living there.  Nonetheless, his

view still rested on the assumption that U.S. acquisition of the region was a positive

accomplishment.  He believed that Anglo Americans could—and should—learn from the

peoples already living in the American West.  At the same time, he perpetuated the most

common justification given for Anglo American appropriation of Mexican American and

American Indian lands and the stifling of their cultures and social systems: the alleged

failure of these cultural groups to progress by embracing Anglo American models of

proper lifestyle (e.g., forms of dress and housing) or to prosper financially.  It was

popularly assumed that Mexican Americans and American Indians were by nature

unsuited to money-making endeavors.  Based on this assumption, many Anglo

Americans believed that they could not be assimilated into mainstream American
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economic and social systems.  On the other hand, proponents of assimilation, particularly

with respect to American Indians, long argued that the first step in achieving this end was

introducing private property—and even the idea of selfishness—to American Indian

peoples.  The Dawes Act was designed with the hopes of achieving this goal.

By the end of Ramona, Aunt Ri, who in many ways serves as a mouthpiece for

Jackson, concentrates much of her political critique on the Anglo American greed she

sees as responsible for displacing American Indians and Californios from their lands.

Aunt Ri attempts to intervene politically on behalf of American Indians by speaking to

the local Indian agent about providing American Indians with better medical care and

protecting their land from Anglo American squatters—but to no effect.  She subsequently

shifts her focus from political activism to fostering greater appreciation and respect for

American Indians among Anglo Americans, not just for the sake of American Indians,

but also for the betterment of Anglo Americans.  Aunt Ri characterizes American Indians

and Mexican Americans as superior to Anglo Americans due to Anglo American greed.

Shortly after meeting Felipe, she says to her son Jos, “‘I’m free to confess I take more ter

these Mexicans than I do ter these low-down, driven Yankees, ennyhow,—a heap more’”

(335).  Aunt Ri puts a negative spin on the entrepreneurial Yankee spirit—which Lummis

feels other cultures can learn from—by describing Yankees as “low-down” and “driven.”

She thereby suggests that Anglo Americans stoop to moral lows in pursuit of financial

gain.

Likewise, as I discuss in chapter three, the quality that most strikes Aunt Ri about

American Indians as worthy of emulation is their generosity.  In reference to the
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Cahuillas, who take care of Ramona during her illness following Alessandro’s death,

Aunt Ri says,

“The way the pore things hed jest stripped theirselves, to git things fur

Raamony, beat all ever I see among white folks, n’ I’ve ben raound more

‘n most.  ‘N’ they wa’n’t lookin’ fur no pay, nuther; fur they didn’t know,

till Feeleepy ‘n’ me cum, thet she hed any folks ennywhar, ‘n’ the’d ha’

taken care on her till she died, jest the same.  The sick allers ez took care

on among them, they sed, ‘s long uz enny on ‘em hez got a thing left.

Thet’s ther way they air raised; I allow white folks might take a lesson on

‘em, in thet, ‘n’ in heaps uv other things tew.  Oh, I’m done talkin’ agin

Injuns, naow, don’t yeow furgit it!  But I know, fur all thet, ‘t won’t make

any difference; ‘pears like there cudn’t nobody b’leeve ennythin’ ‘n this

world ‘thout seein’ ‘t theirselves.  I wuz thet way tew.”  (347-8)

Aunt Ri’s praise for the Cahuillas and her suggestion that Anglo Americans could benefit

from emulating their communalism—precisely the quality that the Dawes Act

undermined by forcing individual property ownership on the tribes—are defused by her

assertion that her words are useless.  She no longer has any hope that she can persuade

Anglo Americans to act more compassionately toward American Indians, or even view

American Indians with more appreciation and respect.  She argues that the type of

transformation she experienced in her views of American Indians can only occur through

first hand experience, as it did for her.  Thus, while Aunt Ri, as well as Jackson’s other

characters, critique Anglo American greed, they also accept it.  It is his disgust with
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Anglo American acquisitiveness that finally leads Felipe to move with Ramona and her

child to Mexico.  He accepts that this aspect of Anglo American culture will not change

and, consequently, he can see no future for himself and Ramona in the United States.

Therefore, as I argue in chapter three, Jackson’s attempts at political protest are

undermined by the novel’s resolution.  Jackson’s central Mexican American and

American Indian characters are left dead, exiled, or, in the case of the Cahuilla Indians,

left to a “life worse than death” (348).

In light of Posey and his characters’ outspoken political commentary and their

detailed assessments of U.S. Indian policies, it seems curious that Jackson does not

construct a single politically engaged American Indian character.  Nor does she include

any acts of resistance on the part of American Indians to the repeated displacements they

faced.140  Rather, she endows her American Indian characters with virtues she and her

Protestant readers admired: strength and perseverance in the face of suffering.  Yet, such

virtues are not rewarded.  To the contrary, the novel’s American Indians are put through a

relentless series of trials, culminating in Alessandro’s death, Ramona’s illness, and her

subsequent departure for Mexico.  Instead of creating an American Indian activist who

articulates the plight of his/her own people, Jackson places Aunt Ri, an Anglo American

from Tennessee, in this role.  And, as I mentioned above, her activism is ineffective.

Like Jackson, Aunt Ri aims to engender political change by appealing to peoples’

hearts, but she nonetheless believes that such transformation can only occur through first

hand contact with American Indians.  Thus, one can only wonder what Jackson felt the

impact of her own book would be, which she crafted with the hope of appealiing to
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readers’ emotions and their sense of decency toward others.  Jackson had already

attempted a more overtly legalistic appeal to readers in A Century of Dishonor and, when

few purchased or read the book, she thought she might have better success by playing on

readers’ emotions.  Yet, if she felt there was any truth in the words she has Aunt Ri

articulate, can she have believed that the experience of reading a book—reading someone

else’s words and experiencing American Indian cultures in a second-hand, fictionalized

form—would lead to the types of social and political changes for which she hoped?

Jackson only lived long enough to see her hopes for the book fail, as most readers

were distracted from her message about Indian reform by the romance between

Alessandro and Ramona.  However, in addition to Jackson’s government report on the

status of California Indians and articles she published in various magazines and

newspapers, Ramona ultimately did succeed in cultivating greater awareness among the

American public regarding the poverty and landlessness of the California Indians.141

Members of various Indian rights organizations, such as the Women’s National Indian

Association, saw themselves as carrying on Jackson’s mission with respect to American

Indians and began to concentrate more of their efforts toward the tribes in California.

By glorifying Spanish and Mexican social systems, and characterizing American

Indians’ place within them as ideal, both Jackson and Lummis advocated a paternalistic

approach to American Indians that Posey, no doubt, would have resented.  Through his

persona, Fus Fixico, Posey repeatedly implores his Creek readers to take advantage of the

changes being forced upon them (allotment, statehood, and citizenship) for their own

ends.  He believed that having private land titles would not only provide Creeks with a
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source of revenue that would ensure their financial security, but also position the Creek

Nation to become the commonwealth within the United States that he envisioned.

Following a reading of Ruiz de Burton’s The Squatter and the Don, Jackson and

Lummis’ failures to advocate politically for Mexican Americans becomes strikingly

apparent.  All three authors offer picturesque portraits of Californios, but to very different

ends.  Ruiz de Burton characterizes Californios as genteel, refined, wealthy, and

European.  She presents a picture of order with uncontested racial hierarchies on the

Alamar ranch, where the Alamares watch over their estate and their American Indian

employees perform menial tasks.  This order is only disrupted by Anglo Americans who

lay claim to portions of the Alamar estate and financially compromise the Alamares, who

have to pay higher taxes due to the alleged improvements the squatters make to the land.

In addition, the squatters literally attack the Alamares’ system of land management

(namely, cattle ranching) by shooting their cattle and trying to force the land to produce a

successful wheat yield, despite San Diego county’s arid climate.  While the Alamares

face increasingly dire financial and legal difficulties—as they attempt to have their land

grant verified in the courts and, in so doing, free themselves of squatters—the novel’s

various characters offer detailed commentary on the specific pieces of legislation that

contribute to their difficulties.  The novel concludes with the narrator pleading with

readers to intervene on behalf of the Californios and see to it that Californios attain the

position in U.S. society to which their refinement entitles them.

By contrast, Jackson and Lummis’ picturesque descriptions of Mexican

Americans are not accompanied by such detailed discussions of the legislation that led to
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Mexican Americans’ financial difficulties and the erosion of their social status.  Neither

author appeals to her/his audience to intervene politically on Mexican Americans’ behalf.

Instead, as I argue in chapter three, Jackson uses the Californios as local color with which

to lure fans of this genre into reading a novel designed to inspire reforms to U.S. Indian

policies.  In turn, Lummis romanticizes Mexican Americans in order to compel his Anglo

American readers to adopt aspects of their culture, particularly their hospitality, relaxed

demeanor, and regular social gatherings.  Ramona contains only a brief discussion, near

the beginning of the novel, of the 1848 Treaty of Guadalupe Hidalgo and U.S.

appropriation of Californio lands.  The narrator describes the erosion of Spanish and

Mexican social systems in California in an elegiac mode.  The narrator discusses the

erosion of the Moreno estate, as the U.S. Land Commission deemed vast tracts to be

illegally held by the Morenos.  Yet these events are all described as belonging to the past,

beyond the reach of present intervention.  Jackson writes,

Provinces passed back and forth in that way, helpless in the hands of great

powers, have all the ignominy and humiliation of defeat, with none of the

dignities or compensations of the transaction.  Mexico saved much by her

treaty, spite of having to acknowledge herself beaten, but California lost

all.  Words cannot tell the sting of such a transfer.  It is a marvel that a

Mexican remained in the country; probably none did, except those who

were absolutely forced to it. (13)

Jackson accurately notes that, unlike the Mexican government, Californios received no

monetary compensation for the lands they lost to the United States.  Yet, unlike Ruiz de
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Burton, Jackson characterizes this land transfer as already having taken place, not an

ongoing legal battle Californios face, in which readers can intervene.  Although very few

Mexicans living in regions acquired by the United States relocated to Mexico, Jackson

suggests that this was the choice the vast majority made—a notion she later perpetuates

with Felipe and Ramona’s decision to move to Mexico.

In A Tramp Across the Continent, Lummis only twice refers the Treaty of

Guadalupe Hidalgo.  The first time he notes that, according to the treaty, the Pueblo

Indians’ status as citizens under Mexican rule should have been retained when they

became residents of the United States (94).  Yet, he makes no mention of the impact

treaty violations have had on Mexican Americans.  He later defends the land grants

Mexican Americans received from the Spanish and Mexican governments, and protests

against the cooptation of these lands by Anglo American settlers and Anglo American-

run corporations (118).  Yet, in light of The Squatter and the Don, the means Lummis

proposes to protect Mexican American lands seems almost laughable.  He writes,

“Nothing has been done to settle the question of land titles in the Southwest—a very

simple matter, requiring only an investigation to prove what grants are fraudulent and

should therefore be thrown out, and what are real and should stand” (118-9).  He goes on

to note, with relief, that such legislation has been passed.  Yet, as Ruiz de Burton

accurately illustrates in The Squatter and the Don, very few Mexican American land

grants were deemed legal by U.S. state and federal courts.  To the contrary, subjecting

Mexican American land titles to legal review was primarily a pretext for dispossessing

Mexican Americans of their lands.
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Comparing the ways that Ruiz de Burton, Posey, Jackson, and Lummis construct

and manipulate racial hierarchies, in the interest of securing the land claims of the groups

for whom they advocate, led me to pay careful attention to the nature and implications of

the ways they represent the major cultural groups that competed for land in the American

West following the Mexican American war.  In other words, I do not just attend to their

characterizations of the group for whom they advocate, but to the groups they subordinate

in order to better assert the land claims of the former group.  Thus, I offer the first

extensive discussion of Ruiz de Burton’s treatment of American Indians in The Squatter

and the Don and of Posey’s references to Mexico throughout the Fus Fixico letters.  In

addition, I perform the first explication of Ramona and A Tramp Across the Continent

that accounts for the ways that Jackson and Lummis’ depictions of American Indians and

Mexican Americans shape one another.  For example, Lummis evaluates American

Indian tribes on the basis of the degree to which they presumably have adopted aspects of

Spanish and Mexican cultures.  Jackson and Lummis inaugurated the genre of

Southwestern literature and were among the first to acquaint a general audience with the

Mexican Americans and American Indians who resided in the Southwest.  Consequently,

it is particularly important to evaluate their representations of these groups relative to the

ways that members of these groups represented themselves.  Ruiz de Burton and Posey

offer rare opportunities for such a comparison because, during this period, they are the

only members of their respective cultural groups to produce significant literary works that

address their peoples’ land claims.
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Studying these four authors together also provides insights into the ways that

Mexico functioned in diverse sectors of the U.S. imagination around the turn of the

twentieth century.  For Ruiz de Burton—who, of the four authors, has the most

immediate connection to Mexico—Mexico is a nation wounded by its losses in the

Mexican American war.  In addition, as she illustrates through conversations between

Don Mariano and Doña Josefa, many Mexican Americans living in the U.S. in the wake

of the war viewed their mother country with a combination of nostalgia, pride, and

resentment.  For example, Don Mariano argues that Mexico tried to ensure that its former

citizens living in the U.S. would be protected through various provisions laid out in the

Treaty of Guadalupe Hidalgo.  He maintains that Mexican officials could not have known

that the United States would abrogate the treaty.  On the other hand, Doña Josefa

contends that Mexican officials should have done more to prevent the losses of land,

money, and social position that Mexican Americans suffered in the wake of the war.

Conversely, for Posey and Jackson, Mexico represents a safety valve for people

impoverished by U.S. policies and Anglo American settlement, a place where they can

find land and achieve financial stability.  Finally, for both Jackson and Lummis, Mexico

represents an alternative social system in which, during Mexican rule of the Southwest,

American Indians held a more advantageous position than they later occupied under U.S.

rule.

It is also important to note the ways in which gender influenced the literary

choices of the authors I discuss.  Ruiz de Burton and Jackson set out to initiate political

changes by speaking to their readers’ hearts.  To this end, they chose to write sentimental
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novels—significantly, a popular genre at the time, and the one deemed most suitable for

female authors.  Both Ruiz de Burton and Jackson channeled their political views through

their novels’ narrators and central female characters (Doña Josefa and Aunt Ri

respectively).  In light of the outspoken political commentary these female authors offer

through their female characters, the lack of women in Posey’s Fus Fixico letters is

striking.  Posey represents a diversity of Creek viewpoints by featuring dialogues

between conservative Creek full-bloods, framed with the commentary of Fus Fixico (a

progressive mixed blood).  At the same time, he omits any indication of the ways that

Creek women viewed and responded to the changes sweeping Indian Territory during his

lifetime.

A Tramp Across the Continent is written in a genre frequently used by female

authors, such as Jackson, around the turn of the twentieth century—namely, the travel

narrative.  However, Lummis characterizes the particular method of travel he showcases

in Tramp as distinctly masculine. He repeatedly comments on his own physical vigor and

his ability to withstand pain, such as when he sets his own broken arm after falling from a

ledge.  In addition, along his tramp Lummis frequently emphasizes the masculinity of the

men he meets, men whom he believes possess an admirable spirit of individualism.  For

example, he refers to “two manly trappers” he regretfully parts with and argues that it

“took men” to protect early mining camps in the West from “the lawless” (84 and 119

respectively, emphasis in the original). Throughout his autobiographical travel narrative,

Lummis presents himself as the model for the transformation he hopes to inspire in his

Anglo American readers.  He particularly emphasizes his ability to live close to nature
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(e.g., by often sleeping outdoors and through his long journey on foot) and his openness

to interacting with members of other cultural groups.  As I argue in chapter two, Posey

also viewed himself as modeling the types of transformations he hoped to inspire in his

people.  In particular, he aimed to model ways to adapt to allotment, statehood, and

citizenship, rather than holding fast to traditional Creek social systems.  Yet, like Ruiz de

Burton and Jackson, Posey creates a fictionalized character (Fus Fixico) through which to

express his political views and persuade his people to adapt to the changes underway in

Indian Territory.

Although gender norms of the period likely influenced Ruiz de Burton and

Jackson’s decisions to write sentimental novels, all of the authors I discuss shared the

common goal of inspiring social and political changes.  To this end, they each published

opinion pieces in newspapers under their own names and, with The Squatter and the Don,

the Fus Fixico letters, Ramona, and A Tramp Across the Continent, made generic choices

designed to appeal to their particular audiences.  Sentimental novels and travel narratives

were extraordinarily popular around the turn of the twentieth century and ensured their

authors a broad U.S. audience.  Sentimental novels were particularly popular among

women, who, according to contemporary gender norms— were thought to be more

emotional and thus more compassionate than their male counterparts. An increase in the

number of women becoming involved in humanitarian organizations at this time

contributed to this perception.  Thus, it is likely that Ruiz de Burton and Jackson aimed to

target a female audience with the hope that women would be especially receptive to their

visions for social change.  Similarly, Posey chose a genre with wide appeal among his
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target audience: American Indians living in Indian Territory.  Dialect letters were very

popular in Indian Territory at the time and were part of a long tradition within Indian

Territory.

The Squatter and the Don, the Fus Fixico letters, Ramona, and A Tramp Across

the Continent each reflect the pervasiveness of racialist assumptions around the turn of

the twentieth century, following the United States’ achievement of what many saw as its

Manifest Destiny.  As Anglo Americans settled throughout the American West and

reached the Pacific Ocean, there was no longer a place to relocate American Indians

where they would be secure in their land claims, even for a short period of time.  In

addition, the acquisition of this region was accompanied by the sudden presence of a

large population of Mexican Americans in the United States who asserted their claims to

their lands.  Members of these three cultural groups came into fierce competition over

land, and responded to legislation that formalized disparities in the land claims of these

different cultural groups.  It is therefore no surprise that, in their efforts to intervene

politically for American Indians or Mexican Americans, Ruiz de Burton, Posey, Jackson,

and Lummis, each constructs and manipulates racial hierarchies in order to favorably

position the group/s for whom they advocate.  The fact that each of these writers relies on

racial hierarchies to bolster their arguments regarding legal land claims reflects the

pervasiveness of racialist assumptions during the period—particularly in light of

differences in their genders, cultural backgrounds, and regions of birth.
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NOTES

Introduction
1 This is a comparatively neutral term, without the political implications of “Hispanic” or
“Chicano,” which I discuss below.  In addition, my study focuses on the late nineteenth
and early twentieth centuries, and the term “Chicano” did not come into its current usage
until the late 1960s.  In the case of people of Spanish and Mexican descent in Californio
following the Mexican American war, I will use the regionally specific term “Californio.”
2 Hammond and Rey, 712.
3 Hammond and Rey, 609-15.
4 “Recasting New Mexico History.” Alibi. alibi.com. October 20, 2005.
5 Quote taken from Nora Naranjo-Morse’s video, Numbe Whageh.
6 See Horton, 57.

Chapter One
7 The term “Californio” has been used more broadly to refer to descendants of European
settlers from Spain and Mexico, people of Spanish and indigenous American heritage, as
well as California Indians who adopted Spanish culture and converted to Catholicism.
However, I will argue that Ruiz de Burton’s characterization of Californios in The
Squatter in the Don, includes only wealthy, landowning persons of Spanish descent.  Like
many elite Mexicans and Anglo Americans, Ruiz de Burton viewed indigenous American
cultures as unrefined and indigenous American peoples as incapable of governing
themselves.  Consequently, in her efforts to prove that Californios were entitled to their
lands, that they were capable businesspeople, and that they could contribute to the
advancement of the United States, she emphasized only the Californio attributes that elite
Anglo Americans would also value, namely their European ancestry and their gentility.
8 Throughout this project I will use the terms “American Indians” and “Indians” to refer
to the first inhabitants of North American.  When discussing the first inhabitants of
California, I will
use the previous terms or “California Indians” when I wish to make a more pointed
statement about the experiences or situations of the Indians of California specifically.  As
I discuss in the chapter, the experiences of the California Indians were quite different
than those of other American Indian tribes, therefore it is often important for me to
address their specific experiences, particularly in reference to The Squatter and the Don,
given that it is a novel explicitly about California.  I choose the broader terms “American
Indians” and “Indians” because these are the terms used by the native people of my
acquaintance and it is my policy to refer to people in the manner that they refer to
themselves.  I recognize that the term “Indian” has been used pejoratively and originates
from Columbus’ misidentification of North America.  Nonetheless, native people have
appropriated the term for themselves and have given it an affirmative meaning.  It is in
this latter sense that I use the term.
9 See Sánchez and Pita’s compilation of her correspondence, Conflicts of Interest.
10 Thus far, the most extensive treatment of the role of American Indians in the novel
occurs in Peter Chvny’s “‘Those Indians Are Great Thieves, I Suppose?’: Historicizing
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the White Woman in The Squatter and the Don.” White Women in Racialized Spaces.
Eds. Samina Najmi and Rajini Srikanth. Albany: State University of New York Press,
2002.
11 See Jesse Alemán, “Historical Amnesia and the Vanishing Mestiza: The Problem of
Race in The Squatter and the Don and Ramona.”
12 A reviewer for the Daily Examiner (February 2, 1885) argued that because the Land
Law of 1851—which forced former Mexican citizens to prove the legitimacy of their
land claims—had been in effect for thirty-three years, it was a bit late to be challenging
the justice and efficiency of the law. A reviewer for the Daily Alta (January 27, 1885)
countered the validity of many of Ruiz de Burton’s allegations against prominent
politicians and railroad monopolists.  See Conflicts, 564-569.
13 While this stipulation disqualifies Ruiz de Burton’s elite Alamar family who employs
Indians to work their land, it also disqualifies certain migratory American Indian peoples.
This latter disqualification, suggested by a movement that ostensibly asserts indigenous
land claims, demonstrates the potential of any definition to be exclusionary.
14 For a more detailed account of how Ruiz de Burton illustrates the refinement of the
Alamares and their equality with Anglo Americans by demonstrating their physical and
emotional frailty, see Jennifer S. Tuttle’s “The Symptoms of Conquest: Race, Class, and
the Nervous Body in The Squatter and the Don.” María Amparo Ruiz de Burton: Critical
and Pedagogical Perspectives. Eds. Amelia María de la Luz Montes and Anne Elizabeth
Goldman. Lincoln and London: University of Nebraska Press, 2004.  See Sánchez and
Pita’s introduction to the 1992 edition of the novel for a more extensive treatment of Ruiz
de Burton’s manipulation of generic conventions throughout The Squatter and the Don.
15 California Indians had no official status until all American Indians were made citizens
in 1928.  For a more detailed account of the California Indians’ situation in the late
nineteenth century, see Special Agent John Ames’ Government Report of 1873 and
Government Authorized Report done by Helen Hunt Jackson and Abbot Kinney in 1883,
(Heizer, 51-88).
16 While the term “Mission Indians” has been applied to all California Indians,
particularly by Anglo Americans in the wake of the U.S. acquisition of California, only
about twenty-percent of California’s Indian population ever came into contact with the
mission system.
17 Ruiz de Burton is not alone in constructing this sort of racial hierarchy for
socioeconomic and political ends.  In her discussion of oral histories given by
Californios, Rosaura Sánchez discusses their disparaging portrayal of Indians, e.g., as
lazy and ignorant.  She writes, “in reference to Indians in the testimonials, this is a
recurrent construct, an attempt to demonstrate Californio superiority by constructing the
Other, the Indians, as inferior” (70).
18 According to Rosaura Sánchez, “’Destitute aristocrats like Vallejo [on whom Mariano
Alamar is based], in discussing their situation in the 1870s, will continue to use
discourses of cultural superiority as a defense mechanism, now primarily residual class
discourses, vestiges of a feudal mode, positing differences between plebeians and
aristocrats.  What especially irks Vallejo is that those who uprooted the Californios, that
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is, the incoming squatters, settlers, and gold-struck adventurers, were nothing but ‘first-
class’ rabble (MGV, 5:234), as he ironically puts it” (286).
19 Jefferson himself did not believe that the agrarian dream of the yeoman farmer was
applicable west of the Mississippi but did author the vision of the U.S. spreading to the
Pacific and the idea that small land holders were the bedrock of the American republic
and the holders of its virtue. (See Smith, 15, 128, and 206).  Jefferson writes, “The
cultivators of the earth are the most virtuous citizens” (43).   Further, “Those who labor
the earth are the chosen people of God” (678).  See also note 24.
20 According to Patricia Limerick, “Mission rested on coercion; missionaries used
whippings to enforce daily discipline and to keep neophytes from trying to escape the
missions to find refuge in the interior. […] Relocated, forced to give up their native
religion and their native subsistence, mission Indians were prey for diseases” (256).  For
a more extended discussion of the impact of the mission system on California’s Indian
population, see Rosaura Sánchez’s Telling Identities: Californio testimonios, Chapter 2:
“The Mission as Heterotopia.”  In addition to describing the harsh treatment and coercive
measures used by mission friars against Indians, she notes that the missions were
constructed on the Indians’ land, which was generally thought to be the best.  Further, she
notes the death toll of missionization on Indians: there were approximately 30,000
Indians in California in 1769 and only 1,250 by 1910 (63).
21 See Conflicts, 22.
22 However, the engagement of Californios in such entrepreneurial endeavors arguably
hastened Anglo American investment in the region and facilitated Anglo American
control of California and the Southwest.  See Padilla, 35.
23 Sánchez discusses the Californios’ disillusionment with the U.S. government,
specifically its abrogation of the Treaty of Guadalupe Hidalgo and the degree to which
capital drives government policy.  She writes, “What the Californios soon discovered
[…] was the degree to which within a capitalist system the state functions as a coercive
system of authority that serves the interest of capital even if this implies breeching its
own agreements” (272-3).
24 See Pitt, 132.
25 California Governor Mason instructed Vallejo and his fellow subagent, John A. Sutter,
to protect Indians from abuse by their employers.  According to Hurtado, “Some
unscrupulous entrepreneurs seized Indians and forced them to labor.  Needless to say,
Indian agents Sutter and Vallejo did nothing to protect California Indians from this
exploitation” (101).
26 The 13th Amendment abolished slavery in the United States.
27 See Rawls, 89.
28 According to Sánchez, “The othering of the Indians, both neophyte and gentile,
perceived by the Californios as culturally, linguistically, and ethnically different, serves
therefore not only to mask the fact that a large percentage of the original colonists as well
as later arrivals from Mexico shared the same Indian blood but more significantly to
legitimate the conquest and exploitation of the Indians on the basis of a racial and cultural
superiority” (57-8).
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29 Many Anglo Americans believed that wealthy Californios blocked the nation’s
“progress” with their large land holdings that, according to Anglo Americans, were not
being put to efficient and proper use.  Interestingly, Anglo Americans applied these same
arguments to American Indian lands and used it as justification for appropriating lands
belonging to American Indians.
30 At the California Constitutional Convention, Californios (who made up 8 of the 48
delegates) had the opportunity, if they voted together, “to champion the rights of the
masses.  However, like elites in other colonial situations, they attempted to ally
themselves with colonizers to promote their own class interests. […] The possibility of
prestigious positions within the new order and the belief that they were different from the
cholo masses (pejorative term for low-caste Mexicans) separated them from their base”
(Acuña, 111).
31 The historical impact on Californios of the railroad coming to Southern California
complicates Ruiz de Burton’s contention that the railroad would have delivered them
from their financial woes.  According to Limerick, the railroad shuttled increased
numbers of middle-class white Americans to Southern California throughout the 1880’s,
putting the Spanish-speaking population in the minority (240).
32 See Rawls, 85.
33 Senator William Gwin, framer of the Land Law of 1851 which subjected all Californio
land claims to review, later admitted that “what he had really sought in 1851 was an act
to encourage his fellow Yankees to ‘homestead’ directly on the land of the old claimants
and thereby force the latter to pack up and relocate on public land.”  The Land Law of
1851 did not go far enough toward Gwin’s goal but, according to Leonard Pitt, was a
“good start in the direction he eventually hoped to go” (Pitt, 86).  See also Acuña, 115.
34 According to Acuña, “The Southern Pacific alone accumulated 11,588,000 acres, an
area which is equivalent to one-fifth of privately owned land today in California and is
larger than the 8.850,000 acres of the Californios” (115).
35 See Pitt, 279.
36 Presenting George’s trip to Washington D.C. as largely ineffective may have also been
a way for Ruiz de Burton to reprimand Mariano Vallejo.  Like Mariano Alamar, Vallejo
had a son-in-law who attempted to intervene with the federal government to expedite the
process of securing his land claim.  In a letter to Vallejo, Ruiz de Burton reproached him
for not attending to the matter himself (Conflicts, 221)
37 Jefferson’s belief that the American people should be empowered to critique and
influence the course of the U.S. government runs throughout his writings.  In a letter to
James Madison, for example, he writes, “After all, it is my principle that the will of the
people should prevail.  If they approve the proposed constitution in all its parts, I shall
concur in it cheerfully, in hopes they will amend it, whenever they find it works wrong.
This reliance cannot deceive us, as long as we remain virtuous; and I think we shall be so,
as long as agriculture is our principle object, which will then be the case, while there
remains vacant lands in any part of America” (123).  This passage illustrates the degree to
which Jefferson’s view of a justly run government and a people at liberty depended upon
agrarianism.  In The Squatter and the Don, these two Jeffersonian ideals, political critique
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and agrarianism, are divided into two opposing camps.  Interestingly, Jefferson’s vision
hinges on the availability of “vacant land,” precisely that which is at issue in Ruiz de
Burton’s novel.  The land disputes and political corruption Ruiz de Burton portrays
arguably validate Jefferson’s prediction that a lack of available land would undermine the
smooth and just workings of government, as well as the ability of all Americans to
sustain themselves through their own hard work.
38 Not only does Ruiz de Burton again gloss the heterogeneity of Californios but
curiously, despite her overt indictment of U.S. laws detrimental to Californios, fails to
mention the Foreign Miners’ Tax and its effects on Californios.  The Foreign Miners’
Tax of 1850 was aimed at driving non-Anglos out of the mines by charging $20 dollars
per month for mining privileges.  Although Californios were citizens, they were still
affected by the law due to a failure to distinguish between the origins of individuals and a
tendency to lump all “Hispanics” together.  Despite the tax’s repeal in early 1851, due to
immediate protests from Anglos and non-Anglos alike, it had long-term effects in
discouraging mining by non-Anglos.   According to Rodolfo Acuña, “The measure
affirmed the right of Anglos to exclude Mexicans from the public domain and thus deny
them access to capital necessary to upward mobility” (114). It also spurred aggression by
Anglo Americans against non-Anglos, leading to lynchings and many American Indians
and people of Mexican descent abandoning mining permanently, often leaving them with
little recourse to sustain themselves.
39 These celebrations explicitly focused, and continue to focus, on Spanish contributions
to Californian history and culture, rather than its Mexican influences.

Chapter Two
40 The project of collecting the Fus Fixico letters in a single volume was initiated by
Carol A. Petty Hunter and completed by Daniel F. Littlefield Jr. upon Petty Hunter’s
request, due to an illness that led to her untimely death.  The collection, The Fus Fixico
Letters was published in 1993.  At the time Littlefield was already working on a
biography of Posey, Alex Posey: Creek Poet, Journalist, & Humorist, which was
published in 1992.  Matthew Sivils recently contributed to Petty Hunter and Littlefield’s
efforts to make Posey’s work available to modern readers by collecting a variety of
Posey’s works in Chinnubbie and the Owl: Muscogee (Creek) Stories, Orations & Oral
Traditions, published in 2005.
41 I will use the terms “American Indians,” “Indians,” and “Native people” to refer to the
indigenous people of North America.  I operate on the principle that one should call a
people by the name that they call themselves.  As these are the terms used by the
American Indians of my acquaintance, they are the terms that I use as well.
42 Green, 151.
43 Debo, 103.
44 Throughout his book, The Politics of Indian Removal: Creek Government and Society
in Crisis, Michael D. Green details the types of fraud and foul play engaged in by
government officials at the state and local levels in order to lay claims to ever greater
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amounts of Creek land.  He provides some telling examples on pages 50-52, 58, 87, 147,
160, 178, and183.
45 Womack, Red on Red, 34.
46 The Dawes Act stipulated that heads of household receive one hundred and sixty acre
allotments, or three hundred and twenty acres if the land was only suitable for grazing.
Single people over the age of eighteen and orphans below eighteen received eighty acre
allotments.  Others who were younger than eighteen years of age received forty acres.
47 The Five Civilized Tribes came to be known as such because of their adoption of
Anglo American style dress, housing, government, and education.
48 Littlefield, Letters, 14.
49 See Robert Berkhofer’s discussion of “Evolutionism and Primitive Peoples in
Nineteenth-Century Anthropology” in The White Man’s Indian, 49-55
50 Littlefield, Letters, 101.
51 Littlefield, Posey, 5.
52 Posey was the superintendent of three schools: the Creek Nation Orphan Asylum at
Okmulgee from 1896-1897, the Eufaula boarding school in 1899, and the National
School at Wetumka in 1898 (Kosmider, 15).
53 Littlefield, Posey, 225
54 See Littlefield, Posey, 188, 193, and 200.
55 See Letters, 22.
56 Letters, 21.
57 Womack references Fus Fixico Letters #10, #26, and #38 as examples of Posey’s use of
the image of cleaned bones.
58 Red on Red, 152.
59 Posey, Letters, 9
60 Red on Red, 166.
61 Littlefield, Posey,137.
62 Womack, Red on Red, 132-133.
63 Rosaldo, Renato. “Imperialist Nostalgia.” Representations 26 (Spring, 1989): 107-122.
64 Indian Journal, editorial, April 4, 1902.
65 According to Ruiz de Burton scholars, Rosaura Sánchez and Beatrice Pita, the threat of
the U.S. annexing additional regions in Mexico persisted beyond the Mexican American
war through the end of the nineteenth century.  They write, “In particular, the United
States was eyeing the Northern Mexican states and trying to get access to the Isthmus of
Tehuantepec, which President Franklin Pierce also wanted to purchase for building a
railroad across the isthmus.  But the United States also had its eye on Baja California.
And incursions across the border were frequent, from California to Brownsville Texas”
(Conflicts, 108).  The United States’ desire for Mexican land in the nineteenth century
was followed by U.S. manipulations of the Mexican economy, labor force, and natural
resources in the twentieth century – all of which mitigated Mexico’s independence and
economic stability.
66 Littlefield, Posey, 88.
67 See Littlefield, “Utopian Dreams,” 412.
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68 The fate of the Creeks who moved to Mexico is a subject that merits further inquiry and
research.  In preparation for my future book-length discussion of Posey, I will go to the
best source for uncovering this piece of Creek history: living Creeks themselves.  While
there is an absence of scholarship on the experiences of Creeks who moved to Mexico
during and after the allotment era, slightly more is known about Creek emigration to
Mexico during the removal era.   During this time, some Creeks went to live with the
Alabama-Coushetta Indians in Texas (then Mexico), but most later moved to Indian
Territory.  Far more is known about the Seminoles’ (a former faction of the Creek
Nation, whom some Creeks joined in fleeing their Southeast homelands) experiences
with emigration to Mexico during the removal era.  During the 1830s, a group of
Seminoles moved to Texas, and later to the Mexican state of Coahuilla, when the U.S.
annexed Texas.  By 1861, with the exception of Seminole freedmen, all of the Seminoles
in Mexico returned to the United States and settled in Indian Territory.  They left Mexico
to avoid entanglements with civil wars occurring in Mexico and due to their difficulties in
producing enough food for subsistence.  When the movement for Oklahoma statehood
began, they tried to reclaim their land grant in Coahuilla but without success.  For more
information about the Seminoles’ quest for a new homeland, see Kevin Mulroy’s
Freedom on the Border.
69 Genesis 5-8.
70 Posey, Letters, 60-1, note 5.
71 Posey and Gibson regularly referenced each other in their articles, a dialogue which
dramatized the political debates taking place in Indian Territory at the time.
72 The Creeks traditionally supported themselves largely by hunting but were forced to
rely more on farming when their hunting grounds were reduced by Anglo American
settlement and the animal population consequently depleted.
73 Oklahoma became a state on November 16, 1907.
74 Littlefield, Posey, 229.
75 Here I refer to the many philanthropic groups that organized during the late nineteenth
century who called themselves, “friends of the Indian.”  See Prucha, Americanizing, 1.
76 Littlefield, Posey, 150-153.
77 Littlefield, Posey, 151.
78 Here I draw upon Mary Louis Pratt’s definition of contact zones as “social spaces
where disparate cultures meet, clash, and grapple with each other, often in highly
asymmetrical relations of domination and subordination” (Imperial Eyes, 4).
79 Merrill E. Gates, who presided over the Lake Mohonk Conference at which friends of
the Indians gathered, articulates the connection many Indian Reformers saw between
instilling the desire for individually owned property in American Indians and American
Indians’ chances of becoming civilized and thus surviving.  In 1885 he wrote, “The tribal
organization, with its tenure of land in common, with its constant divisions of goods and
rations per capita without regard to service rendered, cuts the nerve of all that manful
effort which political economy teaches us proceeds from desire for wealth.  True ideas of
property with all the civilizing influences that such ideas excite are formed only as the
tribal relation is outgrown” (qtd. in Prucha, Americanizing, 50-1).
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80 “It was common practice for authorities to cut the long hair of Indian prisoners, in part
to humiliate them.  In 1902 the commissioner of Indian affairs had issued a directive to
school officials to cut the long hair of Indian children in federal schools. […] Posey had
witnessed the effects of such policy [sic] on the followers of Chitto Harjo, who had been
captured and jailed for quite some time in the spring of 1902.  Hotgun, according to
Posey, had threatened to sue the United States for cutting his hair.  Indian Journal, March
7 and April 11, 1902” (Littlefield’s notes, Letters, 88).
81 Green, 22.
82 Littlefield, Posey, 50.
83 Letters, 148.
84 See Letters, 194, n. 5.
85 Wicket, 35.
86 Between 1900 and 1915, the African American population of Indian
Territory/Oklahoma increased 147% in comparison to the Anglo American increase of
115% (Wickett, 203).
87 Indian Journal, July 20, 1894.
88 Quoted in Wickett, 180.
89 The first law passed in the new state of Oklahoma required separate railroad coaches
and waiting rooms for people of African descent (Wickett, 197).
90 Littlefield, Posey, 8.

Chapter Three
91 See Diner, 75.
92 See Mathes, 23-29, for a more detailed discussion of the Ponca’s removal, Standing
Bear’s speaking tour, and the Ponca’s legal battle to return to their homeland.
93 Jackson’s mother, Deborah Waterman Vinal Fiske, died in 1844, when Jackson was
fourteen years old; her father, Nathan Fiske, died just three years later, in 1847.
94 William Sharpless Jackson’s liberal political views stemmed from his upbringing.  He
was of Irish Quaker ancestry and grew up in a family of antislavery activists.  When he
was young he was taken on journeys in which he and his family escorted fugitive slaves
to Quaker saftehouses.  As an adult, Jackson continued to advocate for tolerance toward
people of other races and religions.  See Phillips, 176-177.
95 See Phillips, 26.
96 According to Phillips, “At a time when only a few hundred women found a broad
readership for their poetry, Jackson published some two poems per month in periodicals
geared to national audiences.  Her work was praised and promoted by the most influential
editors at the most prestigious American magazines, which shaped the literary taste of
America’s educated class; it was also regularly featured on the front page of the less
sophisticated New York Independent, where she garnered a large popular following”
(119).
97 Jackson’s assumption invites a comparison with Don Mariano Alamar and Clarence
Darrell’s debate over this issue in Maria Amparo Ruiz de Burton’s The Squatter and the
Don.  As I discuss in chapter one, Clarence contends that if Anglo Americans knew that
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Californios were losing their land as a result of U.S. legislation and unethical, greedy
Anglo American settlers, they would demand government reform.  Don Mariano counters
that he once thought as Clarence does, but he has become disillusioned by his contact
with Anglo American politicians and settlers who seem indifferent to the Californios’
plight.
98 See Phillips, 249.
99 For more extensive discussions of California Indians in the late nineteenth century, see
chapter one and Indians of California: The Changing Image by James Rawls.
100 Secular priests operate within secular society and answer to the archbishop of their
local diocese.  By contrasts, priests who belong to relgious orders (like the Franciscans)
live among their religious order, apart from the rest of the world and are only answerable
to the archbishop if they elect to participate in church functions outside of their religious
order.
101 Jackson’s failure to account for tribal differences throughout the novel is likely one
reason that critics, such as Phillips, claim that “its lack of historical specificity gives the
novel an elegiac feeling […] Jackson seems to be describing events buried solidly in the
past rather than ongoing travesties that demand present intervention” (261).
102 According to Phillip Deloria, Edward Taylor introduced this idea to the field of
anthropology in 1870.  Deloria writes, “There was one culture, and the world’s various
societies represented stages in an evolutionary hierarchy that featured white, Western
society at its pinnacle and any number of so-called primitive societies below.  In order to
account for the wide distribution of societies along this scale, theorists of the Tylorean
school invoked the biological idea of race.  Racial character or temperament, they
thought, determined the values, beliefs, and practices of a society.  These qualities were
believed to be genetic and inheritable in the same manner as physical characteristics.  The
character of Indian people, for example, was innate, and it channeled Indians almost
inevitably toward lower-level subsistence practices like hunting or farming.  The
problems many Indians experienced as their societies came under American domination
could be assumed to result from racial tendencies that made living in a civilized society
difficult” (133).
103 In Playing Indian, Phillip Deloria discusses how, since first contact between
Europeans and American Indians, the former have imitated the latter as a means of social
protest and personal renewal.  Jackson arguably encourages her readers to play Indian;
her American Indian characters embody qualities readers with antimodern leanings
valued, particularly an instinctive connection to nature that underlies their way of being
in the world.
104 However, despite this ostensible gesture of inclusiveness, Californios were swiftly
driven out of California politics and, as Ruiz de Burton dramatizes in The Squatter and
the Don, many of them lost their court battles to retain their lands.  See Rawls, 86.
105 Like the San Pasquale Indians, whose situation Jackson fictionalizes, Ruiz de Burton’s
family obtained their land claim from Pio Pico and, as I discuss in chapter one, Ruiz de
Burton spent her final years trying to secure her legal claim to her remaining lands.
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106 As I discuss in chapter one, through the 1862 Homestead Act, the U.S. government
encouraged Anglo Americans to settle on so-called unappropriated lands.  Settlers were
entitled to 160 acres per family.  However, lands deemed available for settlement were,
for the most part, already occupied by American Indians and people of Mexican descent
and guaranteed to them by Spanish or Mexican deeds, or by word of mouth (as in the
case of the Luiseños’ claim to Temecula).  As Jackson illustrates through her
fictionalized account of the displacement of the San Pasquale Indians, even a paper
document was often insufficient evidence to persuade U.S. courts to rule against Anglo
Americans who asserted legal land claims.  In the case of American Indians, they had
even fewer options for resisting displacement than Californios, as they were not deemed
citizens or given access to the judicial system.
107 According to Mathes, “The participation of middle- and upper-class women in the
Indian reform movement was a logical outgrowth of nineteenth-century America’s
perception of women’s role as a ‘separate sphere’ from that of men.  The ‘Cult of True
Womanhood’—piety, purity, submissiveness, and domesticity, enveloped these women.
Domesticity was by far the most important element.  ‘To render home happy is a
woman’s peculiar province, home is her world,’ noted a contributor to a ladies’ magazine
in 1830. […]  This emphasis would later be important to [Women’s National Indian
Association] members when working with Indian women who were expected to learn the
proper homemaking skills of the nineteenth-century Victorian woman” (9).  While
Jackson appeals to popular notions of proper female behavior, by having Ramona
demonstrate maternal affection, without Anglo American influence, illustrates her
valuation of Indian culture and her sense of an already existing equality (at least in this
regard) between the two cultural groups.
108 Alessandro’s mental decline, engendered by his suffering at the hands of U.S. policies
and Anglo American settlers, invites comparisons with Don Mariano’s physical
deterioration in The Squatter and the Don, upon learning that state and federal officials
will do nothing to help investors in San Diego who stand to suffer great financial losses
due to the loss of the railroad.
109 See Rawls, 87.
110 See Phillips, 28.
111 For a more extensive discussion of the mission systems at efforts at secularization
made by the Spanish and Mexican governments, see Sandos.
112 See California and the Missions, 54
113 For a discussion of notable differences between the two sets of letters, see James
Byrkit’s introduction to the letters published in the Chillicothe Leader, which Byrkit
compiled in Letters from the Southwest.
114 Quoted in Crusader in Corduroy, 106.
115 Ibid.
116 Quoted in Crusader in Corduroy, 107.
117 One of the alleged goals, espoused by federal agents and Indian reformers, of placing
American Indians on reservations, was to train them in agriculture and thereby assist
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American Indians in becoming self-sustaining and, ultimately, no longer in need of
federal assistance.
118 For a more extensive treatment of the Pueblo Revolt of 1680, see Archaeologies of the
Pueblo Revolt by Robert Preucel.
119 For more information regarding Pueblo history and culture, see Ortiz.
120 See Witherspoon, 530.
121 Roessel, 519.
122 Navajo oral narratives place the Navajo in the Southwest much earlier than current
archaeological evidence suggests.  According to Carmean, “Oral narrative describes the
Navajo as occuping the area during the same time that many Anasazi (Ancestral Pueblo)
archaeological sites were still inhabited.  In some instances Navajo oral narrative even
refers to the initial construction of buildings at a specific site, for example Pueblo Bonito
in Choco Canyon, suggesting the Navajo were in the area well before the Anasazi left the
region by 1300 A.D.” (3-4). For a more detailed discussion of the migratory history of the
Pueblo Indians and their ancestors, see Sando, 207.
123 See Carmean, 7.
124 Ibid.
125 See Stewart, 55.
126 For a more extensive discussion of craniometry and late nineteenth century theories of
biological determinism, see Gould, chapter chapter two.
127 American Character, 143.
128 See Pevar, 4-5.
129 See Silko, 63.
130 See American Character, 215.
131 For further discussion of Lummis and the Sequoyah League’s views of forced
haircutting and bans on native religions, see American Character 155, 250 and 314
respectively. One of the chief enemies Lummis made in the Bureau of Indian Affairs was
Secretary Hitchcock, whom Posey satirizes in the Fus Fixico Letters as Secretary It’s
Cocked.  Posey’s critique of Hitchcock focused on Hitchcock’s imposition of his own
cultural standards on American Indians, as illustrated by the mandate that Indian men cut
their hair short and his opinions about what types of houses were suitable for Indians.
132 See Tramp, 71 and 266.
133 See Diner, 185.
134 For a more extensive study of the experiences of Jewish immigrants in the Western
United States, see Pioneer Jews, by Harriet and Fred Rochlin.
135 See Thompson, 151-2.
136 See Crusader in Corduroy 17 and American Character 120, respectively.
137 In a longer study, I would explore Lummis’ praise of modernization in Mexico (in
contrast with his many antimodern viewpoints), as initiated by president/dictator Porfirio
Díaz.  I would spend more time exploring Lummis’ claims that racial prejudice does not
exist in Mexico and that indigenous peoples are not subjected to harsh work conditions in
Mexico.  This would also serve as an interesting comparison with Alexander Posey
whom, as I argue in chapter two, dangerously presents Mexico as a safe haven for
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American Indians when Díaz did in fact use forced labor to subdue Indians and took their
lands to sell to corporate investors.
138 See Kelsey, 95-98.
139 See Thompson, 308.

Conclusion
140  Given the setting of her novel, Jackson might have referenced the multiple military
campaigns organized by California Indians to protect their lands or the lengthy legal
battles they engaged in for the same ends.  For a concise overview of the history of
California Indians’ resistance to Spanish, Mexican, and United States’ colonization, see
www. Ceres.ca.gov/nahc/califindian.html.
141 “Report by H. Jackson and A. Kinney on the Condition and Needs of the Mission
Indians of California, 1883.”  See chapter three for a discussion of the content of this
report.
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